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''T^'HE following series of important works is
X
in progress, and the individual books will

One Penny.

8. Ceevil Law ; or, The Head o’ the Causey : A
Tale of Stirling.

By the SHERIFF.
9- How to Tell the Truth : A Text-Book for
Doctors.

By Prof. Sir Douglas Maclagan.
10. Monopoly ; or, The Classical Shop.
By Prof. Sellar.

11. Silence is Golden ; or, Edinburgh Harmony.
By Prof. Sir H. O.

appear in rapid succession :—
1.

Lack of Interest.

By the PRINCIPAL.

12. Out of It; or, Scots Law.
By the PROFESSOR.

2. Academic Customs and Costumes; or, Sur
13. The Massivity of Facts: An Essay on the
vivals in Culture.
Specific Gravity of Details.
By J. C. Janitor, Esq.
By Prof. D. M.
3. Never Too Late: The Story of a Library
14. Heads and Tails.
Catalogue.
By the COMMITTEE.

4. Stars without Starers ; or, Practical Astro
nomy.
By Prof. Smyth.

5.

Hey, Presto! or, The Metaphysical Hat.
By Prof. A. C. F.
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Length of Days ; or, Expansion by Heat.

By Prof. Tait.
7.

Public Roup : The History of my Chair.

By Prof. Lorimer.

By Prof. Sir William Turner.

The Immoral Philosophy of Politics: An
Essay on the Election of ’86.

By Prof. H. C.
16. Biblical Iniquity.
By the PROFESSOR.

17. The Alchemy of the Human Voice: A
Random Discourse.
By Prof. A. C. B.
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tion.

Chapter.

By Prof. Butcher.
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36. Light in Dark Places: An Essay on the
Rectal “ Bougie.”
By Prof. J. C.

By the Prof, of Education.
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By Prof. Mac-Unknown.

By Prof. T. R. F.
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By Prof. T. A.
26. White Robes.

Bridges: An

Essay on

By the Prof, of Engineering.
39. Good Investment: An Essay on Stock.

By Prof. Taylor.

By Prof. Wallace.

27. At Infinity; or, Arctic Rambles on an 40. Scrapes and Hot Water.
Asymptote.
By the Barber.
By Prof. G. C.
41. Other Folk’s Property: A Sequel to “ Other
28. 1 he Editors Shears : An Essay on Literary
Peoples Business;” or, Socialism: A
Phyllotaxis.
Mistaken Idea.

By Prof. Dickson.
29. Brown Studies.

By the AUTHOR.

42. How to Make Both Ends Meet.

By the Prof, of Fine Art.

30. “ Siller and Sense

An Old Saying.

By the Prof, of Political Economy.

By the Sec. U.L.A.
43. Chaff.

By “ The Student.”

£be Student
At last he stopped, gave in his name,
And then the examination came;
On questions queer his brain he plied,
And, understanding not, he tried
Cos a.

@®s
HE College term was closing fast,
As onward to the end there passed,
A youth who bore in binding nice
A note-book with the strange device,
Cos a.

T

His brow was sad, his cheek was pale,
He drank not bitter beer nor ale;
But note-book there and pen in hand,
He ever strove to understand
Cos a.

Yet little progress did he make,
Though up at night he sat awake;
And morning hours made little clearer—
In fact, they only made yet queerer
Cos a.

And one who was a new M.A.,
With serious countenance did say :
“ Look out for squalls, and have a care
Of everything, but most beware
Cos a.”

Professors said when looking sour,
“ Beware Dynamics’ awful power.”
A tear stood in his hollow eye
As then he answered in a sigh,
Cos a.

“Try not to pass,” a plucked one said,
“ For Mathematics you’ve no head.”
“Oh, I should get the prized M.A.,
If I could comprehending say,
Cos a.”

In rows like newly tedded hay,
Cos a’s on his note-book lay;
’Twas now an angle, then a line,
Always obscurity is thine—
Cos a,

He passed of course, and on through life,
’Mid cares enough from child and wife ;
Before all science, art, or laws,
The motto that he clung to was—
Cos a.
Editor’s Note.—This parody, which appeared in the St
Andrews paper, “Kate Kennedy’s Annual” in 1873, is still
sufficiently in sympathy with current feeling to warrant a
reprint.

T may be because the end of Mathematics is the
extraction of roots, there certainly is no doubt
that one of the commonest operations in that domain
is a preliminary ploughing. In some aspects this is a
perfectly clear phenomenon. The students who come
up to the Scottish Universities have given no previous
guarantee either of training or capacity for the study
of Mathematics : they are set down in hundreds to
listen to the professorial wisdom provided for their
instruction by an inadequate endowment and a more
than adequate system of fees : the lectures start on a
level which presupposes its own previous attainment,
and progress is at a rate which presupposes previous
good training, and as a natural result a plenteous slow
pack is left tailling off behind. In this system there
is so much of wasted time on the part of the students
that we wonder at their unwisdom of spending in the
variety of entertainment provided at the depot which
caters for idle hands and heads, hours which might
be used for their own advance. But our wonder is
displaced when we learn that this is merely part of
the compulsion and discipline to which Alma Mater
submits those of her sons who aim at the M. A. degree.
This is a very distinct hardship. It may be advis
able to submit all minds to a mathematical training,
but it is obvious that this compulsion is the merest
farce as a pretension to any such training.
The wonder is now that students have endured this
bondage and falseness so long, and have not risen and
said, “ If Mathematics is to be essential to a degree
in Arts, give us a training which is so in fact and not
merely in form.”

I

Zbe Student
The difficulty on the part of the Professor is, how
ever, no less than that on the part of the student. He
has provided for him by the conditions of academic
matriculation a heterogeneous mass of students who
have training, any or none, in Mathematics, and he is
asked to teach. It is not at all satisfactory to solve
the difficulty by making the Professor do the work of
a primary schoolmaster; it is an unwise waste of firstclass power to ask him to do so. Neither can we ask
him to ease the conditions of examination so that
any student coming up without training and working,
untutored except in lecture, may in two years attain
knowledge enough to pass. That is to make the
degree as absolutely worthless as a certificate of
attainment as it formerly was in reality, if not in repute.
The standard of the examination must be maintained,
the level of the Professor’s teaching must not be
lowered, what are we to do? Shall we, by an entrance
examination, force the students to be up to the Pro
fessor’s starting level? Shall we make Mathematics
a voluntary subject, so that those who are unfit shall
not try it? The former might be at once applied,
but that is too wide a subject to be discussed in the
present article. The latter, if applied alone in present
conditions, would place the -Mathematical Class-room
immediately under the statue on the new dome, and
send the Professor to the Lawnmarket. It is just
possible that a judicious combination of the two might
result in softening the present hard lines of the
student’s Jot, without injuring the actual study of
Mathematics in the University. At present we may
surely express our sympathy with the candidate when
he groans—
“To what they ask my mind has no affinity,
They will not ask what anybody knows ;
I wish my ‘ coach ’ would go off to infinity,
And take the examiners there and end my woes.”

Yb0

Slut.

This Club, which sprang into existence a year ago,
started its second session on Friday, by adding fifty
new members. In addition to a previous two hundred
and twenty-five, this forms a respectable fraction of
the medical part of the University; and the apprecia
tion of the Club is attested by the fact that during
last year the Treasurer passed through his hands
about ^350, while the Librarian issued 370 sets of
notes.

*
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Jnion Debs
races of the
@our)Cil.
»Students,
jegligent, in
IT is at once a delicate instance ofpre-established in the part
harmony and an admirable illustration of academicure worthy
tradition that, in a students’ paper, an article shouldlmidgingly s
be devoted to the study of a body of whose existence
most students are sublimely unconscious. This is not
due to any lack of activity on the part of the Council.
Of this activity great results are attained in the disfigurement of the College walls with bills and bluestamped papers.
But as a mother is profoundly!
unconscious of the living organism she is protecting;
The
until it presses on the confines of her body, so the:
The
great student corporation is at present too wide to be:
Betw
sensitive of the four years’ embryo, whose future
Touc
development and success is to make so much differ
Chor
ence to its weal or woe. Students never read the
notices, and are unwilling to make so much sacrifice
of their substance as is needed to minister to the
*y
life of their own offspring.
The activity of the Council is a matter of many
aspects, and varies from the harmless diversions of a
torchlight procession or a plebiscite on the cap and!
gown question to the ultimatum of earnestness in an 2'TUDEi
attempt to decide the welfare of Ireland, or the guid
wont,
ance of Her Majesty’s Government in the way they! wo parties,
should walk to University legislation.
;ig each oth
The Council is a curious combination of two very hooting to '
distinct and characteristic elements,—the atoms who In Germa
look upon it as a kind of higher debating society, and d elect the i
those who look upon it as a possible means to an ease-, nd during
ment of their hard lot as students. Strangely enough, motions to
the latter section are chiefly medicals, and by con that modifii
stantly pegging away they have established a record ae country
of work accomplished that may well incite the others ri-sdom. W
to emulation. During the past year, to go no further rivilege, an
back, this section has attempted an arrangement of rith the libe
the conditions for graduation, and has obtained the yer, somet
means of cleanliness at the P.M. room, cliniques on ackground
fevers at an hour when students can get to them
sense of •
additional cliniques for senior students in Surgery’
.1 the wise r
and the removal of female cliniques in the Lock lector, and
Wards to an hour which throws them open to senior tudents’ re]
students. Well done, Medicine !
:ody of the I
We must not, however, leave an impression that no ion in formi
work other than medical has been done. The mag
nd culpabh
num opus, the University Union, is already raising
tudents, the
its comely walls, and an immense amount of minor
isually abse
fagging has been done in securing for the students
assessor was
advantages hitherto unknown. The entertainments of
ie interests

1

Cbe Student.
sfiv’c

ínion Debates and Smoking Concerts, the conveninces of the Directory of Lodgings and the Directory
if Students, of which they themselves are ungratefully
negligent, involve a very great amount of self-sacrifice
establishedl.m the part of those who do the work, and certainly
>facademic:tre worthy of more adequate recognition than the
:cle shouldlrrudgingly subscribed ,£30 at a shilling a head,
e existence
This is not
--------le Council,
in the disU
and blueOUCH, brothers, touch with care,
profoundly!
Touch the denominating passengare;
protecting;
The
Occiput
in an L.O.A.,
dy, so the:
The
Sinciput*
in a R.M.P.,
wide to be:
Between
the
Butts
in an L.S.A.,
ose future
Touch
the
denominating
passengare.
uch differChorus—Touch, brothers, touch with care,
read the!
Touch the denominating passengare.
h sacrifice
ter to the
* With apologies for the slight inaccuracy.

T

of many
sions of a
LhorcJ l^ecf©!?.
e cap and
less in an S'TUDENTS at the time of a Rectorial Election are
the guid- J wont, like other folks, to divide themselves into
way they wo parties, and to busy themselves so much in fight3g each other that they have no time left from pea
two very hooting to think what it is all about.
toms who In German Universities it is the custom for students
ciety, and J elect the Rector for the year. He is a Professor,
o an ease- nd during his year of office he has certain public
y enough, motions to perform. With us the custom is some1 by con- Ihat modified, and we summon from various parts of
a record ae country men of public eminence to give us of their
he others risdom. Were this all, the custom would be a curious
10 further rivilege, and scarcely warrant enough for interference
;ement of rith the liberty of our eminent men. There is, howlined the ver, something more which has been left in the
liques on ackground till now when students are awakening to
to them, sense of power and responsibility for their share
Surgery, 1 the wise management of the University. The Lord
he Lock lector, and an Assessor nominated by him, are the
to senior tudents’ representatives in the supreme governing
:ody of the University, and the neglect of this consideran that no (on in former appointments has been the most strange
fhe mag- nd culpable dereliction of duty on the part of the
y raising tudents, the result of which was that the Rector was
of minor ■sually absent from his place in the court, and the
students Assessor was a political wire-puller, who knew little of
iments of ne interests of his indirect constituents, the students,

and was guided by the influence of friendship with
members of the other sections of the academic
community.
This year the election of Lord Lothian on a joint
nomination gives promise of a change in this respect.
He himself has high public qualifications, of which
we need not speak, and he is near enough Edinburgh to
attend to his duty. Further, we believe that the appoint
ment of Assessor will not this time be delegated to the
agents of a political party, but will be made by Lord
Lothian himself in consultation with the committees
of his constituents. This is excellent, and we hope
that the students will give further proof of their wisdom
by furnishing a list from which our Rector will be able
to choose an Assessor who shall know what is necessary
for the good of the University, and shall be willing to
do it uninfluenced by any sectional spirit.

^fuele^is

ist).

WANT a wife who knows her Greek,
Her syntax and her grammar,
On friendly terms with Person’s Pause
And Bentley’s lost Digammer.

1

I want a wife who solves “ deducs,”
Sums series to a miracle,
By plane trig, reckons gingerbread,
And counts her eggs by spherical.
A wife so deep in statics versed
That none therein can come at her,
Who measures coffee, milk, and tea,
With Nicholson’s hydrometer.

A wife who rules her paragraphs
With syllogistic rigour,
And shapes her curtain arguments
In proper mood and figure.
In short, a wife that knows a lot
Of every kind of knowledge,
And specially the sort of thing
That’s wanted at the College.
For why ! since man and wife are one,
As surely one as may be,
She’d pass that blessed prelim., while I
Would stay and mind the baby.

H. B.
With apologies for plagiarism to the Aberdonian author.

;
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HE first debate of the session was held on Friday
evening in the Oddfellows’ Hall, A. H. Briggs
Constable, M.A., in the chair.
The motion was—“ That the policy followed by
the present Government with regard to Ireland has
rendered it unworthy of the confidence of the country.”
The speakers were :—

T

FOR

W. M. Budge (Arts)
W. B. Jamieson „
D. B. Bogle
„
R. O. Morris
„
G. O. Moorhead (Med.)

AGAINST.,

D. Chrystal (Law)
W. W. D. Campbell (Arts)
J. Edgar
„
M. B. M ‘Innes
»

On a division there voted—Ayes, 52 ; Noes, 57—
being a majority of 5 for the Government.
The debate lasted nearly three hours, and was well
sustained throughout. We append short reports of
the speeches.
A. M. Budge (Arts) would attribute no former Conservative
sins to the present Government, but would judge them entirely
by the policy they were at present following. They were re
turned to reconcile the integrity of the empire with the interests
of law and order in Ireland, and their policy must be judged by
its success in attaining the tranquillity of Ireland. Their policy
might fairly be described as repression or enforcement of law,
and was very slightly, if at all, remedial, even though Lord
Salisbury had swallowed the principle of Mr Parnell’s abandoned
Land Bill with a hitherto undiscovered effect upon his digestion.
The Coercion Bill was passed on the understanding that it did
not interfere with the rights of free speech and free meeting, so
dear to the heart of every freeman. But it puts down meetings
for an “ improper ” purpose, and the policy of the Irish AttorneyGeneral is one of constructive impropriety, as his notion of im
propriety exists solely in the minds of himself and Mr Balfour.
The Government were guilty of the folly of illegality. At
present the two legal tests of improper purpose are riot and
treason, and no meeting not intended for either of these can be
interfered with by the common law of the realm. Yet at
Mitchelstown, at a meeting for political purposes, unproclaimed,
so that a reporter had merely the rights of an ordinary citizen’
and the police just so much to force him there as the committee
of the University Conservative Association, the citizens were
disturbed in such a way that three of them were murdered.
But even yet there was no law, and the fact that the verdict of
a legal court is still unexecuted teaches Irishmen that there is no
law for the Government or its satellites, and much law for Irish
men. The only intelligible theory of the present policy is Lord
Randolph Churchill’s “divine right of the constable.” The
policy is foolish in showing hostility to Ireland. It has made it
illegal for an Irishman to join a political association, to publish
political news, or to make a political speech, and all for the sake
of enforcing a law under which tenants were forced on to the
hill sides from lands they had themselves reclaimed, and huts
they had themselves built. All tests show the Irish better and

purer than the people of Britain, but even were they vile
of ap,andc
wicked, a show of hostility to them is the surest mode of <1
feating its own ends. The great triumph of the Governme,
ps own'
was the arrest of William O’Brien, and he had simply made ft m;nai as ¿rjvj
of them by burning their proclamation and holding
processions of defiance. So that even the Times and St Jamu-^ p1)GAR
Gazette began to see the folly of such proceedings, and to pe. y an(j or(]cr ¡<
ceive that the dilemma before the country was Home Rwf;mber of Par
Separation. The Government were further foolish in un<HQ sa;(j f0"
estimating the resistant power of the Irish race. The whawn » an(j
j
advance of civilisation has been away from the flagellant polio |ao-ers p ■ j jQ.
Does England alone lag ? The Government is opposing;Dpresse(j p
national impulse which burns fiercer and wider the more itl g q Morri
tried to be suppressed, and so their policy reaches its crowniir(irvsta]
follyid misery in It
D. Chrystal (Law).—In this question of maintaining ¿I®6 n°t come
and order in Ireland the Unionist party are as anxious as ai1: and they b
Liberal to do justice. The question of Irish Local Governmei,'t™es tbe tyi
will need exceptional measures. The land question nJ: landlords,
stability at present impossible. Of the three factors to it, fixidï children tur
of tenure, State interference, and landlord, the landlord number’s hands.
be bought out and go. At last election the question was M ve been the !
Gladstone’s Home Rule, or the enforcement of law and ordathur Balfour
and the new democracy simply hurled its answer at Mr Glas infusion of
stone. To confer a grand new boon of liberty which rouses tl 3e> for bis
enthusiasm of a nation is a grateful function for a statesman, Running of Iris
a harder and higher function, and one that rouses no enthusiast °f the Grt
is to see that the law is not set at defiance, that intimidation ac its tenants.
cruelty are not allowed to go free, and this will stamp a note : from his 0
mark on the pages of a country’s history. This is the rôle,: Ages of Eng
Arthur James Balfour. The Criminal Law Amendment Bill ! ycottinS and i
aimed at law-breakers, yet Mr Gladstone has done all he can urged against
prevent its having a fair trial. It is aimed at two things—(1) Pit owable in Eni
of Campaign, by which the law of contract and the foundatioimore cruel 01
of all social order was broken down, and the National Leagr J. O. Moor
usurped the place of the Lan i Court ; (2) The village tyrant Wht English
of the Land League, its boycotting and moonlighting. Th village, the
Conservative party would not interfere with freedom of meetit 5 no qualificai
or combination among tenants ; and to make the law respecte T1-/ ignora“’
-r a day, nor even of- six
■ months,
- but they w 1 effective or
is the task, not of
do it. It is the issue of law against disorder, of true freed® "sessed all tl
against license, they would prevent a ‘ ‘ march through rapine: sernment of t
the dismemberment of the empire.”
The next d
W. B. Jamieson (Arts) recounted the proposer’s poin J be held a
The opposer had neglected the issue and criticised Mr Glac
stone. He had spoken very confidently for the'Conservativ
party. What relation he might bear to that party was unknown
(voice, “Financial”)—but he seemed an exceptional Conset
vative.
W. W. D. Campbell (Arts).—The only alternative to th
present policy is Home Rule in a very unpleasant form. Hom
Rule is workable or it is unworkable, and if workable it w Member.
introduce commercial protection into Ireland. It will involve toti
idents. Bi
separation or it will not; if it does not, what may happen is
very serious question. The action of the Parnellite majority wl n'tw n t
lead to one thing or to another. If it lead to civil war the conf'
' 11
quences will be serious. The Irish members are unfit to govei
a country when they are trying to break up the foundations 1 The Satur
order and morality.
ospitai, rec,
D. B. Bogle (Arts).—The opposer forgot that a large measuL R..C., are s.
of local self-government would not satisfy Irish aspirations. TH 'sed within
Tories now occupied the position which Mr Gladstone had thiteady been
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e they vile at:,^ oj abandoning. They got it en a purely negative issue,
pct
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_ .. J °
est mnnp
mode nf
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cl their policy was foolish and criminal; foolish because dehe Governine
.
.
.
si ting its own oi.u,
end, U.O
as iioianu
Ireland 13
is getting
getting worse
VYULSC ctllU
and WOIbC
worse,;
imp y mac l m;nEd as dr;vjng a political agitation into secret societies and
Idmg trium^.ndiarism_
' “nt'
[. Edgar (Arts).—The only method for the attainment of
tigs, anc 10 PaiV and order is the present Bill. What should we think of a
ome ““Umber of Parliament burning a public proclamation? What
° 'S Th Un> 1 Sa'd f°r
Gladstone crying out “ Remember MitchelsCe'
le v, K< vn ” and neglecting the outrages against police and innocent
age ant poic(jagersp How can ]aw flourish till the National League is
is opposing>t3pressed ? .
the more itl g q Morris (Arts).—He would make one admission to Mr
es its crowniiTjirySta]. There is tyranny, there is suffering, there are anguish
:H misery in Ireland. There are and there have been, but they
raintaining li^e not come in, in the days of the National League. They
anxious as an1: and th®y 11376 h®611 f°r centuries. There has been for
:al Government™®3 th® tyranny of a few in Ireland, but the few have been
question nJ' landlords. There has been suffering, the suffering of widows
tors to it, AW! children turned homeless and bare from the work of their
landlord nuf her’s hands. There have been anguish and suffering, but they
estion was N ve been the anguish and suffering of the Irish race. This
law and ordte:thur Balfour, whose philosophy had been lauded, needed
:r at Mr Glaa infusion of Irish air to curdle his milk of kindness,—had
hich rouses tlae> f°r his one characteristic as Irish Secretary was his
statesman, b;:'inning of Irish atmosphere. Hadheoftener pastured on the
no enthusiast °f th® Green Isle, he would be less cruel or even human
itimidation antenants. Is not he head of the Primrose League ? Speakstamp a note ; from his own experience of the Primrose League in the
is the rôleI Jages of England, and especially of Wales, were this same
ndment Bill: ratting and intimidation, this “ exclusive dealing,” which was
e all he can urged against the Primrose League in Ireland. If this were
lings—(i) Pte owaMe in England surely it was legal in Ireland ; it could not
the foundatici [more cruel or more tyrannical.
itional Lea® j. 0. Moorhead (Medical) said that as an Irishman he
ullage tyrann
Englishmen well enough fitted to manage the affairs of
ighting. Tr “I village, their county, or even of their own country, but that
om of meetitj3110 qualification for governing a country of which they were
: law respects “rely ignorant. Irishmen had shown by their power of great
, but they w effective organisation for political purposes, how well they
F true freed») "s®ssed all the qualities of statesmen, and fitness for the
ough rapine : yernment of their own country.

The next debate is on “ The House of Lords,” and
>oser’s pomit ji be held after the vacation,
ised Mr Glac
J Conservativ
was unknow
tional Consei

■native to th
form. Hon Don't forget Miss Detchon’s Recital on 19th
irkable it wi ovember.
Tickets are sold at special rates to
11 involve tots idents. Buy early.
y happen is
e majority wj [p]
'he next meeting of S.R.C. is on i8th November.
war the consi
mfit to govei
The Saturday morning cliniques at the Fever
foundations (

ospital, recently instituted at the instance of the
large measu 1|.C., are so popular that the list has had to be
'rations. T1 ’se^ within a week, more than eighty names having
stone had th! sady been given in.
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Chapter I.—THE UNIVERSITY.

VULGAR superstition, which we can attribute
only to the fawning courtiership of the Stuart
times, has invested the pedantic James VI. with the
honoured reputation of Founder of the University of
Edinburgh. No more serious historic fraud was ever
perpetrated, and were it not for the inherent content
ment of the human mind, which from sheer inertia is
wont to rest satisfied with a comfortable conclusion,
we should have expected to find the honour more
evenly distributed on the shoulders of the various
kings of Scotland. At the present time stray notes
in the pages of the Great Unknown are almost the
only accessible sources of reliable information on the
antiquities of Edinburgh University, and we must un
doubtedly put aside the curious romances by such
writers as Dalzell or the late Principal Sir Alexander
Grant. These only show how men of immense ability
and undoubted good intentions are misled in their
interpretation of phenomena by an unfortunate inherit
ance of a previous theory, and we have to wait for
generations often for some one to restore in its native
grandeur the simple truth.
In this connection great importance attaches to an
old College regulation, of which, as the original Latin
has no meaning, we give a literal English translation.
It says,—“ Let there each year be chosen from among
the students two who are strong and not afraid, and
let them guard the gates, caring especially to drive
away women and maidens.” Considering the repeated
and persistent attacks which are now-a-days being
made on the masculine monopoly, it might seem as if
this rule were proleptically devised to meet the diffi
culty, but the chief interest of the law is that it ante
dates the foundation of the University by nearly 2,500
years to the time of James VI.
In the year 989 b.c., there existed the structure
titled Aix or more commonly Castellum Puellarum,
only the name was at that time spelled in Celtic in a
way that defies the resources of the now degenerate
printing press. Many legends have been devised to
explain this title, but each has only added to the dust
which age after age has gathered to hide the shameful
truths, that at this period or some time previously there
had taken place a revolt of man; that the girls who
had been evicted had taken refuge in the Castle,
where they were first besieged and then imprisoned in
such a way that their bones were only discovered in
i853-
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The struggle must have gone on for some time, but
the possession of the Old College and of the Castle, in
which any overbold maidens who ventured to re-assert
their former privileges by attempting a re-entrance of
the College were immured, seems to have gradually
strengthened the monopoly of the men, till two
students, strong and stout of heart, were deemed a
sufficient guard, and eventually even this was re
placed by the more pacific terrors of the tile hat and
silver braid of the modern janitor. Still the attack is
being again renewed, and there is much to be said for
a return to the ancestral wisdom which we have too
rashly forsaken.
Within the last few days we have learned that a
statue to the royal founder of the University is about
to be erected on the top of the new dome. This
gives us a hope that when we continue our tour through
the University, we shall find something to admire. At
present, having impressed on the student a sense of
the immense antiquity of the institution to whose
illustrious roll his name has recently been added, we
have gone so far back that we cannot return in time
to see the rest of th,e sights by daylight.

e-

etrjd ©ow1!) Questi®!)..

IN a body meet a body,
In a cap and gown,
Gin a body tease a body,
Need a body frown ?
Ilka laddie has his lassie,
Nane they sae hae I ;
But a’ the leddies smile at me,
When Cap and Gown gang by.

G

m

Postscript to No. i.—-The frequency with wh
I casually turn out will depend upon the necess
support being given me on these occasions by the
who wish some interchange of student thought a
news. Society announcements of importance claim
admission will be kindly entertained.
A series!
Students’ Songs of merit and interest will begin
next number, and where possible an attempt will
made to give the melodies, in the hope of minister
to good-humoured and happy men.—The StudenV

F. R. H. S.

*

M.A. MATHEMATICS.

{To be continued.')

K. C. BUIST’S CLASS meets in 4 Park Street (Seco:
Floor), at 2 p.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Friday
All subjects studied. 27 pupils have passed in 1
three years. Fee, £3. 3s.

■oe-iiers 10 nje. JA<ail0r>.
We have been too busy to write any.—Ed.

SATURDAY GLASSES FOR TEACHERS AND GOVERNESSES
Electricity, Light and Heat, Geology, Agriculture, Pianoforte, Singing
and Theory of Music, Elocution, Drawing, Painting, and Shading,

By MR
And

the

Staff

of the

MACLEOD,

Evening Classes {see page 2 of Cover)

COMMENCING- ON SATURDAY, 12th NOVEMBER, at’ 2 n.m
FEES: 5s. per Quarter; PIANOFORTE, 15s. per Quarter, in Class limited to Four; PAINTING, 5s. per" Quarter.
SPECIAL, CLASSES

Will be formed o„ 9r„ January, at 6 p.„„ with a view t0 !tndying ,he „„„ difficnl(
Qf
Normal Entrance Examination in July
„
F{‘j2\td'PeZSUbC‘.f’r
SiX
6d-f" ‘
Couru.
£3. 3s. for all the subjects for the Six Months, or £2. 2s. foi
Tl.
r a Three Months’ Course

Candidates may rely on obtaining thorough preparation.
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maligned “ College Column,” which, by an organisa
tion of committees, held on its way until the demise
of its patron. Since that time attempts have been
made to secure a College column in some of the
local papers, but they have not yet reached a definite
issue.
It has been thought that the S.R.C., providing, as
it did, a succession of student legislators, might
advisably publish a paper as a means of contact
between
16
itself and the general body of students.
Financial difficulties intervened. The Council had
been in debt, and could not accept the risk of loss.
Thus there seemed to be some need of an experi
ment to show whether a paper could be worked in
A few copies of No. 1 may yet be had at the follow such a way as to furnish the desired medium for the
ing booksellers :—Messrs W. F. Clay, William Bryce, interchange of opinion, and at the same time pay its
Maclachlan & Stewart, Ogle & Murray, or at the printer’s bill.
Office.
For this purpose there is much advantage in the
All communications should be marked The Strident, casual form which we have adopted. It leaves us
and addressed The Co-operative Printing Com free to publish just when we may have a suitable
pany, Bristo Place.
Contributions which the writers occasion,—such as a Union debate, or a meeting of
wish returned, in the event of their being unsuitable S R.C.,—and equally free to stop issue as soon as we
for The Strident, should be marked “ Return.” They find that our columns are of too little interest to buy
will then be given back, on application at the Office.
at a penny. Thus to the frequent question, “ How
often are you to issue The Student 2” we can only
answer, that we do not know, because we are casual,
and depend partly on an occasion.
In some respects this is a disadvantage. We
AVING committed the youthful indiscretion cannot become the students’ athletic newspaper.
of starting off without saying whither we were Any news of matches would be quite stale by the
going, we now feel duly repentant, and should liketime
to we could publish the reports, so that we must
take our readers into our confidence. There is leave this in the more skilled hands of the morning
among Edinburgh students a chronic kind of journal papers. Our athletic sympathies are strong enough
istic fever, which every now and then breaks out in a to make us regret this, especially when the P.D. is on
few stray numbers. These have hitherto invariably the track of our paper, or when we are tempted to
lacked permanence, partly because the infected indi play football with him; but we may perform other
viduals were speedily removed by the M.A. degree, services for athletic men. We hope to have some
and partly, that inexperience of business, or other like choice pieces for them in our series of student songs;
causes, speedily threw the wet blanket of a deficit and we should welcome the discussion of any matters
over the ardour of the journalists.
by which the interest of athletics should be promoted.
Hitherto the most prolonged medium for the
For ourselves, the casual nature of our paper is a
expression of undergraduate feeling was the much distinct advantage. The mere fag of getting ready a
PAGE
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number is considerable, and in this respect we
should be very glad to be merged in a committee
of the S.R.C., or in a committee of contributors.
This would make it possible to shift the work of pre
paring a number among the different members, and
might also render it advisable to issue regular weekly
numbers. Even were it proposed to resume a weekly
column in one of the regular papers, the advantage of
having a regular medium for the interchange of
opinion might induce us to forego the absolute inde
pendence of our present issue.
All this, however, is matter for future consideration.
At present we hope that the various associations of
students will support us with news of their proceed
ings, that students of a literary turn will send us
contributions; and that all will support us by paying
the printer’s bill.

l^fopcssor j^enr).
[From “The Tatler in Cambridge,” 29/5/71.]
THERE was a Professor called Bain,
„ Who taught in the land of the Rain
That the ultimate fact
Which induced you to act
Was an inkling of pleasure and pain.

He proved that Volitional Force
Depended entirely on sauce,
Inasmuch as the question
Was one of digestion,
And morals would follow, of course.
Your head was impressible batter,
Compounded of white and grey matter;
So your measure of Reason
Would flow from “ Adhesion ”
To a tender and merciful hatter.
He laid the foundations of Virtue,
In finding by trial what hurt you;
And, spite of your terror,
Would stick to his error,
And at last, and at best, would desert you,

Religion and Duty he made
A manner of feeling afraid ;
And Tact, on his showing,
Consisted in knowing
The feel of the tongs from the spade.

Faith, Charity, Hope, were reducible
To phosphate or salt, in a crucible;
Dissent and Dysentery
Both alimentary ;
Manners and Mammon both fusible.

C

If Flesh can be sane or insane,
And meat the sole factor of Brain,
Then hey ! for the cooks,
Since the moral of books
Is, “ Leave writing for eating,” O Bain !
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Mr Stormonth Darling has been appointed Rati
Assessor in the University Court. We don’t know whetha
It
Rector did this in consultation with his constituents, bin
Darling is said to be a hard worker, and one who will atten
his duty, and we must give him a fair chance.
I
Mr T. Graham Murray has been appointed Chancel
Solo
Assessor. We don’t know whether the General Council wil
better pleased with him as a representative than the stud,
were. They can at least look after him.
Lord Stair’s decision as to the Glasgow Rectorship is
calculated to improve his reputation, or to satisfy the consciei
of most people connected with Universities. It is only ano:
For
example of the pernicious influence which politics have
Academic circles.
Solo
Mr Goschen has been elected Rector of Aberdeen Univen

And
The next meeting of Council has been postponed to Well
day, November 30, to allow the Secretaries to include
accounts of Miss Detchon’s recital in their financial statenil
for the year.
H. G. Melville has been nominated to Executive via
C. Buist resigned.
D. Chrystal has been nominated to Council vice T. A. Q
resigned.
J. A. Clyde and W. K. Dickson, who have been most 1
gent Members of Council, have just been called to the Bai,
the loss of the Council and the gain of the Faculty of Advocal
We wish them success.
The Committee of S.R.C. for the revisal of the laws!
finished its work. Considerable changes have been made ii
few parts of the laws, especially those relating to procedu
elections, and meetings. The Committee—consisting as it d
of officials, ex-officials, and others fully experienced in the deti
of Council affairs—is so well qualified for the work, and has d<
it so thoroughly as to lead one to hope that there will be
occasion for any lengthy discussion upon the reforms in I
Council.
The Committee which has been making the arrangements
new cliniques and for changes in the hours to make them m
suitable, has been very successful, but has not got quite all
aimed at. They have recommended the Council to attempt!
formation of a joint commission of managers, teachers, >
students, to consider the whole question of the present arraiij
ments for teaching, so as, if possible, to reduce the amount
clashing still further.

O “ what use is an ass ! ”
An answer I’ve lit on.
When I dub one an ass,
I’ve used him to sit on.

T
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At Potsdam I trepanned the cook
To his Gracious Majesty the Duke;
I took an axe and split his head,
And then of course I cured him—dead.

Executive via

1 vice J. A. Cl

A student came, who could never sleep sound
Till I gave him opium by the pound ;
I sent him to bed, his sleep to take,
And the beggar isn’t yet awake.

: been most
led to the Bai
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been made it
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ced in the deB
>rk, and has dt
here will be
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A little old man from Langleybeck
Came with a lump upon his neck;
With a hemp rope I stopp’d its increase,
And now the poor little man has peace.
And one who had a soldier’s lot,
Had been in Egypt and got it hot;
I took three bullets of lead away,_
And his duns and I look in vain for pay.

arrangements
nake them mi
got quite all
il to attempt!
s, teachers, a
present arraiij
2 the amount

And that is the way that I cure the folk;
Untried, it might a smile provoke ;
But that it can all pain abate
I bet it does—by my Doctorate.
fci¿°m-boom’

ftino «E?orS‘‘TV^^

‘o represent the sound of a drum, is usually sung with an accompaniment beaten on the
neXumber^ "b““

°ne °f the Very oIdest'

We PurPose to follow it by
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Saturday Morning Cliniques at Fever Hospital.—
The list was closed on Saturday, November 5, and those who
sent in their names after that date cannot be admitted dur
ing this winter.
Saturday Cliniques on Diseases of the Eye.—The
list for Dr Argyll Robertson’s cliniques was closed on Thursday.
The arrangements admit—
A. (To 28th January inclusive).—Armour. R. D. Booth,
Brunton, Buist, Burnell, Campbell, Candlish, Carrigan, Davies,
Drummond, Eames, A. W. George, Kuys. Lautre, Laughton,
Lowson, M‘Cann, J. Macdonald, D. J. Mackay, A. M. Mackay,»
Miles, Monteith, Morrison, Paterson, Richardson, Sakir, J. C.
Thomson, Weir, G. Wilson, Gelf.
B. (4th February to 31st March).—Boxill, Cattan, Elliot,
Forrest, R. T. George, Govan, Gray, Greig, S. Greville, Hynes,
S. Jamieson, Laws, Liddell, J. M‘Donald, Middlemass, Morgan,
Musgrove, Nightingale, Owen, J. Ritchie, Robertson, Rodgers,
Russell, Sanders, Shields, Smith, Stalkartt, Traquair, Walker,
Williamson.
Dr' MacGillivray’s Tuesday and Friday cliniques seem too
attractive for first-year masters to respect the restriction that
senior students only are admitted. The result is, that those who
wish to go for work are kept out by those who go to satisfy a
purient curiosity. The question of enforcing the restriction has
been put into the hands of the S.R. C. Committee, who have
arranged that in future no student shall be admitted without
showing a clinical Medicine class ticket. They appeal to senior
students to help them in making satisfactory arrangements for
these cliniques, by each going only on Tuesdays, or only on
Fridays.
____

f
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1. A New Nationality.—The following gem was
found in a medical class-room a few days ago :—
Student No. 1.—“ Isn’t that man a Swiss ? ”
„
No. 2.—“ I think he’s an Irishman.”
,,
No. 3.—“No, he isn’t; he’s a Wrangler.”
2. A Difference of Opinion.—At Glasgow Uni
versity, in spite of the immense classes, the system of
oral examination before the class still prevails. Sir
William Thomson one da^ asked a question at an
Irishman, away up at the back of the theatre. He
didn’t know, and. while turning over his notes he was
prompted, first by one neighbour, then by another,
but prompted differently. He hesitated, and the
Professor repeated the question, to which Pat hurled
back the answer—“ Plaze, sur, there’s a difference of
opanyon.”
3. Mathematical Love-Letter.—The following
letter was found last session near the abode of a wellknown “ coach : ”—
“ Dear Encyclopedia,
“ Love is a continuous, rational function of two
variables, U and I, subject to an equation of dif
ferences.
Thus dU + di = o,
[z>., the sum of our differences is nothing.]
Integrating we get U + I = constant,
[f.G, U and I are constant.]

Please choose the circumstances to determine this
constant,
so that U + I = 1
[i.e., U and I are one.]
Yours to infinity,

nd, and rr
e passage
Selves by i
ii.eir seats v
quite filled
(I but the
4. New Definitions (from an Introductory . audience,
Lecture}.— “ Gentlemen ! the subject of this course :le musical
is Logic and Metaphysics. Now to those who come iese outbu:
to this class for the first time, these subjects seem i harmony,
very complex,—so complex indeed, that it will be ;w melodic
impossible to make it clear to you, when you come gnised as
and oth<
here for the first time, indeed, until you have given
much study to the subject, it will be difficult—nay, “IFhe platfo
quite impossible—to make clear to you, what we mean Mtion, the
e general e
by Logic, and what we mean by Metaphysics. For
the present, however, it may be sufficient for you to ithe curtail
remember, that Logic is that which we study on nony of co
'At the ent
Monday and Wednesday, and Psychology is that which
sable surf
we study on Tuesday and Thursday, and Friday is
tiv the pla
given up to the reading of the class exercises; and as pacy of t
the subject of Metaphysics is too difficult to be racterised
studied in this class, that is what is studied in my 1 of the au<
advanced class, which meets here at three o’clock on 1 ified the t
Mondays and Wednesdays ;—Fee, two guineas, for tived. As
those students only who have previously attended the oly perfect
junior class.”
r y fine.
I The vocal
1 choice of
II inct enunc
r
He ha
HE delicate wit of our good-natured contem | aput expre
porary leaves us nothing to do, by way of 3 Id-humour
I1- Of
chaffing the Amusements Committee, and its enthusias
 Miss :
tic convener, for the misdirection of their enthusiasm g 2 an adeqi
on Friday. They were quite compensated next day. si 'ws a natur;
c operation
Of the recital itself we have been fortunate enough to j mant type
secure the contents of the postman’s bag, so far as to C ast of Lin,
give the following description :—
c de to peri
Jee. In lig
“ My Dear--------- ,
“ We went to hear Miss Detchon’s recital last night. 1 ‘ Bob o’
By seven o’clock there was quite a crowd round the 111 rvellous;
Music Hall, and in a quarter of an hour more those of us W o’ the Ry
who were next the door were uncomfortably squeezed. 1 use.
This, with a free escape of gas, made us await the : Half-way
opening of the door somewhat eagerly, but the rush ;td interestii
and crush which followed were such as to throw very hltcome of
grave reflections on the gallantry of the students. At ; ttitude of
the foot of the stair ascent seemed impossible, but ■ at she was
return was equally so, and there was nothing for it but 2 students
to go with the stream, caught up, and carried along. | sir gratitU'
A policeman, half-way up the stair, somewhat ob esent Miss
structed the stream, and was hotly assailed with iis was kw
‘ Take his number ! ’ ‘ Run him in ! ’ and other cries, ntative Co
equally expressive of the utmost deference and respect anifest exc
Ives in ai
for the representative of the law.
“ Inside we had to find places,—a difficult task, as etchon the
the supply of side seats was quite unequal to the mted a stri
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nd, and many had to be content with standing magnificent wreath held over her head by two Mem
e passages, for which some students consoled bers of Council was very effective. The President
pelves by an audible grumble at having to give spoke as follows :—
iieir seats whenever a lady came near. The hall
‘“Sir William Muir, Miss Detchon, Ladies and Gentle
quite filled long before the hour of the performy but the greatest good-humour pervaded the men,— Since it became known among the students that Miss
Detchon was to give them a dramatic recital, there has been the
. audience, and the weary moments were beguiled greatest
eagerness expressed by them and their friends to hear her.
DUCTORV
q
e
musical
efforts
of
various
groups
of
students,
This, I think, must be taken as a sure testimony of the very high
is course
fame Miss Detchon has so early in life achieved. We
•ho come kese outbursts there was decidedly more goodwill professional
: harmony, and most of them terminated speedily. knew that in coming here this evening we would behold dramatic
:cts seem
talent of a high order, and I believe I am justified in saying that
: will be ,w melodies, however, lived long enough to be Miss Detchon’s rendering of the pieces she has selected has left
gnised as ‘John Brown,’ ‘Two Lovely Black an impression upon our minds which will not be easily effaced.
ou come
“ ‘ Miss Detchon, you are one of those highly gifted persons who
and others of like classic rank.
ive given
‘The platform decorations attracted a good deal of occasionally come over from the New World, to del ght us of
ult—nay,
jition, the footlights being especially admired. the Old, and, when with us, are ever ready to employ their
we mean [ general effect was very good, although on one genius for our instruction and enjoyment. By your kindness
generosity in consenting to give the students of Edinburgh
ics. For ithe curtains were disposed without due regard to and
University and their friends this evening’s pleasure and surprises,
>r you to
you have placed us under a debt of gratitude to you which we
hfony of colour and drapery.
study on 'At the entertainment itself there was a great and can only imperfectly discharge. We accordingly wish to express
rat which sable surprise for those who did not previously our thanks to you in a manner which, we trust, will always keep
in remembrance of our deep appreciation of your kindness.
Friday is eiv the playing of Mr Edwin Bending. Great you
I have, therefore, much pleasure in presenting you with this
; ; and as Lacy of touch and sympathetic interpretation decoration, subscribed for by the Professors and Students
lit to be hacterised every movement, and the perfect still- Representative Council of Edinburgh University, and a few
friends. And on behalf of the students, allow me to say that
id in my
of the audience, together with unstinted applause,
fclock on .t . ified the appreciation with which his efforts were you have our heartiest wishes for your future success and pros
meas, for e lived. As an accompanist to Miss Detchon, he is perity.’
mded the Oly perfect, and his own compositions are exceed“The operation of fastening the decoration was then
r y fine.
gracefully performed by the President amid ringing
I The vocalist, Mr Owen, is to be congratulated on cheers from all, and a few audible expressions of
choice of very good songs, but has yet to learn the fellow-students, who evidently envied the President
I.
1 inct enunciation which is requisite to good sing- his task
He has an unfortunate voice, and sings so
“Of the self-possessed and piquant manner in
r:1
contení- 1 août expression that his recalls prove the general which Miss Detchon replied I can give you no idea.
y way of 51! Id-humour of the audience.
It was perfect. What she said was, as near as I can
mthusias- j 1 Of Miss Detchon herself it is somewhat hard to remember :—
ithusiasm S 2 an adequate description. Her every movement
I tws a natural grace of person and posture in successful
“‘Mr President, SirWiLLiAM Muir, Ladies and Gentlenext day. s' operation with great dramatic ability of a very men
Students of Edinburgh University,—This night
mough to I' mant type. Her rendering of ‘ High Tide on the will ever be memorable to me for the kindness you have shown
far as to ( ast of Lincolnshire ’ showed how much a year had me, and for this beautiful decoration you have given me. It is
memorable to me for some things you may not know of.
ae to perfect the cultivation of a naturally sweet
« ‘ It was in this city exactly one year ago to-night that I began
ce. In lighter pieces, such as ‘ The Charcoal Man ’ mv lyrical and dramatic career. Not without misgiving did I
here. My friends told me, “ Beware the Modern Athens :
ast night. | I ‘ Bob o’ Link,’ her command of voice is simply come
she is cold, cynical, scholarly: you are rash to challenge her
ound the rvellous; and the piquancy with which ‘ Cornin’ criticism so soon.” With sudden instinct I resolved that
hose of us 0’ the Rye’ was sung fairly brought down the the culture of the Modern Athens should decide the future
of my art. And now after a year’s successful work, I will remem
squeezed. use.
ber the message which I sent to my friends at the close of my
Half-way
tnaii the
mt । ------ j through
---- o the entertainment an agreeable
await
public appearance in Edinburgh—the message which I shall
the rush ; i interesting tableau was presented which was the first
again flash through the wires to-night--“ Scotland for ever.
111 tcome
.
r ii.
_ enthusiasm
_1
t-Ln
cf-iiz-1anfc
q
nri fnP
of
the
of
the
students
and
the
hrow very 1
ents. At I ttitude of their friends. Ever since it was known
“ The scene was exceedingly pretty, and both Miss
si ble, but at she was to give a recital on behalf of the Union,
Detchon and the students went off after a most suc
;
students
have
longed
for
some
mode
of
expressing
for it but
cessful evening in a kind of triumphal procession, for
ed along. feir gratitude, and a subscription enabled them to they took the horses out of her carriage, and dragged
esent
Miss
Detchon
with
a
beautiful
diamond
cross,
:what obit to the Royal Hotel, where a long time was spent m
iled with ris was known, and so the appearance of the Repre- cheering, and the other enthusiastic demonstrations
ntative
Council
on
the
platform
was
the
signal
for
ther cries,
common to students.
id respect i anifest excitement in the audience. Ranging them“ The whole was most enjoyable.
dves in artistic single file on either side of Miss
I am, yours,
letchon
their
snowy
breasts
and
black
plumage
prelit task, as
tai to the inted a striking contrast to her pink loveliness. A
aine this
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Short reports of meetings and general records will be inserted free.
Notices of the nature of advertisements will be charred is
unless they be of inordinate length. The final decision rests
T
Club.— The usual monthly meeting of the
Innominate Club will be held in the Park Street Hall on
Friday, 2nd December, at S o’clock. Candidates for member
ship require to be present at 8.15. Forms of application to be
had at 4 lark Street. Former members are reminded that
subscriptions for the present year are now overdue, and that
the privileges of membership lapse if subscriptions be not paid *
before 30th November.
1

is ProPosed to add another to the list
of local clubs by the formation of a Yorkshire Club, open to all
X 'isVTc?
“Yorkshire. The Secretary, fro
tern., is E. A. Cohen, 28 Marchmont Road.
beSersEforRiheCLUB'“4The foll°wing have been elected office
bearers for the current year
President, Mr W. S Haldane"Vice-President, Mr C. D. Peddie ; Secretary, Mr T. Macor’
ack, Treasurer, Mr J. Brown ; Librarian, Mr P. Naggles ■
Conveners of Committee-Law, Mr James Black ; Medicine Mr
G. G. Kenworthy; Arts, Mr C. Watt.

Conservative Association.-The office-bearers for 1887 88
WilsonR.'XLX foodfellow; Vice-SSf
DougJas, Kilmeny, Merchisto'n

Treasurer^ R- G. ScoZm

a’

S r—onveners of
Medicine A. Irby Webster, F W.’ Barton ’ami R XZt
Leger; Arts, W. Campbell Lahore, and J. S. Taylor-Capron.
verSs?w HaBICaAnd
the threatenings of Uniersity Hall, and such revolutionary measures
t •

tU.;
Campbell Fraser occupied the chair TBa Upi
* • , °fessor
SBfW

The University Missionary Association held its first meetiiw
for the session on 12th November. The reports of committees
were submitted and approved. Mr Dickson gave an account of
the work done in the Home Mission of the Society in Heriot
CowSate
showing the activity of the organisation
and the success that had attended it during the summer. He
called upon students to do all in their power to further the work
I asking all who could to become district visitors, or teachers in
he mission Sunday school. The Society sanctioned the starting
of a new branch of the mission m Buccleuch Street district, and
appointed Messrs Still and Datta superintendents. A jubilee
donation of /50 to the Home Mission was intimated from Dr
XhX
the.Probability °J ^s being annual was intimated
to the Society. A treasurer of the Home Mission funds was
appomted. Mr Graham gave notice of motionThat the
office-bearers be appointed at the end, instead of at the begin,°f,tbe sessl0nThe President reported that Sir WilUam
Muir had accepted the position of Honorary President, in room
f Professor Charteris, who was compelled, by pressure of other
work, to retire. The Secretary for'the session' is W A Reid"

Welsh Students’ Union.-Mr Lewis Morris of Penrhyn
Wales6” Hedes X” )aSt,nigb‘ 011 “Higher Education in
wares.
He deserved a good audience.

EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY ATHLETIC CLUB.
JuIeH9. SP°rtS are tO be held eadier this seaA>n> Probably
Football Matches.—Taking advantage of the appearance
riXX °fithat CaSUal maSazine The Student, we'intend to
Fifte Sonetal account of the matches played by the First
Fifteen up to the present date. As the magazine isonlv to
ppear at odd times, the students cannot be informed oZthe
accomplishments of the team each week, but the Editor has
hAVA1'156' tO et U,S know when he has sufficient powder in
repoVwi^
and at
times^S

promise at the beginning of Z’seXnXbXgXXfX
We ¿re ¿oiyto1 sav^ih11^'’
combinatiXin Scotland.

asking what were men’s riahu
Pro ,m> that instead of
beginning to ask what wfre the ZTX
weaker and poorer members. But, on the X hX ’tS

tance from each other, which allowed them to s retch out”th*’’
a «.to~ .

spiritual union of those in whom ¿h; -n , 1
■ was tbe
developed an independent character
pSS had
give us any ready-made solution of sociaZnroW P 1d ,nOt
indicated, he thought, the truenointZ^
theY
problems should be considered —a point of 'fr°m Xch sucb
preserve us from the abstracts oX
Should
and of the zealots of socio Z ° ¿1
°f lndlv>dualism,
what was meant by saying that
enab e us to understand
independent units* not aZechanica ZX
“ aFegate of

unity of the whole body

match with the St George ended in Z
Z .B,radford- The
greatest praise upon the ’Varsity opponents’ WHereretheCted
combination and lack of energy of the
r
Want of
at its best. It should, howe^r, be state“ thatThe Un“ X
were without their captain md P V
7 VW,,
University
jured his knee wX? h
V v de.Wali> who has in
resume his pl^e ffi tl^e team XbR W1"
be abIe

’gh "S connecl“n with'the

P'«.„
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the selfish play of the quarters. In this game Johnson gave the
spectators a fine exhibition of his dodging powers, and brought
. . off two or three really magnificent and effective runs; but had
he passed before he allowed himself to be collared his runs
' would have been of more use to his side. Shiels, the other
quarter, allows the ball to slip through his fingers too often, and
he should remember that, although he cannot get off himself
every time the ball comes off the maul, there are men behind
him who could gain ground for their side by either kicking into
touch or by a run down a clear field. Of the forwards Robertson,
' Arthur, and Davies were decidedly the best. It was in their
fight with the Academicals that the te'am showed some of its old
energy, and yet even here they might have done better. Still,
। however, there is some excuse to be made for them, for, as we
. have already said, they had to play without one of their usual
1 halves. The Academicals, although having the best of the game,
could only succeed in crossing the University line once, and this
' was due in no small measure to the greater determination exhibited
> by the team. Of those who played, Haig, Chambers, Johnson,
Huskie, Robertson, Arthur, and Menzies were most prominent.
- And now we come to record the saddest disaster of all, although
1 the one least affecting the position of the University at the end
* of the season. We allude to the match with Bradford. This
1 match is so fresh in the memory of all of us that a detailed
' account is unnecessary. The ’Varsity had got together a really
j strong fifteen for the event, but were again on the losing side.
• From their play of the first ten or fifteen minutes their supporters
' were sanguine of their eventual success ; but here also the dillyI dallying and sleepy play of their forwards did away with all
chances of success. At the commencement of the match, they
7 seemed to be fully aware that their reputation was at stake, and
consequently went through the Bradford players as they liked.
1 The spurt, however, was too much for them, and after this they
1 just succeeded in holding their own. Several times during the
■ ; game Huskie and Robertson were the only two who ever thought
> of following up the kicks off. In all fairness, however, we must
> own that the Bradford victory was an extremely lucky one.
1 There had been an infringement of one of the rules, and while
■ some of the ’Varsity men were appealing for a throw forward,
Haweridge secured the ball and darted behind. The referee’s
I decision was in favour of the visitors, and by this point Bradford
1 won. At times during the struggle the ’Varsity showed by their
i play that they were really capable of doing some smart things ;
and they also showed that they were quite incapable of main‘ taining a high standard of excellence. Of the players, Chambers
. at full back played a magnificent and exquisitely beautiful game
.at full back. It will be some time before his fine play in this
1 match will be forgotten. The halves had very little to do, but
’what they had was done well. We-should just like to advise
W. C, Smith to use his speed and dodging powers more.
Johnson and Shiels both played well, but their passing was
-somewhat erratic. Among the forwards M‘Ewan, Robertson,
■ Reid, and Huskie shone. The following men have represented
.the ’Varsity in their matches this-season :—
Varsity v. St George.—Back, H. F. Chambers; half-backs,
L. Eh Barnett, H. Osborne, W. C. Smith; quarter-backs,
J. Shiels and C. A. Johnson ; forwards, A. Robertson, W.
Arthur, C. Simpson; L. E. Stevenson, H. F. Menzies, N. R.
Bellamy, W. Goodwin, W. Davies, and A. Cameron.
'-Varsity n. R.H.S. (A. P.) -Back, H. F. Chambers; half.backs, A. Reid, H. Osborne, W. C. Smith ; quarter-backs, J.
•Shiels and C. A. Johnson; forwards, A. Robertson, W. Arthur,
C. Simpson, L. E. Stevenson, H. F. Menzies, H. R. Bellamy,
»W. Davies, A. Cameron, and Neilson.
’ Varsity v. Academicals.—Back, Ingram ; half-backs, H. F.
Chambers, D. Haig, Field; quarter-backs, j. Shiels and C. A.
Johnson ; forwards, D. Huskie, A. Robertson, W. Arthur, C.
:Simpson, L. E. Stevenson, H. F. Menzies, H. R. Bellamy, W.
.Davies, and A. Cameron.
Varsity v. Bradford,—Back, H. F. Chambers; half-backs,
J. Marsh, G. Wilson, and W. C. Smith ; quarter-backs, J. Shiels
and C. A. Johnson ; forwards, D. Huskie, C. Reid, M.
iM'Ewan, H. Robertson, W Arthur, C. Simpson, L. E. Stevenson,-H. F. Menzies, and W. Davies.
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The captain for the year is D. Huskie, and the secretary is
A. Robertson.
The First Fifteen were unfortunate against the West of Scot
land on Saturday, and were beaten by a try to nil.
We hope to have a criticism
<—of
-r the Second
«
- —
Fifteen
in next
number.
This year there has been a large influx of students into the
Edinburgh Elarriers. This may be only part of a spreading
taste for cross-country running,
oi which
____ ...
... itself in the
is ___
showing
formation of new clubs all over Scotland. Bicyclists who are
too light for football teams seem especially keen for this form of
winter exercise.
There is some talk of a Scottish Cross-Country Union.
Formerly, when there were only three clubs, this was scarcely
needed, but that isn’t the case now.
D. C. Macmichael won the Two Miles Handicap off 60
yards m 9.58. The other- students didn’t show in the finish.
Macmichael’s performance is practically the same as he did in
the,Novice Handicap last April, but he is at present untrained.
A six months’ holiday doesn’t go for nothing.

UPC.

1. The University of the Future: An Educational
Speculation.
2.
University Extension.
3. The University Extension Movement. By R. G.
Moulton, M.A., London, 1885.
4. Perth University Education Society Report
1887.
Human nature is wont to relieve the tedium of the
present with excursions into the future, and students
are specially prone to vain imaginings. Thus any
experiments which furnish material for new dreams
are welcome to us, and sometimes new dreams are
realised.
Leaving aside research and new' discovery, the
work of a University is teaching, and by universal
tradition such teaching is in the two directions
of professional training and human culture. It is
evident that professional training must be entirely
localised in such centres of life as furnish the material
in which each profession operates, and that the
universal association of clerical, legal, and medical
students with colleges in the larger towns will probably
continue. But culture is something which has a hold
not only on those who can spend years at a University,
but also on the merchant and the artisan who cannot
leave the town of their work, and who cannot stop
their work to give up days to study. The universal
desire of culture sought by natural instinct a gratifica
tion from the traditional home of culture, the univer
sity. Thus the old Universities had to face the
problem of taking their culture to the people or of
leaving them entirely outside the resources so plenteously at command. The result has been the Uni
versity Extension Scheme, and it has solved the
problem.
Devised by Professor James Stuart (now M.P.), and
adopted by the University of Cambridge first of all,
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this movement has in ten years carried the best that
the Universities had to give into the towns of England
and into the mining villages, and old Alma Mater
numbers Sons, not merely three thousand who reside
in Cambridge, but tens of thousands outside. What,
then, is this system ?
The University Extension Movement is a system
by which under the general direction and management
of the University young graduates are sent to any dis
trict which may have applied, and which has proved
its earnestness by guaranteeing beforehand the ex
penses of the work. The teachers are well paid, and
they are required to do thorough work, and work that
is up to University standard. Everything is arranged
in courses of twelve lectures ; the teacher is required
to print a detailed syllabus of his courseja week after
each lecture he holds class, where the matter of the
lecture is discussed over again, and question and
answer enliven and elucidate the subject. Each week,
too, he gives a set of questions which students may
answer and send to him. His methods of teaching
are thus exactly University methods, and within them
he is comparatively free to adopt his own course and
line of treatment.
But University tests also are applied. The lecturer
corrects the weekly papers, and from them forms a list
of those who are entitled to be examined by the
University examiner, who comes at the end of the
course, and, guided by the teacher’s syllabus, sets an
examination paper. This is an admirable method,
securing as it does regular and constant supervision of
a student’s work by his teacher, and also independent
testing by an official examiner guided by the teacher’s
syllabus. Certificates are then issued by the ViceChancellor in accordance with the joint result of the
teacher’s and the examiner’s reports.
Such, then, is the scheme in its main lines. A more
detailed account of it will be found in the papers
mentioned at the head of this article. What has been
its success?
During ten years the movement has brought 600
courses of lectures to the towns which were hungering
and thirsting after culture, and has laid the resources
of the University at the doors of 60,000 people. Its
spread is rapid. The English people have been crying
out for higher education, and they have absorbed it
greedily. And in Scotland, too, it is true that this
great hunger and thirst prevails. Can the Scottish
Universities do like work ?
The Perth report shows that in its first session 220
students have attacked physiography, and 140 English
literature, and speaks plainly enough the same voice
which is heard all over the land. Scotland, too, is
ready for culture.
There is another problem which for years has been
vexing the academic authorities so much that this
year they threw the burden on the students, and set it
as a subject for the Rector’s Prize,—“ How shall we
best connect the Universities and the Public Schools
of Scotland ? ” The answer is really a perfectly

simple one as soon as we grasp the real d
which exists at present. A boy who has pass;
the standards at an elementary school has atp ।
no means of preparation for the University uni
go to a secondary school, and these are often t
away from him. The school machinery bein
inadequate, the University must itself supply th
paration. This it may do by carrying its teachi j——
all the towns of any size, or by bringing the sta
preparatory teaching at the University. It m :___ 1 3both. If we adopt a University Extension Moi I
we can organise courses which would adequate
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:ems not a bit too strong, “ What the devil have you
JRN, 12 Anti do with politics ? ”
Fourth Ï

sto Place.

One Penny.

N Edinburgh at least there is no denying that this
is an only too accurate description. Leaving
the general question to be settled on the higher ground
of political ethics, we would fain draw the attention of
medical students generally to the absolutely dishonest
practice of which they are the victims. It is to the
students we appeal, because the authorities will listen
as soon as the students make a united claim; and we
hear that the preliminaries for such a measure are at
present being organised. Every medical student on
going up for his Final must bear with him a certificate
“ from a recognised vaccine department, to the effect
that he has himself performed the operation success
fully under the teacher’s inspection ; that he is familiar
with the different stages of the vaccine vesicle, and
with the method of preserving lymph; and is thoroughly
informed in every necessary part of the subject.” In
ninety-nine cases out of every hundred this certificate
is a lie. The students are not allowed to perform the
operation ; and there is a universal grumble at the
regulation, by which a guinea is extracted by one of
the two vaccine departments for a certificate which is
a false one, and which leaves the student ignorant of
the practice which the Local Government Board
requires him to know. The suggestion has been
made, that a student should be allowed to take his
vaccination cases as he does his midwifery, under the
superintendence of any registered medical practitioner;
possibly he might practise the vaccination of the pro
duce of his own midwifery cases.

I

Result of Plebiscite.

Ayes,
Noes,
Majority for Ayes,
Votes recorded above, Spoilt papers,

806
646
160

1,452
124

Total votes recorded,L576
Total number matriculated up to 26th November is
3,020, giving a percentage of 52.15 votes.
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It is an odd perversity of human nature to always
desire what others have, whether they enjoy it or
no. Thus only can we understand the persistent
repetition of the cap and gown agitation in Edinburgh,
while the fact is notorious, that in Oxford and Cam
bridge, and in the other Scottish universities, men are
only too glad to get rid of cap and gown. The feeling
which thus expresses itself is, however, intelligible
enough. The following is the recipe :—■.
Take,—Academic tradition,
Desire to look well at ceremonies,
Longing for a corporate uniform,
of each one part, mix, and make it up with boyish
enthusiasm quantum sufficit.
Take the mixture
annually after the holidays, and you have the usual
result.
Now some of these ingredients are very good, and
the cap and gown have some advantages. The students
would look much better in the Synod Hall, or at St
Giles’, in cap and gown, just as a collection of babies
look tidy in clean pinafores, and it would be hard to
over-estimate the value of anything that would foster
esprit de corps. But as a definite proposal for academic
uniform, cap and gown are often a decided nuisance j
and we feel inclined to settle the question as we should
the other, Whether doctors might give up tile hats ?
by the answering question, “ Why should not a student
dress like any other gentleman ?

HE office of Assessor for the General Council in
St Andrews University Court is again the
matter ot a contest. The candidates are the Right
Hon. Viscount Cross, G.C.B., LL.D., the present
assessor, and John Duncan, M.A., M.D., LL.D.,
Edinburgh. The source of difference is fortunately
not political, as they are both good Tories. Viscount
Cross has never attended the meetings of the court,
and Dr Duncan has pledged himself to attend them
all. There is at St Andrews a curious hankering
after the crumbs that fall from the Government’s
table, but we hope that the main body of the General
Council will see that the prosperity of a university
depends on devotion to its work, and not any liftingup of imploring hands which ought to be busy. We
wish Dr Duncan success, as he has promised to do
his duty.

The late Miss Jane Jeffrey, Portobello, has bequeathed the
sum of ¿5000 to the University of Edinburgh for the purpose of
founding two bursaries or scholarships for young men attending
the University of Edinburgh, and studying for the ministry in
connection with the Church of Scotland, to be called “The
Jeffrey Bursaries or Scholarships.”
Lord Gifford’s bequest founding a Lectureship in Natural
Theology, and amounting to a sum of ¿22,500 after deduction
of legacy duty, has been accepted by the University. The
appointment of a lecturer will probably take place shortly; and

he will, it is expected, be required to enter upon his duties aba
a year after his election. The appointment is for two years, ai
may be renewed by the Senatus Academicus for a further peris
of two years.
The Principal’s prize has not been awarded, as no essaji
sufficient merit has been sent in. It is again offered on the san
conditions as last year. It might have been better to rests
these conditions, but a reference to the Calendar may do as wel
We should recommend intending competitors to take the hi
at the end of our article on “The University of the Future”:
last number.
Scholarship and Bursary List.—I.
Vans Durilr
Scholarship in Classical Literature, of ¿100, IL A. A. Kenned
First Year Bursaries—Grierson, of ¿24, John A. Norrie, Gem
Watson’s College ; of ¿20, Ian M‘Intyre, Fettes College ; Ty
dall Bruce, of ¿20, Robert Cochrane, George Watson’s Colleg,
University Endowment Association Bursaries, each of ¿20,’
A. Robertson, Daniel Stewart’s College, James R. Lauri
Dollar Institution, and A. Hamilton, George Watson’s Colleg
Welsh Classical, of¿20, James Currie, Fettes College; of¿1
H. Gordon, Edinburgh Academy ; Welsh Mathematical, of ¿1
James Mitchell, George Watson’s College; of¿20, R. Polio
Daniel Stewart’s College. Second Year Bursaries—Tynd:
Bruce, of ¿35, James Watt; Stewart, of ¿10, W. G. Wedde
spoon ; Mann, of ¿25, for one year, J. A. M‘Lean. Third Ye:
Bursaries—Horsliehill Scott, of ¿35, J. J. Craig; Harrison,;
¿32, J- F. M‘Kean ; Horsliehill Scott (Lapsed Bursary), of ¿3
A. Douglas ; Macpherson, of ¿45, Hugh Mackay; Reni;
Bursary, of ¿20, D. B. Mair.
II. Divinity.—First Year—Webster, of ¿52 10s, James
Galloway, M.A. ; Ettles, of ¿40, Alexander S. Martin, MA
Thomson, of ¿25, David J. Moir Porteous, M.A.; Buchans'
of ¿20 16s 8d, David C. Carmichael, M.A. ; Grierson, of ¿261
4d, for one year, William C. Allan, M.A. ; Renton, of ¿19 1
8d,RobertJ. Thompson, M.A.; Struthers,of¿13 17s gd, Frane
D. Brown, M.A. ; Second Year Grierson, of ¿26, 13s. 4d.,l
one year, William B. Kennedy, M.A. ; Third Year Grierson,
¿26, 13s. 4d., for one year, Alexander Still, M.A.
HI. Law.—Vans Dunlop Scholarship in Scots Law and Co
veyancing, of ¿100, John G. Stewart, M.A., LL.B. ; First Ye:
Grierson Bursary, of ¿26 13s 4d, for one year, William Gra
M.A.—proxime accessit, W. Dobban; Second Year Griers
Bursary, ¿26 13s 4d, for one year, William Hunter, M.A
Cairns Bursary, of ¿19, for one year, C. W. Bruce ; Third Ye:
Grierson Bursary, of ¿26 13s 4d, for one year, William Thoi
son, M.A. (Forfarshire).
IV. Medicine.—Vans Dunlop Scholarship in Botany, Natut
History, Chemistry, and Anatomy, ¿100 a year, J. W. Bone ai
G. Elder (equal); Thomson Bursary for the Preliminary Exaa:
nations, ¿25 a year, Hugh Walker ; Neil Arnott Prize in Natui
Philosophy, ¿50, W. E. Fisher; Grierson Bursary for the Pi
liminary Examination, ¿20, for one year, Robert Hutchisoi
Grierson in Botany, Natural History, and Chemistry, ¿20, i
one
in Anatomy arm
and jLPhysiolog
r year,
e R. M. Horne 7; Grierson
--------------- —
ujaiwiug
¿20, for one year, J. H. Thyne ; Grierson in Materia Medi
and Pathology, ¿20, for one year, T. W. Eden.
Presentation Bursaries.—Heriot Blair, of ¿14 8s, V
S. Stuart, M.A. ; Blair, of ¿23, Peter MacGregor, M.A.; Jam
Nainee, of ¿17, George MacWilliam, M.A. ; Macharg, Z8<
8d, Neil Thomson.

I’d to learn for my diploma,
How they’re very different:
One is, what I think of “ me ” ;
T’other, what they think of “ me ”;
And the two were never blent,
And they ne’er could be :—
So I learnt, but still they meant
Both the same for me.
Rubellius Blandus
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St

And

the gloom-y

morn-ing through I’m

grind - ing, grind-ing,

Long-winded Xenophon I cram,
evravöa’s and evreföev’s,
And Virgil’s “ pius ” old grandam
With alj/high falutins.
The mists of Ciceronian phrase
My aching eyes are blinding ;
My nose is very cold, and still
I’m grinding, grinding, grinding

With Ars Poetica I’m vext,
Hexameters Homeric;
Euripides torments me next
With tragedy hysteric.
The threads of Livy’s prosy tale
I’m painfully unwinding,
And still the hours drag slowly on
In grinding, grinding, grinding.
I cannot take to Latin Prose,
Or Roman Literature;
The verbs in -/¿i are deadly foes,
Tun-Tw I can’t endure.
Unless from out this misery
Some way I’m quick in finding,
I’ll sell my cribs and bid “ Farewell ”
To grinding, grinding, grinding.

H. M. B. RetXx

grind - ing.
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which it has been succeeded by the Amateur Drama hiot appeal
tic Club. In 1850 the rooms now held by theReforu newly conn
Club, formerly a Wesleyan Chapel, were rented; h ;:i year t0 ।
Fever Hospital Lists,—As men seem to find difficulty in
it was not until 1866 that the Society, to a great a t he weal of
getting at these we give them for convenience of reference, as we
did the list for the Eye Cliniques in last number :—
tent through the labours of Sir Charles Dilke and E 'iors so gn
B. (December 10-17 5 January 7-14-21.)—Messrs Barnet,
D. Bennett, removed to its present fine buildings ¡the materi;
Browning, Evison, Forrest, Fordyce, Fulton, Greig, Kuhne,
which
were erected at a cost exceeding ^10,001 its full equ:
Kuys, Maxwell, Murray, Moss, Macgregor, Ratcliffe, Sakir,
Three years ago the Society had again to make a
Scott, St Leger, J. Smith, W. Smyth, J. C. Thomson, Traill,
There a
Wimberley, Yelf, Zaytoon.
extension, by which the space at its disposal was moi iew Union
C. (January 28 to February 25.)—Messrs Andrew, R. L.
than doubled, and the property in its possession raise „y it the ta
Booth, Crerar, Elliot, A. W. George, Gibson, J. C. Jameson,
to about ^25,000. The Cambridge Society too In i ls possible
Kenworthy, Lawrence, Liddell, Mason, Morgan, Muir, A. M.
Mackay, Nightingale, Paton, Paterson, Russell, R. I. Robert had to borrow, but has also gradually repaid its debt ¡arrange sue
son, J. H. Smith, Weir. G. Wilson, Williamson, Woodward.
These are, in brief, the material histories of the h md the re
D. (March 3-31.)—Messrs Armour, Birkett, R. D. Booth, great English Unions, the story each of steady stii !0 the Stu
Cattan, Clarke, Eames, Edie, Gray, Griffiths, Harvey, D.
growth from small beginnings. Spiritually, the sod ■ md Literal
Huskie, T. Huskie, Lowson, W. T. Mackay, Miles, R.
ties have had much romance and much master! : tn their co
Robertson, Somerville, Shields, M. B. Sanders, Tate, D. F. D.
Turner, A. Wilson, Watson, Young.
striving. The gross paternal wisdom of their senio: UU arise, I
These Cliniques meet punctually at nine on Saturday mornings.
laid such restraints on the members, that their debatí 1 i0 high a
Dr Argyll Robertson’s limited Saturday Cliniques are
were on subjects anterior to the Reformation;; ando vili
...........
be alsc
voted “splendid,” and so are Dr Duncan’s Senior Cliniques.
any
attempt
to
transgress
this
rule,
the
Society
w
iway
with s
We hope the S.R.C. will arrange for them again in other
visited by the proctors, with an injunction “ that th ijioned (5s.
sessions, if any arrangement be necessary.
assembly do dissolve.” On one occasion Dr Whewe Ihe
" -habit
■ ■
/f
was president when such a message came, and , students ii
fancy he must have heartily enjoyed his own repl ¡mas been
“ Strangers will please to withdraw, and the Hous (Edinburgh
J'hc Ci rWc.rsn y CirjioQ.
will take this message into consideration.” Gradual! iatone havi
the restriction was removed ; subjects of last centui During the
NIONS are so recent and so rapid a growth in were admitted, and now the Society is entirely fra Society wi
Scotland, and the conditions of our own are For nearly thirty years the Society was rent in twai wery hard i
still so entirely speculative, that the posting of on
a the “Sunday Question.” “ Originally the room nor merely
picture of the proposed building on the boards of the of the Society were open on Sundays, as on othi That the L
Old College is a gladsome grain of definite knowledge. days, from nine a.m. to ten p.m.; but at a busine; liocieties th
The circumstances of the Scottish and English uni meeting a motion was declared carried closing thei
possible th,
versities are very different, and the origins of their till three p.m. on Sunday. The motion was not legal!
societies, if
Unions differ even more.
In Oxford “the Union carried and was protested, but the president decide
the societii
was to begin with only a debating society; the meet in favour of the motion, and this was carried ini
ierms.
ings were held in the members’ rooms in rotation. effect. Tremendous efforts for return to the ol
There is
Then a room was rented in a central situation, and regime were made year after year, but the need of
the S.R.C.
a small club-room formed. The subscription at three-fourths majority repulsed them all until, in 187 Efforts of cc
this time was
per term, with an entrance fee of Mr C. E. Childers exhumed the chairman of twent
aeard man
^1. Two more rooms were taken not long after seven years ago,
gave his version of what
ha ind can s
_ . who
.
___ ...
wards ; but when the rent began to increase too much, occurred, and the House declared that the closu Union deb
the club bought, by a very lucky private bargain, a was illegal.” So that the present convenient an
South. W
house for ^2000. Here the club-room was arranged, happy arrangement, by which the rooms are open 0
admirably 1
and a small hall close by was hired for debating even Sunday, was restored.
ve were pr
ings. This continued fer some time. When the club
Time fails us, else we should gladly tell somewb
Intellect
savings amounted to ^600, and honorary members of the men who made the Union famous. The
t is still Si
had contributed about ^200 more, they resolved to names are national property; but we must refer fl
fellow-stud
build a room to be used both as a library and de the present to Mr Skipper’s short history, to which w
remaining
bating hall. The remainder of the money was raised ourselves are much indebted.
thought
he
on mortgage. Later the same method was resorted to
If we now turn to our own Union, there are son worked.
to build the present debating hall. The value of the very difficult problems still to be solved.
mat
property now held , by the Society is probably over rial question has been nearly cleared out ofThe
the wa
^15,000, and all the borrowed money is bein<r o-ra_ so far as cost of building is concerned, and the pro
dually repaid.”
blem of the annual expenditure must be faced b
“In 1815, when the Cambridge Union Society was those who are to use it. The generous efforts (
RE
formed by the union of three other societies,—hence Edinburgh society, and especially of its ladies, hat
A
its name,—it occupied a room little better than a given us the building. The self-sacrifice of the sti
Fierce w
commercial room. From this the Society removed to | dents of the past four years has been freely made f(
Of a g
more commodious premises built expressly for it, in !
a benefit which, they were never to share. May «
* Well ki

U

G
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ll0t aPPealt0 those who are still here, those who have
y the Kefort newly come, and to whom the Union will be open in
rented; bu pt year, to put to their hands and finish this task for
1 a great 'the
‘ weal- of- the
- -body corporate, which their predecesDilke and E : ors so greatly began ? The need at present is still
le buildings the material one of some ^2000, to give the Union
? >£10>00i its full equipment. Can the Freshmen help us to it?
to make ai 1 There are other questions to be considered. A
sal was moi • iew Union Committee will be elected in January, and
ession raise njy it the task of drafting a Constitution must as soon
:iety too lu I ls possible be taken up. It will be found difficult to
aid its debt firrange such matters as the amount of subscription,
es of the h md the relation of the Union Society to the S.R.C.,
steady sui 10 the Students’ Club, and to the present Debating
ly, the sod ,md Literary Societies, and much time must be spent
ch masterfi m their consideration. The difficulty of subscription
their senio: will arise, because while it is quite impossible to have
their debah : to high a subscription as in Oxford or Cambridge, it
tiony; ando Hll be also quite impossible for the Society to pay its
Society tn iway with so small a subscription as has been menn “that th ijioned (5s.). We have to bear in mind the fact that
Dr Whewe (he habit of using a Union is not acquired by the
.me, and « students in a day; that in Oxford and Cambridge it
1 own repl] |iaas been a very gradual growth; and that here in
I the Hous (Edinburgh, where the students in arts and divinity
Gradual! lulone have leisure, its growth will be even slower,
last cental During the first ten years of its existence the Union
entirely fra Society will need officers who are prepared to work
ent in twai very hard for its success, and any seeking of its offices
y the room nor merely personal ends will do it grievous harm.
as on oth That the Union will be loyally supported by the other
t a busine nocieties there is every reason to believe; and it is just
dosing tha possible that it might become a real union of these
s not legal! societies, if students who were first members of one of
ent decide the societies were admitted to the Union on special
carried ini terms.
to the oi
There is much ground for hope in the activity of
re need of the S.R.C., and the appreciation with which its social
rtil, in 187 efforts of concerts and debates have been met. We have
n of twent deard many debates, both in England and Scotland,
)f what ha md can say without hesitation that the Edinburgh
the closui I Union debates have been fully equal to those in the
/enient an South. We might go many miles to hear speeches so
are open 0 idmirably managed, and natural eloquence so true, as
ve were privileged to enjoy in the last Union debate.
11 somewb
Intellectually, then, we have good material; socially,
dus.
The t is still somewhat inchoate. And we must ask our
jst refer ft fellow-students to lend us their efforts to clear the
to which
emaining expense of the Union, and to lend us their
thought how it may be most usefully and successfully
re are son) worked.
The matt :
of the wa
lire gerì*
nd the pr
A
PARODY.
De faced 1
REEN eyeballs, that gleam like a station
is. efforts «
■ When the signals are lit for the night;
ladies, hat
Fierce whiskers, and wide exultation
of the sti
Of a grin full of feline delight;
dy made ft
* Well known to all readers of “ Alice in Wonderland.”
e. May it
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Swift questions and affable sallies,
Dark answers that never make plain ;
And a form that fades wholly, and rallies,
To vanish again.

Nine lives have thy brethren and sisters,
But thj' lives will be ninety times nine ;
For thy genius is true gold that glisters,
And thy rhymes shall be deathless as mine.
The right of thy race has grown hoary,
On the symbols of kingship to gaze;
Thou hast grinned at the crown and its glory,
And then gone thy ways.

O creature untamed, yet domestic 1
O name that makes cheeses taste well 1
O mirthfully mouthed and majestic,
Dost thou lodge in a dream or a dell ?
O purring and ponderous Presence !
O bright brindled birth of the years !
0 pleasantest face in a pleasance,
Untarnished by tears 1
Brief, brief is the pride of the masher,
(For the Hare can it always be March ?)
And April will still be a splasher,
And vain are the splendours of starch.
In a region removed from these friskers,
Unruffled thou boldest thy reign;
When the world has made wigs of thy whiskers,
Thy grin will remain.

The reigns of Aunt Sally and Croquet
Have passed ; and their titles sound sad :
They are banished to lumber-rooms poky:
New names make our girl-faces glad.
We have done with the masques that delighted
Our sires in the stalls of their youth ;
But we know that a joke once ignited,
Is quenchless as truth.

The puns that were penned for a Robson
Are pearls for a Terry to-day ;
They return as the numberless knobs on
March boughs when the wind has his way.
Thou shall stay with us longer than they do,
Though the lads and the fashions fall brown,
When the sun-flower has rest on its dado,
And none laugh it down.

We prate of our rhyme and our reason,
Thou art candid and cracked and content;
No word hast thou spoken in season,
Nor explained what thou ever hast meant.
O chief of a querulous quorum,
When the last of the asses has passed
The planks of the Pons Asinorum,
Thy smile shall still last.
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Dost thou tell us, secure in thy greenness,
High up on thy free forest shelf,
“ Take care of the sound ; of its keenness ;
And the sense will take care of itself: ”
That the bell must be more than the chiming,
That the word must be more than the thought ;
And that reason must always be rhyming,
At least that it ought ?
We shall learn how the baker counts dozens;
We shall learn whether day is not night :
And our sisters, our aunts, and our cousins,
Why they like to be married in white :
We shall learn if twice eight can make twenty,
We shall learn if the Thames will ignite,
And of all things conceivable, plenty
—And perfectly right.
S. G. J.

We trust to Sprays, or by relays
We ply the Irrigator ;
But while.we’re blowing, they are knowing
And pop their heads up later.

When we waken, then we’re taken,
And likewise when we’re sleepin’;
If we’re laughin’, germs we’re quaffin’,
And also when we’re weepin’.
On bread and paste ’tis germs we taste;
They flourish on potato ;
There’s no relief in takin’ beef in,
Nor mustard nor tomato.

But good Prof. G., for you and me,
Has found a beast to beat ’em ;
And, turning frights to new delights,
Calls leucocytes to eat ’em.

0F.
ROWDY FŒTUSES.

SIR,—Last session Sir William Turner made a keen hit. He
was lecturing on the fœtal circulation when some remark gave
rise to the usual disorderly expressions. He said, “Some
gentlemen seem to have circulations not far removed from the
fœtal condition.” Then, seeing the answering flush of youth on
several faces, he raised his hand, with “These gentlemen have
a very fœtal colour.” They deserved it.
This year I am in the class of Midwifery, and my constant
thought is, “ That midwifery too is inseparable from fœtuses.”
It is very curious. Men couldn’t, as a rule, have better matter
than Prof. Simpson gives them, yet there is a constant embryonic
souffle about the back of the class. No age, no condition, no
station is free. We have observed this fœtal behaviour in those
who had won high athletic honours, in noted members of the
S.R.C., and race seems to make no distinction. We wonder if,
when the time comes, we shall have to modify the old saying,
“At forty a man is either a physician or a fœtus.” At present
we certainly cry for delivery.--! am, yours, &c.,

Midwife.

CFips.
HEN you blow your nose or wash your toes
You’re getting rid of germs,
Upon whose forces Chiene discourses
In duly measured terms.
They’re down the Throat, and ere you note,
In Lung or Stomach budding;
Ere you detect ’em, they’re in the Rectum,
Or up the Urethra scudding.
They give Cystitis ; Pyelitis
And Diptheritis know ’em ;
Form bad prognoses for Anthracosis
And Tuberculosis, blow ’em.

T’ increase their domains needs no Ptomaines,
Themselves are ready noxas ;
It’s no use watching, we must do catching
Of such wee things by proxy.

R. C. B.
ADDENDUM.

And bold Fehleisen has ta’en the “ pison
And put it on a cancer.;
When patients try and do not die,
He finds the method answer.
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Society proceeded to the debate as stated in the syllabus, viz, ixistence mu:
“Is the doctrine of Conditional Immortality warranted bj it was the c
Scripture and Reason?” The Secretary, Mr William Jack ppealed. 1
M.A., was leader on the affirmative side, and Mr Williai harities wei
Ferguson, M.A., in the unavoidable absence of Mr William xtended to i
tooll “timent t0
Roger, M.A., on the negative side. Several members luv
part in the subsequent discussion. After the leaders had replie he organic c
a vote was taken, when the negative was declared carried by: f universal
majority of seven. Mr D. J. Moir Porteous, M.A., was ap harity. Th
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on Friday, 9th December.
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Philomathic Society. — Friday, Nov. 25.—Debate: “That iny discrimin
the possession of India has been a source of strength to Great □wards the d
Britain. ’ Affirmative— Messrs Heatley and Lahore. Negatili
’ Charity, he n
Messrs Davidson and Burgess. Motion carried by 16 to 6. ' he existing i
^DkC' %’ -Essay : “ The Irish Union,” by Michael Smith, m anticipati
M.A. Critic—P. R. Landreth.
ystem; and :
^f'ff Debate: “That the Government should take ovet )n 14th Dec
i the Railway System of the country. ”
ociology am>

So cig lies arjJ Slubs.
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Ptomaines, I Edinburgh University Total Abstinence Society._

||lie first social meeting of the winter session of the Edinburgh
University Total Abstinence Society was held in Darling’s
'emperance Hotel, Waterloo Place, on Saturday evening, when
Here was a fair attendance of members. The Rev. Professor
dharteris, Hon. President of the Society, occupied the chair,
ifter tea, addresses were delivered by Dr Affleck, Professor
dalderwood, the Rev. Principal Cairns, and Dr P. A. Young,
11 of whom advocated the cause of temperance, and impressed
:pon those present the importance of the work in which they
cere engaged as a Total Abstinence Society. The annual
reneral meeting of the Society was afterwards held.

ching

owing

te;

R. C. B.
ison

I The University Missionaryassociation met on Saturday,
:6th November, Mr Graham, President, in the chair. At last
meeting, Mr Paul Stork, medical student, had given an account
If the socialistic and atheistic meetings that were held in the
Meadows on Sundays, and asked the assistance of the Association.
Lt this meeting a committee was appointed to arrange for meetpgs to be addressed by prominent and experienced "men, somevhere in the neighbourhood of the Meadows, to counteract the
.»aleful effects of the meetings referred to. A report with regard
o district branch missions was submitted ; and Richmond Street
vas chosen as a branch, with Mr Latta as superintendent. The
society adjourned for a time to hear Sir Charles Bernard’s address
in Missions in India and Burma, and a more interesting and
itirring address it is scarcely possible to conceive, giving as it
lid, the highest tribute of so prominent a layman, to the success
md spread of Christian missions in these countries, and especially
n Burma. On resuming, the Society considered a minute of the
session of the Tron Kirk objecting to the proposed hall in Blacklidars Street. The project had, however, already been given up.
A motion to defer the election of office-bearers to the end of the
æssion was lost. The Society proceeded to the nomination of
iffice-bearers. The election takes place at the next meeting on
December 10.

The Conservative Association hold a social to-morrow in
Drummond Street Hall. These institutions are very jolly, and
here is much talent at the disposal of the committee.
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Edinburgh University Sociological Society. — Mr
tames Oliphant, President, delivered a lecture in the Society’s
ooms, Park Place, on “Methods of Charity.” He traced the
lonflict between altruism and egoism in social development, and
laid that, whenever each human being became conscious of the
»art he was playing in human development, the distinction beween egoism and altruism would disappear, and the goal of
juman progress would be reached. Business was balanced by
Iharity; our charities, national and personal, were merely so
much discount off our charges to society, a discount which was
Intended to balance the amount we had overcharged. Charity
»sserted that those who were trodden down in the struggle for
ixistence must not be left behind ; the weak must be preserved,
it was the doctrine of universal brotherhood to which charity
ppealed. The principle of brotherhood on which national
harities were based, could not, Mr Oliphant contended, be
xtended to international relationships. It was mere pedantry of
^nt™ent.t0 ™sist on the universal brotherhood of every unit of
he organic community. He failed to discover in the doctrine
f universal any adequate ground in support of international
iharity. The attempt to force this idea of international brotheriood was coercion, and the work done by coercion had always
0 be undone and gone over again. The principle he held to be
nost important might be embodied in the maxim, Minimise
iharity. The mere reduction of the quantity of charity without
my discrimination as to quality would be a most valuable step
owards the desired amalgamation of egoistic and altruistic action.
Charity, he maintained, must interfere as little as possible with
he existing industrial system ; its interference must be based on
tn anticipation of the future development of the industrial
ystem; and it must flow along the natural channels of sympathy.
)n 14th December Mr Patrick Geddes is to define the place of
ociology among the sciences.
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EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY ATHLETIC CLUB.
First Fifteen.—Edinburgh University v. West of Scot
land.—This fixture was decided at Partick on Saturday last, and
ended in a win for the home team by a try to nothing. Although
this is another reverse sustained by our team, still its members
have less to be ashamed of in this match than in any of the
others they have played, for they had to meet the powerful
West team without the services of H. F. Chambers, A. Osborne,
W. Arthur, and G. Van der Wal. The game all through was
very fast, and the ’Varsity men were on many occasions credited
with several pieces of brilliant play. The forwards exhibited
more dash than they have hitherto done, but they have still a
good deal of leeway to make up before we can really say they
are playing a first-rate game. The quarters were Shiels, and
Young of the Second Fifteen, and these two men played a very
good defensive game, but do not pass often enough to their
halves. C. A. Johnson was removed from quarter-back to half,
and in this position played a brilliant game, more than once
running through his opponents. He must, like the quarters,
learn to pass more before his play can be said to be perfect.
We must express our sympathy with him for the accident he
met with, and trust he will soon be quite well. The mem
bers of the team who distinguished themselves were Huskie—
who brought one or two good dribbles, and more than once got
nicely away from the touch-line—Robertson, Bellamy, and
Johnson. Team:—Back, Ingram; half-backs, W. C. Smith,
C. A. Johnson, R. H. Field; quarter-backs, L. W. Young and
J. Shiels; forwards, D. Huskie, A. Robertson, L. E. Steven
son, C. Simpson, H. F. Menzies, N. R. Bellamy, Goodwin,
W. Davies, and A. Cameron.
The match with Aberdeen University, which was to have
been played on Saturday last- at Aberdeen, had to be put off
owing to the inability of our men to raise a team. This is the
second successive occasion on which our team has failed to meet
the Aberdeen men on their ground, and it is a pity that a failure
of this kind should so often happen, for the Aberdonians, on
account of their isolated situation in a football sense, have very
few opportunities of meeting any very good fifteen in a season. In
future, instead of bringing them down here, and of having to go
there in return, the two clubs should arrange to play their match
at some intermediate place, as, for instance, Stirling. In this
way they would encounter each other on equal terms, and would
be able to instruct the provincials in the science and beauty of
Rugby football.
The Inter-City contest takes place to-morrow, so our First
Fifteen has no match on. Still four of its members will not be
idle, for they have had the great honour conferred on them of
being chosen to play in the Edinburgh team on this occasion.
They are H. F. Chambers, who is to have the responsible post
of full-back, D. Huskie, L. E. Stevenson, and A. Robertson.
We sincerely trust they will play up hard for the honour of the
University Fifteen. We are sorry that neither W. C. Smith nor
C. A. Johnson have got places in the team, although both are
first reserves, the former for half and the latter for quarter-back.
If Johnson desires to play in a representative team he must at
once give up his selfish style of play. Had he fed his halves
more in the club matches, and so given them an opportunity of
doing something for their side, we firmly believe both Smith and
he would have been selected for to-morrow’s contest.

Second Fifteen.—As we promised in our last issue, we now
give a short sketch of doings of the Second Fifteen for this year.
Briefly, then, out of five matches played, three have been won,
one drawn, and one lost. The first two contests, New Veterinary
College and Royal High School (F.P.), were comparatively easy
work, the former being defeated by two goals and five tries, the
latter three tries to nil. In the third, however, against the
Academicals, the merits of the team were thoroughly tested; a
very even and well-fought game ending in a draw of one try each.
The only defeat so far, received from the West of Scotland, was
not very satisfactory, the West, who won by two tries to one,
having considerably the worst of the actual play, and getting
their last point rather luckily. Last Saturday the St George
succumbed to the tune of two goals and two tries to nil, a score
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that would have been a good cl eal larger on a drier ground and
with a less slippery ball. So far then the team has had a good
record, but one which accurate place kicking might have made
much better. The team all round is better than for some years
past, and, especially against the Academicals, have played brilli
antly in every match. The forwards are an excellent lot in the open,
dribbling, passing, and carrying well, but rather lack combination
in the scrimmage, a fault they ought to remedy at once. Best
work has been done by Currie, Neilson, Wilson, and Carruthers,
all curiously enough old Fettesians. The quarters are an excel
lent pair ; Young, really first-class, especially good in running
and passing, and Fischer not far behind. Of the halves, Webb
always manages to get most to do and does it well, Symons is
very safe in the centre, and Reed runs brilliantly. Ingram at
back kicks and saves well. The back division is undoubtedly
the best part of the team, and better than that of any team they
have yet met. The match next Saturday is against the Second
Wanderers, and should furnish some interesting play.

______ T A
The Harriers go to Granton to-morrow by the 2.27 (Cal.)
train, to run with the Clydesdale Harriers. We hope that all
who can possibly get away will go both to the run and to the
subsequent social at headquarters. The feast is excellent and
thé cost 2S. 3d.

The S.R.C. met last night—F. Huskie, Senior President in
the chair.
The Executive reported that the Lodgings Directory had been
made up in duplicates for the two Colleges, and that the Direc
tory of Students would be at the Porter’s lodge to-morrow.
Resignations and new appointments were intimated.
E. T. Gunn has been appointed to Executive, vice W. K.
Dickson resigned. The others have been previously announced.
The financial statement was then presented, and a Committee
was appointed to inspect the Secretary’s.books.
The Council has received from the Shilling Subscriptions Z30
from Societies ¿5, from the tax on Members of Council ¿7. 6s ’
and from the Amusements Committee ^41.
There is at present a balance of ¿40, but the expenditure for
the remainder of the Session is estimated at ^20. We may
point out that this balance is due to the success of Miss Detchon’s
recital, and is thus comparable to the surplus of ¿60 at the Ter
centenary. The Council will have to be careful not to spend
their surplus recklessly this time.
The report of the Committee for revisal of the laws was then
submitted, and to the great relief of the Council was carried
almost without discussion, as our note of last week advised.
The important changes consisted in the introduction of a law
against non-attendance, in changing the time of elections to the
beginning of the Session, and in the appointment of more fre
quent meetings of Council. In procedure an improvement was
effected in the mode of disposing of amendments, and a closure
rule was introduced.
The Amusements Committee reported the success of Miss
Detchon’s recital, and that the subscription list for' her testi
monial had, by contributions from the Rector, Principal, Pro
fessors, Alumni, friends of the University, and the S.R.C.
reached ¿80, which they had expended in the gold and diamond
cross presented to Miss Detchon. The Committee had also
presented Miss Detchon with her photograph. The financial
result of the recital was a net profit of ¿40. The following
letter from Miss Detchon to the Convener of the Amusements

Committee was read :—“ Just before leaving Edinburgh, let m
thank you and your confreres once more for all that has bet
done for me. I am proud in possession of the beautiful decora
tion, which grows more precious to me every day, and I mis
ever revert to November 19th, 1887, as a day that invigorate
me anew for the work which is before me. With the passi«
of the years, I hope from time to time to show that the day 1
marked in my memory. Let me begin in a practical way:
saying that I want to come and sing at one of your Orgai
Recitals some time in the near future, which I understand is th,
desire of Sir Herbert Oakeley, and many of the students of b
University.—Believe me, with sincerity, AdelaideDetchon,
No. 4.
This report was received with great approval, and the Con
mittee heartily thanked.
It was then reported that the petition to the University Com
anent the Regulations for Graduation in Medicine had been foi
warded, and that the Court had submitted it to the Senatusfc I fTo Our Reade
consideration.
¿Editorial ....
Student S
The arrangements for new cliniques (previously announcedi \The
University No
our columns) were reported, and the recommendation that th ■ ¿Hospital and (
Council should attempt the formation of a Commission to coi • Students’ Song
sider the arrangements for clinical instruction was approved, an
Messrs Buist, Armour, and Carruthers were appointed to cart 1 ¿The Student :
this out.
IThe Progress <
The Committee was then thanked, and, with the addition ¡¿Robert Louis !
A Great Succe
W. B. MacTier, was continued in office, with special instruc U
niversity ft
tions to take action in the matter of Vaccination {see p. 17).
Scottish L
The Wels]
The report of the Cap and Gown Plebiscite was thei
The Socio
announced {see p. 17).
The Univ'
It was reported that the Memorial on University Legislatio:
Reform in
Medical J
, had been forwarded to the Scottish Members of the Governmenl
The Innoi
who had promised it their consideration.
I ¿Sociological V
Dr George Mackay reported that a memorial had been for ’Spirit of thi
warded to the Secretary of State anent the rank of Arm
St Andrev
Cambridg
Medical Officers. A reply had been received, stating that th
Universit}
warrant objected to had not altered the original status at XL uTeTof
privileges of medical officers in any way.
JTo Correspond
It is proposed to hold the next Union Debate immediate! lUniversity Soc
ItAthletics
....
after the vacation, and a third before the close of the sessia Aladdin.........
The claims of Union Debates on the already existing societit ■Notice to Corr
were enforced by the Convener, and various suggestions mad ¿Poetry :—
The Seaso
towards co-operation.
The Warl’
Motions were unanimously carried requesting that the Uni
Translatio
versify Reading-Room should be open for some time in th
Curves of
The Song
evening, and that a type series should be arranged in the Path«
Notre Dar
logical Department of the Anatomical Museum. The Thin
The Luxu
Year representatives were constituted, a sub-committee for th
purposes of the second motion—H. G. Melville, convener.
The Council got through more business in two hours to-nigh
than on any other occasion in its history.
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gratis Twc
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HE success of The Student has surprised us, and
there now remains the duty of attempting to
consolidate the paper, and to put it on a sure financial
Basis. It had, as was expressed in a previous article,
one serious defect. Appearing irregularly it could not
aim at being the students’ athletic paper. What could
oe done in this way was attempted and with some
success, but meanwhile the suggestion was made that
with The Student should be incorporated an Eastern
Athletic Gazette, and that the paper should be pub
lished quite regularly once a week with reports up to

AND

Eastern Htbletic IRecord
The editing of the athletic parts has already been
placed in very able hands, and to meet this new de
mand on our space the paper is to be regularly enlarged
to sixteen pages.
The Student, or academic part of the paper, will, we
hope, continue to increase in efficiency. Societies have
to a certain extent only utilised our columns. In the
new issue, we purpose having a regular weekly calendar
of coming events, and we venture to hope that societies
will send us, regularly, notice of forthcoming meetings,
their time and place, and the matter of public discus
sion. This would, we think, be of advantage to the
societies themselves.
In another way, too, we venture to suggest a useful
ness to societies. Many papers of great interest are
read at small societies and then forgotten, and in cases
where papers are of general interest and of sufficient
merit we might occasionally be able to print them so
as to give a wider circulation.
From our Correspondence Column it will be seen that
we have already encountered a difficulty that will
always exist in a students’ paper, — the difficulty of
avoiding personalities; and if we have seemed to some
of our writers too severe upon their contributions, they
must attribute it not so much to any lack of ability in
thé contribution, but to the fact that discussions of
personal idiosyncrasy are rarely of value. Charges of
a general nature or by way of innuendo are merely
irritating, and unless specific and detailed instances
of neglect of duty are brought under our notice, we
shall rigidly exclude all personal matter.
In this
respect we have to be especially careful because men
become so much identified with the systems of which
they are part, that any criticism of the system has a
smack of indirect personality. In fact the only
regretable circumstances of our first three numbers
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arose in this way out of our somewhat unguarded
paragraph on vaccination. We are very sorry that
this should have been misinterpreted, and are glad to
be able to announce that the difficulty has been
satisfactorily settled.
The series of Student! Songs has been so well
received that we are encouraged to develop it, and
make it more widely useful, so that in our new issue,
wherever possible, we shall give the melody in sol-fa
as well as staff notation.
The feature of this number, by which we have
letters from the other Universities, promises to be of
such interest that we should like to continue it
regularly, and so to realise an old dream of the
Students’ Representative Council, the establishment
of an Inter- University Magazine.
There seems every prospect of permanence of The
Student. We have already around us a staff of willing
workers, and we hope by April to be able to appoint
a press editor to manage the business part of the
paper, while the control of the various departments is
retained in the hands of the editorial committee. In
this way only can we reconcile the conduct of such a
paper with the fact that most"students have hard pro
fessional work for which they are more responsible.
Now we shall have rest from our labours,—a rest
which seems very short compared with the vacations
of the English Universities. We hope that in future
years our students too may get away long enough to
enjoy their vacation. We too shall make the best of
ours, and to everybody, but especially to you, our fellow
students, we wish all joy and happiness at Christmas
and New Year.
—

The Anatomical Museum has lately been enriched by ft
skulls of the Phrenological Society. The collection is no
fairly complete, ethically and ethnologically.
An important change has been made by which persons wj jy q
do not wish to graduate can be admitted to particular coursest
—S--lectures by paying a small university fee (5s.) before enrolmeit ‘A-P—S—
t.
They had formerly to matriculate.
T. G. Murray has been reappointed to the Board ।
Curators.
The request of the S.R.C. to have a set of pathological typ
set apart in the Anatomical Museum has met with the appros
of Sir William Turner, the curator, who has promised to consul
Prof. Greenfield, and see what can be done during the Christa
vacation.
Fare
First Professional Examination in Medicine—It is nor
practically agreed that the regulation is to be changed so th
students may be examined in any two of the subjects, as soon;
they have attended the necessary classes. Thus, for exampli
in Botany and Natural History at the end of the First Summ
Session ; Chemistry, including Practical Chemistry, at the en
of the First Winter, or any other arrangement men care 1
adopt. This should be a great relief and let men work moi
steadily at their Anatomy, especially in the Second Summer.
We shall be glad to welcome Alexander Anderson back to ft
University Library.

Diseases of Ear and Throat.—Dr M‘Bride has agree
to give a few cliniques to a limited number of students «
Tuesdays and Fridays at one o’clock, beginning after the Na
Year. Students will attend on Tuesdays only, or Fridays only
for a series of five or six weeks.
(i
Clinical Commission.—There seems to be every prospec
of this commission being generally accepted. We believe tin
fully half the members have been already appointed.
Y the will of the late Kate Kennedy, L.L.A. of
Vaccination.—Important Changes.—The public vaccinatoi
St Andrews, we are enabled to offer a series having
been waited on by deputations from the Students’ Repre
of Special Prizes for competition, open to all the
sentative Council, explained that being under the Local Govern
Students of the Scottish Universities. Theses must ment Board, they had no power to alter the certificates, «
which two forms were issued, the wrong—the certificate afte
be sent in by the Greek Kalends (Nundinae Gallinarum)
examination—having been adopted by the University ; that thi
in each year.
efficiency of the stations had very grievously suffered when thi
For 1888 the subjects are :—
students did the vaccination ; and that so long as they could no
1.
To determine Adam’s velocity when he fell. depend on having the same set of students twice in succession!
s' 2. To investigate “within a mile o’ Edinburgh they could not make the teaching any more systematic.
After consultation it was agreed that students should h
toon” the exact ethical value of “canna,
allowed to join the class at regular periods only ; that ead
canna, winna, winna, maunna.”
class is to be limited in number, so as to give the vaccinato
3. The delayed action of Jonah and other personal acquaintance with his students ; that there should K
emetics.
short disquisitions of somewhat systematic character, beside,
4. Does the fact that in space of four dimensions the clinical work, which depends on the material and is some'
what irregular ; and that, always provided the efficiency of the
we cannot tie a knot explain the fact that station was not found to suffer, students might be allowed to
in heaven is neither marrying nor giving in
come during a second period and do the practical work.
marriage ?
In accordance with these arrangements it will now be necessarj
5.
The nature and influence of Tore.
for students to apply for admission to the vaccination classé
6. To investigate the position of equilibrium for some time beforehand, and they will then be told when the«
period of instruction will begin.
perfect osculation.
The students will profit much by these new arrangements, al
7. To invent a calvinometer for testing the ortho
least those students who wish to make the best of their oppor
doxy of Scotch ministers.
tunities.
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A Christmas Vacation Song.
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On Saturday we gathered round the ball,
Or tracked the trailing paper far afield ;
When struggling through a hedge, or in the maul,
We little thought to milder joys we’d yield.
'But days of fair companionship we’ll spend upon the
ice,
And every night the mazy rounds our wand’ring
thoughts entice;
And if that fair companionship should permanently be,
We’ll set the merry maidens in fair Edina free.
We’ll set them free.
Chorus—Tra la, la.

Tra *la,

la,

la,

la,

la,

la,

la,

la.

And when the swiftly fading light revealed
That all the strife of gallant games was done,
We felt, as we were clearing off the field,
We were only getting ready for the fun.
As soon as curfew tolled the knell of quickly parting
day,
We turned to new enjoyment, the Social or the Play,
Or in some bunk we’d all collect around the brimming
tea,
And join the lively numbers of student melody.
Brave melody.
Chorus—Tra la, la.

Now when the moonlight glistens o’er the scene,
And maidens’ silv’ry laughter fills the air,
We soon forget Edina e’er has been,
Nor think
on the pleasures we had there.
And when tne shades have gathered us around the
winter fire,
The games and songs of maidens right merrythoughts
inspire ;
But when sad parting’s over, and we return again,
We’ll sink the smitten lover and raise the old refrain.
Dear old refrain.
Chorus—Tra la, la.
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Tune—Traditional
&-

Oh, my name is Polly Hill, And

For hia army took the route

—I——H

Vhfj hapcaused me many a pang"!

l) have a lov

anks of the Yang-tse-kjan« /

nd has>gone to

Now the war had broken out,
Though I don’t know what about—
They that make the -wars go hang !—
And he’d gone with thousands ten
To fight the Chinamen
On the banks of the Yang-tse-kiang.

Chorus

se

But it fell upon a day
In the merry month of May,
As I sat by the door and sang,
That a soldier came to me
With a little sprig of tea
From the banks of the Yang-tse-kiang.
Says the soldier boy to me,
“ Here’s a little sprig of tea;
On poor Bill’s grave it sprang ;
So take it if you will,
As a souvenir of Bill,
From the banks of the Yang-tse-kiang.

“ It was in a tea-tree glen
That we met the Chinamen,
And one of the rogues let bang,
And laid poor Billy low,
With his toe to the foe,
On the banks of the Yang-tse-kiang.
“ Then said poor Bill to me,
‘ Take this little sprig of tea;
Go tell Poll where it sprang.’
And this was all he said
When his head dropped like lead,
On the banks of the Yang-tse-kiang.”
“ Oh, my soldier boy,” says I,
“Do you see green in my eye? —
Oh, pray excuse the slang !—
For I’m still your Polly Hill,
And you’re welcome home, my Bill,
From the banks of the Yang-tse-kiang.”
T. Davidson.
The story of the writing of this song is recorded in the “ Life of a Scottish Probationer” "IT.
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Tune—“ The Good Rhine Wine.

ny a pang
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to the meet, and

Haste

let

us

go, Leave

-work and books be

-

hind

us;

sí
Send

forth

the Hares, for

/I

well we know Where plea - sure and where health shall find us.

X
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Chorus—If

aught can cheer when spi-rits fall, ’Tis the
-P--P—

’Tis the

mer

merry sound of the

ry

sound,

’Tis the

Har - riers’ call,
Í-

»
merry sound of the

Har

-

riers’ call.

£
Tal-ly

-

ho!

Tally

-

ho!

’Tis the

mer - ry sound of the

Adown the hillside let us rush,
O’er fence and furrow bounding ;
Along the braes of stiffest brush,
And hear the merry chorus sounding.
Chorus—If aught can cheer, &c.

Across the lea so merrily
The Fast and Slow are trailing ;
Dash through the river cheerily,
Nor hedge nor hill defies their scaling.

Chorus—If aught can cheer, &c.
A sight! a sight! away we go
Pell-mell through gorse and heather,
A death ! a death ! rings Tally-ho !
And life is fun in golden weather.

Chorus— If aught can cheer, &c.
Then here’s to Hares and Fast and Slow,
And here’s to Whip and Pace, boys ;
Here’s to the ground where’er we go,
Here’s to the gallant Paper Chase, boys.

Chorus—If aught can cheer, &c. .

Har - riers’call.
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HE Spring time of the year is full of hope,
And joyous is the Summer wedding time;
The Autumn hath its fruit and -wealth of hue :
Yet! is not nature’s snowy rest most fair ?
Each hath its charm ■ but ever in the Spring
There is a promise of the other three,
And so I love the Spring as I love youth,
That hath the earnest of the fuller life,
The riper wisdom, and white-haired repose.
But yet I would not it were ever Spring,
For everlasting babyhood were death,
And life is seen but in the quick’ning growth.
And it were wrong to fetter or retard;
The tree is warped whene’er its growth we thwart,
And so man’s life and thought should be
Free as the air, that when it comes and goes,
Obeys a law that lies beyond man’s ken.
B.
4.
«
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i
.—The Student as Such.
2
.—The Student as a Fellow.
3-—The Student as a Public Character.
position of the genus Student in the animal
kingdom it is very hard to determine, and the
rapidity of the evolution, which is now present in
whole genus, is equalled only by the vulgar miscon
ceptions of its nature. We have seen, less than a
century ago, an advertisement of two rooms at six
shillings a week, “ suitable for one gentleman or two
students,” and only a few hours past we read of a pro
fessor and his audience as a “collection of gentlemen,
snobs, and three or four hundred medical students.”
The negative nature of these descriptions shows how
unsettled is the condition of popular and journalistic
ignorance of these extraordinary beings, and as their
rapid multiplication threatens the stability of the consti
tution, we have felt it our duty to make known the still
imperfect results of our investigation of the natural
history of the Student.
i. The Student as Such.—Ta& peculiar function of
the Student is to study, and this is fulfilled in either
of two ways, grinding and wasting. In the method of
performance there is an extreme inconstancy; yet, at
either end, are these two types well marked. “The
grinder hath a pale face, which he weareth eager and
long: he carrieth note-books, and he tarrieth not:
.when'yrofessors speak he boweth his head, and he
writeth incontinently, nor thinketh he at all which
words be true.” “ The waster goeth rubicund and hath
redness of eyes, he tarrieth long at the Pool and over
the wine, he Naps but sleepeth not: he too boweth at
the words of the professor and crieth, ‘ Tut, tut, tut: ’
he gathereth no moss, yet Moss doth gather him.”
he

T

These most accurate descriptions of the ancient author
leave nothing to be desired, but happily for us all, mosi
students are neither grinders nor wasters, and yet withal
are a little of both. At present the whole life and
power of the Student centre in his “ notes.” Of priest
and scribe this is true, and the medicine man is even
more firmly held in devotion to this fetish. The note
book is the symbol of his studentship. It is the Bible
by which he judges of right and wrong, and by whose
laws his world wags, until all his knowledge of it is
brought under the review of its authors. Idolatries
have often been described, and their psychological
features have often been analysed. It has been shown,
that the mind of low development ascribes to personal
powers all the influences which tend to help or hinder
its life, and that rise in the scale of humanity is propor
tioned to the pushing back of this explanation bj
directly personal agency, and the arrangement of near
influences under laws, by whose guidance the conditions
of life are modifiable. An intensity of devotion to
beliefs and their symbols, even to the sacrifice of life
itself, has often been recorded ; but never has intensity
exceeded that of the Student.
Let us look in at some of their ceremonials. “In
public we shall see the chief priest stand forth before
the multitude, which stretcheth line upon line dimly
into the distance. With bo-wed heads they listen to
his words, and in the silence is a sound as of the
whistling quills of rustling wings. The priest speaketh
the words of the sacred book, and a response is signed
by _ every finger. _ He handleth his instruments of
the
divination, by which he is wont to hale her secrets
from unwilling Nature, and the while he speaketh her
oracles of wisdom. No eye beholdeth him but the
scrolls are written, written till the public service be
over. And by day the Student goeth early from
tabernacle to tabernacle, until the hour of noon, when
is the time of charity. Then ministereth he to the
sick and maimed, and there is laying on of hands.
And at even, when he goeth to his own chamber, and
after the hour of the evening meal, he bringeth forth
the scroll of his hand ; then doth he copy it with care
and illumine it with rich colours of scarlet, and blue,
and gold, yea, all the colours of the rainbow. And
when the lamp burns low and the night is far spent,
he layeth aside his devotion hardly with his garments,
for he fain would read again the fair writing of his
hand.”
This idolatry we can understand though we would
not seek to justify it. It, too, results from the collabo
ration of undeveloped intelligences ; and, oblivious of
the conveniences of modern invention, the Student
develops word hearing and writing into a reflex action
independent of intelligence and will, and goes forth
with his eyes, and ears and fingers but little trained to
observe, and his mind unused to co-ordinate; however
complete may be his knowledge of the verbal records
of his science,
And now, after the years of probation are spent,
comes the ordeal, when the Student must lay his whole
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inind open that its stores may be inspected. The
inspection is usuallyattempted by asking certain samples
:o be produced on a sudden. For two especial kinds
if brain this is very difficult. In the first the
stock is very wide, but ill assorted and arranged, so
ilhat long periods must elapse before its galleries
ure traversed and the various specimens successfully
exhibited. It might very fitly be called the “ Univer
sity Library Brain.” The other is a brain which can
not be sampled because many of its shelves are empty.
Ln this case we have several varieties. We may have
un honest brain of a sober turn which will blankly
answer, “ I have it not; ” yet an honest brain, if it be
of a merry humour, will try to please the inquirer by
wit, as one we knew, who when asked of his elephants,
Drought forth, “Elephants are large animals with
fleciduous tails.” These brains are by no means empty,
Jhough they be not stocked throughout.
But there is another class which would fain hide its
emptiness, and makes of its neighbour the Foolish
-Virgins’ request, “ Give me of your oil that I may enter
n.” And this may be in reality a “ Foolish Virgin ”
brain where there is space which no hand has provi
dently filled; but it may be that there is no space. In
hose days parental folly and social pride often cruelly
condemn to misery as a student, one whom the work
>f his hands would make happy, and in his distress
tuch an one is not unlikely from sheer lack of intelli
gence to loosen the bands of social custom, and to
iiecome dishonest. It is a foolish thing and a terrible
’engeance follows it in after-life if by chance it should
De successful at the time. Human imagination can
neither conceive nor human ingenuity devise a more
iiorrible Nemesis than a life where the proof of unfit
ness has been delayed until change to more suitable
work is impossible. Rustication, grievous as it may
seem, is a gentle teacher, whose fiercest aspect is mild
:ompared with this, and pity is merged in hope that
our misguided fellow- students may find in it a
kindly enforcement of the lesson of academic and
social uprightness. If academic tests be worth anyihing at all, their evasion is feckless folly.
2. The Student as a Fellow is possibly somewhat “caviire to the general.” However important the function
bf fellowship may be to the welfare of the genus, it is
somewhat hard to render intelligible to the uninitiated,
vhose eyes have not beamed at the magic touch of
he Liber Aimee. Mairis Alumnorum, which we may
sender in the vernacular as “ Matriculation Album.”
suffice it to record that the gaiety of boyhood, the
lelight of healthy youth, and the dignity of the responible man, an athletic eagerness of intellect, and a
seckless pleasure in music and song, bound together
by a delicious feeling for free nature and the periistent optimism of a good heart, make Students the
nost gregarious of animals, and the most delightful of
fellows.
3. The Student as a Public Character.—However
mportant the role of fellowship may be to the happi

ness of the Students themselves, for surrounding
organisms, the functions of the Student as a public
character far outweighs it. “At the play, when the
diva appeareth, the Student cometh forth to meet her,
and ascendeth to the gods. His wit bubbleth over
with a divine profuseness, and floweth into the pit,
where the groundlings regard it not. Yet again when
the play is over he descendeth and mulishly draggeth
the diva to her lofty Olympus, whence the moody maid
dismisseth him and resteth.”
Of all the enjoyments of the Student there is none
so keen as a public meeting. There he appears
armed with his sole but trusty weapon, the stick,
and with the absolute delight in noise of an uncul
tured being, he revels in a row, satisfying at once
his feeling for the public tradition of his character
and his sense of order and freedom of speech.
Such, at least, was the Student Jzf within a few
years ago, and we fancy that but recently we saw
an almost perfect survival of the type. The ex
traordinary power of annoying others which this
disorderly behaviour gives to a few is well exemplified
by the retaliation which one or two take upon a
professor for being easily annoyed. The cruelty—and
it is cruelty though not intentional—is easily inflicted,
and all efforts by the rest of the class to curb it have
hitherto failed.
Thus professorial nervousness is
increased tenfold, and any deficiency in teaching
power passes into entire inability, or into a callous
routine which becomes part of the mechanism of the
University, but is not part of its life.
The “ students’ night ” and the public meeting
summarise the intellectual side of the Student’s public
function as at present. Politically he is a factor of
no importance except when he makes a fool of him
self in electing his Rector. But he delights in a
torchlight procession. “ Then his headpiece is broad,
and wearing his cloak reversed he beareth his torch
of bitumen. Then, too, he doth sing and shout till
the welkin rings, and the light showeth his glad and
smiling face, bright of spirit, yet dusky. And the long
line of light showeth a fair meteor in the darkened
town as of the joy of happy kings. And, indeed, we
know no fairer show. Then the Student retireth for
his seven days of cleansing.”
At'the outset we promised only imperfect results,
and our promise has been truly kept. But even thus
incomplete, our researches, confirmed by the Stillmore
accurate descriptions of an older writer, will suffice to
clear away the indefinite descriptions of the Student
to which we referred, and will form a sure basis for
the further analysis which will reveal in his entirety
the Student as he is.
1-,

.c.

The Student’s a jolly good fellow,
Though we laugh at his cap and gown ;
From the time when his beak is yellow (bejanf),
He’s the happiest man in town.
a.
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IV.

Let us be gayWhile yet ’tis day,
And care not for the morrow ;
Let’s count as gain
What we obtain,
’Tis not yet time for sorrow’.
v.
In these glad days
We have our plays,
We have our secret meetings ;
And with delight
We hear at night
The softly -whispered greetings ;

(AFTER THEODOR KOERNER.)

S a laddie was Geordie a queer wee deil,
In mischief nae ither cam’ near at ’is heel,
An’ ’twas ever the same, withoot ony doobt,
He was aye at the boddom, whan mischief fell oot.
An’ whan onything happened, lat be what it micht,
It a’ was shoved on the luckless wee wicht;
An’ to mak’ ’im confess what ’twas he had daen,
He was soondly lick’d, syne again for the sin.

A

Sae it cam’ that the loon, whan a lickin’ was due,
Feared for twa, claimed the sin that anither sud rue.
Whan the meen’ster ae day catecheesed the wee carle,
“Come, tell111
me,” he speered, “wha ’twas made
the warl’ ? ”
Th’ auld man spak to bairns wi’ face sae austere,
That the laddie was feared, and his thochts gaed
asteer;
He was shocked at the sins o’ thae scoondrels o’ men,
But he wistna wha, an said, “ I dinna ken.”

The auld man was anger’t—“ Ye sinfu’ wee loon,
Tell me straucht on the spat,” an’ he brocht his stick
doon,
An’ threppit the bairn to lick ’im richt sair,
Gin aboot the warl’s makin’ his thochts werena clear.
Noo, the laddie was feared what he’d said*was a lee,
Sae he gulped oot, “ Oh ! sir, lat yer stick bide awee,
I’m shure I’m richt sorry, I didna weel ken,
I confess it was me, but I’ll no dae’t again.”
R. C. B.
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VI.

While from a nook
The maiden’s look
Doth warn us not to linger,
But catch the girl,
And snatch the pearl
From her resisting finger.

C. G. Y.

e

Cl qi v'er si lies.
Y the kind permission of Messrs Macmillan &
Co., we are able to reprint from Nature (July
14th and 28th) the following interesting articles :—
“ The following three diagrams are meant to convey
an idea of the progress of the Scotch Universities—
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen, and St Andrews—in

B

©race,
I.

HE wind doth blow,
And white with snow
Stands yonder lofty mountain ;
The labouring woods
Can’t bear their loads
Congealed is every fountain.

T

11. ‘
Ne’er mind the storm ;
Our fires are warm
With many a blazing billet;
Bring out old wine
From cellars fine,
Lift high the cup, and fill it.

in.
Leave all to Heaven ;
When it has striven
To quell the tempest’s violence,
The gentle breeze
Won’t move the trees,
Till all is hushed in silence.

>er of Students at the four Scotch Universities (with line
of population);

recent years. The first shows the total number of
students each year from 1869 to 1885, and it appears
that, with an increase of population of about 18 per

Fig. 2.—Gh
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■ cent, in that period, the total attendance has grown over
90 per cent. (The straight line indicates what the
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indicate how the students have been distributed among
the different Faculties. The preponderance of Arts
students in Glasgow, and of Medical in Edinburgh,
will be noted.
*
As regards Theology, it is to be
remembered that the students are only those of the

cm i Ilan &
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Fig. 2.—Glasgow University.

Students in different Faculties (19 years).

Established Church; the two other large Presbyterian
bodies having their own theological schools. (The
statistics are taken from Oliver & Boyd’s “New
Edinburgh Almanac,” and the numbers of students at
each University include those of the summer as well

Fig. 3.—Edinburgh University.

as the winter session.)

Students in different Faculties (12 years),

A. B. M.”

* “ It is right to state that in the recent classification of Glasgow
students a small proportion are given as ‘Artsand Medicine,’
‘Arts and Law,’ &c.
These we have included as ‘Arts’
students only.”
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“Your issue of July 14 (p. 252) set forth in vivid
graph the rapid increase in size of the Scottish Univer
sities. But as we must not forget that in progress,
advance of type or improvement in quality is more
important than increase of quantity, it behoves us to
test the qualitative change of the Scottish Universities,
and to make sure that they are not of the nature of
malignant tumours —rapidly growing masses with
tissues of an embryonic type.
“ The test is not hard to find in the case of organisms
with a function so definite as the Universities. In
creased efficiency and decreased cost must be the

mistic picture of progress by growth in quantity, an] dmuch credit
as I am both hopeful and anxious for the advance h piSpec.; prou

Fig. 2.—Cost.

Fig. i.—Efficiency.

tests, and the results are startling, as shown by the
accompanying graphs of the official returns.
“ The first shows the efficiency in the Arts Faculty in
Glasgow, the Medical Faculty in Edinburgh, and for
two points the whole of Scotland as tested by the
fraction Students
“The second shows the quantity, in seconds, of
Professor of Anatomy which the students can have
for
in Edinburgh.
“ The result is an entire reversal of the usual opti-

quality of the Universities in which I have spent
many years, I hope you will allow me to call attention
to its urgency.
M.A. et Medicus.” :
[Note.—We have no d^ubt of the substantial
accuracy of these statistics.
Organisation and 8
liberal interpretation can of course do a great deal,
as we see, e.g., in the department of Surgery. But
probably, even Professor Chiene would admit that
he is unable to do all he would like for the efficiency
of his department.—Ed.]
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John Ba\
school, we
Both of
John was s
E are glad to have another book * from the Paganini at
pen of our fellow-alumnus. The following or other, r
extract is of special interest to us :__
opinions o
“I sat one December morning in the library of the Speculative; and passec
a very humble-minded youth, though it was a virtue I never had at old Rot
a moment
by Robert Louis Stevenson.
.London : Chatto & Wmdus.
season, an

erysor) erryd

W
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uantity, ani timuch credit for ; yet proud of my privileges as a member of the
: advance h : Spec. ; proud of the pipe I was smoking in the teeth of the

tSenatus; and in particular, proud of being in the next room to
(three very distinguished students, who were then conversing
(beside the corridor fire. On that December morning they were all
on fire with ambition ; and when they had called me into them,
land made me a sharer in their design, I too became drunken
with pride and hope. We were to found a University magazine.
A pair of little, active brothers—Livingstone by name, great
iskippers on the foot, great rubbers of the hands, who kept a
bookshop over against the University building — had been
'debauched to play the part of publishers. We four were to be
(conjunct editors, and, what was the main point of the concern,
to print our own works; while, by every rule of arithmetic—
ithat flatterer of credulity—the adventure must succeed and bring
(great profit. Well, well, it was a bright vision. I went home
(that morning walking upon air. To have been chosen by these
(three distinguished students was to me the most unspeakable
advance ; it was my first draught of consideration ; it reconciled
me to myself and to my fellow-men ; and as I steered round the
¡railings at the Tron, I could not withhold my lips from smiling
(publicly. Yet, in the bottom of my heart, I knew that magazine
(would be a grim fiasco ; I knew it would not be worth reading ;
II knew, even if it were, that nobody would read it; and I kept
(wondering how I should be able, upon my compact income of
Li2 per annum, payable monthly, to meet my share in the
expense. It was a comfortable thought to me that I had a
tfather.
“The magazine appeared in a yellow cover, which was the
best part of it, for at least it was unassuming; it ran four months
in undisturbed obscurity, and died without a gasp. The first
(number was edited by all four of us with prodigious bustle ; the
■second fell principally into the hands of Ferrier and me; the
third I edited alone ; and it has long been a solemn question
Iwho it was that edited the fourth. It would perhaps be still
more difficult to say who read it. I had sent a copy to the lady
¡with whom my heart was at that time somewhat engaged, and who
did all that in her lay to break it; and she, with some tact,
ipassed over the gift and my cherished contributions in silence.
I will not say that I was pleased at this ; but I will tell her now,
if by any chance she takes up the work of her former servant,
(that I thought the better of her taste. I cleared the decks after
(this last engagement; had the necessary interview with my
father, which passed off not amiss; paid over my share of the
■expense to the two little active brothers, who rubbed their hands
much, but methought skipped rather less than formerly, having
lave spent as
(perhaps these two also, embarked upon the enterprise with some
11 attention (graceful illusions ; and then, reviewing the whole episode, I told
ÎDICUS.”
imyself that the time was not yet ripe nor the man ready ; and to
work I went again with my penny version books, having fallen
substantial shack in one day from the printed author to the manuscript
>n and a student.”
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©reeri Success^
I.—THE THEFT.

John Bayle and I were great friends. Chums at
school, we were still chums at work.
Both of us, I regret to say, had turned out failures.
John was supposed by his fond friends to be a second
from the ’Paganini at least, I a second Thackeray. But somehow
following or other, men whose friends did not hold such high
opinions of their merits, made up on us, smiled at us,
Spéculative; and passed us. Look at Winklebury, who was my fag
I never had at old Roach’s, and whose life at times was not worth
a moment’s purchase,—look at him, the lion of the
Stevenson.
(Season, and why ? Winklebury has gone somewhere,
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where mortal man never went before and never will
again; Winklebury has written a book about it;
Winklebury, who couldn’t write an order for a cake at
Roach’s without a dozen blots, and as many misspell
ings,—Winklebury is famous, and I am not. Then
look at Tosher, who used to strum all day on Roach’s
battered piano, and never elicited so much as anything
resembling a tune. Tosher is also famous, for has he
not composed a march or sonata or something which
Rubinstein praised ? And now, if you please, look
at John; John who used to charm us with his impro
vised tunes on his violin, who was always introduced
into old Roach’s “ At Homes,” and who, it was
whispered among us, could beat his master if he tried.
Where is John now ? Second fiddle in the orchestra
of the Polyanthus, and I, London correspondent to a
couple of provincial journals, at a pound a week each.
Really, how humiliated our friends would have felt if
they had only known it. Thank heaven, our parents
are dead, and as for our other relatives, much they
care for us !
In our lodgings in Grim Street, we sat one wet
afternoon, talking. John had just laid aside his violin
and lit his pipe. I busied myself in brewing our staple
drink, tea.
Three days before, we had completed our “magnum
opus.” It was a comic opera, of which I had written
the libretto, John the music. For months we had
toiled at it like slaves in the galley, only we worked
willingly, which can’t always be said of the slaves.
The most important part of our work, in our eyes at
least, remained, to name our opera. In the eyes of
an unprejudiced observer the most important part of
our labour was probably to get the opera accepted by
some manager, but this idea never crossed our minds
at that moment. “ Poppies ” was our favourite title
at that time ; in fact, we had practically decided on
calling it so, if nothing better turned up.
Mrs Martin, our landlady, had, I feel certain, a
thorough dislike to both of us. Her other lodgers
were clerks in merchants’ offices, foremen, &c., on
whom she could depend for her money. John and I,
being unsettled in our mode of life, were not looked
on with such favouring eyes. And then, we cooked
most of our own meals, as we found that her cat was
quite untrustworthy. It would not surprise me if I
heard one of those days that that cat of Mrs Martin’s
had become a confirmed drunkard, or had died of a
surfeit of raw beef steak, or done something equally
dreadful. But we paid her with scrupulous regularity,
and she could not complain.
One of Mrs Martin’s lodgers puzzled us. We did
not, as a rule, trouble ourselves very much with our
neighbours, but I fancy both of us were somewhat
curious about this individual. We discovered that his
name was Potiski, that he was a Pole, and that he did
nothing. He patched up a sort of acquaintance with
us, by borrowing cooking utensils, from which we
inferred that he, like us, did his own cooking. Strange
to say, most of his visits were made to our room just
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as John was playing over some part of “Poppies.”
Mr Potiski professed entire ignorance of music, but
said that he understood good stuff when he heard it.
Somehow or other John did not regard this statement
in the light of a compliment, and Mr Potiski’s visits
grew wearisome. He borrowed enough pots and
pans from us to cook for a club, and continued to
express his satisfaction at John’s playing.
Sometimes John and I would go out for a walk
before he had to begin his duties at the Polyanthus,
strolling through endless streets, and witnessing revolt
ing scenes. Once in a way we would visit the Park
in order that I might treat the readers of the Middle
Swamp Gazette to a little tit-bit of fashion. For
some time, with the happy-go-lucky carelessness of
young men, we never by any chance locked our door,
until Mrs Martin’s cat’s depredations grew too many
for us. After that we locked our door most religiously.
The evening I refer to particularly was wet, and we
had scarcely gone a hundred yards before a heavy
shower caught us. We rushed back to Mrs Martin’s,
and, letting ourselves in, ran upstairs to our flat, I
fumbling all the while for the key of our door. A
lively altercation between Mrs Martin and her “slavey”
drowned what noise we made on the thinly carpeted
stair. I could have sworn in any court of law that I
had closed and locked the door, yet it stood slightly
ajar in front of me. I motioned to John to step quietly.
I pointed to the door.
He looked at it in astonishment.
“You have forgotten------”
“Hush!” I said. “We will catch Mrs Martin’s
cat this time, I fancy.”
. Quietly, very quietly, we made for the door. Its
hinges were well oiled, for if there is one thing that
irritates me, it is a squeaking door. Slowly, very
slowly, I pushed it open. But lo ! what should meet
my eyes, but a man standing with his back to us,
music, which I soon recognised as the score of “ Pop
pies ” on John’s old music stand in front of him, and
the man conducting an imaginary orchestra, might and
main. I looked at John ; he looked at me----“ Mrs Martin’s cat,” he whispered.
I looked foolish.
He went quietly forward until he stood behind the
man, whom we had recognised as Potiski after the
first glance, and then said—
“You appreciate the music, I see, Mr Potiski.”
Lord! how that man jumped. You would give a
hundred guineas to see it now, I wager. Caught in
the act he could do nothing.
John repeated his remark.
“ Yees, ye—es,” he chattered out ; “ it is ver’
go—od.”
“Oho!” cried John, seizing him by the collar.
“And is that good, and that! and that! and that I”
With each “that” he administered a kick; and John
is well developed. The fourth “that” left Potiski
floundering in the passage. A rush of lodgers came
to see what was the matter. I explained that my
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The six years had improved our prospects wonder
fully. Two years after the theft John rose to first
violin in the Polyanthus, and six months after that he
I; was appointed leader in a provincial touring company.
; This entailed separation, but it could not be helped,
’tas it advanced John’s interests. Then the leader of
■lithe Polyanthus retired, and Bellingham, the manager,
¡appointed John in his place. Soon his merits were
¡recognised; and after eighteen months at the Polyanpthus he retired and set up as a solo player at concerts.
’cSometimes he would tour the provinces, sometimes he
' would play in London; wherever he went he drew
'¡good houses and made money.
I, too, had looked up in the world. I had had the
¡good luck to get one of my little stories accepted by one
lof the magazines, and, wonderful to tell, the editor, like
(Oliver Twist, asked for more. Nothing loth I complied
with his request, and in a few months I was enabled
:to throw up my provincial writing and devote my
energies to a novel, which I had long been pondering,
land which lack of time and opportunity alone pretvented me from writing. The novel took, and I think
1that I may now look upon myself as a comparatively
’well-known man. I might now ask myself where was
¡Winklebury, where was Tosher? They were forgotten,
das lost to humanity as though they had never lived.
Will this be my fate and John’s? I hope not. This
I am well aware is egotistical, but at this moment I
:can afford to be so.
John had finished a successful provincial tour, I a
movel for a magazine, just as summer ended. Both
lof us were wearied with our work, so a holiday was
bdetermined on. A few’ days later we left London
¿without the Society papers noting our departure, and
¡made for the Highlands. Here we spent a happy
¡month, wandering from place to place, picking up
ihealth and strength as we went.
October saw us once more in London, new men.
One day we met Lurton, the well-known theatrical
critic, who in the course of conversation mentioned
¡that he had heard that Bellingham of the Polyanthus
i had a new opera in rehearsal. It was by an Italian
i named Poloni, the words by an Englishman named
¡Hawke, both unknown men.
“ It must be good,” said Lurton, “ if Bellingham
speculates in such a rash manner. He is not the man
to buy a pig in a poke.”
“No,” replied John; “he is not. Do you happen
to know the name of this new discovery ? ”
“ No, the name is the only thing they can’t decide
:on, and I don’t wonder at it; it’s almost impossible to
hit on a decent title nowadays.”
“ Yes, it is,” I said.
“Well, ta-ta, I must be moving,” said Lurton.
“Ta-ta,” said we, and moved on.
Neither of us spoke for some time.
Although we said little about our opera, you may be
i sure that we kept our eyes open, and most religiously
:attended all first nights.
“ It seems to me that we have hit it at last,” said
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John, coolly puffing his cheroot (we smoked cigars
now).
“ Hum—do you think so ? ” I queried doubtfully.
Disappointment often makes one doubtful.
“Yes,” he said, throwing away the end of his
cheroot. “Yes, I think we have, Poloni and Potiski
are the same, I’ll go bail. But who is Hawke, I won
der ? ”
“ Probably some mythical character; some fanciful
creation of Potiski’s brain.”
“ Humph ! like enough.”
A diversion was created by Miss Evelyn Arthur, a
leading light at the Polyanthus, beckoning us to her
victoria.
We obeyed her call, and in the course of conversa
tion she mentioned that she was well cast in the new
opera that Bellingham was about to produce.
“ What is it like ? At all good ? ” I asked.
“ Don’t be inquisitive, Mr Seton,” she replied laugh
ing. “Weare bound over to secrecy until the night
of production.”
“ What if all your planning goes for nothing ? ” asked
John quickly.
“ Why—what—has any one bla—told ? ” she asked
anxiously.
“ No, no, pray do not alarm yourself,” said he ; “I
know nothing about it------at least I don’t suppose so.”
Miss Arthur grew communicative.
“ It is strange, is it not, that such secrecy should be
observed. Most men like the 1 puff preliminary,’
when they’re bringing out a new thing, but Mr Poloni
doesn’t seem to think he needs it.”
“ Have you seen him ? ” I asked carelessly.
“ No, none of us have, not even Bellingham. I heard
that he is very delicate, and cannot stand this climate
of ours.”
“ Then Hawke does all the superintending ? ”
“ Oh no,” she laughed ; “ Mr Hawke is not there, he
is never there, and he never will be.”
“ Why ? ” I asked in surprise. “Is he dead?”
“ He never lived to die. There is no such person
as Mr Hawke. Mr Poloni is author and composer.
There ! I’ve teld you all I mean to tell you. Perhaps
I’ve told you too much, but I fancy I can rely on you.
Good-bye ! John,” to coachman, “ Home.”
We lifted our hats and left.
An interview with Bellingham let us no further into
the matter, so there was nothing for it but to wait
patiently until the night of the performance, which
was nearly two months ahead. Soon puffs in the
papers, inserted no doubt by Bellingham, began to
tickle the theatre-going folks’ palates. The opera as
yet remained nameless.
III.

VENGEANCE.

The night of Saturday, the 15th of December 188-,
will long be remembered by those in the Polyanthus.
On that night the new opera, “Little Lil,” by Signor
Poloni was produced.
For the last two months John had bee.n a mystery
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to me. Never at any time a talkative fellow, he had
during these past weeks scarcely spoken. His face,
generally genial and open, assumed a firm set expres
sion, which boded no good for Mr Potiski, if he met
him. Fate had not favoured him with the interview
he prayed for, although he watched the Polyanthus
closely, and those who entered it. Lurton saw him
there several times, and twitted him about it.
“ Which of them is it ? ” he asked facetiously.
“ What do you mean ? ”
“ Whom are you honouring with your attentions ? ”
John looked at him for a moment.
“ Don’t be a fool,” he replied shortly.
Lurton was equal with him at his next concert,
when a savage criticism of John’s playing appeared in
the Light of the Ages, Lurton’s paper. But this did
not trouble John.
The theatre was crowded, many being refused
admission. We sat in Bellingham’s private box, John
glum and silent, I nervous and ill at ease.
“ For heaven’s sake,” I whispered to him, “ don’t
make an uproar if it is Potiski.” Mind you, I had my
doubts about this point, for I was by no means so
cocksure of it as John.
The orchestra filed in, and the scraping and tuning
of violins commenced. AU were ready; they awaited
the arrival of the conductor. At last he turned up—
a nervous, shy, little fellow, but a rare musician.
He raised his baton, gave a preliminary flourish,
and away they went. There it came, note for note,
the old familiar music, the music of “ Poppies.”
John made a movement; I grasped his arm.
“ Sit still, sit still,” I cried, my voice drowned by the
»noise of the orchestra.
He paused, and seemed to consider for a moment.
“All right, Dick,” he said quietly, “don’t alarm
yourself.” Then gaily—“ It goes rather well, does it
not ? ”
The. overture ended, and the opera proper began.
Bellingham continued bobbing in and out during
the three acts, asking what we thought of it.
&
Neither of us hazarded a decisive reply. At last
he lost his temper.
“ Confound it, can’t you give a decent answer?”
“ Wait until it is finished,” replied John.
“ Oh, hang it all! Bayle, when did you set up as
an oracle ? ”
John did not reply, but asked—
“ The author is here, I suppose ? ”
I felt more nervous than ever; I knew this question
would come.
“Yes, he is,” replied Bellingham; “he only
arrived this afternoon.”
“ Could I see him ? ”
“ Certainly! come round with me; he is in my
room.”
The middle of the third act was reached when we
left the box. We dodged our way through chorus
girls, scenery, carpenters, and loafers until we reached
the door of Bellingham’s room.

“For God’s sake, John, take care what you do,”]
whispered to him.
“ Dick, hold your tongue------ ”
“ I won’t; it’s as much my business as yours.”
We had no time for further parley, as Bellinghat:
ushered us into his room.
In a lounge arm-chair sat the author—or rather th:
thief—Poloni or Potiski—call him what you will'
drinking a brandy and soda.
He looked round and smiled.
Bellingham proceeded to introduce us.
“No need of that foolery, Bellingham,” said John:
“ Mr Pol—Po—tiski and I are already acquainted.”
Potiski leant back and clutched the back of achaii,
Bellingham looked astonished.
John turned to him.
“Perhaps, Bellingham, a few words of explanation
are due to you, and to the public generally, as to the
manner in which Mr Poloni or Potiski and I first
met.”
He narrated the story of the theft in as few words
as possible, Bellingham listening with ever-increasiny
astonishment, I all the while watching Potiski closely.
He seemed to be labouring under great pain, which
he attempted to ease by sipping his brandy and soda.
When John finished, he started up to his feet (he
had sat down towards the end of John’s recital).
“ As there is a God in heaven ! ” he shouted theatri
cally. “ This man is a li------ ,” he gasped, clutched
his left side, and fell in a heap on the floor.
“ He has fainted,” I cried.
John bent over him, and felt his pulse.
“ No,” he replied slowly, “ he is dead.”
“ Dead ! ” exclaimed Bellingham. “ Dead ! neverI”
“ Send for a doctor,” I suggested.
“ I saw Mayford in a box,” said Bellingham ; “ I’ll
get him.”
He left to fetch him, and we raised the body
between us, and laid it on a couch.
And while this tragedy was being enacted, the
audience were laughing and cheering like maniacs in
front*. '
Bellingham returned with Mayford, who was red
with laughter, but looking grave. He proceeded to
examine Potiski, and pronounced life to be extinct.
He fancied heart disease was the cause of it. He
could do nothing.
1 he opera had ended, and the audience were calling
for the author.
“ Will you go forward ?” Bellingham asked John.
. “ Certainly. That dog’s death shall not mar ouri
triumph. Come, Dick,” he said to me, “ come and
receive the reward of your labours.”
I thought John callous, but said nothing. No one
can tell the hatred he bore that man, not even I.
The audience were getting impatient, so we lost no
time.
When the cheering had subsided, John spoke :—
“ Ladies and Gentlemen,—Mr Seton and I cannot
express in any adequate manner our gratitude to you
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: you do,"; I: for the extremely kind way in which you have received
our work. In future the opera will be known as
‘ Poppies.’ In changing the title, we are aware that
^ours.”
r we are doing an almost unprecedented thing ; but
Bellinghai: !: reasons which it would not be politic for me to state,
: lead to this change. Once more I thank you in Mr
>r rather th: i Seton’s name and my own for the encouragement you
•t you wi( 1 have given us, which will, I hope, lead to still better
1 results.”
The audience cheered lustily. We bowed again
and again, and achieved what I hope may be called
' said John: ' A Great Success.
painted.”
Paul Wynter.
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Notes of a Professor’s Lecture.

ETESTED “ radicals ” begone !
Avaunt! abhorred “constituents!”
For all my mind’s ability,
I’ll give no sordid task to do,
And therefore leave dull trash like you
For beauty and for symmetry,
For “curves of solubility.”
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.¿Esthetic artists, Nature’s charms
May sing, and vaunt her beauties rare ;
But their dull sensibility
Pertains not to the chemist’s heart,
Who knows in his sublimest art
That nought for beauty can compare
With “curves of solubility.”

1! never!'

tarn; “ I’ll

For beetling cliffs and towering crags,
For gently sloping hills and dales,
Not Scotia’s own variety,
Not Alpine vast sublimity,
Can match, nor for utility,
You, “curves of solubility.”
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ISorgj ©j fij© Scuffle..
HE shuttle sings to the weaver’s croon,
The weaver’s hand has no time for sloth;
The shuttle rattles this merry tune
To comfort the naked crying for cloth,—
This way, that way, this way, that .way,
Whole thread, broken thread, over and under;
This way, that way, this way, that way,
Ever I join by putting asunder.

T

The sun shines bright through the -weaver’s door,
The weaver’s work is a happy lot
Amid his bairns, and the shuttle sings
With a happy heart in the weaver’s cot:
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This way, that way, this way, that way,
Whole thread, broken thread, over and under;
This way, that way, this way, that way,
Ever I join by putting asunder.
The shuttle is rattling faster and faster,
Dashed through the woof at a lightning speed;
The weaver’s children work for a master
To help the great world growing in need.
(Rapidly.)
This way, that way, this way, that way,
Whole thread, broken thread, over and under;
This way, that way, this way, that way,
Ever I join by putting asunder.

The sun shines bright on the whited roof,
And hot are the heads, and dull with noise,
Eyes, listless, look at the weary woof,
No weaver is there, but his wife and boys.
(More rapidly.)
But this way, that way, this way, that way,
Whole thread, broken thread, over and under;
This way, that way, this way, that way,
Ever I join by putting asunder.
The shuttle sings yet quicker his tune,
And work for a man is his wife’s instead,
And children’s come to the world too soon,
Now weavers are naked, and crying for bread.
(Very rapidly.')
This way, that way, this way, that way,
Whole thread, broken thread, over and under;
This -way, that way, this way, that way,
Ever I join by putting asunder.

rs.
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Scottish University Extension Lectures.
Though' this movement for the extension of culture
does not make in Scotland the rapid headway by
which it has been signalised in England, there is no
doubt but that it is growing in strength. The need
for such work is indisputable, the body of willing
workers is strong, and the success of what has been
done is sufficient guarantee for the future. The basis
is also sufficiently wide, for the scheme, as its name
implies, has with it the expressed sympathy of all
the Scotch Universities. And though the movement
is from one point of view the beginning of a crusade
of culture, the business arrangements are at the same
time of a satisfactory character. Without doing more
than simply mentioning the activity of the Glasgow
centre, we think it may be of interest to record the
actual work done by the branch more immediately
connected with our own University. Last summer
the energetic town of Dunfermline had the credit of
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inviting the first lecturer from this centre. Mr Geddes,
well known to Edinburgh students, gave a series of
twelve lectures on Botany, which were enthusiastically
welcomed in the grey town across the Firth. This
course is. now being followed up by “ Lessons on
Animal Life, ’ by Mr J. Arthur Thomson, Lecturer on
Zoology in the School of Medicine. The audience, a
large percentage of whom are teachers, numbers about
seventy. In Perth the Extension Lectures have been
even more gratefully welcomed. Here also the local
secretary and committee are enthusiasts, and look for
ward to quite a succession of courses. Two are at
present in progress, one on English Literature by Mr
Renton, the acute author of the “ Logic of Style ” and
other works; the other by Dr H. R. Mill, well known
as a rising meteorologist, and author of important
observations (made in connection with the Granton
Marine Station) on the nature of estuaries, and the
like. Dr Mill’s class soon became so large that it
had to be divided into two sections, each with a roll
of about one hundred and twenty students. Those
who have heard Dr Mill’s genial lucidity will not
wonder at this success. In those courses the students
are. first supplied with a general index syllabus of the
entire set of lessons, and further receive (in some cases,
at least) a brief pointed summary of each evening’s
work. In this way they are saved from the misery of
notetaking, and have a permanent record of proceedend of the hour opportunity for discussion
is afforded, essays are prescribed, and relevant litera
ture is noted. If well begun is half done, the move
ment, is already a success. Every true student must
wish it well.

The Welsh Union.
The Edinburgh Welsh Students’ Union have had
under their consideration the advisability of forming
an Inter-University Union of Welsh Students in Eng
land, Scotland, and Wales. Between the three Uni
versity Colleges of Wales and the other Universities
there are about a thousand Welsh students now
receiving University training, seventy-five per cent, of
whom are quite at home in their Cymreig (Welsh).
f
wou^ have two main objects in view :
~(z) The improvement of the individual members of
the Society; and (2) the dissemination of literature
science, and art amongst the masses in the Prin
cipality.
To attain the first object an effort would be made
to unite the Welsh students together; to foster
patriotic feeling; to raise the standard of our educa
tion ; to introduce to one another students of similar
tastes and studies, but at different seats of learnino-; to
try to get the most promising students to specialise •
to prepare the students for public life.
’
These things could be accomplished by establishing
local branches of the Union, &c. &c.
The second main object of the Union,—viz., the
distributing the knowledge of literature, science, and

art amongst the people,—would be promoted by means
of the press and the platform.
The Union would obtain from the Welsh new
papers—some thirty or forty of which are weekly pub
lished in the vernacular— a “ Students’Column,” and
members would write to these columns in their turn
in Welsh.
The Union would also establish courses of fret
lectures in every part of the Principality.
This project has already received much favour from
the press, and circulars will soon be sent to even
University in the kingdom in connection with thij
movement.
.
The Sociological Society.

The Sociological Society is the heir and repre
sentative of the Socialist Society which used to cause
so much anxiety to the friends of “ law and order ” in
the University.
The name “Sociological ” was adopted at the close
of last session, because the members of the society
believed that their intentions were better represented
by a title which might perplex the uninformed, but
could hardly frighten them, than by a name which
bears so many meanings as “Socialist.”
The Society is peaceable and law-abiding; there
are no red flags in its repositories, and its member!
wish to study rather than to subvert “ law and order/
along with other social institutions ; it is not a debatins
society ; neither is it a branch of the Socialist League:
its one object is to promote the study of social facts
and principles from a scientific standpoint.
That this object is a good one, no one can doubt
who admits the importance of good social conditions,
and who believes that public affairs, like other things,
can be better managed by people who understand them
than by people who do not. The need for studying
social and economic conditions comes to be increasingly
felt in the universities, and it is for the purpose of
doing something to supply this need that the Sociological Society exists.
The session of the Society opened with a lecture,
delivered by Professor Edward Caird, and two meet•
since been held, which have been reported
in ine Student.
The University Hall, Mound Place.

'<

As one of the now recognised institutions of
the University the Hall in Mound Place deserves
some attention, which we are the more willing to give
because of the many remarkable and ludicrous misre
presentations which have been made concerning it.
Rumours as to our object and character have caused
no little diversion in our common rooms, as when for
instance, one of our number brought to our notice the
following series which he had picked up about the
/ arsity
The place was “ A. hot bed of socialism
A den of atheists ”—“ A place where one can neither
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bsmoke, drink, swear, nor chew tobacco ”—“ A semimary for Free Church ministers ! ”
When, on comparison of such views, widely different
.opinions are found to be held, it may be judged that
I.the actual truth lies somewhere in the golden mean.
'.Such is, perhaps, the case. We certainly do not lay
¡claim to be regarded as young aspirants for democratic
■¡honours among the most rabid of socialists, nor can
we pretend to a great liking for the character of pro
nounced atheists on the one hand, or of budding Free
JK.irk ministers on the other,—a class of mankind who
trush, as far as their modesty allows them, into clerical
igarbfiin tiJeir,, first-,,year, wearing black in shovels,
black in trousers, and black in gloves.
There is also a grimly elegant sort of humour in
¡describing men—perhaps a trifle more conventional
ithan Mr Spalding—as receiving visits from buxom
¡fishwives and costermongers, or as amiably taking tea
¡with the poor and outcast of all degrees and kinds.
(Such more or less witty sketches of us, as character
ised by an abnormal amount of philanthropy, and a
¡ruinous aptitude for attending to the affairs of others,
whilst neglecting our own, are doubtless artistic, and
we appreciate the patronising favours of the artist.
In place of these, however, and in place of others,
which have described us, from an intellectual stand
point, as neglecting our classes and healthy exercises,
¡that we may, with eager avidity, give and receive im
pressions upon the condition of the masses, and on
lall the various social problems treated of by Henry
¡George and Rousseau, we would depict ourselves, if
in less striking, yet in more truthful colours.
Every one must admit that it is a distinctly plea
santer and more satisfactory condition in which we
find ourselves, when, by means of our commodious
(common rooms, we are able to receive visitors, not
¡infrequently of the humanising sex, or, as was the
¡case last summer, from the same cause, to give a most
¡recherche ball, at which the men were, for the most
part, in flannels and “ blazers,” an innovation regarded
as a distinct improvement.
The memory of that ball still lingers about the
place, nor is the time far distant when another such •
will be instituted to our own gratification, and we
hope to that of our lady friends.
All such matters affecting the community as a whole,
‘ are afecided by majorities of the residents. At some of
these decisions it may go strangely with us yet, espe
cially when demoralised with work at the end of a
term. I can then imagine breakfast fixed for some
thing between the hours of eleven and one; dinner will,
perhaps, be left as it is; but after that we may expect
attendance at the theatre four times a week, or similar
orderings to be made compulsory.
However, as
things go at present, we breakfast according to inclina
tion, between eight and half-past nine, there being quite
an air of apology—indicative of a morality not yet ex
tinct—about our lazy member, who surprised us by
putting in his first appearance at lunch-time on three
consecutive days. But, as there are always those of
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us willing to undertake sponge-duty when required, we
see every probability of the amendment of this poor
mortal’s ways. It must not, from this, be imagined
that we have not an opposite extreme in the way of
an early riser—one member having always a bright
fire in his room in the dark hours of the morning, to
which any similarly minded early birds are prone to
wander.
At dinner, which is about the only time when all of
us meet together, we discuss every manner of news,—
gossip, of course, not excluded,—at times, however,
suffering patiently the diatribes of our only graduate.
Our conversation is, certainly as yet, not of a highly
intellectual order. We did, indeed, have it once pro
posed that regular discussions should be introduced
once a week, but as it was found that only our two
most opinionate members were likely to attend, the
matter fell through. It need hardly be said that the
warmest supporter of this movement is of that nation
which takes the bun for “ the insanity of dialectics,”
of which distinguished nation we have unfortunately
only three representatives.
Dinner of an excellent, if ordinary kind, is served to
us by the deft fingers of “ the nymph ”—a very dis
tinctive feature in the place. This over, we adjourn
to the common room, or to one or other of the dens,
for pipes and coffee, followed with more or less vigor
ous work, according to our several abilities. This is
the general order of the day’s routine, which passes
along easily and agreeably, with no trace of the terrible
restraint upon individual freedom which has been ima
gined by some.
Nor h^thesdietar^prSved so difficult a matter to
deal with, “as was concéived by not a few. We have
none of us whims in this respect, nor do we harbour a
valetudinarian.
It is true that the “old soldier” of the place, for
his own satisfaction as for that of the rest of us, did,
whilst an invalid, introduce certain dishes out of the
general run. This unfortunate character, with mourn
ful countenance and arm in sling, was always carrying
about with him Victor Hugo’s well-known novel, and
is now known in consequence as “ Le Misérable.”
As for artistic and intellectual pavilion we have to
thank the unrivalled view across the town far out ovêr
the Forth to the Fife hills, and the artistic genius, the
originator of the scheme, whose gifts must be seen to
be duly appreciated.
By way of the lighter musical environment we have
a harmonium kindly left us by a former resident, upon
which, I regret to state, one of our number, at times,
is apt to play “ My Queen,”—I presume to his own
satisfaction. But this performance is stimulating in
comparison with the after - dinner flights of the
“ athletic ” member, who mixes “ God save the
Queen ” and the “ Dead March in Saul ” into one
symphony, rendered in a pathetic manner by the
middle fingers alone ! These performances have, I
believe, been now suppressed : certain it is that one
night a lamp left the table, and at the same time a
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characteristic mark on the carpet, still visible, which I
have always associated with the violence of suppressing.
One of the features of the place is the holding of
the University Natural Science Club meetings in the
common room every other Monday. At such meet
ings it is the custom for any one to smoke to his
heart s content. Once an unlucky and uninterested
resident, thinking it his duty to attend, cut the record
of Tantalus by sitting throughout a whole meeting
with a sweet and juicy clay in his pocket, which false
pride, called up by the august nature of the Society,
effectually prevented him from producing.
But some may be wondering as to what fruits the
promise of “social work” has yet brought forth. So
for the time do we. The offensive member suggests
that the said work has gone to the lower regions—
explaining himself by reference to the basement flat,
which, however, is not yet fitted up for its humanising
function.
Along with this alteration of the ground flat, we
expect to have a new and more dignified entrance,
with some device carved over the door symbolic of
the learning and wisdom to be found within the walls,
—the latter to be given, I believe, by the Principal of
the University.
But in regard to the “ social work,” it is true that
in the circulars distributed by the committee there
was expressed the wish that residents would show an
inclination for work of such a character, the idea being
held that we should establish in Edinburgh a second
Toynbee Hall.
The idea may be excellent; certainly none who
have seen Toynbee can deny that, with its bright
tennis court, with its active cricket and boating clubs,
with its gymnasium and lecture rooms, it is one of the
finest movements of the time, carried out in the best
spirit of University extension work. But at Edin
burgh we have no student Toynbee, nor enthusiastic
professors who think as he did. Also, it is noteworthy
that the residents at Toynbee are no longer hard work
ing undergraduates, with the fear of'the examiner
before their eyes.
It may be that in time, by exchanging ideas,—not
living isolated to brood subjective philosophies, more
Scotico, of pessimistic or other extravagant tendency,_
we shall come to consider the real misery and the un
developed possibilities among so much that is dreary
and degrading in the lot of the mass of our fellows.
The student, however, is by nature a taker-in rather
than a giver-out of knowledge; yet this fact does not
prevent this other from being also true, that by striv
ing in his own way merely to absorb, he may unfit
himself for any subsequent influence of a useful
character.
If, however, we succeed in introducing into Edin
burgh University all the advantages of the system of
academic residence in use at Oxford or Cambridge,
with none of their disadvantages, the institution must
be regarded as a distinct success.
If, too, in this way, very little work of a philan

thropic kind is accomplished, ardent reformers it
terested in our welfare may call to mind the famot:
saying of Carlyle’s: — “Young man, wouldst th®
reform the world ? Reform thyself! Thou wilt thr
have'fine regiie'the less in thy immediate vicinity”!
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Reform in Arts.

In a sm
Strictly speaking there is at present no distinct fee. ^personal c
ing among the students for reform in Arts. Th: ; influence o
student is too young when he enters on his career, and i .of the efir
though he may grumble a little at the persond 'urganisatio
deficiencies of his teachers, he is a graduate before ■preserved r
experience has taught him his woes and how to expresi bin the hanc
them. Thus at present he is more concerned wit. tbut are no
the ventilation of the reading-room than the ventilation 'work. In <
of grievances, and he asks for a library catalogue ' were limite
rather than catalogues the woes of which he is not ibut to lecti
quite conscious. This state, however, is passing away, perfect ant
There have always been many Arts graduates enrolled tand it sho
as students in the other faculties, and the weight and! ’.this system
dignity of their opinion acting largely on the Students’ seem to be
Council have at length taught the students somewhat»: limproveme
the art of criticism, and the growl is now becoming arti
The you
culate. Thus students are beginning to grumble at io hnmedi:
having to go to Professors whom they cannot follow, and condition,
to study subjects in which they have no interest, and Systematic
they wish for either wider range of subjects or a choice small tutor:
of teachers. We have already {The Student, No. i| dents coulc
pointed out the difficulties which at present exist, as These mean
illustrated, especially by the case of Mathematics, and
But whil
have indicated the need of some preliminary exami dent that
nation to aid a Professor in the arrangement of his (course of h
students. We might also have indicated the need for :minds on ;
a wider choice of subjects as an advisable change ii 'both senic
the mechanism of culture, which depends so much oi makes it n
the awakening and strengthening of intellectual and .time of bot
moral, interests. But this belongs rather to a sys
The ain
tematic review of studies, and will be discussed later (students a
in that connection.
paedia in th
1 he question of a choice of teachers is being forced ■endow the
on by the extra-muralists. In such subjects, especi .careful obs
ally as the Philosophies, there can be no doubt as to determine
the value of this method as opposed to the sterilising confirm by
influence of a systematic dosing of one school until, It is perfe
fortunately, it sometimes stimulates a reaction by the (practical i;
nausea of its surfeit; but our sympathies are entirely Ithe use of
with those who wish to include the teachers in the Itheir mind:
University, instead of multiplying rivalry of foolish imena they
systematic courses.
could prol
Though the discussion of such possibilities is be | .account of
ginning to be audible, the Faculty of Arts is as yet : inise in its
largely a land of darkness, however insensible its | ask than t
inhabitants are of the fact j and those who fancy that ■ :culty to be
the M.A. degree implies any qualification for teaching :of answer.
are very grievously mistaken. Most graduates leave : complete
with the impression that education means instruction courses to
in Latin and Greek Grammar, and possibly Geometry, principles
as invented by Euclid or perverted by Wilson. Surely :by analysi
even for specialists a general knowledge of educa :by making

eformers in
the famot
ouldst thot
mu wilt tht
vicinity ”!
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ijtional theory and method would be as valuable, were
' to guide
....
: it only
their own work, as any analysed prinijciples of Logic, which they never use except to twit an
(opponent in debate.
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selves. [In medicine and surgery this is done in case
taking.]
If the elementary teaching be well done, we do not
see why seniors should not take a systematic course.
It is then merely a question between good lectures
and a good book (except for the bad economy of note
Medical Reform.
taking). The student has such familiarity with phe
In a small school where students can come into nomena that what he reads and hears is intelligible to
distinct fee personal contact with their teachers, the personal him, even though he have not previously seen the
Arts. Th; ■.influence of the teacher is a far more important factor phenomena described. Practically this would replace
> career, an: 1'of the efficiency of the school than is any general the present systematic lecture by a course very largely
le persons! '(organisation of instruction. In Edinburgh we have practical with short disquisitions eliciting the general
luate before ■preserved nfethods which have been successful enough principles, and the practical work would be much
w to expresi • bin the hands of the great men who made the school, more carefully tutorial than it is at present. The ad
terned wit: tbut are no longer adapted to the present conditions of vanced courses might then be left in the hands of men
e ventilation 'work. In days when the means of reproducing a book who were working at special parts of the subject up to
y catalogue were limited and expensive, the teacher had no choice the limit of knowledge. As we purpose having, at
i he is no! ibut to lecture systematically; now when printing is so some future period, a series of articles critical of the
issing away, perfect and so cheap, the same need does not exist, various sciences as useful in the education of a medi
tes enrolled; tand it should be permissible for a teacher to change cal man, we shall not at present discuss the question
weight and Ibis system. There are several circumstances which of change in the list of subjects, but pass to the ques
te Students’ seem to be useful as guides to the directions in which tion of examinations.
omewhato: ¡improvement may be effected.
If our examinations be at all a satisfactory test of
toming artiThe youth of the students forms a possible limit attainment, we must allow a student to present him
grumble at io immediate change, which, in the present schoolboy self as soon as he has gone through the necessary
follow, and ijondition, should possibly stop short of replacing the course of subjects, and the subjects should be grouped
Merest, and Systematic lecture by practical clinical work only, with in such a way as to distribute the strain of work as
or a choice small tutorial classes ; it is conceivable that the stu evenly as possible. In this way only can we hope to
ent, No. iij dents could not be trusted to make sufficient use of get a uniform and persistent attention to practical and
nt exist, as these means.
clinical work. It is, we believe, now practically set
natics, and
But while this may set a limit to change, it is evi tled that a student is to be allowed to take his first
ary exami- dent that the encyclopaedic nature of the present professional as soon as he has been through the neces
lent of his (course of lectures renders it quite indigestible to most sary classes, viz., Botany and Zoology at the end ot
le need for minds on a single presentation, and the presence of the first summer, and Chemistry at the end of the
change in '[both senior and junior students in the same class first winter session.
There is at present under
o much on makes it needful for the teacher to waste some of the consideration a proposal to divide the second regularly
ectual and .time of both.
into two parts, and to allow a student to be examined
■ to a sys
The aim of a medical school is less to send its ■ in anatomy and physiology at the end of his second
ussed later (students away with a systematised medical encyclo winter. It is calculated that, with his first passed as
paedia in their brains or in their note-books, than to early as possible, the student would devote so much
ting forced ■endow them by careful training with the habits of extra time to anatomy in his second winter and sum
:ts, especi- careful observation and analysis, which enable them to mer, and would work it so closely in with his clinical
oubt as to determine the nature of a case which they can then work in surgery that great gain to the surgical effi
sterilising confirm by reference to the shelves of their library. ciency of the school would result. The subjects of
hool until,: It is perfectly astounding to witness the amount of pathology and materia medica at present suffer by a
on by the practical ignorance which men show day after day in
complete divorce from clinical medical work. Were
re entirely Ithe use of their eyes and fingers in observing, and of it not for the present congestion of the four subjects
ers in the Itheir minds in arranging and interpreting, the pheno- of the second professional in the third winter, there
of foolish imena they have to deal with ; and yet the same men would be no difficulty in students then attending
could probably write an almost perfect systematic clinical medicine for the first time. The two sciences
ties is be- | account of the very disease which they fail to recog- would then have a very different interest for the
is as yet ! mise in its concrete example. It is, perhaps, easier to student from the present, when they give place, as
nsible its I ask than to answer the question, “ How is this diffi- soon as possible, to a search after symptoms and phy
fancy that i :culty to be met?” Yet it does not seem incapable sical signs merely. This change at present awaits the
r teaching :of answer. If it be useless to set junior students to a return of the Professor of Physiology. There is at
ates leave > complete systematic course, we must confine junior present an almost universal feeling among the teachers
nstruction courses to the merest outlines of the most general that five years are necessary, and, as it is not possible
Geometry, principles of the science, illustrating them constantly to make such a change compulsory without more co
i. Surely :by analysing, with extreme care, practical cases, and operation between the universities than seems at pre
of educa- :by making the students practise this analysis for them sent likely, we must be content with increasing the
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temptations to take a fifth year. A change in the
regulations for the final, by which a student might
be examined in surgery and midwifery and medical
jurisprudence at the end of his fourth year, leaving
the fifth for medicine, as the special subjects, has been
suggested, and would certainly be a great advantage.
It is possible that no great difficulty opposes such a
change.
The great outstanding difficulty which senior stu
dents feel is that of getting any instruction in the
special subjects. The clashing of the hours of cliniques is so great and the special courses of lectures are
too long to be attended within four years. Thus the
four years man has to go off without instruction in the
special subjects. The result is sometimes disastrous
practice in comparatively common cases, which a few
hours of well-directed instruction would have entirely
avoided. During the present winter a certain amount
of work has been done towards the establishment of
short courses and to a rearrangement of hours, and
there is some prospect of a joint commission being
able to complete this work, so that a general practi
tioner leaving Edinburgh, even if he be only a four
years’ student, will be familiar with the commonest of
even the special diseases which he may be called on
to treat. It is possible that a joint course consisting
of so many cliniques on eye and ear, on children, on
mental diseases, might be arranged. There would
still be in more detailed special courses sufficient
attraction to justify a fifth year.
. The aim of the medical reform movement is then
simple enough : to accomplish the necessary mental
training as economically as possible; to train the
student to the habits of observation, analysis, and
reference, which he must use in practice ; to distribute
the strain of work as evenly as possible ; and to ensure
that each student has seen most of the phenomena
which he will commonly meet in his practice. Students
and teachers both are at work in this matter, and as a
combination of their forces is threatened, the pro
spect of speedy progress is distinctly hopeful.
The Innominate Club.
***■
The history of the Innominate Club is a part of the
history of that co-operative activity which has so not
ably marked undergraduate life during the past four
years, and which in that time has manifested itself also
in the formation of the Students’ Council, the Students’
Union, Students’ Settlements, and many students’
societies. The club has existed eighteen months, and
is pretty well known in our midst as the practical
expression of principles whose truth either is not now
disputed or is gaining every day more and more accept
ance. That the University is a public institution, the
proper conduct of which demands that the public weal
should be the ruling consideration ; that it is the right
and duty of students to do all they can, either by con
joint or individual effort, to assimilate what is valuable
in the lectures delivered to them,—these, and their
corollaries, are the principles on which the Club rests,

The modus operandi pursued during these eighteen
months has not travelled beyond what is implied in th
application of these principles. Notes most clamant!
needed have been prepared and multiplied. Revisa
classes are being held, and much other work to facilitate
study, has been co-operatively accomplished, yet ni
trade has been engaged in. Innominate notes are leu
to members, but cannot be bought or sold. The pm
ciples and practice above briefly stated have met th
approval of the many students whose names are ot
the Club roll; nor can it be seriously asserted that
either the principles are unsound or the practice inex
pedient.
At the same time it is quite intelligible that son«
men, who are in sympathy with the former, are not
prepared personally to homolgate the latter by joining
the Club. It is not asserted that Club notes suit ever;
one; it is not even asserted that members should not
make notes of their own ; what experience has demon
strated clearly is that the Club has been of immense
service to those who have availed themselves of its
existence.
The Club has an important social as well as an
academic bearing ; but into this we cannot enter here,
except to state our belief that it is as effectual a counteragent as any to the pronounced individualism student
^pt-to produce.
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T HAD a vision yesternight,
-*■ Which took my senses unaware,—
A very vision, fairy bright,
As I came up the stair.

I raised the street-latch with a key,
Just as I’ve often done before ; ’
There’s small scope for variety
In ways of opening a door.
But now the door did not behave
As it has still been wont to do,
But of itself free entrance gave
And opened wide to let me through.
And, greatly wondering at the sight,
I quickly raised my eyes, and there
Beheld a maiden—henceforth hight
Our Lovely Lady of the Stair.

And close beside the door she stands,
And holds it wide as wide can be,
The heavy door in little hands
With passing-pretty courtesy.
And I—I bowed my head and passed,
I bowed my head as one would wear
His honours meekly, and I cast
One glance, then turn’d towards the stair.
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And I have known what ’tis to sigh,
And listened to a lady’s vow
That told of love that cottld not die—
(I think they’re half-a-dozen now).
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ment ? These questions settled, the striking contrast
between Dalmeny House and Barnbougie Castle called
up the legends of Barnbougie and a discussion on
architecture, with its necessary result, the condemna
tion of classical styles in the replacement of older
Yet I’d forget each blissful scene,
buildings in the streets of Edinburgh, where every
Forget them all for evermore,
tradition is interwoven with the more picturesque
forms of the older houses.
Could I, dear heart, have only been
At Queensferry architecture is, with most other arts,
That nice young man behind the door.
the subject of vast and highly complex experiment.
Neote Rostis.
The little town, nestled on the shores of the Forth,
with its quaint town-hall and long, irregular, dirty street,
is at present the centre of the universe. There the
problems of life and society are in all their highest
00.
complexity and intensity, there they are being daily
solved. Danger, the maker of men, and co-operation,
LOVED a lovely maiden,
the maker of society, are there constantly; and men
But little, alas ! cared she ;
we have and a society. What general had ever had
And my heart was hers, and I wished and I wished so long and so detailed a campaign to conduct as that
She would give it again to me.
which will end when the Forth is bridged ? What
motives can move men together in so great an organi
And now I love no maiden,
sation ? Where are loyalty and honour? The whirr
And my heart, my heart is free ;
and bustle of the shops, and the wonder and mystery
But while it is free it is nothing to me,—
of the power of men over matter, through which a
Nothing at all to me !
friendly power led the mazed students, swept away all
Neoté Rostís.
philosophy in a flood of new impressions, too rapid for
present organisation. And so they passed by drills and
accumulators, watched the growth of stays and canti
levers, studied skewbacks and platforms, worked their
way along the windy viaduct and swung in a cage, till
Peciolo qrcet
they reached a point of vantage at the top of the
northern pier.
The architectural problem at Queensferry is a
The Tale of a Tramp.
peculiar one. No one can deny an impression of
“What’s a’ this weary knowledge
magnificence and grace to the present combination of
Withoot a heart for human kind ?
stupendous pillars with the lattice spider lines of the
What guid’s the dreary college
temporary stagings, yet most agree that the finished
Whaur life’s left oot o’ mind ? ”
bridge will be hopelessly ugly. In iron, at least, the
O carolled four students, as with light hearts they art of building has passed from the hands of the archi
looked on Edinburgh with their backs, and tect into those of the engineer, and as we see his forms
passed through the woods of Dalmeny to scamp it forevolving we must ask if they are beautiful. The first
a little in practical study of “ Natur’ and Human Tay Bridge was beautiful and, but for its cheapness,
Natur’.” Bee and butterfly lent a wisely balanced and consequent dishonesty and nastiness, it would
i character to the little society, and this gave, ever and have been strong and still standing. The new bridge
anon, new stimulus to their study of life, and per is comparatively ugly, and so we have had to pay for
sistently ground out the life of society as the ultimate our dishonesty the following little bill:—
product of their biology. Debate whether the sculp
The Shareholders of the Tay Bridge in account with
tured figure on the Cramond rock were a Roman
The British Public.
, eagle and symbol of universal empire, or a smuggler’s
£
still and symbol of universal anarchy, gave way to a
1879- To 100 lives,
,, Shock and fall of confidence in engineering,
biological note, which led to diversions into the under
„ Cost of inquiry, Acts of Parliament, &c.,
growth, and an assortment of illustrations, and these, at
,, Cost of new bridge,
the bidding of a school excursion party, passed quickly
,, Perpetual model of ugliness,
into reflections on the social aspect of picnics. Why
should life among us be such that we compress all the
At present the Forth Bridge is certainly not ugly,
Enjoyment of it into a few special days, and for the but till it is actually finished the solution of its archi
rest simply grind on because we are used to it ? What tectural problem cannot be judged. The question of
change in us would it make were life in the cities to cost was the subject of a somewhat curious calculation,
be re-organised, that part of each day was spent in of which the results are both new and striking. The
amusement, out of doors, if possible, but in amuse number of men employed about the bridge is, in sum-
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mer, some4,ooo; allowing for the winter re-organisation,
paying fifty per cent, more than they were asked fa
which, as usual in society at present, is made at the (The flagon collapsed next day.)
cost of the weakest, who are paid off, we may take
Blackness was reached in about four hours, anc
3,000 as the average number at work. The time of proved a singularly rich mine of social facts. A
building the bridge is to be about ten years. Thus,
experiment was there made on the morality of tht
the total work will be 30,000 times what a man can do. children. In fact, sweeties were squandered in the
in a year. If we take thirty years as the duration of a hope of a “scrawmle,” but so high is the respec
man’s labouring life, we find that the bridge will cost tability of summer lodgers that nothing more than
the life-work of 1,000 men. But the number of acci a competition of wistful glances could be got, and
dents which either kill outright or disable entirely will,
we saw how admirably the fitful fire of human lift
calculating on present and past rates, amount to
can be controlled under the blue frock and prinl
about 500, so that the cost of accidents amounts to
sash of a summer visitor. Still it wasn’t pleasant
one-third of the entire cost of the bridge.
Bohemians, as students are, all hate respectability; and
A young engineer guided the collegians into a dis delight, as unfeigned as mutual, greeted the announce,
cussion on motive, insisting that the almost universal
ment made to a score of boys, who had stolen Adam’s
impulse to work came not from hope of wealth but clothes and were bathing in them, that there was to bt
from hope of power, the desire to control men. His
a race on the sands. Out they came, and were ranged
strong and repeated assertion that the contractor along the mark, and a race of two hundred yards
works at bridges from pure enthusiasm, is in fact a resulted in a splendid display of life, which was well
bridge-building animal, presented the first aspect of worth the prizes, and made up for the disappointmenl
the capitalist’s function, a matter which came again
over the “ scrawmle.” A shirt was then found on the
and again in course of the journey. Mr Arrol is not sands, and, arrayed as a flag on a walking-stick, was
for himself an unlimited maw for surplus value, what carried off; but as this left the boys one short, they
ever the shareholders who employ him may be. He
had a redistribution of the remainder by “ survival,’
is the organiser of men for the bridging of rivers, and
and then the unfittest ran in a most masterly way to
whatever his motive it is not desire of wealth, and it
show that if he were not fit for his fellows, he was yel
would not be lost were there no wealth in the question.
good enough for a set of students. Then came a
But there for the present his function ends. He has
hearty cheer from the boys, who went off to divide the
brought 3,000 men together, united them for a common prizes. Here then was another incident in the history
end, and has ordered their work—their life he has not
of capital and labour. Our student capitalists stepped
ordered. Thus there is at present great room for the
into the life of these little men, stopped them in the
organisers of leisure to work in Queensferry. Must midst of their enjoyment, controlled their labour in a
this centre of life and material organisation, for the next perfectly useless direction, and so cleverly, that they
. three years, remain outside all the influences of culture ? got a score of them to work, while three only had
Cannot our capital send its musicians, our university prizes; and to end, got a round of applause for their
its teachers, to minister to the needs of the actual
benevolence. That is parable number one. Then
world ?
our monopolists stole a shirt, a thing of no use to them
Night came, and with a lull in the wind and a survey
except that they could get fun out of it; thereafter en
of the new mode of fixing stars of electric light and
sued a competition for the remaining shirts, which,
lucigen, came a lull an the debate that subsided alto resulting in the defeat of the unfittest, left him nothing
gether in a lown place i’ the “ Hawes.”
earthly to do but attack the capitalists. Parable num
Next morning a start was made along the shore by
ber two.
Hopetoun, where an iron gate, evidently home-made,
Bo’ness has many points of interest, but noting
with its irregularly twisted bars and flowers, looked
specially the contrast between the old dingy barn of
beautiful, and had its beauty enhanced by a weedy
a church and the building on the hill. Linlithgow
maze_ of flowers beyond, through which “ a wheen
had to be reached, and, in the material necessities of
bonnie lassies ” were seen going to the well. And
the time, neglected for the train to Stirling.
presently a contrast presented itself, in the new gate
The train introduced us to a bevy of frank young
and lodge, resplendent in all the glory of freestone, and
girls, evidently on picnic, with a large band of children.
with Greek columns at the cottage door. The shore
Songs sung in the interest of manly display produced
then yielded new sociological wonders in the form of a shower of sweeties with sweet phrases—until “Ta
petrifaptions, which resulted in a collection of fantastic
Phairshon ’ began. The bagpipe chorus was greeted
forms of gods, madonnas, charms against yellow fever,
with a hideous row from the next compartment, which
and . Captain Grose’s relic of Balaam’s ass, enough to
was only explained as the expression of an offended
furnish a whole museum of antiquarian fables. Then
rival when an actual pibroch was begun over the way.
a tinker proved sufficient excuse for some of the party
Still the piper wasn’t to have it all his own way, and
to sit for half-an-hour. They didn’t indeed need much
the chorus drowned him till the Glenlivet of the last
excuse for sitting down, but this time their labour was
stanza stirred the rivalry of our lasses, who sang “Never
productive, as they carried off a flagon and tankard,
drink whisky nor brandy.” The functions of devil’s
and marked their sense of the dignity of labour by
advocate was then promptly assumed, with an energy
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e asked for . uited to “ Balm of Gilead” and “A peck o’ maut
but the girls had the better of it, and the hearty hand
hours, am bhake which greeted an announcement of the true
facts. At date of matters was worth having, and showed that
ality of thf he little women bore their Templars’ creed as earnestly
-red in the ;s any religion, which it is indeed, of a very practical
the respec chough limited kind.
more than . At Stirling a practical question on the organisation
oe got, and :f society was presented, inasmuch as a bedroom with
human lift <wo beds was placed at the disposal of the party.
. and print Che result was a re-arrangement, by which the two
’t pleasant «eds were placed side by side. The consequence was
ability; and ot altogether satisfactory, for an anarchic misappro: announce.; briation of pillows produced a social turmoil, that ended
len Adam’s n such an admirable confusion, that it was at last hard
e was to bt o say which was person, which bedclothes. The
vere ranged severe toil of walking eighteen miles in two days had,
dred yards nowever, a sedative effect, and somehow they rested
ch was well; Jill morning. The events of the next day began by
ppointmeni <he sudden ejection of one member, which repeated
und on the die turmoil of last night, until the community united
g-stick, was imce more in the tie of a common purpose, that of
short, they trying to lie four-a-bed.
“ survival,”
Such ceremonies fitly adorned the entrance into
erly way to Jtriveling, the place of strife, which, in the old fight
he was yet ing days of Scottish history was the keystone of the
:n came a position. Cambuskenneth, Stirling Bridge, Bannock
divide the burn, and Sheriffmuir, are indelible records of this fact,
the history put have now been succeeded by a peace which is
sts stepped listurbed only by the shriek of railway and the loud
rem in the rords of the passengers. Our Sociologists found Stirabour in a ing one of the most interesting places.
Passing
, that they awards the Castle, they admired the wisdom of the
only had nan of old, who, foreseeing the passing away of the
;e for their permanence of family possession, printed on his new
te. Then rouse the rhyme,—
se to them
“ Hear I forbear my name or armes to fix,
reafter en- :
Least I or mine should sell these stanes or sticks ; ”
■ts, which,
m nothing nd of old Mar, who answered his slanderers by the
able num- tones of his house, on which he wrote, at first when
people accused him of stealing stones,
ut noting
“ I pray all lookers on this lodgin’
gy barn of
With gentle e’e to give their judgin’,”
Jnlithgow
:essities of ■hen when it was quite evident what he was doing,
“The more I stand on open hight,

nk young
My faults more subject are to sight,”
' children,
produced md at last, when he had finished his house,
intil “Ta
“Espy, speak forthe, and spare nought,
s greeted
Consider well, I care nought.”
:nt, which
offended Then crossing to the Argyle Lodge, now the military
■ the way. tospital, they admired also the historic and aesthetic
way, and lense of the authorities, who covered a fine oak stair
" the last case with dark brown paint. The same supernal
g “Never visdom was again witnessed by a confused mass of
of devil’s oadway blocks, removed from Piershill many years
in energy tgo, and for economy sent to Stirling to repave the
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Castle, a destiny which they at present fulfil by lying
in fine preservation on the esplanade.
In the Castle a young soldier essayed the function
of guide, and proved in himself unusually interesting.
One would scarcely have conceived the accuracy, in
terest, and intelligence with which he rapidly sketched
in not only the names of the places in view, but also
their interest in history. How strongly the historic
tradition holds those who live under its influence !
Education it truly is. The young soldier was soon
joined by an older man, who had been in Zululand,
and recounted very vividly his ethnological observa
tions. Of the effective fatality of British shells in a
Zulu kraal, he gave the Zulu’s graphic explanation :
“ He (the shell) come to hut, look in, no man there,
go away; look in two, three, four house, find no man,
and go away. He come to house, look in, see one,
two, three, four, five man. Kill them all.” Of the
cruel maltreatment of British captives he gave accounts
too vivid for an unscientific journal, and showed how
bitterly such misdeeds exasperated the British soldiery,
and made them fight.
The people of Stirling are making a new cemetery
at present. They have taken a beautifully situate hill,
with a glorious view up and down the Forth. It is
almost bare rock, and the earth in which the burial is
to take place must be carted up, or the graves must
be blasted out of the hill side. The beautiful hill,
which was an admirable foreground to the north view
of the Castle, will then be planted over with all the
hideousness of mortuary sculpture which is at present
in fashion. How long will people be in learning that
when the body has done its work, the sooner it is
decently disposed of in a way that does harm to no
body’s nose or eyes it will be better ? It is hard to
conceive a more repulsive mode of disposing of the
dead than this burial in closed caskets; and the osten
tatious display of columns, is often less a tribute to
affection than to the vanity of a wealthy rivalry or the
stupidest ideas of decency. Symbolism has its place,
but the more we give to the material the less we regard
the spiritual, and in this matter change is coming
quickly, and it is well. The feeling of annoyance was
not much soothed by a passage through the present
cemetery, with its quaint memorials of Scotland’s great
religious struggle, its statues of the Covenanters; but
it passed away in the peace of a long bask on a grassy
bank looking out to the Vale of Forth, and up to the
ramparts of the Castle, surmounted by a thin red line.
The impression of this wondrous scene was nailed by
the happy expression, “This is a God’s work,” and
our students passed on with a little more of the un
dying wealth which is part of the inheritance of the
meek and open-eyed.
Passing back from the rock, the riches of the old
king’s tailors were noted, and their generosity in found
ing houses for “ puir gild brither,” and a contrast was
drawn between the ancient palatial poorhouse and the
modern; a contrast not quite fair, because the serfs
and poorest were not even of the dignity of the puir
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gild brither who were housed by the generosity of
their very wealthy fellow.
In the press of material interest, but a short stay
was made to witness one of the most interesting and
important of social phenomena, a meeting of the Sal
vation Army; and in the late afternoon the company
was ferried o’er the muddy Forth to Cambuskenneth,
whence, noting the restorer’s hand, they passed along
the banks of Forth to Tullibody and Alloa. Here an
individualistic appropriation of bedrooms was adopted,
and resulted in rest and in a store of energy which
was felt, equal to Bencleuch.
A start'up‘JAlva Gle'ri led the party out of the world
into one of the beautiful clefts which are so common
in the Ochils, and of which Alva Glen is queen. The
scrambling had left two, who, by this time, had earned
the sobriquets, “ The Brigand ” and “ The Con
science,” far behind. “The Chief ” and “Ta Sasse
nach” looked back, and, descrying their distressed
comrades enjoying the luxury of soft grass, signalled a
halt. They were vilely deceived. “The Brigand”
went off with “Conscience,” and stole a march. They
were next seen on a ridge nearly a thousand feet above
but on the wrong road. A vow was taken that they
should by no means be the foremost to reach the top
of Bencleuch, and then ensued a race, and tear, and
scramble, which landed the Chief on the highest point
of the ridge, along the back of which the rogues had
stealthily crept, within three yards' of them as they
came up. But there was a long interval to the top of
Bencleuch, and the race thither saw the Chief a quar
ter mile ahead of the “ Sassenach,” while the laggard
“ Conscience ” brought up the rear.
The summit of Bencleuch is the highest point in
central Scotland, and the trouble of climbing its
twenty-three hundred feet is more than repaid by
the enjoyment of the wide view of beautiful landscape.
Scotland, from Benygoe to the hills beyond Pentland,
from.Ben Lomorjdtto St Andrews was laid open. The
great valleys of the Forth and Tay, with the great
bridges spanning their estuaries, lay before them ; and
in the hollow at their feet was the Devon, gathering,
gathering on its eastward flow to the Crook.
~
What a glorious realism the teaching of geography
could be made ! It would not surely cost more to
take a class from Edinburgh to the Pentlands, than to
.provide the wear and tear of maps and other symbols;
yet, on the Pentlands, the children would learn
more of geographical truth in half an hour than they
learn in half a year at school, and what is of infinitely
more importance, they would love it and enjoy it.
Many a scamper, many a scramble, brought the
Chief and Sassenach to a pool, where they were
shortly found in the enjoyment of a sunny day in a
burn of gladness, and a happy while was spent in
naiad sports and in ante-(here post-)diluvian races,
which discovered Castle Campbell over the shoulder of
the nearest knoll. The windings of the Burn of Sor
row were traced past the west side of the Hill of
Gloom, on which the castle stands, down under the

overhanging rocks of Windyedge Pass to the verygai ■custom it c
of Hades, at the foot of Kemp’s Score, then over f, pised to soot
long bridge to the union of Sorrow and Care in f ; This inch
Dolour (Dollar). The site of Castle Campbell is u I st’s functic
doubtedly one of the most weird and terrible in th ¿eague. A
world, and well did it deserve the old name of Castl |.ip, not bee
Gloom. Looked at from Dollar, Castle Campbe k:ause peopl
shows merely a house on the side of the Ochils; bi br it. A’ n
a wander up the Dollar Burn to its origin fromtii ss set to kee
burns of Sorrow and Care, which have cut the jbably that
courses deep in the side of the Ochil, and have cut of would wish
Castle Campbell from the rest. of the world, shows; same distan
hill impregnable on three sides.
worth seein;
In old days it was a very terrible place tli
Castle Gloom, and when old Kemp the fret
booter cut his score deep in the rock, his was i
name of terror. The Score is a terrible place!
climb, now that it is full of loose moist earth an
stones, as indeed a rashly gained experience ha
taught us, but when guarded it couldn’t have bea
climbed at all. Kemp was once hired by a reject«
suitor to steal a ward of the Scottish king. The gii
was immured in Castle Gloom, but the suit prosper«
so ill that it was abandoned. Grim old Kemp tha
thought he would like a pretty sweetheart, and fixa
the wedding day, and ordered preparation for it by!
great preliminary carouse of the whole band. Th
maiden’s consent was not required. Meanwhile, how
ever, her true lover, a Campbell, who too had beet
refused by the king, had found his sweetheart’s prison
and had found a means of communication. He at
tacked it when Kemp and his company were all druni
and as the reward of his success married the lady with
the king’s consent, and got a grant of the Castle, whid
thus became Castle Campbell. The house was burnt
by the Jacobites as a revenge for “ The Bonnie Ho®
o’ Airlie,” and now stands quiet enough, haviri
passed from the hands of the Campbells to those ol
another capitalist whose name we have now forgotten
T his gentleman fulfils his function by putting a gatt
on the grounds of Castle Campbell, and a man to
watch the gate and impose a charge on visitors. This
did not at all square with the logic and political econ
omy of our peripatetic philosophers, who objected to
pay for getting out, and attempted to discuss the point
in German. This somewhat puzzled the man whoso
authority was questioned, and who declared that the w™
right of way had been tried, and taunted them as no
gentlemen, and threatened to “ lat the Dollarites ken innoticed.
what kind ye are.” “ Conscience ” weakly urged the i multiplici
giving of name and address, but the Chief turned to That event
the man with the query, “ Can you tell me the way Union by
to the police office ? ” Lo ! the man of authority The bazaar
vanished round the nearest corner. But a sense of College, wh
public duty had been aroused, and the policeman was ior the oc
unearthed, and gave the cautious deliverance that ho ¡tails, each
would advise payment as less bother than trying the ihe city. r
case. Thus a less heroic resolve to submit to this in i refreshmi
justice of capitalism was adopted. Owing to the Utilised as
complete disappearance of the man at the seat of centre of th
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■custom it could not be carried out, and lunch was
yised to soothe the uneasy conscience.
: This incident is a fourth illustration of the capital
list’s function, and a text for the Land Restoration
Tague. A piece of most wondrous scenery is shut
Lip, not because the landlord wants to use it, but because people wish to see it, and can be made to pay
for it. Aman is diverted from his useful work, and
ss set to keep toll. After all, the whole result is pro
bably that fewer people see Castle Campbell than
would wish to see it, and there is no place within the
same distance of Edinburgh more remarkable or more
worth seeing.

Ye

St Andrews University.

AT THEN the history of St Andrews University comes
V V to be written, the year 1887 will probably not pass,

unnoticed. That fact will be owing, not so much to
1 multiplicity of special events, as to one in particular.
That event was the virtual founding of the Students’
Union by the holding of a bazaar in the summer.
The bazaar was held in the buildings of the United
College, which were in no slight degree transformed
for the occasion. The hall was occupied by six
¡tails, each in name representing an historic building in
the city. The gymnasium for the time being became
1 refreshment-room; class-rooms found themselves
Utilised as theatres and concert chambers; and the
centre of the quadrangle was transfigured into a flower
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The party now scrambled along the beautiful Devon,
crossed at Cauldron Linn, where the rocks have fallen
and filled the Linn, and on to Rumbling Bridge,
where they lay on the lawn without pillows, as a
French regiment sits without chairs. No photograph
was taken, but the diagram below may make the
matter clear.
Having failed to arrange a drive to Dumfermline, a
jubilant return was made by train, and the respecta
bility of Edinburgh again extinguished the Vagabond
Sociologists.

odu-^

stall. The bazaar went on for three days, on which it
was respectively opened by the Earl of Elgin, Lord
Aberdeen, and Mr Andrew Lang. Both artistically
and financially it was a great success, and placed to
the credit of the Union the sum of ^1,800. Of
course this sum will look small in comparison with
the result of your efforts in the same direction ; but it
must be borne in mind, that St Andrews did not
aspire in this matter so high as her younger sister,
and she was quite content with her achievements at
that time. Since then, by a supplementary sale, &c.,
the sum has been raised to over ¿£2,000, so that the
Union may be looked upon as an accomplished fact.
Only last week we had our rectorial address with
all the interesting incidents adhering to it. Our Lord
Rector, the Right Hon. A. J. Balfour, LL.D., M.P.,
arrived in the city on Friday evening.
He was
welcomed right cordially at the station by the students;
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in the evening he was entertained to dinner by the
■Senatus, and afterwards, at a conversazione, was intro
duced to most of the students. On Saturday morning
he was entertained to breakfast by his “ constituents,”
and the same day gave his address. His subject was
“Books,” and in a thoroughly characteristic and
brilliant manner he stated his opinions as to the matter
■and manner of reading. A torchlight procession
closed an eventful day.
Altogether, the rectorial
visit this session is to be remembered as having been
in every way a model one.
As is well known, our Arts students have always kept
up their academic garb in the shape of the scarlet
.gown, but this week the Divinity students have decided
to adopt academic costume as well. The nature of
that costume has still to be decided, but it will in all
probability consist of a black gown and trencher.
The Representative Council is doing good work.
During the past year several improvements in academic
life have been achieved by their enterprise, and all of
these have been appreciated.
By the lamented death of Professor Baynes in the
summer, the chairs of Logic and Literature fell
vacant. The University Court appointed Professor
Seth to the position, and he has already won his
way among all students, whether members of his
classes or not.
We have no special magazine in St Andrews, but a
column of “ University Notes ” appears weekly in the
Fifeshire Journal, and this serves to air the grievances,
■and is a medium for the publication of the literary
productions of students. The University is always
increasing. It is larger this year than ever it was •
and a pleasing feature of the present time is an
evident spread of academic feeling, and, if we may so
say, academic socialism and esprit de corps among
Professors and students alike.
Cambridge Letter.

_ From an athletic point of view the October term
is a busy one in Cambridge, and it takes the full
strength of the various colleges to keep both rowing
and football in full swing.
&
The University Trial Eights, from which the vacant
places m next term’s University Boat are filled up
were unusually good this term. The race took place
over the three-mile course at Ely on Saturday 3rd
December, and was well ivorth seeing.
The Rugby team, captained by M. M. Duncan, an
old Fettesian, has done well so far. Early in the term
they were beaten by the old Lysians, but since then
have had a long run of wins, beating, among others
Leed s St John, Blackheath, London Scottish, and
Dublin University.
The Association team is also good, having won
eight out of ten matches so far. It lost to the Cor.inthians and to West Bromwich, but has beaten the
Swifts, Crusaders, and Old Carthusians.
Of College Rugby teams Clare is easily first. The

two matches between Clare and Jesus were perhan • ie beginning
the best College matches of the term. Of these Jest ¿knowledge.
won the first and Clare the second, the score in eal ts history ii
case being one goal to two tries.
tnedical schc
There was some good play in the different round ¡. quipped ch<
of the Association Cup Ties. In the end the Cupw r’rofessor of
won rather easily by Trinity Rest.
tcience. H<
The Union debates have been running much orith lecturing, ar
old lines. Home Rule, Trafalgar Square, the Failure •md he contr
of Civilisation, and so on, have been discussed. Or . lis own bou
the motion “ That the State of the Cam is a Disgrace ,;s the right n
to the Town Authorities” a unanimous vote was takea . oreign sciei
The numbers were 171 to nil.
Undents. E
1 he question of the advisability of granting degree schoolrooms,
to women is coming steadily to the front, and memo Game purpose
rials supporting all sides of the question are findin> 0 pry into
their way to the Vice-Chancellor. There seems, hot Gewers with
ever, little chance of degrees being granted yet awhile specialist in
The Oxford and Cambridge Universities’ Settle ’wonderful di
ment at Toynbee Hall promises to be a powerful organisms lit
means of bringing some small measure of “ sweetness ,mg, Dr Cai
and light ” to the East End of London. The annua Edinburgh c
Cambridge meeting was held in Christ’s Hall Iasi Then ther
month, and there was some vigorous speaking on the >f Professor
’.inly twenty-!
dangers and difficulties of work in the East End.
All the men, save here and there a stray examinee fiso teaches
have now gone down, and for the five weeks’ vacatioi disciple of Fi
Cambridge will be perhaps the dullest town it mentions the
The only ot
Engknd.
medical schc
Glasgow University.
Professor Sts
At Glasgow the most important event has been,
,awn
tennis,
of course, the Rectorial Election, which passed of
more interes
wfih the accompaniments usual to such occasions. inscribed ft
Lord Stair and his casting vote are too well known to oeen done ir
need remark.
The Union Buildings are approaching completion, matters are
womised ar
and promise to be a great boon to the students' Bill. Then
Members of the Representative Council were elected it Andrews
on the 8th and 9th of December.
There was a liberally in a
lamentable want of interest among the Arts men, degrees, and
which, however, was in some way balanced by the tmicably arr
energy of the medicals. Only eighty-nine out of the md that St ;
whole Faculty of Arts recorded their votes. The
it Andrews
m^jca^.0,n
other hand, voted almost to a man.
In additio
■
Dlalectlc anci Medico-Chirugical Societies are Professor St
m full swing again, while the Christian Association
Jrofessor Ev
and total Abstinence Society have already held their
As might
social gatherings.
The Philosophical Society begins under very favour ■ front pla<
able auspices, and is followed by the Philomathic and indent histc
the Alexandrian—the one dealing with literary ques- English liter.
The most in
tmns and the other with points of classical scholarship. delivery of h
esides -these there are the Choral and Orchestral Breek litera
Societies, and the usual denominational associations.
s the maste
tyle, and hi
University College, Dundee.
reyed in the
University College, . Dundee, has entered on mhanced by
the fifth year of its existence. Its roots should rood deal 0
now be pretty well established in the soil, and it should De supposed
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rere perhap oe beginning to show some of the fruits of the tree of great pleasure indeed. Professor Gilray, a highly
f these Jesus knowledge. One of the most interesting features in
estimable gentleman, was a distinguished Edinburgh
tore in^ead ts history is the attempt to form the nucleus of a
student. He teaches and lectures in a painstaking
nedical school. To begin with, there is a splendidly
and conscientious way that is worthy of all praise.
¡rent rounai |-quipped chemical laboratory, and Dr Carnelley, the
During. two. sessions there has been a class of
the Cup« ।’rofessor of Chemistry, is a first-class teacher of the
political economy, conducted by Mr Wm. Smart, M.A.,
iifcience. He is a thorough chemist; he excels in
who was lately appointed to lecture on economics for
much on tat ecturing, and still more in experimental work;
Professor Caird in Glasgow University. Mr Smart
, the Failure and he contrives to infect his students with much of was in business for fifteen years, and has therefore a
:ussed. Oi , lis own boundless enthusiasm. Scientific enthusiast
thorough practical as well as an extensive theoretical
acquaintance with his subject. There is no doubt
s a Disgrace ,:s the right name for Professor Carnelley. He studies
whatever that a man who knows something about
:e was taken, foreign scientific magazines for the benefit of his
students. He rises early, and sits up late; he visits
business is much better qualified to teach a subject
ting degrees Schoolrooms, taking samples of the air; and for the
like political economy than one who is a mere abstract
philosopher. Mr Smart is a capital lecturer, and one
and memo lame purpose he goes up long stairs with policemen
who can express his thoughts clearly and forcibly,
are finding 0 pry into filthy lodging-houses, and down deep
and who, moreover, can illuminate his subject with a
seems, how- eewers with scavengers to inspect drains. He is a
great deal of quiet humour. In all respects he is a
I yet awhile specialist in this department, and has made some
ties’ Settle ,vonderful discoveries as to the way in which animal
regular students’ hero—a man whom everybody likes.
a powerful organisms live in air. Always working, always studyDundee has a good few lady students. They work
“ sweetness sn& Dr Carnelley has a bright future before him.
well, they study hard, and very often beat male
The annua -Edinburgh chemists had better look to their laurels.
students at the examinations. (The writer speaks
from personal experience.) They attend the Students’
; Hall las , Then there is a chair of biology,
— ■ in the occupancy
king on the : " Professor D Arcy Wentworth Thompson, who is
Union, and read papers; they have an Economic
only twenty-seven years of age. Professor Thompson
Society of their own, and meet to discuss free trade,
t End.
pauperism, and bi-metallism ! Verily, the experience
y examinee Also teaches botany and embryology. He was a
of University College, Dundee, is a strong argument
ks’ vacatioi 'disciple of Francis Maitland Balfour, and he sometimes
for the higher education of women.
>t town ii , mentions the fact with a feeling of justifiable pride.
The only other chair that goes to the making of a
In nearly all the departments evening classes are
medical school is tliat of natural philosophy, held by
held. Any one who considers this beneath the dignity
Professor Steggall. He is an enthusiastic student of of a University, must be referred back to Aristotle
t has beat yawn tennis, and his lectures are all the brighter and
himself. The division of his students into esoteric
passed of more interesting on that account. Funds have been
and exoteric terms, which he borrowed from Pythagoras,
occasions. subscribed for a chair of pathology, but nothing has
evidently refers to day and evening students 1 Seriously,
1 known it neen done in this direction ; and it is understood that
anyone who is unpedantic, and can take a common
matters are to rest till the appearance of the long- sense view of things, need only be referred to Dundee,
:ompletion, womised and much-delayed Universities (Scotland)
where the evening classes are a decided success.
s students, Bill. Then it will be a case of St Andrews v. Dundee,
Dundee has a Students’ Union, “ for promoting
ere elected it Andrews has already treated the young college social and intellectual intercourse among the students;”
lere was a liberally in admitting Dundee students to her science a Musical Society; and a Photographic Society.
Arts men, degrees, and it is to be hoped that matters will be
There is also a good library, small, but well selected.
ed by the tmicably arranged when the bill does see the light,
All the laboratories and lecture .rooms are handsomely
out of the i.nd that St Andrews v. Dundee will be converted into fitted up, and thoroughly well equipped. Many of
tes. The it Andrews + Dundee.
the leading citizens of the town have assisted the
o a man.
In addition to the above, mathematics is taught by College by becoming governors, while the local press
cieties are Brofessor Steggall, and engineering and drawing by has lent valuable aid. One of the most active of the
association Jrofessor Ewing, who was lately made F.R.S.
governors is Mr Wm. C. Leng, of the Dundee Adver
held their
As might be supposed, the arts do not occupy tiser, a gentleman who is specially well up in educa
■ front place in University College. Classics and tional matters.
ery favour- indent history are taught by Principal Peterson, and
What, then, does Dundee University College want?
aathic and English literature is under the care of Professor Gilray.
It wants money, it wants more students, it wants more
srary ques- The most interesting part of Dr Peterson’s work is the professors ; above all, it wants the power of granting
rholarship. delivery of lectures on such subjects as Roman history,
degrees) either in itself, or by union with St Andrews.
Orchestral Leek literature, and Latin literature. Dr Peterson That it has a promising future before it there can be
»ciations. s the master of a graceful, smoothly-flowing English
no doubt. Only let it have a fair chance, and the
tyle, and his lectures embody the clearest ideas con-. tree will spread its branches far and wide, sweetening
'eyed in the most beautiful language. The effect is and beautifying the social, intellectual, and business
- j „ by
._ a_. rich
„„„ and well-modulated voice, and-a
r atmosphere of the town and district.
Pout ,
tered on enhanced
;ood
deal
of
elocutionary
art,
and
altogether
it
*n)ayregret
that
our
Aberdeen
and
Oxford
ts should
1 it should 3e supposed that listening to Dr Peterson is a veryr . iMers have not arrived in time.—Ed.]
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My dear Sir,—I hate fag, and feel very much
inclined to say that the use of a Union is to let you
do all kinds of things that you can’t do when separate.
It is horrid that what used to be a comfort before I
took my degree should be the plague of my life now.
But my powers of resistance are exhausted. So here
goes.
Well, you know, the Union is, that is, used to be, a
great comfort, and more than half the university
belonged either to the Union or to the Pitt Club, and
as. is usual with comforts, we got imo the habit of
using them without knowing how, and it was only on
going down that we felt the want of it. It was a
great comfort, if you wanted to see a book, to be able
to go and get it for yourself, instead of kicking your
heels in a sleepy old library for half-an-hour or so,
waiting for the librarian, or to see all the magazines in
their places beside comfortable couches, that were an
almost irresistible temptation to see the latest that
had been said ; or, again, if you wanted to write
letters, it was handy to find paper, pens, ink, envelopes,
and post-office, all in the same room, with all thè
useful information that one hunts for so unsuccess
fully in one’s own rooms. There was really no end
to the uses of the Union. It was there you went after
a dusty walk rather than hunt your bedmaker ; there
you went, if you were tired roaming, to rest, and read,
or it might be sleep, till hall time ; there you went if
it were wet ; there, too, when it was too hot ; there
when you felt too brisk for work ; there when you
were too fagged to think ; and when you didn’t know
what on earth to make of yourself, you went to the
Union to find somebody who could solve the problem.
If you wanted a game at chess, you didn’t need to °-0
hunting about the town to find a partner. You could
smoke and read Punch or Mark Twain; you could
amuse yourself chaffing the Vice-President ; you could
try to catch the Speaker’s eye ; and if you were really
hard up for a job, you could even listen to a debate.
I must confess, I never went in without a volume of
Punch or Fliegende Blatter ; but some men seemed
to like it—in fact, a man Praed even went so far as to
write about a debate—
“ Tis pleasant to snore at a quarter before,
When the chairman does nothing in state,
But ’tis heaven, ’tis heaven, to wake up at seven
And pray for a noisy debate.”

The debates were’sometimes noisy enough, but the
old lot have carried their art up to St Stephen’s now,
and the Union seems to be getting very peaceable, as
they had a debate the other day with nobody on the
other side. This may be due to the penetrating influ
ences of Newnham and,Girton, and if this be the case
the sooner they’re M^éférfedi4to Westminster the
better.
But to come back to the Union. The fact is, Cam
bridge wouldn’t be a university without the Union,

except in the sense of a corporation that grants degree
Morning, noon, and night, you can find some one th«
to suit your mood, and in Edinburgh you propose
be much better off than we were in Cambridge. Vo
are to have a gymnasium, and billiards, and baths,at
dinners, rooms for small clubs, and lots more, so tht
I can’t for the life of me see what you want me to wit
about. Can’t you use your own wits and comm«
sense? If you do, you will soon discover the usest
a University Union. If you can’t, you don’t desiti
one. At any rate, don’t come bothering any more,Your Friend,
The Old Unionist
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Student.—Your suggestion that we should give thé McW[m
æiag reinforce
in Sol-fa Notation, as well as Staff Notation, had been alrdd Hub also looks
considered, and laid aside till we should feel secure. The papi honorary presi<
is getting on so well that we are looking out for a musical con meetings, whicl
jutor, and will probably be able to carry out your suggest» ^ch month, at
when we reappear in 1888.
f. Dr Hare g
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a large class. And, lastly, you will discover that the more nakes. The
professor knows of his subject, the more numerous do the secre—_Geddes
____ __
on var
mental connections of facts become, so that the professor a|n» nke place not
automatically passes along a path unknown to the student wh ions,, and
.2 that
is left in the lurch. The remedy for this is, to break up til 1 f natural sete
classes to a manageable size, to keep rigidly to a syllabus, ar ’lowed that bi
for the students to behave like gentlemen.
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Siiort reports of meetings and general records will be insertedfru
Notices of the nature of advertisements will be charged 11
unless they be of inordinate length. The final decision rd
witu us. Correspondents are requested to be as concise :
possible.

Edinburgh University Associated Societies __ Ats
special general meeting of the Associated Societies of Edinburgl
University, held last night in the. College, the Right Hon. foil
Morley was unanimously elected honorary president in room®
Mr Robert Browning, whose term of office now expires. M
Morley was elected on the express understanding that the post
was entirely unpolitical, and purely literary. Mr Matthew Arnoli
having been invited to become a candidate for the Presidency, fid
wired, “ Proposal declined, with grateful thanks. Will write'
The following is a copy of his letterPains Hill Cottag«
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pfobham, Surrey, December 6th, 1SS7. My dear Sir,—You
: ill have received my telegram by noon, I hope. I am flattered
y your proposal; but Mr Morley, although I disagree with him
tout Ireland, is a friend of mine. He is put forward, I under- and, as a literary man, not as a politician ; and I should not
i: a.ll like that by my candidature any pressure should be put
rP™ hi™ t0 ret>re> or upon his friends to withdraw him. Pray
xept my best thanks, and convey them to those with whom
ou are acting, and-believe me, my dear Sir, gratefully and
tnd comm® iitbfully yours, Matthew Arnold.”
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■' University Arts Students’ Christian Association.[.meeting of the art students of Edinburgh University was held
1st night in the Logic class-room, when it was unanimously
greed to form an Edinburgh University Arts Students’ Christian
Association, whose general aim would be to further the spread
f religious life and work in the University.

! Edinburgh University Theological Society.—This
rociety met on December 2, —Mr Robert Oswald, M. A., in the
hair. The public business was a debate—‘‘Does the idea of
$od involve the doctrine of the Trinity?” Mr W. H. Gray,
iJA., led on the affirmative, and Mr Alexander Still, M.A., on
le negative side ; the negative was carried by a majority of two.
1J.
11V OUUJLLl
VACIO “ LFrederick
ICH'
[The
subject 'JI
of íjüJaj
Essay ^Jll
on L/LLOlIl
December Aw
16 was
Denison
i.jfaurice.” Essayist—Mr Robert Oswald, M.A.
Critic -Mr
). J. Moir Porteous, M.A.]
[ The Natural Science Club has begun its session vigor:.usly. The migration from 90a George Street to the University
( Jail, 2 Mound Place, appears to have had a stimulating influ :nce. The long roll of members, half of whom are prevented
y professional duties from anything like regular attendance, is
:ei:ag reinforced by a contingent of younger enthusiasts. The
Hub also looks with expectation to the well-known energy of the
mnorary president for the year—Professor Wallace. At the
meetings, which are held on the second and fourth Monday of
^ch month, at eight p.m., no lack of variety can be complained
f. Dr Hare gave a characteristically lucid and graceful discuston of the occult phenomena of hypnotism, while the possibilises of another road to the third heavens were enthusiastically
exposed by Mr A. Silva White. The colours of flowers were
dscussed from a new point of view by Mr P. Sewell, who resarded them as expressions of the general constitution of the
Mants. Dr yVatson discoursed in a vivid and interesting way on
inakes. The most original.? paper has been that of Mr
Geddes on variation and selection. It was seen that changes
mke place not indefinitely, but in one of two determined direcions, and that this fact leaves much less scope for the shears
< f natural selection than Darwinians have claimed. He also
¿pwed that besides the hunger, hate, and competition, so fretuently emphasised in speaking of the struggle for existence,
:onditions of progress have in the past been found not less emhatically in love, co-operation, and sociality. The club is open
: 0 students of natural science, and the names of proposed memlers are submitted to a formal ballot. The annual subscription
? 7s. 6d.
T a -r

• Edinburgh University Conservative Association.—
lames Huskie has been elected President, vice R. L. Goodfllow.
' The first of the smoking concerts for the season in connection
* 71th the Conservative Association was held on Saturday evening,
id December, in Drummond Street Hall. Mr R. Leyden
Goodfellow occupied the chair, and there was a large attendance
f members and their friends. An excellent programme of songs,
^citations, &c., was provided, most of the performers being
' nthusiastically encored. Dr Drinkwater, Messrs J. O. Sinclair,
Hrand, Barton, Harrold, and Thornton, contributed songs; Mr
xobbs, a piano solo ; Messrs Lahore and Sturgis-White, recita10ns; Mr W. J. Croall, banjo songs; Dr Drinkwater, a musical
ketch; and Mr D. Rose, a sword dance, Mr Malcolm playing
he bagpipes. Between the two parts of the programme, Mr
ames Wilson, senior vice-president, took the chair, and preented Mr Goodfellow with a handsome camera, subscribed for

by past and present members of the association, as a mark of
their esteem, and a small recognition of his many services. A
letter was read from the Rev. Archibald Fleming, M.A., a
former president, bearing testimony to the great tact, good sense,
and high business qualifications of Mr Goodfellow. In making
the presentation, Mr Wilson warmly eulogised the services
which Mr Goodfellow had rendered to the cause of Conservatism
in the university, and to the association in particular, and
expressed the wishes, of the members for his success and pro
sperity in America, to which country he was about to depart.
Mr Goodfellow feelingly replied, thanking the members for
their unexpected gift, and expressing the great pleasure it had
given him to have been of any use to the association, for the
future prosperity of which he would always evince the warmest
interest. He had always been an ardent Conservative, and in
all he had done had striven for the good of the cause. A most
enjoyable evening was brought to a close by all joining in singing
“Auld Lang Syne ” and “ God Save the Queen.”

The Lay of a Mixed 'Member. — At the smoking
concert of the University Conservative Club the chairman,
who leaves for America, was presented with a camera, regret at
the same time being expressed at his departure, and hope, “ that
he and the instrument might long be spared to afford amusement
to one another ” /
I’ve only just left our Conservative Club
Rather mixed in my mind, for there’s been a
Farewell presentation of—Well, here’s the rub !
Was it camera or concertina ?

Our chairman is leaving, to make for the West,
And polish the mind of the Yankee.
Unless I’m misled, he will carry the best
New aid for the game hanky-panky !
Through an eloquent member we told our dismay
And pictured, though vaguely, the beauties
Whose features our chairman would deftly portray
When not overwhelmed by his duties.
The tone of the whole was exceedingly nice,
But, here is the point that’s confusing,
We ventured to hope that this awful device
Would itselffind its owner 'amusing I!

And all through the darkness I’m battling this doubt
Which dogs me. I cannot pooh-pooh it!
Do cameras often get larking about ?
And how do they manage to do it ?
I’ve pictured it taking, our chairman by stealth,
Ignoring his mental condition,
And quite undermining his general health
By focussing every position ! !

Full face, quarter face, eyeglass up, eyeglass down,
Or sleeping, or waking, ’twill do it ;
If he smile, if he sigh, if he wink, if he frown—
Oh ! how will our chairman get through it ?
I’m longing to know where the marvel was bought;
I should feel much relieved if I knew
That on maxims Conservative it had been, taught
To furnish a “positive” view I

Of course, in a strictly Conservative tone,
It might furnish a “ negative ” too ;
But let him make sure that when larking alone,
It will take a Conservative view I !

ClR*
Edinburgh Mathematical Society.—At the monthly
meeting—Mr Wk J. Macdonald, president, in the chair Mr R.
E. Allardice read a paper on a new method of transformation in
geometry. The members engaged in a long and detailed dis-
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cussion on the teaching of arithmetic, and this evoked so much
intei est that it was resolved to resume the subject at a succeeding
meeting.
Edinburgh University Chemical Society.—At the
sec°c4 ordinary meeting—Dr Ralph Stockman in the chair—Mr
A. Crichton Mitchell read a paper on the “Thermal Conductivity of -Metals,” in which, after an interesting historical,
sketch of the subject, he gave an account of some recent
researches carried on by himself in the Physical Laboratory
under the direction of Professor Tait. Mr T. F. Barbour gave
a criticism of Volhardt’s method of chlorine estimation, in which
he pointed out some errors that might be fallen into in using
this method m certain circumstances. Votes of thanks were
accorded to Messrs Mitchell and Barbour.
Philomathic Society.— Dec. 2.—R. Smith, M.A., read an
Essay on The Irish Union.” P. R. Landreth was critic.
■
9.—Mr J- C. Smith, president, in the chair. The sub¡?ct ° .debate was: “That the Government should take over
the Railway System of the Country.” The motion was proposed
by Mr Ballantyne, seconded by Mr Thomson. The direct
negative was moved by Mr Lacey, seconded by Mr Greenfield
After some discussion the motion was lost by four votes.
“Christ°pher Marlowe,” by J. C. Smith.
Critic—William Miller.

Edinburgh University Sociological Society--At the
second meeting P. Geddes lectured on “The Place of Sociology
among the Sciences.” His arrangement was as follows :_

THOUGHT.
KNOWLEDGE.

Abstractions.

Thematics

Phenomena.

ACTION.

Lines of
Action.

Sociology

Law

Psychelogy

Education

Ends.

S

= Logic

¿-Mathematics

o

Biology

Medicine

Physical
Science

Mechanism,&cJ

g

He showed how sociology had a basis of preliminary science and
contrasted the legitimate materialism which analyses phenomena
of the lower sciences out of the higher to an illegitimate mate
nahsm, which would reduce the higher sciences entirely to terms
of the lower. Inquiring further, “ What is the Social unit ? ” he
showed how the relations of the individual grew more complex
by relations of sex of the family, of the head of the commune
of the nation, and of humanity, and analysed the influence of
self and other regarding functions at each stage. There was a
very good meeting and the members discussed the subject
further over their tea. On I ith January the Society will disiuss
1 he 1 opulation Question again,” under the guidance of T. A.
Thomson, M.A., whose biological attainments eminently fithini
for the task.
J

Junior St Andrews Club.—This club held a jolly reuní,
on Friday night in the Albert. W. Fordyce, M.A., Preside
was in the chair, and many of the old faces were seen and c11121
of the old songs were sung with great delight. “ Ta PhairsJ
by its old exponent, was favourite, and had to be twice r,
dered. Toasts were brisk and to the point. “ St Andi».
University,” “The Club,” and “The Ladies,” were the ci
m a somewhat short list. About two dozen of the Fellows,,
present, and all the Faculties were brilliantly represented.
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First Fifteen.—The members of the team who weregii
places in the Edinburgh Fifteen, selected to meet that!
Glasgow at Partick, played excellently, and two of then
Robertson and Stevenson—gained a try each. Huskie also,
a good dribble, was the means of another try being secured f
the Edinburgh (Aar,.! Chambers at full back tackled pretli
and never missed an opportunity of giving his side the benefit
his long drops. Students have, therefore, every reason to!
satisfied with the play of their representatives in this match.
Last week Huskie and Stevenson journeyed to London!
play for the London Scottish against Richmond, and judgii
from the reports of the match which have appeared in It
v~ri°?s ^Thletic journals, they seem to have played a me
effective game. One account says “ both showed grand jui
ment, unlimited ‘go,’ and rare collaring power.” Araii
Anoti
says, “ they were the best men in the London Scottish team
Since m these two matches these men have shown they can pl
with such energy, we sincerely wish they would infuse some,
it into the forward division of the ’Varsity Fifteen.
On Wednesday, the 21st inst.,our men play the Cambric;
Fifteen at Raeburn Place, and we earnestly hope they will mil
a better fight than they did against Bradford on the same groin
some weeks previously. The match is sure to be a most infs
esting one, and, as Cambridge on Wednesday last beat Oxf«
by two goals and a try to nothing, its result will give us soil
idea of the position our team holds in University football Till
being the day on which the classes close for the Christm
holidays, students should turn out in large numbers in order I
cheer their team on, let us trust, to victory. The team»!
be :—Back, H. F. Chambers; half-backs, W. C. Smith H.l
Stevenson, C. H. Johnson ; quarter-backs. J. Shiels and’L. 1'
Huskle’ Robertson, Simpson, Menzies, Vi
de Wal, Bellamy, M‘Ewen, Reid, Davies.
. While we are on the subject of choosing teams, we shoal
just like to point out under what a tremendous disadvantai
University football labours by the presence of so many Form
Pupil teams m Edinburgh. In order to fully realise this fact *
have only to glance at the names of the men who compose ties
Fifteens, and who are either students of Arts, Medicine, or Las
Some of them are acknowledged to be among the best Rudf
players in the three kingdoms, and have on several occasion
represented Scotland in international contests. The followili
1st is not quite complete, but, as far as it goes, serves our pur
pose -.—Edinburgh Academicals.—C. Reid, W. C. M'Ewei
H. J. Stevenson, R. H. Johnstone, R. O. Adamson, T. B Whyte
Royal High School.—G. Wilson, J. M‘Neill, W. Duke, H. i
Scott Greenlees. Institution.—}. Marsh, Stevenson, Munn
Collegiate. J- Atkinson, T. C. Bruce. Watsonia»
—Roddick, Easterbrook. Wanderers (not an F.P team)'
G. Gnndlay, W. B. M‘Tier, M. M‘Kerracher, Ian M'Intyre. 1 Glasgow U
/on by three £
Fifteen. On the 3rd the Second Fifteen played
PAnm^re
•frci011? panderers at Raeburn Place, and as expected had 5 ¡ne goal to nil
stiff fight before winning the match. The Wanderers turned on
The Noma*
a strong team, and made great efforts to achieve a result differen:
from what occurred. A very strong wind blew down the field, bu! md three tries
seemed to do more to spoil play than aid any one, as the ’Varsity
Athenians
scored all their points against it. In the first period play wi The Students

d a jolly reunù
^•A., Preside
"
la Hiairsi
o be twice ft
u St Andis,
’ were the clii
he Fellows in
presented.

^be Student,
’ery even, the Wanderers showing up surprisingly in the mauls,
nd by cleverly keeping the ball tight preventing the ’Varsity
:;om breaking away. On changing over the Wanderers’partisans
i|gcipated an easy thing for them, but Webb getting the ball
।!::om Reed
n-.j put in
;n a marvellous run the entire length of the
.round, and being collared on the line passed again to Reed, who
Dt over. The game was now much faster, and the ’Varsity
Howards playing in fine style came up the field and enabled
:ischer to get over. Just before time Webb, by another magniicent run, got in again. Benson’s kicks, though well aimed, were
imdered futile by the wind. The winners were evidently rather
iiken by surprise by the good forward play of the Wanderers, in
i hich F. and A. Robertson, Wyllie, and Norrie shone, backed
, p as it was by some smart work by Bearne, Dowden, and
Vallace; but warming to their work they played very well
wards the end. Among the forwards Wilson, Neilson, Currie,
ind Ligertwood were always in the front. Webb quite excelled
vho were gij( 'limself at half, and Reed and Fischer were best of a very good
' meet thati jack division.
two of them- 'I Owing to the keen frost of the night before, the match against
Huskie also, I 1 le Second Glasgow Academicals at Anniesland on the 10th fell
ring secured I □rough. Our Second would probably not have had their full
cackled prettih cam with them.
t
le the benefit':
first meeting
y reason to I ? Rugby Union International Board.
?as attended by representatives of Ireland, Scotland, and Wales,
:his match.
to London I Ind it was unanimously agreed “that all international matches
d, and judgii :iust be played under rules approved of by the International
jpeared in d aqard. "While the English Union holds aloof from the Board
played a mi - tre
n0 English international matches.
d grand- judç“-Scottish Cross-Country Association.—At a meeting
er ” Anothf
««»i« fittended by representatives of Clydesdale, West of Scotland,
Scottish team, Edinburgh, Kilmarnock, and Hamilton Harriers, it was resolved
i they can pk b form such an association, to which the Perth, Dundee, and
infuse some! Penicuik Harriers by letter expressed their adhesion. Rules
rere drawn up, and as in framing the rules for the Championhe Cambric Mp k was agreed to make the number of qualifying runs five
they will mal t headquarters, the Clydesdale Harriers withdrew from the
le same grout ssociation. The following office-bearers were then appointed :
a most into l-President, J. M. Bow (Edinburgh); Vice-President, Stewart
t beat Oxfa Lawrie (West of Scotland) ; R. B. Russell (Kilmarnock) ; W. T.
give us som: pValker (Dundee); Secretary and Treasurer, D. S. Duncan
dotball. Tlii Edinburgh). These, with a representative from each associated
the ChristM ilub, form the committee. It was also arranged to hold the
rs in order! ace for the Cross-Country Championship of Scotland in EdinThe team ri rurgh on 10th March of next year. Hawkhill will probably be
Smith, H.J hie scene of the contest.
ils and L. 1 ¡1 Edinburgh Harriers.—The influx of students still conM enzies, Vji j.mues. About half the number admitted this year have been
University men. The Four Miles Handicap was run across
ms, we shod jountry on Saturday. The result was :—D. S. Duncan, J. Jack,
disadvantagi . M. Bow. The scratch time was 25 min. 10-5 sec.
many Forme 1 Glasgow University Rugby Football.—The Rugby
e this fact, w earn is this year much stronger than it has been for some years,
compose thes nd so far has been very successful, having scored two goals and
icine, or Law :.x tries as against one try scored against them. The only
e best Rugb] lefeat was received from the West of Scotland. Five members
eral occasion: f the team played for Glasgow against Edinburgh. No Edinrhe following urgh clubs have yet been met; but after Christmas the leading
rnves our pm- tubs of that city are to be tackled, when the powers of the
C. McEwem Western students will be thoroughly tested.
T. B. Whyte
Duke, H. E
uson, Munro.
laais
Waisoniani
P. team).^
1 Glasgow University v. Aberdeen University.—Glasgow
i M‘Intyre.
ion by three goals and a try to nil.
ifteen play®
PAnmIire v. St'Andrews University.—Panmure won by
:pected had> ne goal to nil.
:rs turned oil
The Nomads were short, and lost to Grange by two goals
esult different
ind three tries to nil.
i the field, bul
Athenians v. Dumfries and Galloway Students.—
s the ’Varsity
iod play wi The Students lost by two goals to one.
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First Fifteen v. Collegiate.—The Collegiate captain
was unfortunately short of men, and had to take some present
pupils who had been playing in the forenoon. He held the
’Varsity well in hand at first, but there was afterwards noholding them. Robertson kept the College in hot water, and
the ’Varsity forwards all played well. Smith at half got a good
deal of the ball, and used it well ; while his colleague Chambers
dropped finely. The College forwards had plenty of go, but
lacked weight. The ’Varsity won by three goals three tries.
The Second had the easiest of walks over against the Second
Collegiate F.P. on Saturday, although they played one short,
and were minus several of their best men. The visitors were
beaten at all points, and had no less than five goals and four
tries scored against them. Tries were got by Webb (4),
Symons (2), Fischer (2), and Iddon. This brings the team’sresult to the Christmas Vacation to seven matches played—five
won, one drawn, one lost ; nine goals and nineteen tries won,
three tries lost.
St Andrew’s University General Council’s Assessor
ship.—Result of Poll.—Viscount Cross, 699 ; Dr John
Duncan, 370.
Clinical Commission.—We believe that the members
already appointed are :—
Royal College of Physicians—Dr J. Batty Tuke.
Royal College of Surgeons—Dr Heron Watson.
Surgical Staff of Infirmary—Prof. Annandale, Mr Duncan.
Medical Staff of Infirmary—Prof. Grainger Stewart, Dr
Muirhead.
Royal Medical Society—G. C. Mackness, M.B., C.M.
Students’ Representative Council—E. F. Armour, M.A.,
R. C. Buist, B.A., S. W. Carruthers.
The only appointments remaining to be made are by the
Managers of the Infirmary, who have referred the matter to a
Sub-Committee. We have not yet learned the results of the
deliberations of Senatus on Saturday.

Dear Sir,—As is my wont, at this season of the
year, I visited upper earth once more, to see what is
to be seen and hear what is to be heard. A courteous
invitation from my good friends, Messrs Beryl and
Hatton, took me to visit their pantomime on Saturday
evening. Conceiving the idea that you would not be
averse to hearing something about it (for I did not
see you there), I determined to give you my opinion
of it to the best of my ability.
Sir, it was gorgeous. Mr Smythe has surpassed
himself. Never have I seen such glorious scenes,
such wealth of colour, and artistic taste displayed in
the production of a pantomime. My good friend, Mr
Frank Emery, has worked well, and to a purpose. He
has, by his energy, produced a pantomime which will
be talked of for months to come. I confess I was
surprised at the smoothness with which it passed off,
for, barring the too rapid descent of one or two of the
scenes, and the disinclination of the sitting statue to
swallow the Widow, every scene worked with the
greatest regularity.
Mr Jolly, a gentleman whom you probably know
under another name, has made the most of the some
what threadbare story. He has, in a most admirable
manner, managed to steer clear of the Punning Rock,
on which so many librettos now-a-days are wrecked.
Not that his lines are dull. He has introduced many
local hits which seemed to take the audience. The
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words of the songs too, are good, and are for the most
part set to popular airs, which seemed to please my
old and faithful patrons the students, to whom I now
present my most humble thanks.
The author has, much to everyone’s delight, ignored
the traditional “demon scene.”
True, he has
approached near it in giving us “The Wizard’s
Kitchen.” Here we find Abanazar indulging in
business which may be said to pertain to gentlemen
of his profession. Having by incantation found the
ring, and how to use it, he makes his way to China,
where Aladdin and his widowed mother dwell. In
this scene, which is one of the prettiest of the many
lovely stage pictures presented to us, we are intro
duced to all the characters. As the Princess is about
to visit the new Pekin Corporation Baths, the street is
“ proclaimed” by Jo, Chamberlain to the Sultan (?) of
China. Aladdin, more bold than others, determines
to see this Princess, and die for it if necessary. He
sees her and abducts her, concealing her royal person
in the house of his mother. A general uproar follows,
which m time degenerates into a harlequinade.
In the third scene we are introduced to the camel
and the sitting statue.
The former enters to the
appropriate melody of “ The Camels are Coming.”
Here also we find Abanazar, the Widow, and Aladdin.
Abanazar, to get rid of the Widow, commands the
statue to swallow her. This, with some difficulty, is
done, and Aladdin and Abanazar proceed to the cave
in which the wonderful lamp is hidden. Aladdin
fights the guardian of the lamp, in the shape of a
rather insipid dragon, steals the lamp, and by its
.assistance and that of “ She,” escapes from the cave
into which Abanazar has shut him. The story at this
point is practically abandoned, and the following
scene is for the most part a mere setting for songs
and grotesque dances.
&
I should like to make special mention of the
Shakespearian procession, as arranged by Mr Frank
Emery. The characters of the various plays were
undertaken by children, who showed considerable
dramatic ability, and the greater number of them
went through their parts in an intelligent fashion
Hamlet was perhaps the best, the selection being the
interview between the Prince and the Ghost. Julius
Cmsar died in a realistic manner. Desdemona did
not impress me as. particularly beautiful, but one
must not expect too much. The surprise of the
pantomime was, however, yet to come. After the
procession had taken place, the entire company col
lected in the front of the stage, and sang a particularly
feeble patriotic song. As they withdrew, the audience
beheld three children posed and made up as Burns
Shakespeare, and Scott.
The entire house went
wild with delight, cheering and cheering again andagain.
Miss Kate Hamilton must be thanked. The'care
and patience which she has lavished on her part of the
entertainment has not gone amiss. Never, sir, have I
gazed upon such a lovely dance as the fair ballet
graceful in all ijs movements—a dream of fair faces
and lithe limbs.
£S

The managers have not fallen into themistake-ii ■
I am sorry to say, by far too common—of engagi® i
star and trusting to Providence. All the companvi'
thoroughly competent, and play admirably into d
other’s hands.
Mr Poyser, who I am glad to say received quite;;
ovation, has chosen tasteful and taking music, J i
fact goes a long way to make a successful entertai
ment.
Fie had, with commendable industry, f
No. 5chorus thoroughly drilled, both in their singing at
movements.
It would be almost invidious to select any of
company, and say that they were better than th; I 'Professor Dickso
neighbours. When Miss Pierson is better acquaint, M“DAddress
™Tsi-byE”J
Annual Repc
with her words her part no doubt will be invested ii ^Hospital
and Clii
fresh interest to all. Miss Rose Ridway, who is :The Rowdy Clas
iSpirit of the L
clever dancer, bids fair to become one of the si
Oxford Lette
Aberdeen
cesses of the year. _ Miss Dawnay, Miss Hartwell, i i OTe
Medlcal oUr
:The Medical Cui
Miss Mfllai fill their respective parts with great acca ^DramaticDigs
nwz-'zi
‘ illnivpruifv
¡University Sori
Sociel
ance.
:.Letters to the Ec
The gentlemen are all good. IP
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Mr SidneyJ Harcoi ’S.K.C. Notes ..
as the Widow, has the good sense to keep free ¿The K.C.-1887
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Mr Fred Wright and his able coadjutors, Mes
Halliwell and MWilliams, never fail to raise a ta
when they get together. I really enjoyed Mes iW™
Wright and M‘Williams in their smart imitation]
the ballet.
lessor Dick;
The other parts were filled by ladies and gentlemf hills, among
of sufficient ability to keep the piece from being dt return to us
It is han
when the principals were off the stage.
A 4- L,’.______
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fancy that a few nights
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ardent, perhaps, in their pursuit of knowledge. There
is no angry tone, no “Silence, gentlemen,” or “Now,
gentlemen, I can’t have this disturbance,”—no sarcastic
remark. You show each how you wish to be, not a
taskmaster, but a fellow-student and a friend. And
after lecture, who more approachable than you, ever
more generous of his knowledge and power, who
willing to help every one who asked you ?
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jutors, Mes
uroJess©]?
raise a lap i (
HAT
a sad sad story each one of us brings
ijoyed Mes ! A A 7
: imitation I V V back to tell his friend ! Warm-hearted Prolessor Dickson has gone to his home in the distant
nd gen tieni hills, amongst the trees and flowers, and of him will
>m being È return to us nothing but pleasant memories.
It is hard to realise that the kindly Professor of
agged a litil :®otany, who showed so little of the don and so much
will serve "bf the man, is passed forever from our midst. Yetitis
ond scene 'So. The rest of the vacation at Hartree has passed into
rather of tl I longer rest than he or we looked for, and the sum of
will I doni I Pi131’le's full so far as his direct influence can affect it.
When at the end of the term we saw him last at the
e Widow, tl
renounced: K.C., playing with us and to us the pretty gentle airs
it years. Ail he was so f°r>d of, we little thought so characteristic a
j7Self_ .You i Wcture was the impression he would leave us with, the
happy kindly gentleman whom his students loved as
r Pillans. a teacher and a friend.
Sudden, and terrible in its suddenness, was the
manner of his death. He was curling, skip of his
irink, keen as the ice itself, when he stumbled and fell
issed to ft tinto the arms of his fellow-skip, dead.
Bristo Pla«
In our Universities, with their large classes, it is
granted to few professors to awaken in the mass of
led by your their students any distinctly personal affection. This
sity. Studi is what Alexander Dickson has done; and, owing partly
Insight in! ¡perhaps to the special opportunities of botanical study,
o early,
ibut more to the personal attraction of his gentleness,
let.
he will be remembered less as a botanist than as a man.
Ah! dear kind-hearted Professor Dickson, I can
□ uncementi see you now, at the foot of your lecture-room, quelling
uitions, &< a turbulent sea of students in the back benches, too
ion.
es Sixpena

One Penny.

In the examination-room, too, who more kind
or more just ? Ever your kindly word of encourage
ment was there, and many a heart bears warm remem
brance of your encouraging voice in the hour of distress.
Generous too was Professor Dickson, giving freely
of his store of wealth or of knowledge to all who needed
his help. But what need we multiply instances ? We
have ever the same picture. In class, in the field, in
the hall,—as teacher, fellow-worker, and friend,—there
remains with all who knew him, the gentle^kindty
memory of Alexander Dickson.
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ADDRESS BY MR JAMES HUSKIE, SENIOR

PRESIDENT.

Gentlemen, At this the close of the fourth year of
the existence of your Representative Council, it is our
duty to give you an account of the progress we have made
in the furtherance of your interests. In placing in your
hands our report of this year’s work, we feel sure you will
appreciate the fact that this year has been the most fruit
ful in the history of the Council. The work which has
been accomplished, and the reforms which have been
made in the various faculties, and especially in that of
medicine, have been of the greatest and most practical
importance to us as students. This success is, no doubt,
due to the feeling that the students no longer look upon
the Council as a huge debating society, of which students
were anxious to become members only for the purpose of
cultivating their powers of oratory, but see in it a body
desirous to do as much as it can to promote their interests.
Since this change has taken place in your opinions of the
Council, you have been ready to bring before it all your
grievances, and have thus given it an ample supplv of
material on which to work. It is also be explained on the
ground that the Professors, who are themselves aware that
reforms in many directions are necessary, and some of
whom have given us most valuable suggestions as to how
we should set about them, recognise that the Council
tiuly represents the opinions and wishes of the mass of
the students.
Until the Council existed they had no
means of becoming acquainted with the hardships of the
students, and during the earlier years of its existence had
to make sure that it was really trusted by the students
and was not a mere show, but essentially a living, working
organisation. In former days they had merely to conjee^
ture what would really be beneficial legislation. Now
however, having attained the position it occupies its
presence is of the utmost importance to you, and as ’long
as it faithfully and honestly endeavours to lay your wants
before the Senatus in a practical and sensible manner it
will still continue to promote your well-being In order
to still more increase its utility, its rules have this year
been carefully and thoroughly revised and improved and
have been made more stringent, so as to prevent waste
of time and to render discussions concise and orderly.
We expect this revision will still further remove from the
Council the charge of being merely a debating society
and will impress upon its members that they are sent
thither not to be wind-bags, but to interest themselves in
all that concerns the students.
You will also notice that the date of elections of new
Councils has been changed from January to November
This was most necessary. Under the old system the
Council was greatly handicapped; the election takino
place so late in the session, rendered it utterly impossible
to accomplish any work by the end of the winter session
In summer very little real general Council work could be
effected, as the Arts and Divinity classes were closed •
and in the following winter were busy arranging their
new classes and getting into the work of them, and could
not devote much time to other things. Then 'the Christfifes holidays followed, and as soon as the students re

turned they had to receive the report of the departin' ’. Although t
Council, and to busy themselves about the election oil
: t the Medical
new one. Now, however, all the elections will take place (the comfort ;
before men have settled down to work, and the Couruj
will have a full winter session to attend to its IB ti students. I
hreading-room
duties, and, as you will all allow, that is the best timet (evenings. It
find what the students really want before they have theii ’¡regulations w
attention taken up with summer outdoor exercises. (It cession, else
only difficulty, when making these changes, was in col
: ties it is almt
nection with the first year in Arts and Medicine, where4 1 as in Medic:
men have not had time to find out each other’s quality a members of t
In Medicine this is not so serious, as most men begintheii to the Counc
career in summer, and have therefore by November son '. to.
knowledge of University life. In Arts, the first yei
We feel gr,
representatives must depend in great measure for guid- ¡that the finar
ance on the judgment and experience of their senicn itafter pavin:
T ms raniW
owrU/I¿.J
...Cl in r.future
..
i.. fi .
r J .
This
cannot be avoided.
The Council
ought
'favour of ¿2
overtake a large amount of good, necessary, and import awhile on this
ant work.
(attention the
Our greatest amount of work has been done in th thousand stu<
Faculty of Medicine. In this faculty, as you will see froi ¡■sum, as you v
the.report in your hands, we have been the means of pro 1 allowance yc
viding cliniques where none previously existed, or wei We trust that
held at hours which made it quite impossible for studeit avantages we
to attend unless they took a five years’ course. This ht '(some of then
been altered, and a student going through his course it tencourage th'
four years is now able to receive instruction in most of tin it is wholly it
important branches of medicine, as, for example, throat ::certs,or of at
and
ear diseases, fevers,. &c. Of_ course, owing
in soul, the past year
.
—o -----instances to want of accommodation, and in order to mall Irone smoking
tnp
rlimnnec
nToot-ir-Al
„r
j
_
i
____
1
i
•. 1
,
'
Y 0
the cliniques
practical,
of -----them have been tlimited
■
x
-, many
-----j —
n.n.J (drat too freqi
and it has then been ‘ First come, first served.” The id : ¡was better b
convenience to those who do not manage to get on th( ¡.attractiveas;
lists can only be remedied by more frequent cliniques, art it was'imposi
this, ought soon to be arranged. We have obtained 111 '¡and so the
appointment of a commission to inquire into and to suj •fortunate m
in
gest alterations in the hours of clinical teaching in lit 1011 behalf of
Infirmary, so as to diminish the clashing of the cliniques -and to its pre
At piesent, as you well know, it is absolutely impossiblf (For her kind
for a fourth year’s man to see any surgical work; andiflL^^wu
^presented he:
does make an effort to attend operations and out-patients I Ar the help
he has to absent himself from the medical wards. Till financial
f"
stat
present arrangement, then, is not the one best calculate! ¿nd your Cot
to turn out skilled and well-equipped doctors. All changes .tsame
—..v positioi
recommended by this commission will certainly be ad hto want of s
vantageous, for the Professors, teachers, and laymen com ■exist.
Posing it are taking a deep interest in this subject. Oi
The Unior
behalf of the students we have to thank the Senatus fa blast one, heli
the alterations they have proposed in the First Profes ■ The
.uuucmucL
next del
sional Examination. They are of incalculable advantage nthe subject t<
to the first year’s student, enabling him to devote more a big house,
time to Chemistry and Anatomy in his first winter. We (debates they
sincerely trust they will be able to see their way to grant every exciting
our petition with regard to the Second Professions
Your Cour
Examination ; for if, as we have asked, students be allowed ipredecessors
to go up for Anatomy and Physiology at the end of the <tion of the E
second winter session, they will be able to continue their ■work in this
Infirmary work during the third winter, which under the lof essential
present arrangement of examinations they cannot do, but ilplans and ac
must give over surgical work at the end of their third :thankless tas
summer session, and by the present clashing of clinical Fby previous (
houis are prevented from again returning to it to refresh 1of funds, an
their memories before the Final Examination takes place. ¡indifferent s
. the other advantages gained for you, such as the 'been raised a
erection of wash-hand basins in the post-mortem theatre ’who had alre
the labelling of typical pathological specimens for met advantages
reading for their Second Professional Examination,
istudents see
a full account is given in the report.
hope they wi
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the depart* 1 Although the greatest bulk of our labours has been in
election ol- the Medical Faculty, something has also been done for
vill take pla| • f the comfort and convenience of Arts, Divinity, and Law
d the Councii . j students. I refer to the improved ventilation of the
to its special reading-room and to the opening of the library on certain
best time i ’ evenings. It is to be hoped students will conform to the
ley have thi q regulations which have been issued along with this con
cercises. (It i cession, else they may lose this boon.
In these facul
;, was in con -■ ties it is almost impossible for your Council to accomplish
ine, where th as in Medicine. Still, there is much to be done ; and
lee’s qualities. i( members of them may be sure that representations made
en begin thei 1 to the Council are, and will always be, carefully attended
(vember som i, tOi
lie first yet
We feel gratified in being able to show you in our report
ture for guil «that the financial position of your Council is excellent, for
their senias qafter paying current accounts we have a balance in our
ture ought« ■favour
■
- - 15s. up to 31st —
.
_
.
of- ^38.
December.
Gentlemen,
', and import awhile on this subject, we would like to bring under your
(attention the very small sum subscribed by over three
done in fa. thousand students to the funds of their Council. The total
i will see fra ¡■sum, as you will see, is only ^42. 12s. 6d. Yet on this small
neans of pro ¡allowance you expect us to do wonders on your behalf.
sted, or wei ’We trust that, having pointed out to you the numerous ads for studenf uvantages we have gained for you, and the acquirement of
;e. This hi «some of them meant the expenditure of money, you will
his course it lencdurage the Council to persevere, by letting it feel that
in most offal it is wholly independent of the proceeds of smoking conimpie, throa t.certs, or of any other concert which may be held. During
ving in soni :tbe past year the Amusements Committee only arranged
order to mail hone smoking concert, for they found from past experience
been limits« uthat
iT too frequently
z
’ the
’ concerts were failures,
" "
and...
that it
:d.” The iij ¡was better to give fewer concerts and to make them as
o get on th attractive as possible. If the concerts were held frequently,
sliniques, a« it was impossible to find our best performers disengaged,
obtained th and so the programme suffered. The committee were
and to sila fortunate in inducing Miss Detchon to give a concert
.ching in tit on behalf of the Council. This was a, brilliant success,
:he cliniques 1 and to its proceeds we owe our favourable balance-sheet.
y impossibl For her kindness in gratuitously giving that concert they
>rk;, and if ht (presented her with a gold Maltese cross. Had it not been
out-patients ppor the help we received from this entertainment, our
wards. Th ¿financial statement would have shown a great deficiency,
st calculate! rand your Council would very probably have been in the
All chailt2(S isame position «J
as most University ui^aui.xauun:;
organisations <xi
are,
t, wviug
owing
ainly' be al htowant of support from the students for whom these
laymen conii ■exist.
subject. Oi
The Union debates have been again revived, and the
Senatus fa blast one, held in November, was a comparative success.
First Proies The next debate will be some time next week, and we trust
Ie advantage uthe subject to be discussed will be the means of drawing
devote more 1 a big house. If students would only turn out to these
winter. W< (debates they would find them attractive, instructive, and
/ay to grant ¡very exciting.
Professions
Your Council is thankful to see the greatest work of its
:s be allowed (predecessors coming to fruition in the shape of the erec
end of tht tion of the Edinburgh University’ Students’ Union. Our
ntinue their work in this matter has been, although apparently slight,
h under
lof essential luipunaucv,
importance, LUI
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have
had to
discuss the
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uuviti the
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mot do, but 1'plans and accommodation of the Union. The great and
their thin thankless task of raising the necessary funds was borne
J of clinical bby
previous
This
as we
still
in 1need
■ * Jr
vwu Councils.
v— wunwiio,
x 1110 year,
j v-d.1 do
W C were
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it to refresh ®f funds, an appeal was made to the students, with but
takes place, indifferent success, and most of the money which has
such as tht ¡been raised was obtained from third and fourth year men
etti theatre ’who had already subscribed, and who will not enjoy the
Now that
ms for met advantages of the Union when erected.
(students see that the Union is so soon to be a reality, we
nation,
hope they will come to the aid of the committee, so as to
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enable them to complete the erection of a structure which
will not only be beautiful as a building, but will do so
much for their advantage and comfort. To make it a
success two things are necessary,—first, that the four
Faculties should unite in its support by enrolling them
selves as members; and, secondly, that the Union Execu
tive should do all in their power to make it attractive to
each of the four Faculties.
Since the general body of students do not seem to have
any/ desire to wear an academic costume, I may be per
mitted to make the suggestion that the new Council
should select for its Executive some distinguishing badge
or gown to be worn on official occasions. Owing to its
composition it is impossible for all its members to be
graduates, and it is by no means becoming to see some
with gowns and some without. If this were resolved
upon, the badges or gowns should be the property of the
Council.
The question has often been asked, “ What do you do
with the letters you receive from well-known literary and
public men with whom from time to time the Council has
been in communication ?” Hitherto, I believe the gentle
men who received such letters kept them. This year we
made it imperative that all letters sent to the Council in
connection with its affairs should be letter-pressed. It
would, I think, be advisable for the Council to keep an
album in which such communications could be fastened.
This would form an interesting book in the history of the
Council, and would, I humbly think, be not only a proper
but a very important change.
In conclusion, I only wish to refer to the very great loss
we have suffered by the very sudden death of Professor
Dickson. I can only express our sorrow at our loss, and
our sympathy’ with his relatives in their affliction. Pro
fessor Dickson was to us always a kind and instructive
teacher. His interest in our welfare never ended with his
lectures.
In our various amusements he was always
ready and pleased to take a part. He was one of those
who desired to let us feel that though our teacher he was
still our friend. Your Council felt that it would be only
right that you should be represented at his funeral, and
accordingly sent two of its members to do so.
We have to express our thanks to you for the indul
gence we have experienced from you, and for the help we
have received from many of you, during the past year.
During our year of office we have striven to fulfil to the
best of our power the duties connected with it. If we
have succeeded in doing so satisfactorily, the remem
brance of this will always be a lasting pleasure to us ; and
we trust that any measures which have been gained for
you during our tenure of office, will realise the expectations
formed regarding them. It is our hope that the Students’
Representative Council, in promotion of the objects and
ends of its appointment, has a bright future before it, and
will always retain the confidence and support of the
students.

THE ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1887.
We recommend this to the study of all students. It is
the record of very substantial and self-denying work on
their behalf, and we hope they will this y’ear discover that
it is a great disgrace that the Council should be dependent
on concerts and other extraneous aid for the avoidance of
a deficit. It is as if students would thank the Council for
playing the wise man and pay it for playing the clown.
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But tell h(
day,
The festivities of Christmas and New Year are
ON LEAVING EDINBURGH AT ’I HE CLOSE OF TH f Or pine in
Some unwa
observed in some detail in the Infirmary, and as
SESSION, BY AN OLD ST ANDREWS STUDENT.
Though si
there are many visitors a certain public education
soul.
makes quiet progress. The following is inimitable
ALL me early, call me early, landlady kind and 1
as an expression of the quintessence of benevolent
true,
snobbery, which is not yet too rare even in Edin For to-morrow I must bid this metropolis “adieu”'
I long to t
burgh. At the Nurses’ Party a guest was seen to
Tell the cabman to be punctual, for I would not mis ■
home,
laise her eyeglass, survey the party slowly from one
the train,
(
To visit h
end to the other, and then heard to pronounce the
I’ll shed no tears of sorrow, though I ne’er come here '
roam;
satisfactory verdict : “ A very respectable-looking set
again.
1 long to bi
of women.” Alas ! alas ! poor Sairey Gamp ! The
flowers
nurses, we hear, are very happy over this dictum.
You praise the beauty of your town, I’m wearied of its J And all al
din,
Lists for Dr M’Bride’s Cliniques on Diseases of
hours.
the Ear and Throat.—These Cliniques will be given at
But though I’ve seen its sorrow, I know nothing ofils :
°ne o clock, and students will be admitted accordine" to the
sin ;
subjoined lists only.
To all its gay allurements, as vou know, I have been r Call me eai
A. Tuesdays (January io, 17, 24, 31 ; February 7, 14).—
For to-mon
blind,
"
•
Messrs Buist, Campbell, Eadie, Hall, Kuhne, M'Cann, A.
MacDonald, A. M. Mackay, Montgomery, Monteith, Newali,
I’ve had no time for pleasure, for I came here to grind. I1 Tell the ca
Paterson, J. H. Smith, J. C. Thomson, Weir, Westwood.
. the tra
1> . Fridays (January 13, 20, 27 ; February 3, 10, 17).—
Oft for one hour of peace have I heaved a longin? 1 I’ll shed nc
Messrs Armour, Drummond, Eden, Giobbelaar, Hartley,
again.
sigh,
Hughes, J. Huskie, Hynes, Kuys, D. J. Mackay, Moss,
Morgan, Musgrove, Paton, Te Water, Turner.
For the hum of countless multitudes for ever passing ।
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C. Tuesdays (February 21. 28 ; March 6, 13, 20, 27).—Messrs
Brandt, Bremner, Burnell, Fleming, Forrest, Howatson, Ken
worthy, Lawson, J. Macdonald, Maxwell, Owen Pestell
Shields, Smut-, Sutherland, Tate, Wilson.
D. Fridays (February 24 ; March 2, 9, 16, 23, 30)__ Messrs
Browning, Candlish, Cattan, Elliot, Greig, Hignett, Jameson',
Middlemass, Philipps, Ritchie, Rodgers, Ross, Russell, Smyth
Wells, Zaytoon._____________________________________ J
No others can be admitted this session.
As students have been asking about a text-book to use with
reference to Dr M‘Bribe's Cliniques, we venture to remind them
of Dr M‘Bude’s “ Guide to the Study of Ear Diseases,” which
is published at a student’s price, 7s. 6d.
Edinburgh Royal Infirmary Report pur 1887. —Cases
treated in the Hospital, 8,823, of which 650 remain. Of cases
treated to a termination, 3,849 were medical, and 4,324 surgical •
4,037 were cured, 2,911 were relieved, whi!e657 died in Hospital •
the mortality being 6.4 per cent., or deducting cases dying
within forty-eight hours of admission 4.9 per cent. The average
daily number of patients in Hospital was 632, 50 being children
and the average number of patients 200. The average stay in
Hospital being 28.2 days for medical, 24 days for surgical and
21 days for renewal cases, so that a considerable reduction has
been expected.
Financially, there is a deficit of ¿4700 on the year. The
ordinary expenditure being ¿34,552; extraordinary, ¿3,214- and
inferest on building debt, ¿2,446. The ordinary income was
¿28,830, of which the sale of Hospital tickets amounted to
¿4,080. The expenditure per occupied bed was ¿19 18s 6d
a decrease of 15s. on the cost for 1886. [Note.—Some of the
wealthy out-patients might do something to remove this deficit
and reduce the building debt.—Eli.]
’’
On the nursing staff there are 69 nurses and 48 probationers •
24 nurses have during the year gone to other situations ; and for
25 vacancies in the list of probationers, 500 applications have
been received.
In the Convalescent House there were 54.5 patients as a daily
average.
J
Glasgow Royal Infirmary Report for 1887.—Cases
Heated in the Hospital :—Medical, 1,097; Surgical, 3,193.
Mortality, 8.8 per cent., or excluding cases dying within forty
eight hours of admission 6.3 per cent., a decrease from the
mortality of 1886.
_
-

Disturbed my meditation, and made me long to be [
In a quiet little city
*
that stands beside the sea.

V

There ocean’s ceaseless murmur falls like music m
the ear,
No other spot in all the world to me is half so dear: .
j
I love its hoary, crumbled ruins and ivy-mantled walls, -pHE
1
Pro
Fond memories still cluster round its academic halls.
plexity in t
I have improved the fleeting hours since I carne here, . it arises, an
and perm;
I ween,
And you know, my good woman, how diligent Tve l removal.
certain aim
been ;
exists in all
Though I sat till morning hours, and till sleep did dim C
but the si;
mine eyes,
When you called me up for breakfast I was never sloilj determinin
tradition,—
to rise.
I
outlook. '
the class-ri
Now do not weep for me, I pray, although it grieves q
would be
your heart
To know that from each other we so very soon musl - Universitie
it is very
part;
rowdyism i
When I m absent from this room you’ll think upon me J
speedily di
What qi
For I know you like a student who always pays his bill .
ment of d
of mere in
I believe your daughter loves me, she never could . with a m
conceal
mistake n
Her visions of the future which she hoped would yet
immediate
be real;
most noto
But let me say once more to you, though cruel it may
highest ab
seem,
feature is :
To-morrow morning she’ll awake to find it all a dream. circumstar
* St Andrews.

fication is
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But tell her not to sigh for me on each returning
day,
OSE OF TH[ f Or pine in lonely solitude when I have gone away ;
Some unwary ardent lover she’ll be able to control,
FUDENT.
Though she has failed to captivate my algebraic
soul.
idy kind and ।

irjelletelj

“ adieu
I long to see the cottage and the dear old folks at
>uld not miss ■
home,
To visit haunts of former days, on native hills to
:r come here roam;
I long to breathe the fragrance of the sweetly smelling
flowers,
rearied of its s And all alone with Nature to spend the summer
hours.
othing of its :

I have been i: Call me early, call me early, landlady kind and true,
For to-morrow I must bid this metropolis “adieu”;
ere to grind. I! Tell the cabman to be punctual, for I would not miss
. the train,
d a longin' g I’ll shed no tears of sorrow, though I ne’er come here
again.
D. B.
ever passing ।
ong to be
le sea.
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Classes.

If so dear: . ' I 'HE phenomenon of disorderly classes presents
mtled walls,
£ problems of the greatest psychological com
emic halls. plexity in the investigation of the causes from which
it arises, and in the nature of the remedies, temporary
carne here, . and permanent, which should be applied for its
removal. As to the causes, we have, however, a
liligent Tre certain amount of clear knowledge. The phenomenon
exists in all the Scottish Universities, large and small;
eep did dim L but the size of the class seems to be important in
determining, the probable permanence of the rowdy
; never slow t tradition,—the larger the class the less favourable the
outlook. The rowdyism is almost strictly localised in
t the class-rooms of various individual teachers.
It
h it grieves i would be easy to specify the professors in the various
1 Universities whose classes are always disorderly ; and
■ soon must i it is very rare to find any transgression of the
1 rowdyism into other classes, and in such cases it very
ik upon me speedily dies.
What qualities in the teacher favour the develop
ays his bill ment of disorderly tendency ? It is not a question
of mere intellectual stature. We have known it occur
ever could with a man of only moderate ability; and if we
mistake not in thinking of the other instances that
i would yet immediately present themselves, the men who are
most notorious for disorderly classes are of the very
ruel it may highest ability in the Universities. The most common
feature is a reputation of being a bad teacher for the
ill a dream. circumstances in which his work is laid. The quali
fication is needed,—we have found men who were
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intolerable in the lecture-room, clear and impressive
in a tutorial class. Inability to teach may pass away ;
while an ill repute persists, but the rowdyism will
then of itself die out in a year or two. Sometimes,
however, both are permanent.
Great knowledge
brings with it mental associations which to a learner
are absent,—thus a passage from one fact to another
may be the most natural step for a teacher, but too
subtle or impossible to a student. The remedy, so
far as it depends on these causes, is not so hard to
find as it is difficult to apply. Practise.to restrain
wandering thoughts by a clear and definite syllabus,
followed almost rigidly at first, until the main lines of
his subject are more deeply impressed on the
teacher’s brain than the details, will do much to
correct this fault. Friendly consultation of teacher
and students might do much to establish such a
system. Another quality which exposes a teacher to
rowdyism is hyperoesthesia, which turns the class
rooms into a kind of bear-garden, in which the
professor is baited puppywise in a manner more
irritating than hurtful. The remedy for this, so far
as it depends on the teacher, consists in a reduction
of the overwork and mental dissipation to which the
over-sensitiveness is often due; but it evidently
depends more on the courtesy of the students, and will
therefore be discussed further on.
There is one point more that must be mentioned
here. Not only are the classes large, and the teachers
bad, but the classes are compulsory. We have been
in classes which were large and with bad teachers,
where the class was not compulsory, and the result
was never in any case a disturbance ; the students
simply didn’t go. This, it might be argued, suggests
remedy by increasing the freedom of choice of
teachers; but while the student’s morality is so
elementary as it is at present, and while he attributes
all his conceivable faults to the powers of his
academic cosmogony, use of this privilege w’ould be
limited to a few specially enlightened individuals.
We should say, however, that when a teacher finds
more students presenting themselves than he is able
to manage or to teach, he should so far as in him lies
discourage any increase of their number. This is not
present policy.
The causative qualities in the student are perhaps
less definite. He may simply wish to protest against
a bad teacher. In this case a simple development
of the objecting shuffle may give a disorderly class,
where even the few fragments of intelligible discourse
are drowned. The student is undoubtedly right to
protest against being forced to go to a bad teacher,
who is no teacher, but the present method of protest
is as unintelligible and indistinct as it is ineffective.
A much more effective method lies to the hands of
those who are not afraid, in the possibility of the
students either leaving the class-room in a body, or
even in a boycott, but such means would we think be
justified only when constitutional methods had failed.
Now that a class committee of the Representative
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Council exists for every class, it should not be so hard
to establish intelligible communications between a
professor and his students, by which, in a definite
articulate way, they might tell him of their difficulties
under his teaching. Such a communication need
entail no lack of the respectful relation that should
always exist between intelligent men, and most
teachers would probably be glad of such a possibility.
But when the protest is done, there is left an
irritating residuum of sheer disturbance, from which
it is sometimes impossible to distinguish a prolonged
and inarticulate protest. Some fellows—taking advan
tage especially of any hyperoesthesia of their teachers ;
making. an opportunity of his every peculiarity of
turn, voice, and manner; never passing any possibility
of irritating him, and never forgiving any lack of tact
he may show when irritated—enjoy the childish
delight of seeing their worm squirm. Apart from the
thoughtlessness of such childish and barbarous cruelty,
this misbehaviour increases any inability to teach
which may exist. It makes attention on the part of
others exceedingly difficu't : and the resulting irritation
has at present come to a crisis, and formed a league
for suppressing the disorderlies by forcible ejection
from the class-room. This we are sorry for. The
use of force to improve a condition of ethical debility
is always a doubtful policy, and apart from the fact
that this method certainly gives no permanent solution
of the difficulty, we very much doubt if it will succeed
even temporarily.
[Even now we learn that a counter alliance has
been formed to give the League “a jolly good hiding
if they try it on.”]
'
”
A suggestion has been made which looks more
hopeful. It is proposed to give the members of the
class committee of the Students’ Council the duty of
reporting to the professor the name of any student
who misbehaves in this way, to have him warned by
name before the class that if he persist his name will
be reported to the Senatus for such discipline as they
may see fit to exercise. This is better, especially as
depending on the action of two permanent bodies, the
Senatus and the S.R.C.; but it is a terrorism, and so
gives no prospect of removing the causes which pro
duce the difficulty. This lies in a gradual rise of
the gentlemanliness and courtesy of the student, in
making a protest when needed in a recognised and
constitutional manner, and, perhaps chiefly, greater
self-control on the part of the better men. It is the
momentary weakness of those who do not themselves
think of disturbing a class or annoying a teacher that
is the encouragement to disturbers. A smile from a
fellow-student makes the rowdy think his work a joke,
and gives it the dignity of humour. We should very
strongly impress on all who care to do as they would
be done by, and who would not go through the world
thoughtless and careless of others’ feelings, to exercise
their self-restraint in this manner, and we shall soon
get rid of class rowdyism. The problem is solved so
soon as disorder becomes “ bad form.”
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the quadrangle of Marischal College, and ended in the
total rout of the supporters of Mr Morley. The torchlight procession after the election was a triumphant
success, and the citizens, though plunged in the
deepest abyss of Gladstonianism, seemed to share the
prevailing enthusiasm. Mr Goschen is to give his
rectorial address on the 31st of this month, and will
doubtless receive a cordial welcome from former
friends and former foes alike.
The chief event in athletics that has to be chronicled
is the visit of the Glasgow Fifteen. Our men did their
best to entertain their guests, generously conceding
the victory to the visitors, and afterwards drowning
their feelings in the flowing bowl. Much disappoint
ment was felt at the failure of the Edinburgh Fifteen
to fulfil their engagement. This is the second time
within a few years that Edinburgh has disappointed us,
and the incident naturally tends to engender a feeling
of soreness. Our Rugby team is easily able to van
quish all the local clubs, and it is therefore of import
ance for the development of Rugby in the north that
our men should have a chance of pitting themselves
occasionally against foemen worthy of their steel.
The Associationists crow loudly over the mushroom
growth of their game in Aberdeen, and it is certainly
hard that the University, which has steadfastly clung
to its old Rugby traditions, should meet with only
lukewarm sympathy from such thorough exponents of
the game as the Edinburgh ’Varsity Fifteen.
Since last session there have been several changes
in the teaching staff of the University. Professor
Cash now occupies the chair of Materia Medica, in the
room of the late Dr Dyce Davidson, while Professor
Stewart has succeeded the late Dr Trail in the chair
of Systematic Theology. The most recent change is
the appointment of Rev. A. S. Kennedy to the Pro
fessorship of Hebrew, in succession to Dr John Forbes,
who after seventeen years of teaching has sought a
well-earned retirement.
The season of festivity is drawing to a close, and the
season of examinations is about to set in with all its
wonted severity. The University ball was held on the
20th of last month, and was more successful even than
usual. Bursary Night, on which the laudator temporis
acti holds high carouse, will soon also be a thing of
the past.

Friend Christmas, who beckoned away men
From lectures, gives me no respite.
Exams, unknown tortures to lay men,
Impending, keep me in a fright.
Examiners ! let’s be polite
And bless them, for cursing ain’t pretty,
But, dreaming just now in my spite
1 spun them without any pity.
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White-headed, baldheaded, and grey men,—
With names I’ve no room to indite,—
All those who do (verbally) flay men
Twice yearly, as part of that rite
Mysterious and awful in height
To us, whether stupid or witty,
Examiners ! proud of my might,
I spun them without any pity.

Learning mouth was a nutrient foramen ;
Sir William’s own mouth was a sight.
On hearing that Pistols are Staymen,
Poor Dickson betook him to flight.
Croom, Fraser, each merciless wight
Who ever spun men in this city,
Chiene, Barlow, Murrell, oh, delight!
I spun them without any pity.
Envoi.
Dear Fortune, consider my plight,
And grant that, in spite of my ditty,
These men never knew that last night
I spun them without any pity.

CiR.

HE following scheme has been handed to us
to show how certain suggested changes in the
University regulations would probably modify the
course. It has been drawn up by a student ot con
siderable experience and of wide acquaintance, as a
summary of the opinions which students express as to
these suggestions. There are some changes of hours
which are possibly not essential. The most note
worthy point seems to be the extraordinary increase of
time devoted to dissecting.

T

FOUR YEARS’ COURSE.
First Summer.—Botany, Natural History (with Practical
Classes). Examination—Botany and Natural History.
First Winter.—Chemistry, 9-10; Dissecting, 10-1 ; Anato
mical Lecture, 1-2; Practical Chemistry. Examinations in
Chemistry and Practical Chemistry.
Second Summer.—Dissecting ; Practical Physiology.
Second Winter.—Anatomy Demonstrations, 9-10; Surgery,
10-II; Physiology, 11-12; Hospital, 12.30-2; Dissecting, 2- .
Examination in Anatomy and Physiology.
Third Summer.—Hospital, 12.30-2; Practical Pathology
;
Practical Materia Medica
; Surgical Tutorials. Examina
tion in Anatomy and Physiology.
Third Winter. Medicine, 9-10; Surgery, 10-11; Materia
Medica, 2-3 ; Pathology, 3-4; Clinical Surgery, 12.30-2. Ex
amination in Pathology and Materia Medica.
Fourth Summer.—Fever Cliniques,
; Eye or Medical
Diagnosis, 9-10; Midwifery, 10-n ; Hospital, 11-2; Medica
Jurisprudence, IO-II. Dispensary, Midwifery cases, Mental

Fourth Winter.—Medicine, 9-10 ; Surgery, 10-n ; Midwifery,
2-3; Hospital, 11-2; Tutorials.
.
Fifth Summer.—Medical and Surgical Chmques ; Final Examination.

7-
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The great topic in theatrical circles during the past
three weeks has been that of the fire-fiend, and as long
as subscriptions continue to be collected for the suf
ferers, so long will the importance of the subject
remain before us. When, however, the walls of the
ill-fated Grand Theatre at Islington are re-erected, we
shall again placidly and innocently inhale the fire
proof doctrine with our every breath.

The horrors of the Exeter fire have been long for
gotten, and in a very few months the Islington and
Bolton playgoers will , cease to remember the occur
rences which, had they happened during their respec
tive entertainments, would have caused the inevitable
death, by suffocation or fire, of hundreds of the
audience.

One cannot help being sorry for Wilmot, the unfor
tunate lessee of the Grand ; but one has a right to
ask when the theatrical architects will build houses in
which one can sit with the positive certainty that an
interval of ten minutes will not find an inconceivable
cinder reposing on one’s stall, in place of the flesh and
blood previously enjoying the performance.
1 imes out of number have I endeavoured to im
press upon London managers that their houses could
be made positively fire-proof, and at comparatively
little expense. Times out of number have I denounced
the sham “ protections,” not forgetting the heavy, un
wieldy, and expensive iron curtain, which causes me
the greatest amusement every time I go to the Prince
of Wales 'theatre.
Briefly, this is what I have suggested, and which
will have to be adopted in the construction of all new
theatres:—(i) A sliding roof, which can be removed to
ventilate the theatre for several hours during the day
time. This would cause a free current of air to pass
through the gridiron, the wings, the stage in particular,
and the building in general. I fancy I hear a manager
squeaking, “ How about the dust?” Well, very pos
sibly it would not ruin even the most economical
manager to pay a few shillings extra a week to have
the place dusted every day after the roof has been
readjusted, an hour or so before the performance.
The result of this ventilation would be that the grid
iron, cloths, wings, and flies would be rendered far less
inflammable, whereas now, from year’s end to year’s
end, all fixtures and accessories are fiercely baked by
innumerable gas-jets, and, like tinder, are ready to
ignite upon the bare suspicion of a light.

Secondly, soak all cloths, scenes, &c., in a solution
of tungstate of soda ; or, better still, paint all scenery
on asbestos cloth, which is absolutely uninflammable. I
have personally procured various specimens of asbes

tos, suitable for scenery, cloths, cordage, &c., and have
blown the said specimens up with gunpowder; soaked
them in methylated spirits; put them on the fire and
gloated over them; but in no instance have I sueceeded in making the asbestos itself burn. Tit
spirits, as a matter of course, ignited on the material
which, after the flames had spent themselves, remains
uninjured.
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Thirdly, stretch all scenes on metal; and (4)-coat 0 orchestra st
all woodwork with a mixture of size and whiting, mixei : only a mode
with a solution of alum. This will be effectual in pre fi sion was ere
venting the wood readily catching fire. (5) Let tit : tag his hat
curtain be of asbestos, half a foot thick, heavily I string, and ]
weighted, and descending in a steel or iron groove, 0 with the at
which will keep it firmly in position.
This curtain 11 diversion fe
would be comparatively inexpensive, whilst the iron captured th
curtain costs about £600 ■, requires a specially buill 11 thus depriv
concrete wall to support it, and takes about three 11 implements
minutes to descend, in which time the fire could l[ gallery habi
readily reach the auditorium. A curtain that has been
much advocated is an india-rubber bag, of a foot or so : The Sav
in diameter, filled with water. The result of a fire 1' M‘Neill my
would be to burn a hole in the rubber, and give the . For the firs
stallites and pittites the benefit of the water.
: Savages wa:
journalist;
Another great “improvement” is the possession d said Savage
of automatic sprinklers, guaranteed to wash the 7 over the d
ground floor into the street in two minutes! But l: close at h;
enough. I have pointed out that the efficient venti t meanour tl
lation of the flies and gridiron is of the -greatest im : country, coi
portance, as in nineteen out of twenty cases it is there .1 by the nigl
that the fire originates. Let managers render that : tinually anc
portion of the house safe,' and there is next to nothing : considered
to fear. . As it is, during the pantomime season, when r death annu
the gas is brought into fullest requisition, it is sur 1 and’ ruffianprising that an accident does not occur at least every
week.
“Last 1
1 should thir
At the theatres there is little variety, as King left the co
Pantomime will reign for another month at most of the Drury Lanhouses. Drury Lane maintains its reputation for ■Violet Cai
gorgeous and panoramic display; whilst Covent fictional ti
Garden wisely goes in more for the comic element, attentions
and consequently provides a more amusing pro
The Wi
gramme. 1 he Empire Palace is now in full swing
with its ballets and varieties ; yet only two months judge from
ago, when invited to visit the place, the auditorium my visit, d
was boarded over, and from floor to roof a mass of Ghost Sho
scaffolding, peopled by swarms of workmen, on whom Channel r
Messrs Harris, Edwardes, and Nicols beamed ser- abouts, w
aphically.
Of the varieties, commend me to the sense-bewi
dashing Charles Godfrey and the taking Eugenie and the 1
Edwards, upon whom I smiled my choicest and my coryphees h
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’ Gascoigne modestly styles it. “A Frog he would
; a-Wooing go” was in process of performance, but
r what struck me even more than the tasty dancing of
1 the tarantula, was the comparative peacefulness of the
i audience. To one who has always been accustomed
i: to behold ladies sucking oranges in the private boxes
:i (subsequently distributing the pips, with delightful
1 impartiality, amongst the musicians), and gentlemen
: in their shirt-sleeves partaking of whelks in the
orchestra stalls, it was simply astounding to behold
: only a moderately agitated audience. A slight diver
it sion was created by a gentleman in the gallery lower1: tag his hat (which concealed a heavy weight) by a
I string, and playfully dabbing the pittites over the head
1; with the aforesaid weight; but even this innocent
. diversion fell somewhat flat, as an irate pittite shortly
captured the hat and weight by cutting the string, and
11 thus deprived the gentleman in the gallery of his
implements of sport, much to the chagrin of the
gallery habitues.

The Savage Club is now quieting down, for the
M‘Neill mystery seems in a fair way to be solved.
For the first week, the Savoy was positively alive with
Savages wanting to know the fate of the unfortunate
journalist; then, when the body was found, the afore
; possession said Savages clustered in their club-rooms and gloated
wash the over the details. Meanwhile the Junior Garrickers,
.utes ! But l: c^ose at hand, preserved a calm and equable decient venti- meanour throughout. It is a disgrace to a civilised
greatest ini- country, considering the numbers who leave Bologne
s it is there by the night-boat, that the quay should not be con
render that tinually and efficiently patrolled, especially when it is
to nothing considered that some fifty or sixty people meet their
ason, when death annually by accident or design on this dangerous
1, it is sur- and ruffian-haunted spot.
least everj
“Last Nights of the Sultan of Mocha!” So I
should think, when the two props and mainstays have
', as King left the concern; Mr C. J. Danby now appearing at
nost of the Drury Lane as one of the Wicked Brothers, and Miss
utation for Violet Cameron taking a well-earned rest from the
st Covent fictional trials of Dolly, and the unpleasantly real
c element, attentions of Mr De Bensande.
rsing pro
The World’s Fair at the Agricultural Hall is, to
full swing
vo months judge from the multitude present on the occasion of
luditorium my visit, doing exceedingly well this year. The usual
a mass of Ghost Show, Waxworks, Richardson’s Drama,. Circus,
, on whom Channel Tunnel Railway, Boat and Horse Round
abouts, with innumerable other ear-splitting and
amed sei
sense-bewildering atrocities, retain their old places,
ne to the
; Eugenie and the many maidens who officiate as fairies or
coryphees have come up smiling again, as they have
it and my
done for Christmases innumerable ; one seductive
damsel of about eighty summers confidently inform
ing me that I should be the proud possessor of a wife
I entered
and two children ere the year be out. Vade retro,
:r class of
Sathanas ; I sincerely hope not !
re, as Mr
Jonathan Wild.
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University Sociological Society.—At the meeting on
the 12th inst., Mr J. Arthur Thomson read a paper entitled
“ The Population Question Again.” After stating the sociologi
cal problem involved, and comparing the human aspect of it
with what occurred among animals, he gave an outline of the
different phases—pre-Malthusian, Malthusian, Darwinian,
Spencerian, and neo-Malthusian—through which the question
had passed. The respective advantages of the four last positions
were noted with their various creeds of—(1) Marry prudently,
and therefore in many cases late or. not at all ; (2) let things
rip, the struggle is good for the race, and is the main condition
of progress ; (3) increase the development, and the reproduc
tive instinct will decrease ; and (4) use artificial checks. Mr
Thomson then proceeded to notice the various criticisms—
legitimate and illegitimate—which have been made against all
the positions. Marrying late is a hardship, and tends to allow
the less evolved members to become the majority ; struggle for
the means of subsistence is not a condition of progress ; pro
gressive individuation of the race is a slow process, and tells
soonest where least needed ; too little is yet known of artificial
checks. He concluded with proposing a practical synthesis of
the different proposals varying with individual cases. A long
and vigorous discussion followed.
The Natural Science Club met on Monday, 9th January.
W. E. Fothergill read a paper on “Darwin’s Views on
Variation,” after which was enacted—

A LYRICAL DRAMA.

I.—Ghost

of

Darwin* Sings.

Tune—“ What’s a’ the Steer.”

What’s a’ the steer, kimmer,
What’s a’ the steer ?
Wad ye gainsay my theory?
Is’t heresy I hear ?
Evolution is a fac’, sir,
Evolution is a fac’ ;
Gin ye’ll deny “Survival,”
Ye’ll say that white is black.

II.—Critic Sings.
Tune—“ The Campbells are Comin’.”

The truth noo is cornin’, oho ! oho !
Man gies way to woman, oho ! oho !
It isna man’s fechtin’
But woman’s self-slightin’,
That keeps the warl’ bummin’, oho ! oho !
The langer a bairn bides in, bides in,
The farrer in wisdom ’twill win, 'twill win,
The higher its start is
The greater its part is,
That’s the truth that is cornin’, oho ! oho !
HI.—Ghost

of

Darwin Sings.

Tune-—“O Where, Tell Me, Where?
O why, tell me why, do whins ware aff the sheep,
O why, tell me why, do snails shell-hooses keep,
If ’tisna thorns and shells can guard
Against the greedy teeth,
An’ what has neither shell nor thorn
Gangs speedily to death ?
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IV.—Critic Sings.
Tune—“ There’s nae Luck about the Hoose.

Gie ilka thing its meanin’ true;
A thorn’s a stunted twig.
The lazy beast will gaither muck,
An’ sae its shell grows big.
For there’s nae growth aboot the bush
When thorny tips appear ;
There’s little life and little push
When shells and scales adhere.
V.—Ghost of Darwin Sings.
Tune— “ Last May a Braw Wooer.”

Last time o’ hot summers cam’ doon ane or twa,
When sairly the sun it did deave ye,
An’ hadna giraffe been the tallest o’ a’
The deil a giraffe it wad leave ye.
While the langest neck got the leaves o’ the trees,
The shorter necks feasted but sparely.
Sae tho Nature made necks ony size that ye please,
Giraffes wi short necks meet ye rarely.
VI.—Critic Sings,
Tune—“ Green Grow the Rashes O !
Sic ferlies rise on ilka han’,
But them it far surpasses O !
That what preserves the life o’ man
Is care amang the lasses O !
Green grow the rashes 0 !
’Tis clear to a’ b.ut asses O !
The happiest gifts that Fate has sent,
Are gien us thro’ the lasses O !

VII.—Nature

sings to the

Critic.

Tune—“ Tullochgorum.”

“Come, stop your din,” auld Nature.cried,
And lay your disputes a’ aside ;
What nonsense ’tis for folks to chide
For what was done afore them.
Let you and Darwin baith agree,
You and Darwin, you and Darwin,
You and Darwin, baith agree
To drop your gioriorum.
Let you and Darwin baith agree,
For in you baith the truth we see,
Baith man and wife are dear to me,
Let’s sing ajubilorum.
VIII.

Nature—

Tune—“ Auld Lang Syne.”

Should Nature's secrets be forgot
An’ never brought to mind,
Should a’ her workings be forgot.
In the days o’ auld lang syne ?
Ghost

and

Critic—
No, surely ! you’ll be your bit truth,
An’ surely I'll be mine ;
We’ll help to work the story oot
O’ the days 0’ auld lang syne.

Chorus Omnes—
For auld lang syne, my dear.

Ad lib.
The discovery that Darwin, or at least his ghost, spoke Scotch, is we
trust, entirely original.
’
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Dear Sir,—In the Xmas number of “The Student” it, llif the case v
a bett<
announced that an agreement has at last been come toA -prove
-.Another, an<
which the regulations will be so changed that students mayi
examined in any two of the subjects prescribed for the Firs
Professional Examination so soon as they shall have complete
their attendance upon the necessary classes. To many mini
this change, though kindly meant to lessen that burden of worl
which falls upon the hapless shoulders of second year’s met
must appear of doubtful utility.
The Summer Session commences in May, the course (
lectures being upon Botany and Natural History, of whicl
subjects, be it remembered, the student has no previous knotledge. Now although the course of lectures embraced in tha
three months is supposed to fit a student to enter the Firs
Professional in Botany and Natural History, those who have am
knowledge of the intricate and comprehensive nature of their
subjects are aware that at least twice that amount of study!
necessary, unless the examination is a mere bagatelle_ whirl
it is not; indeed, many students give a double attendance upoi
the Natural History and Botany Classes by attending th
lectures for two consecutive sessions before even attempting li
pass the exam. Thus, under present circumstances, the net
regulations, well-intentioned as they are, must be felt by maij
to possess just that amount of utility which is generally suppcseii
to be the peculiar attribute of the far-famed white elephant:
nor would it be of any practical benefit to lower the standard
of the examination, for an examination of too low a standard
ceases to take rank as an examination, and becomes a fared
So we leave the difficulty for the present, commending it,as i
subject worthy of consideration to all medical readers of “ The
Student.’’
Materia Medica.

THE UNIVERSITY POST OFFICE.
Sir,—What a pity it is that the authorities of the University
take so little interest in us beyond the lecture rooms. Even our
private correspondence is interrupted by their carelessness. Ho»
is it that our letters are placed in such heterogeneous confusion
at the entrances of both Old and New University Buildings-1 In
the Old we see about two hundred letters all placed one on the
top of another in a space large enough to hold a hundred, most
of them, too, directed to medicals. In the New there is room
or twenty-four letters; thus if two letters be directed to two
persons having the same initial, one letter is put on the top of
the other, and the bottom one might just as well not be there
at all. Why should there not be a place for medical students’
letters at the New University ? What an utter farce, too, is the
column of letters of the alphabet opposite the letters at the Old.
How seldom a letter manages to find its way to its right place!
Everything, m fact, seems to be arranged to prevent students
having their letters addressed to their University._ I am, &c.,
/ .
.
Scribe,

SLIPS AT THE PRACTICE OF PHYSIC CLASS,
Sir,—On Monday morning the 9th inst. a most disgraceful
Scrimmage took place at the students’ entrance to the Medicine
Class, for the various slips on skin diseases to be treated of in the
lecture. The results were, first, that some students had to enter
the class-room slipless, or with only such as they could get from
their fellow-students who happened to be in the thick of the
struggle ; and, second, that no few came in late, to the utter
annoyance of the Professor, who exclaimed, “It is a quarter
past nine, gentlemen ! ” This utterance, however, was received
with a shower of hisses. When he comes to be apprised of the
cause, he will, doubtless, understand the students’ demonstra
tion. In addition to the students’ valuable time being wasted,
many pf the slips were relentlessly scattered on the staircase and
trodden under foot.
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It might be stated that Monday’s medley has not been the
only one-that has occurred during the session. To prevent
such chaos and confusion, I might suggest that a pigeon-holed
JR FIRST
'box be fitted up on the staircase top, from which the students
(icould take the respective slips. This might be objected to, but
lif the case were guarded well by the janitor, I think it would
Student ” it j i:prove a better and more accessible method of obtaining them.
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Museum.—We are glad to be able to state
of the S. R.C. for the arrangement of a typical
¡gieal Lectures has been granted by the curators
al Museum. Professor Turner and Mr Simpson
p for the manner in which they have been giving
he to bring this about. Formerly the Pathoi in the museum was a heterogeneous mass of
Meets.
Now the jars which contain typical
eing selected and labelled, in Mr Simpson’s
nd it will be both a pleasure and a profit for
jven the shortest visit to the gallery.
¡have to record the death of Dr Charles Win1-known Conservative agent. His function in
was to appoint the Lord Rector’s Assessor.
timonials are at present being circulated on
:rick Geddes and Mr Arthur W. Hare. As
ze proved themselves very effective, we hope
e largely signed by their old pupils. The
s are lying in Gardiner’s, Livingstone’s, and

niversity
Students’
Representative
following gentlemen are office-bearers for the
President, Charles E. Robertson ; vice-preirkland and George H. Morrison ; secretary,
r ; assistant secretaries, Marshall B. Lang,
avidson Kempt, Harry J. Younger, and Hugh
jasurer, Hugh C. T. Young ; executive corn
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a course of lectures by the Professor of Fine Art. A new
course of lectures on 4 ‘ Economics in relation to Agriculture ”
has also been instituted.
The University Library has developed under its new librarian ;
and the Reading-room is in future to be open on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday, from 8 to io p.m.
A few changes in the Staff have to be recorded. Lord
Lothian has „become Lord Rector. Professor Norman MacGgned the chair of Scots Law, after a tenure of
p ; and Professor Dickson has died, at the early
having been for nine years professor in Edin-

»VC liavc 1UIU1C1
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x»x ixxui.igUL .j,

ivi

an Academic Hall, and the Government grant of ^"8,000 towards
Ithe purchase of the site. The building will shortly be erected
tfrom the designs of Dr Rowand Anderson.
The University has led the way to the popularisation of
culture by admitting students to a single course of lectures . on
:making a reduced payment of five shillings to the University,
and in this it has now been followed by the University of
•Glasgow. This has been specially sanctioned in the case of

J desipere in loco ” embodies a sentiment that
- iiys commended itself to the medical mind,
Ataries of 2Esculapius who do not sometimes
i of practice or the asperities of study for the
-- ' "f the muses. Else would not the Kitchen Confour, or the resident physicians and surgeons,
/ <ange it, find in their professional brethren,
dian audience so sympathetic.
'
> j ncert is one of the most important events of
, bs hardly yielding in the eyes of many to the
. , Its informality more sacred than any cere' ft—the surrounding symbols of the great art to
audience is devoted, and of the great institu^.ch is a member—the near approach of the
Christmas holidays—and, perhaps not least, the clouds of
tobacco smoke which bedim the air,—are factors in this concert
which, though extrinsic, are quite indispensable to its success,
and add indescribably to its charm.
The concert of 20th December had all the usual accessory
attractions, and was, in addition, a musical and dramatic suc
cess, the work done being of varied character and of high
quality.
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IV.—Critic Sings.
Tune—“There’s nae Luck about the Hoose.”
Gie ilka thing its meanin’ true ;
A thorn’s a stunted twig.
The lazy beast will gaither muck,
An’ sae its shell grows big.
For there’s nae growth aboot the bush
When thorny tips appearr
There’s little life and little
When shells and scales ac z
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Part I.

Tune—“ Last May a Braw Wc

Last time o’ hot summers cam’ doon ar ’
When sairly the sun it did deave ye,
An’ hadna giraffe been the tallest o’ a’ ■
The deil a giraffe it wad leave ye.
While the langest neck got the leaves < ■
The shorter necks feasted but spare!’
Sae tho’ Nature made necks ony size ti Giraffes wi’ short necks meet ye rare
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VI.—Critic Sings.
Tune—“ Green Grow the Rash
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Sic ferlies rise on ilka han’,
But them it far surpasses O I
That what preserves the life o’ r
Is care amang the lasses O !
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Green grow the rashes O !
’Tis clear to a’ b.ut asses O !
The happiest gifts that Fate has
Are gien us thro’ the lasses O

VII.—Nature

sings to the

C

Tune—“ Tullochgorum.’
“ Come, stop your din,” auld Natl
And lay your disputes a’ aside;
What nonsense ’tis for folks to chic
For what was done afore them.
Let you and Darwin baith agree,
You and Darwin, you and Darv
You and Darwin, baith agree
To drop your gioriorum.
Let you and Darwin baith agree,
For in you baith the truth we see,
Baith man and wife are dear to me
Let’s sing a jubilorum.

VIII.
Nature—

Tune—“ Auld Lang Syne

Should Nature’s secrets be for
An’ never brought to mind.L
Should a’ her workings be for
In the days o’ auld lang syr '
Ghost

and

^^OJOsy'7rfÙb

Critic—
No, surely 1 you’ll be your bit
An’ surely I'll be mine ;
We’ll help to work the story oot
O’ the days o’ auld lang syne.

Chorus Omnes—
For auld lang syne, my dear.

Ad lib.
Ihe discovery that Darwin, or at least his ghost, spoke Scotch, is we
trust, entirely original.
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struggle ; and, second, that no few came in late, to the utter
annoyance of the Professor, who exclaimed, “It is a quarter
past nine, gentlemen ! ” This utterance, however, was received
with a shower of hisses. When he comes to be apprised of the
cause, he will, doubtless, understand the students’ demonstra
tion. In addition to the students’ valuable time being wasted,
many pf the slips were relentlessly scattered on the staircase and
trodden under foot.
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It might be stated that Monday’s medley has not been the
a course of lectures by the Professor of Fine Art. A new
only one-that has occurred during the session. To prevent
course of lectures on ‘‘ Economics in relation to Agriculture ”
I ! such chaos and confusion, I might suggest that a pigeon-holed
has also been instituted.
box be fitted up on the staircase top, from which the students
< FIRST
The University Library has developed under its new librarian ;
< could take the respective slips. This might be objected to, but
and the Reading-room is in future to be open on Monday,
[b if the case were guarded well by the janitor, I think it would Wednesday, and Friday, from 8 to 10 p.m.
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prove a better and more accessible method of obtaining them,
A few changes in the Staff have to be recorded. Lord
come to, by b Another, and perhaps a better, plan would be for each student
Lothian hasj^ecome Lord Rector. Professor Norman MacS Isigned the chair of Scots Law, after a tenure of
/' ^rs ; and Professor Dickson has died, at the early
having been for nine years professor in Edin-
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Museum. We are glad to be able to state
I of the S.R.C. for the arrangement of a typical
logical Lectures has been granted by the curators
- cal Museum. Professor Turner and Mr Simpson
ie for the manner in which they have been giving
.¿me to bring this about. Formerly the Patho•n in the museum was a heterogeneous mass of
. bjects.
Now the jars which contain typical
[being selected and labelled, in Mr Simpson’s
'Mind it will be both a pleasure and a profit for
Seven the shortest visit to the gallery.
> have to record the death of Dr Charles Win,11-known Conservative agent. His function in
was to appoint the Lord Rector’s Assessor,
estimonials are at present being circulated on
atrick Geddes and Mr Arthur W. Hare. As
lave proved themselves very effective, we hope
be largely signed by their old pupils. The
brs are lying in Gardiner’s, Livingstone’s, and
lub.

Representative
NivERSiTY Students
following gentlemen are office-bearers for the
¿President, Charles E. Robertson ; vice-pre■lirkland and George H. Morrison ; secretary,
■y ; assistant secretaries, Marshall B. Lang,
Davidson Kempt, Harry J. Younger, and Hugh
Measurer, Hugh C. T. Young; executive comRanken, M.A., J. H. M‘Lean, John Pagan,
Robert Bell, J. R. Bryce, and D. M. Menzies,

t desipere in loco ” embodies a sentiment that
ays commended itself to the medical mind,
•otaries of Hisculapius who do not sometimes
s of practice or the asperities of study for the
' the muses. Else would not the Kitchen Con
cur, or the resident physicians and surgeons,
range it, find in their professional brethren,
■ an audience so sympathetic.
bncert is one of the most important events of
^ps hardly yielding in the eyes of many to the
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Its informality more sacred than any cere—the surrounding symbols of the great art to
^audience is devoted, and of the great instituich is a member—the near approach of the
Christmas’holidays—and, perhaps not least, the clouds of
an Academic Hall, and the Government grant of ^8,000 towards
tobacco smoke which bedim the air,—are factors in this concert
the purchase of the site. The building will shortly be erected
which, though extrinsic, are quite indispensable to its success,
from the designs of Dr Rowand Anderson.
and add indescribably to its charm.
The University has led the way to the popularisation of
The concert of 20th December had all the usual accessory
culture by admitting students to a single course of lectures . on
attractions, and was, in addition, a musical and dramatic suc
making a reduced payment of five shillings to the University,
cess, the work done being of varied character and of high
and in this it has now been followed by the University of
quality.
Glasgow. This has been specially sanctioned in the case of
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IV.—Critic Sings.
Tune—“There’s nae Luck about the Hoose.”

Gie ilka thing its meanin’ true ;
A thorn’s a stunted twig.
The lazy beast will gaither muck,
An’ sae its shell grows big.
For there’s nae growth abotjtpthe-hiish _
When thorny tips appear^
There’s little life and little ■
When shells and scales a<
V.—Ghost

of

it might be sta
m one - that h<
i|h chaos and c<
s be fitted up c
PROPOSED NEW REGULATIONS FOR FIRST
|ltild take the res
PROFESSIONAL.
Wie case were
Dear Sir,—In the Xmas number of “The Student” it is fc a better an
announced that an agreement has at last been come to, by mother, and per

Lefiers 16

Edifep.

Ws, comprising
i g entitled to th:
d Lastly, I trust I
t that a copy m:
lot to get it.
Il Tlusting this i

Darwin Sim

Tune— “ Last May a Braw Wc

Last time o’ hot summers cam’ doon ar
When sairly the sun it did deave ye,
An' hadna giraffe been the tallest o’ a’
The deil a giraffe it wad leave ye.
While the langest neck got the leaves ci
The shorter necks feasted but spare!’
Sae tho’ Nature made necks ony size tf
Giraffes wi’ short necks meet ye rare
VI.—Critic Sings.
Tune—“ Green Grow the Rash

Sic ferlies rise on ilka han’,
But them it far surpasses O !
That what preserves the life o’ r I
Is care amang the lasses O !
Green grow the rashes O !
’Tis clear to a’ but asses O !
The happiest gifts that Fate has \
Are gien us thro’ the lasses 0

VII.—Nature

sings to the

C:

Tune—“ Tullochcorum.’
“Come, stop your din,” auld Nate
And lay your disputes a’ aside ;
What nonsense ’tis for folks to chit |
For what was done afore them.
Let you and Darwin baith agree,
You and Darwin, you and Darv
You and Darwin, baith agree
To drop your gioriorum.
Let you and Darwin baith agree,
For in you baith the truth we see, 1
Baith man and wife are dear to ma
Let’s sing a jubilorum.

VIII.
Nature—

Tune—“ Auld Lang SyneI

Should Nature's secrets be for
An’ never brought to mind,
Should a’ her workings be for
In the days o’ auld lang syr

Ghost

and

Critic—
No, surely ! you’ll be your biC
An’ surely I'll be mine ;
We’ll help to work the story oot
O’ the days o’ auld lang syne.

Chorus Omnes—
For auld lang syne, my dear.

Ad lib.
Ihe discovery that Darwin, or at least his ghost, spoke Scotch, is, w
trust, entirely original.

their fellow-students who happened to tie m tne tmcK or tne
struggle ; and, second, that no few came in late, to the utter
annoyance of the Professor, who exclaimed, “ It is a quarter
past nine, gentlemen !
This utterance, however, was received
with a shower of hisses. When he comes to be apprised of the
cause, he will, doubtless, understand the students’ demonstra
tion. In addition to the students’ valuable time being wasted,
many of the slips were relentlessly scattered on the staircase and
trodden under foot.
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t might be stated that Monday’s medley has not been the
'y one that has occurred during the session. To prevent
rh chaos and confusion, I might suggest that a pigeon-holed
¿befitted up on the staircase top, from which the students
. FIRST
hid take the respective slips. This might be objected to, but
lithe case were guarded well by the janitor, I think it would
Indent ” it is ove a better and more accessilole method of obtaining them,
come to, by pother, and perhaps a better, plan would be for each student
» receive, on payment of his class ticket, a complete set of the
1^5., comprising the whole two years’ course. The students
2 entitled to this complete serial set of slips.
,1 Lastly, I trust the slip on “hair and hails” will soon be revived,
t that a copy may be given to those who were unlucky enough
lot to get it.
ITlusting this matter will receive attention, I am, yours, &c.,

J’

Cinivcrsi'y IJofes.
Edinburgh Statistics.—A report has recently been pubIshed from which it appears that during the past year the total
lumber of matriculated students was 3459? as against 2530 in
1:877, and 1515 in 1867. Of this total 999 were enrolled in the
Faculty of Arts, 99 in the Faculty of Divinity, 487 in the
Faculty of Law, and 1874 in the Faculty of Medicine. Of the
vtudents of medicine, 793 (or over 42 per cent.) belonged to
Scotland, 676 (or about 36 per cent.) were from England and
AVales, 38 from Ireland, 65 from India, 259 (or nearly 14 per
pent.) from various British Colonies, and 43 from foreign
countries.
From the graduation lists of 1887, it appears that 119 students
¿took the degree of Master of Arts (M.A.), 6 the degree of Doctor
fol Science (D.Sc.), 18 the degree of Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.),
rand 18 that of Bachelor of Divinity (B.D.). In the Faculty of
jJLaw there were 7 Bachelors of Law (LL.B.), and 2 Bachelors
io'f Law (B.L.) ; and in the Faculty of Medicine 57 candidates
Hook the degree of Doctor of Medicine (M.D.), and 212 took
jbthe conjoined degrees of Bachelor of Medicine and Master of
kSurgery (M.B. and C.M.).
The aggregate annual value of the University Fellowships,
(scholarships, bursaries, and prizes now amounts to about ¿8,000,
!vwhile many others of considerable value are in the gift of private
b patrons.
The Certificate of Literate in Arts (L.A.) was taken by 5
k candidates, and certificates in Arts for women were gamed by
j[ 14 candidates who had studied in the classes of the Edinburgh
-Association for the University Education of Women. At the
local examinations held in June last at various centres through: put the United Kingdom, and also abroad, the number oi
candidates who appeared for examination was 932, showing an
increase of 93 as compared with the number for 1886. Of these,
: 421 passed in the preliminary subjects, 290 for the junior ceiti
cate, and 196 for the senior certificate.
From the above figures it will be seen that the University
approximately maintains the level of the two preceding years.
■
Better progress will doubtless be made when the expected
Universities Bill has passed into law.
To the endowment of the University have, been added, 101
scholarships and bursaries, fully ¿8,000 capital; and to
e
teaching, Lord Gifford’s bequest of ¿25,000, under whiclr a
lecturer on Natural Theology will soon be appointed.
We have further to record Mr M‘Ewan’s gift of ¿5°>°00 or
an Academic Hall, and the Government grant of ¿8,000 towards
• the utter
the
purchase of the site. The building will shortly be erected
a quarterfrom the designs of Dr Rowand Anderson.
.
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a course of lectures by the Professor of Fine Art. A new
course of lectures on “Economics in relation to Agriculture ”
has also been instituted.
The University Library has developed under its new librarian ;
and the Reading-room is in future to be open on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday, from 8 to 10 p.m.
A few changes in the Staff have to be recorded. Lord
Lothian has become Lord Rector. Professor Norman MacPherson has resigned the chair of Scots Law, after a tenure of
twenty-two years ; and Professor Dickson has died, at the early
age of fifty-two, having been for nine years professor in Edin
burgh.
Anatomical Museum.—We are glad to be able to state
that the request of the S.R.C. for the arrangement of a typical
series of Pathological Lectures has been granted by the curators
of the Anatomical Museum. Professor Turner and Mr Simpson
deserve all praise for the manner in which they have been giving
their holiday time to bring this about. Formerly the Patho
logical collection in the museum was a heterogeneous mass of
unintelligible objects. Now the jars which contain typical
specimens are being selected and labelled, in Mr Simpson’s
excellent style, and it will be both a pleasure and a profit for
students to pay even the shortest visit to the gallery.
We regret to have to record the death of Dr Charles Win
chester, the well-known Conservative agent. His function in
the Universities was to appoint the Lord Rector’s Assessor.
Students’ testimonials are at present being circulated on
behalf of Mr Patrick Geddes and Mr Arthur W. Hare. As
both teachers have proved themselves very effective, we hope
that both will be largely signed by their old pupils., The
testimonial papers are lying in Gardiner’s, Livingstone s, and
the Students’ Club.
iq
v

Glasgow University Students’
Representative
Council.—The following gentlemen are office-bearers for the
ensuing year -.—President, Charles E. Robertson ; vice-pre
sidents, Hugh Kirkland and George H. Morrison ; secretary,
lohn H Harley ; assistant secretaries, Marshall B. Lang,
M.A., George Davidson Kempt, Harry J. Younger, and Hugh
Black M.A. ; treasurer, Hugh C. T. Young ; executive com
mittee, Ewen A. Ranken, M.A., J. H. M‘Lean, John Pagan,
J. D. Outram, Robert Bell, J. R. Bryce, and D. M. Menzies,
M.A.

w

ULCE est desipere in loco ” embodies a sentiment that
has always commended itself to the medical mind.
There are few votaries of Æsculapius who do not sometimes
relax the anxieties of practice or the asperities of study for the
o-entler worship of the muses. Else would not the Kitchen Con
cert be in such favour, or the resident physicians and surgeons,
who annually arrange it, find in their professional brethren,
senior and junior, an audience so sympathetic.
The Kitchen Concert is one of the most important events 01
thé session, perhaps hardly yielding in the eyes of many to the
classical “Reid.” Its informality more sacred than any cere
monial convention—the surrounding symbols of the great art to
which each of the audience is devoted, and of the great mstitu
tion of which each is a member—the near approach of the
Christmas holidays—and, perhaps not least, the clouds of
tobacco smoke which bedim the air,-are factor!sin1 *ls
which, though extrinsic, are quite indispensable to its success,

D

a11 «-¿T1 acœssory
attractions and was, in addition, a musical and dramatic suc
cess, the work done being of varied character and of high
quality.
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Over Dr Drinkwater’s musical sketches the house nearly
killed itself; and there were few who can even now think of Dr
Grevilles “Cork Arm” without laughing outright, or whose
sides were not sore while it was in progress. Dr Boddie’s “ So
German you know ” was good and well done, but we near the
stoves wished his voice had been stronger. Of the songs it is
difficult to say anything but praise. For ourselves, Mr Kerpen’s
Queen of my Heart ” and, later on, his “Gipsy John,” Dr
Hepburn s rendering of Handel’s “Revenge, Timotheus cries,”
and his encore, “Mary Morrison,” and Mr Meadows’s encore song
pleased us most. Sooth to say, however, we joined heartily in the
roar of applause which rent the smoke as each performer finished
his task. The “Toreador” presents difficulties which Mr
Meadows hardly overcame ; nor could one expect il The
Speaker s Eye ” would be sung with all Toole’s gusto, though
pernaps the comedian never had the pauses in the chorus so well
whistled.
The
de resistance of the evening was the “British
1 atrol symphony by the residents. The music is attractive,
and the orchestral combination of penny trumpet and bones,
with instruments more authoritatively recognised, gave a spice
of humour to the piece. Once or twice Dr George Wilson, who
wielded the baton, had to call some of his men to order : but
in general it was well done, and thoroughly enjoyed. It remains
to be said that Mr Carl Hamilton’s ’cello solos were delightful.
We should rather have missed anything than Mr Lazarus’s violin
solo
La Folette,” and a trio by Messrs Carl Hamilton,
Lazarus, and Slaytor (the last at the piano), was cheered to the
echo by all.
Nor can any of us forget that it was at the K C. of 1887 that
we saw for the last time one who had won a warm place in every
students heart. Professor Dickson seemed to some of us a
little wearied that night, and his fingers ran a little listlessly
over the keys ; but his playing—marked by all his usual taste—
ot some Scottish airs will be held in memory by his brethren
and his former students : to most of them it was his farewell.
Aconite.

Cambridge». Edinburgh University.—This fixture was
ib™ n
> ™ TT’/he Sround of
Academicals, on
e 2lst December 1887 before a large concourse of spectators.
1 his was the first appearance of a Cambridge team on a football
ground in Scotland, and, consequently, the contest evoked great
interest which was heightened by the fact that the visitors had
the week before easily beaten Oxford. Th? decision, therefore
of th‘S engagement would indicate the position our team would
hold in the football world with English Universities. It has
now been clearly shown, judging by results, that it occupies the
premier place in this world. This ought to be, and we are
certain it is to us, as students of Edinburgh University, an
extremely gratifying position for our XV. to be in.
Notwithstanding the hard state of the ground, the play was
throughout the match exceedingly fast and brilliant. From its
commencement to its conclusion our men were scarcely ever
seriously pressed. Their form was admirable ; and they mauled
and followed up with a vigour which was to those of us who
had seen their listless style in previous matches, quite a treat
The forwards were never off the ball, and the dribbling of on¿
or two of them was very effective. In this respect Huskie and
M Ewen shone most, but for all-round hard work Robertson
must be praised. C. Reid played one of the finest games he
has ever been known to have played, and his presence in the
XV. w-as a great source of strength to it. Among the other
forwaids, Clayton Simpson, Davies, and Bellamy did good work
—Clayton Simpson especially playing with much of his old
dash.
The game of the quarters on this occasion was the most
judicious and unselfish that has been seen in the University
team this year. Shiels tackled, saved, and passed in a praise-

worthy manner ; while Young must be congratulated on the
smart way in which he secured the first try.
The halves played as if they well knew that the honour of |>
the University was at stake; and we cannot refrain from codl
plimenting them on the excellence of their form. Of the three •
Stevenson was easily best, and he played an exquisite game'
his passing, kicking, and tackling being alike neat and precise’ ■
Smith at the beginning of the match was in capital form, audit I
was wholly through his exertions that Young scored his tn
His run was the prettiest piece of play of the game. Johnson I
was good, but the ground was evidently too slippery for him,
Chambers, at full-back, shone in a marvellous manner, his work I
at various times exciting great enthusiasm among the spectators
No. 6.
and entitling him to be classed as one of the safest and most I
brilliant of present full-backs. Team
Back, H. F. Chambers' :
half-backs, C. A. Johnson, H. J. Stevenson, W. C. Smith’ ■
quarter-backs, L. W. Young, J. Shiels; forwards, D. Huskiel ’
A. Robertson, C. Reid, M. M‘Ewen, C. Simpson, H f’ ’ Edinburgh Ui
The Great Sy
Menzies, H. R. Bellamy, W. Davies, G. Van der Wal.
S.R.C. Notes
The following members of the XV. were chosen to play for • Innominate C
Students’ Son.
Edinburgh against the South of Scotland
Back, Chambers'
Letters to the
forwards, Huskie and Robertson. Reserves
Half-backs, w’
Logic Ch
C. Smith ; quarter, C. Johnson ; forwards, Stevenson and I The
University Nc
Simpson. Owing to accidents, and to several of them being out: ; I'he Seven Ar
University Hi
of town, only Robertson and Stevenson of those picked couldi
Hospital Nott
play, and as there was still a vacancy behind the scrimmage.
Publicity of E
Shiels was asked to fill. We were glad to see that all three
A Budget of 1
acquitted themselves well.
Poetry:—
“ In Praif
Shiels also appeared in the London Scottish team in their
In a Gard
match with the .Wanderers at Raeburn Place, and did a lot of '
Philosoph
work for the visitors.
Edinburgh University ». St Andrews University.The meeting of these two Universities took place at Corstorphine.
and resulted in a win for the ’Varsity of two tries to nil. Our team
BJirjki
was by no means a strong one, Huskie, Chambers, Johnson,
cnmjSr.n’ Young, and Field being absentees, but the men who
The foil
filled their places played a very good game. The play, at first,
students wil
was very fast, and was wholly in favour of the Edinburgh XV,,
it was during the first half that both points were scored I
With their former characteristic instincts strongly alive, however
Dear Si
omrnen in the second half settled down to play the old garni
Members ol
o go as you please.” This form is in some measure excusable,
held in thi
for this was their first game since the Christmas holidays,
Tuesday, 3
out they must take care not to let old associations get the
urgent and
upper hand. Stevenson captained the team and made himseit
well heard all over the field. The best of the backs were Smith,
Prudes, and Shiels, while forward Van der Wal, Hope, Wilson,
and Davies, and Robertson after he came forward, played a strong
game, and J. Dudgeon, the Collegiate captain, who kindly cor
rented to fill a vacancy in the ’Varsity team. Team
Back,
L. Thomas ; half-backs, W. C. Smith, R. J. Pope, A. Robert
son ; quarter-backs, J. Shiels and Prudes; forwards, L E.
Stevenson, H. F. Menzies, G. Van der Wal, H. R. Bellamy,
W. Davies, J. A. Hope, Wilson, Dudgeon, and R. Cameron.

--------
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Edif©FIqI IJoifcc.
AVe regret that we have not yet been able to com
plete the arrangements for regular issue, and as we
cannot delay issue any longer, The Student must still
be a casual.

^po Gori?csp0r)Je.r)fs.
Communications must be written on one side of
the paper only, and must be addressed to the Printing
Office, 6a Bristo Place.
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He Wouldn’t be a Turk.

The Moslem maidens are very fair,
With Dragons to fend their chastity ;
And a man may marry a dozen there;—
A Turk, methinks, I should like to be !
For love and bliss I would then resign
The world beside, and all its work :—
“ But the Faithful may not look upon wine,”—
Then I do not care to become a Turk 1
in.

Wise Words of
The following notice has been issued. We hope that all
students will attend :—
Students’ Club,
3 Park Street, 26M January 1888.
Dear Sir,—You are requested to attend a Meeting of the
Members of the Club and others interested in its welfare, to be
held in the Humanity Class-Room, Old University, on
Tuesday, 31st January, at 5.15 p.m., for consideration of very
urgent and important business.
Yours sincerely,
JAMES A. LOWSON,
Hon. Secy.
All Students Invited.

Il

reuse 0

»
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^Translationsfrom Lessing).
i.

Ancient Taste.
0 settle “ which had the finer taste,
Ancients or Moderns ? ” why do you haste—
Leading yourselves a learned dance—
To find out what folk say in France?
France isn’t, as far as I can tell,
The land where all true oracles dwell.
You can’t do better than listen to me :—
Both Taste and Wit, as I opine,
Were common things in Antiquity,—
For every mother’s son drank wine :
Yet they had not got to the root of the matter—
For they always mixed their wine with water.

a

Glorious Bard.

Glass after glass the poet drained,
His voice grew thick, his seat unsteady;
But still he drank,—his friends restrained
And said, “ You’ve drunk enough already.”
Quoth he, then, ’neath the table sinking,—
“My worthy friends, you’re talking stuff:—
A man may well have too much drinking,
But never can he drink enough ! ” *
* Most of the Scholiasts affirm that, to be understood in the
full range and force of its sagacity, this deliverance of the Bard
(whose inspiration has never been questioned) requires to be
punctuated in hiccups. We think we understand what they
mean ; nevertheless, the point is a technical point, on which we
are painfully conscious of our incompetence to formulate an
opinion ; still more, to dogmatise on abstruse critical details
(which belong to the higher scholarship) as to where the hiccup
should come in, and in what cases the stem is reduplicated.
There is further the vexata questio as to whether there is any
really classical authority for triple hiccups,—Lachmann rejecting
the so-called locus classicus as being altogether a modern (and he
says malicious) forgery of the Neoterizontes or Teetotalers;
while even the more conservative critics incline to hold that the
particular words are a corruption of the text, referable to the too
congenial state of mind (?) of the scribe employed on the MS.
We have therefore thought best to leave it to the more accom
plished experience and educated talent of our readers to supply
the necessary touch of nature. —English Ed.
IV.

The Power

of

Wine.

Water is weaker far than wine,
Even teetotalers opine :—

7o

^be Student
Yet water will rend an oak asunder,
Or carry houses to the sea ;
Need it, then, be any wonder
That wine has made a mess of me ? *

Neote Rostís.
* There is an unsettling vagueness about the last line, which
disturbs us. . We therefore thought it our duty to interrogate
Neote Rostis in presence of the Student Council of Ten.
“Expression purely metaphorical,” he says,—“purely meta
phorical,”—and that’s all we could get out of him. Our
principal “Poetry” editor—who is rumoured to have been
plucked in English—opines that the metaphor is taken from the
ways of Examiners; while our “ Convivialities ” correspondent,
who attends “Suppers,” “Presentations,” &c. (he was pre
ordained to that duty, by token of an indestructible constitu
tion), suggests, with some hesitation, that it “refers-to state of
your things,—next morning, you know.” This is realistic,
however,—and Neote Rostis had said “purely metaphorical.”
Our Cricket editor doesn’t know what the Convivialities man
means to imply, but for his part he’d have thought “ making a
mess of a fellow meant playing the----- (we didn’t catch the
word ; presumably a technical term) with his stumps.” The
word stumps is certainly suggestive. Perhaps the meaning
a er a 1S’
had not left him “a leg to stand on.” In
that case our Convivialities man was not altogether wrong either
he was on the right track.—Ed. Student.------------------- °

0 ©peaf €>ynpp0srunp.
NDOUBTEDLY the greatest event in Univer
sity social life this season has been the Sym
posium which took place in the Drill Hall on
20th of this month. Nothing of the sort has been
atrempted on so large a scale since the Tercentenary
and the Amusements Committee of the S.R.C. deserves
our most hearty congratulations on the excellence of
the programme which was offered on this occasion.
The hall itself presented a most attractive appear
ance, and the music played by the band of the
Q.E.R.V. helped to fill up the time while the audi
ence was gathering. By 7.30 over fifteen hundred
men must have taken their places round the tables
and the number increased considerably later on.
’
c 1^t
^Principal appeared on the platform,
followed by a large number of professors, University
magnates, and distinguished guests, — Mr Huskie
President of the S.R.C., representing the students^
Sir William Muir took the chair, and explained that
Lord Lothian, who had been unavoidably detained
in London, had come down to Edinburgh during the
day, and would join us shortly.
Gaudeamus was then sung, accompanied by
the band. It is a pity that this, and our other student
song Alma Mater, are not more generally known
Whenever we sing them, we sing them badly, although
a very little private rehearsal could not fail to produce
a great change for the better. It would be well also
on such occasions to watch the conductor’s baton.
Mr Tibaldi’s song “The Outpost” was splendidly
sung, and was well heard even at the back of the hall.
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Mr Carl Hamilton then played Gohtermann’s well '
known andante for the ’cello, and, being recalled tgave “The Bluebells of‘Scotland.” A slight un-r
certainty in the accompaniment was noticeable in I
one arpeggio passage, and the tone of the ’cello was h
hardly sufficiently full for so large a hall, but the •
sweetness and accuracy of Mr Hamilton’s playing were '
irreproachable. Mr W. G. Stevenson then told his i
humorous story of “ Wee Johnnie Paterson,” and in ::
response to a general encore gave a most realistic (
imitation of a ploughman’s attempt at singing in y
public. Mr Guthrie is always expected to sing well E
and certainly did not disappoint his audience by his i:
rendering of “ Speed on my Barque ” and “ Queen of IJ
my Heart.” Mr M‘Ewen, who throughout the even-1
ing was unwearying in his labours as accompanist, t,
now came forward as a soloist, and played a well 1
known minuet and trio by Schubert. As is too often t,
the case, the talking made it impossible for a large c
part bf the audience to hear the pianoforte. This is
much to be regretted, as Mr M‘Ewen’s playing, if ;
somewhat lacking in animation, was very well worth h
hearing indeed.
At this point the band struck up “ See the Conquer- •
ing Hero,” which was soon drowned in the cheers of :
the audience, as Lord Lothian made his appearance:
on the platform. Benches and tables were mounted,
sticks were waved, and in every way possible the new t
Lord Rector was made welcome on this his first
meeting with the students. After being introduced t
by
the Sir William Muir, his Lordship took the chair, and 1
made a short speech, after which the singing of “He:
is a jolly good fellow ” was evidently more than a i
mere matter of form.
Mr Sinclair, whose voice and popularity won him i
loud applause, next sang “ Anchored ” and “ I fem :
no foe,” accompanied by Mr Nagel. Some first-rate:
bagpipe music which followed was highly appreciated, ,
and then Dr Drinkwater gave us one of his musical!
sketches, which are always such a treat. Two classical .
songs, a romance from Gounod’s Faust, sung by Mt •
Meadows, and “Revenge Timotheus cries,” by Dr'
Hepburn, were not listened to with the attention
which they deserved. Dr Hepburn overcame the
difficulties of vocalisation in Handel’s song in a highly I
satisfactory manner. Messrs Hudson and Scott, as
niggers, gave a first-rate banjo performance, after
which the first part of the programme was brought to
a close by the singing of “ Rule Britannia.”
After the interval, which was filled up with dance
music from the band, “ Alma Mater ” was sung. Pro
fessor Armstrong then sang “Simon the Cellarer,”;
but by this time many of those who remained in the
hall were bent on making a disturbance, and the song
was hardly audible amid the babel of voices and
thumping of sticks. Dr Greville’s recitation of the
“Cork Arm” was visible, and was loudly applauded
at the end, but was quite inaudible. The same may
be said of Mr M‘Ewen’s second solo, of Mr Lyell’s
recitation, of Mr Croall’s banjo song, and of Mr
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nann’s well 1 Mercer-Adam’s musical sketch. Those only who
ng recalled, < were close to the platform were able to know what
slight un- ■ was lost by the ungentlemanly conduct of the rowdies.
aticeable in - All thoughts of finishing the programme had to be
e ’cello wash abandoned, and, after a vote of thanks to the Chair
ill, but the ■ man, the concert closed with “ Auld lang syne ” and
playing were ' “God save the Queen.”
en told his i ' The scene of confusion which followed was dis
on,” and in graceful. It was long before the hall was cleared,
ost realistic J and then a procession was formed, some fifty or sixty
singing in strong, which went howling through the streets. Much
to sing well, < of this disturbance arose, no doubt, from outsiders
ence by his i: obtaining tickets; but the student part of the audi
“ Queen o(L| ence was, nevertheless, much to blame. If, on a
t' the even- g similar occasion, the Council will take steps to. pre
ccompanisu b vent any except students from obtaining an entrance
ryed a well I into the hall, and if every man who wishes to enjoy
is too often t, a good concert will do his utmost to prevent his
for a large c friends from talking during the performance, and
:e. This is from drinking more than they are able to carry, there
playing, if ; will be less danger of our University being disgraced
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Jf'ljilosopt)!® ^sop^ier.
Alas ! for all the simple youths
Philosophers inveigle;
For ever haggling over Kant,
And canting about Hegel.
Kant is enthroned in the head,
And heart, and mouth, and liver;
Alike in laughter, word, or act,
There’s nought but Kant for ever.
There’s nought but arrogant parade
Of lion’s skin and mane;
But then the donkey melody
And manner still remain.

What signifies precisesi phrase
In Calderwoodian way,
If you can never see, as well
As think, the thing you say ?
What signifies to know the “why,”
And never see the “what?”
’Tis by the fruit you know the root,—
Why let the apple rot ?

Ir) er SrarJer).
LOWN like a summer wind over the flowers,
Out to the mists of a pathless sea,
Lazily travel the golden hours
On to the bourne of Eternity.

B

Laden with languid and warm delight,
Dealing out pleasure and peace as they pass;
Never a speck in the cloudless height
Throwing its shadow across the grass.
Beautiful moments that vanish thus—
What do they leave when the day is done ?
Only an exquisite joy in us,
Born from the kiss of the wind and sun.
Only a lesson from flower and leaf,
Peacefully rocked in the drowsy air;
Waxing and withering, void of grief,—
Safe in the Power that placed them there.

Only the lesson the lilies teach,
Fair in their God-given garments drest,—
Showing that, far above labour’s reach,
Heights may rise to be won by rest.
Seasons of struggle and toil and tears
Raise us an inch above the sod;
But in hours like this the spirit hears
Messages whispered straight from God.

But that you even know the “ why ”
Is matter of delusion :
You nibble at a platitude,
And quibble a conclusion.
Alas 1 for all who are restrained
By philosophic tether !
Can any mind grow fat upon
Unmitigated blether?
Alas 1 for all the simple youths
Philosophers inveigle;
For ever haggling over Kant,
And canting about Hegel
William Blum.

Union Debates.—The next Union debate—open to all
students and graduates—will be held in the Oddfellows’ Hall,
on Tuesday, 31st inst., at eight o’clock. Motion : “That the
constitution of the House of Lords should be amended by the
elimination, so far as possible, of the hereditary principle.”
Proposed by Mr D. B. Bogle (Faculty of Arts). Amendment:
“ That the House of Lords as at present constituted is, on the
whole, agreeably with the peculiar national development and
political traditions of the country, the best possible form of a
Second Chamber.” Proposed by Mr L. C. D. Douglas
(Faculty of Arts).

Irjrjorpiriafe Siala.
M. A.

Meeting at 8 p.m. on Friday, 3rd Feb. Business—Election
of Members ; Paper—“ Students’ Halls,” by the Secretary.
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But this once jolly student,
So cruel were the Fates,
Lost credit with professors, and
Lost his certificates.
So in the morning, as he shaved,
He now began to say,
“ Henceforth for nought but books care I,
And pleasures bid away.”

Now, this once jolly student,
No owl’s more glum than he; '
Now dons do pat his stooping back,
And he’s got his degree.
But ever as I pass him by
I mournfully do say,
“ There was a jolly student once,
But he has passed away.”
* Originally “Lived near St Andrews Bay.”
Note.—We shall be much obliged to any one who can give us any information as to the authorship of the anonymous songs and
poems which appear in The Student. We should like to acknowledge them.—Ed.
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SUGGESTED FOUR YEARS’ COURSE.
“ First Summer.—Botany, Natural History (with Practical
Classes). Examination—Botany and Natural History.
First Winter.—Chemistry, 9-10; Dissecting, 10-1 ; Anato
mical Lecture, 1-2; Practical Chemistry. Examinations in
Chemistry and Practical Chemistry.
Second Summer.—Dissecting ; Practical Physiology.
Second Winter.—Anatomy Demonstrations, 9-10; Surgery,
10-11; Physiology, 11-12; Hospital, 12.30-2; Dissecting, 2- .
Examination in Anatomy and Physiology.
Third Sumiller.—Hospital, 12.30-2; Practical Pathology, ;
Practical Materia Medica,
; Surgical Tutorials. Examina
tion in Anatomy and Physiology.
Third Winter. Medicine, 9-10; Surgery, 10-11; Materia
Medica, 2-3; Pathology, 3-4; Clinical Surgery, 12.30-2. Ex
amination in Pathology and Materia Medica.
Fourth Summer.—Fever Cliniques,
; Eye or Medical
Diagnosis, 9-10; Midwifery, 10-11 ; Hospital, 11-2; Medical
Jurisprudence, 10-11. Dispensary, Midwifery cases, Mental
Diseases.
Fourth Winter.—Medicine, 9-10; Surgery, 10-11 ; Midwifery,
2-3; Hospital, 11-2 ; Tutorials.
Fifth Summer.—Medical and Surgical Cliniques; Final Ex
amination.”

Sir,—The above course of study and examination suggested
in your last, touches upon a subject of such vital moment to our
University and to ourselves, that it deserves the most earnest
consideration and comment from all who wish well to our Alma
Mater. We need hardly be told that it is the design of an
experienced and thoughtful man : it speaks for itself, and
indeed displays a very remarkable appreciation of the many
and great difficulties under which we labour. I am therefore
desirous of acknowledging, in some part, the advantages which
would, in my opinion, follow the adoption of such a course,
before I venture to offer any criticism or to suggest improvment.
In the first place, it assigns to Botany and Zoology that
preliminary, separate, and subordinate position which is proper
to them, and makes it possible for them to be dealt withj
exclusively and once for all, during our first summer session.
I cannot for one moment accept the statement of “ M. M.,”
that “all who have any knowledge of the intricate and com
prehensive nature of these subjects, are aware that at least
twice that amount of study is necessary for them.” I rather
submit that it is very hard for the frail student-mind—on this its
academical debut, and in summer time besides—to concentrate
itself on such extraneous matter, when the examination thereon
is so pleasantly remote as twelve or eighteen months ! I submit
that these two subjects are indeed so intricate and comprehen
sive, that the young student is very liable to lose their threads
of argument if simultaneously tangled in the mazes of Chemistry,
Anatomy, dissecting, and often even of hospital work. But I
maintain that any average man who is allowed to devote his
exclusive attention to these subjects during the said session, and
with the stimulus of an examination at the end of it, will acquit
himself to the satisfaction of his examiners. Lastly, it is the
duty of the examiners to enforce their standard, and no man
who can pass it should be kept back for the sake of those who
cannot or will not. [Many men, we rather think most men, do
pass the examination in Botany and Zoology, having taken out
single courses.—Ed.]
It might be well also to inform “ Materia Medica,” that the
University of London permits such of its students as pass their
preliminary with honours to enter six months thereafter for an
examination in Chemistry, Natural Philosophy, Botany, and
Zoology, including Three Practicáis !
Having thus, I hope, removed an opposition to one . of the
most liberal and judicious reforms which our University has
made during the last ten years, I return with pleasure to the
“ Course ” before us.
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We are struck at once by the fact that the daily work of each
session commences at the early hour of 9 a.m.; and I am con
vinced that all who have given any earnest thought to the sub
ject, will agree with me in feeling that we can hardly over
estimate the immense advantages—moral, social, physical, and
professional—which this early attendance would impart into
our student life.
We note also that the main stress of class, &c., &c., is placed
upon the winter sessions, the summers being, with the excep
tion of the first, left as more open ground. This arrangement
provides ample opportunity for sport and athletics to those who
are so inclined, and at the same time gives freer scope for prac
tical work, or for study of more specialised branches to those
who are more ardent or laborious. We notice also that the
hours are arranged so as to be, for the most part, continuous.
This is a great advantage, and one which should always be
aimed at in any University course. Odd or unemployed hours
here and there in the day’s work are neither one thing nor the
other ; they seldom permit either of real work or of real recrea
tion, but are, for the most part, wasted in lounging or in gossip.
I am glad to see, however, that half an hour is allowed for
lunch between the morning series of lectures and the hospital
work. There is no doubt that some refreshment is desirable
in the middle of the close work to which we are daily bound.
At present the University gives no systematic recognition to
this fact. Many students go without any lunch at all, while
many in the hurry of a moment wash down with milk and water
some ill-chewed and fermentative bun !
The advantages of passing Anatomy and Physiology at the
end of our second winter, and of studying final work along with
Pathology and Materia Medica during our third, are so univer
sally comprehended, and so earnestly demanded by all our
fellow-students, that, except for their vast importance, they
need hardly be referred to by myself Special classes on fevers,
eye, ear, insanity, &c., would be the more easily attended, and
the general opportunities for practical work enormously in
creased.
There is no doubt that if our University is to continue to
turnout the “best practical men,” in competition with other
schools, vastly more time must be bestowed on final work than
we are at present able to give.
Now, having offered my tribute of respect and congratulation
to the framer of the above most excellent syllabus, I beg to
submit to you the following suggestions com erning it.
In the first place, I consider that the second summer should
include hospital work, dressing, &c. ; and I think that the
hospital work of the second winter should include lectures on
Clinical Surgery, which should also be carried on during the
following summer and winter sessions, leaving the last three
sessions for lectures on Clinical Medicine. Out of this maximum
of fifteen months’ lectures on Clinical Surgery and ten months’
lectures on Clinical Medicine, I think at least nine months of
each should be made compulsory. Why, even our neighbour
“ The Triple ” has done this, while our great University requires
but six months of each ’ And it cannot be said of these lectures,
as of most others, that they are the boiled-down resumes of
text-books, &c., &c., of which it would be folly for the student
to attend more than a single course. They are such as to call
into play all the personal experience, the enthusiasm, and .the
pride of our teachers. Their subject matter is as diverse as it is
difficult, and is far better elucidated, by practical and personal
teaching than by its vague and rambling literature.
Referring again to the second winter, I see—Anatomical
Demonstrations, 9 to 10; Surgery, 10 to 11. Would it not be
better to reverse the order,—firstly, because 'the demonstrations
involve some degree of preparation and arrangement on the
* part of the anatomical staff; and secondly, because the class,
being not a compulsory one, might perhaps be ill-attended at
so early an hour of the morning. We must take human nature
as we find it.
.
.
And then I note that not only is Surgery to be attended m
the second winter, but that it crops up again in the third, and
again in the fourth ! Now I am sure that our wise lawgiver
cannot really mean this. [We believe the scheme to refer to a
’ proposal that Surgery should be arranged m two short courses,
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Junior and Senior,, the Junior to be attended in the second
winter and the Senior in the third and fourth winter, as the
student may choose.—Ed.] Systematic Surgery is a subject so
precise, so practical, and so important, that it should, like its
sis ei Anatomy be studied in a text-book as well as in lecture
notes; and the advantage of attending the same course,
re-coyenng the same period, time after time, cannot certainly be
maintained.
7
Indeed, I think that the practice of attending the same course
of lectures a second time (Clinical lectures, Cliniques, and
Practice of Physic being excluded, as standing on a different
footing) is one to be very strenuously discouraged. The waste
t°inm°n N IS TuT’ comPared with the waste of energy and of
tlXuriSTth7 S?’-S° arge a Pr°P°rtion of our students adopt
In odd to f aVTT
a- °nCe takeS n°te Ofit as a peculiarity,
an oddity, of our University, and seeks at once to analyse its
cause borne men attend twice from various personal motives,
but I am persuaded that m the vast majority of cases th!
^i^ad°“ 1S ‘° ,be-fo™d in <Iuite another connection, namely,
While «Z
7- distribution of lectures and examinations.
hile we are working for one examination, we are often
br™l g ^Yi,
'“‘T3 for another. The double burden
breaks even the camel s back ! We know we shall hive the
agaÌ? if We like‘ We therefore pay very
sufficient attention, and take very imperfect notes (often not
even correcting them), during the first course. The result is
Not'VTthrT^ ours?lvesfin full force for a second helping.’
fried’on
ri
h°r ?f°Ur syIlabus may be fairly congratm
distress T'T
e “r
arranging for the removal of this
distress. So, having eliminated Systematic Surgery from the
third winter, it would be better to compress all the other lectures
10 XTm ‘r0 tbe m°ming’S work, viz., Medicine, 9 to
IO, Materia Medica, 10 to 11 ; Pathology, n to 12 Lavin?
treataonsm2°to ^Th
T’l a?d Post-mortem demon
strations, 2 to 3 The latter are, I think, still very little apnreciated or insisted upon at this school, as compared withPthe
^°°d0"t,h0SP1.taIs’.whlle 1 thmk there can be no doubt what
ever of the prime importance of the subject, and of the perma
nent benefits to be derived from its study. As records the
fourth winter, Surgery being again eliminated, we mighThave Medicine, 9 to 10; Midwifery, Io to u ; Hospital, fr to 2 ’
I must now conclude with a suggestion, which I know will be
received with much opposition, but in which I am nevertheless
assured that all the well-wishers of our University, and a 1 who

overloaded burden
It is not the weight of our burden dull
distresses us so much as its very injudicious distribution
And now Mr Editor, with my thanks for your spac!, I Dlusl
conclude. I consider that if our University were to construct
its course on the lines laid down in the scheme before us her
graduates might well congratulate themselves on accomplish“™'
the best four-year curriculum anywhere obtainable in th
world.—I am, sir, yours, &c., &c.,
.
Alumnus Anxius. :;
CLASS SYLLABUSES.
1
Sir,—As your journal appears to be largely circulataib
amongst us, I hope that my present proposition may M
of ther<S bR C6
and “Penally by the Medical branch,]:
mu? u- 1 , .
J have often heard students complain of the'
difficulties which they experience in learning certain subjects onaccount of having no synopsis of the work. There can be little b
doubt bm that the intricacy of any matter varies as theorem
e!ucidat?on-” This is well exemplified in the more!;
difficult and comprehensive branches of study, as those of Physio- ’ ^1^°
&C' • Wlth regard t0 the k'™cr, there is not t
nor has there been, evinced any dissatisfaction whatever, becausT
Professor Rutherford, to facilitate the work of his class issues i
syllabus, but unfortunately this wise example has not bean
for there are some c,asses in
although there is a far greater need for it, the Professor! 1
have not considered it expedient to provide one. Possibly they'
may not be aware of the increased difficulties to which we t
us through theCaUSe °f haVIng n° definite Chaims to guided
that we encounter when u
revising our notes, which, though accurately taken are often •
markedly discursive
Therefor! what I propose L, that the i
Medical branch of the S. R. C. should show themselves no less =<
concerned about our welfare than their predecessors bv hkk t
this matter into consideration, so that, if possible we may ™ ‘
bYeXTof^
if n°t already bound I >
or
It
wk“ S’ yet °ne that we may hava bo™d
tor ourselves. It would be particularly useful to those medical
WiriS ‘T hbrary devouring volumes to produce
«ui emesis in tne form of a synopsis.
1
We dislike, however, disproportionate bits of pacer differas the morbid product’s °f a
Student.

lighter thaXt ^t^

displayed by them,—I mean Natural Philosophy. Abound
elementary knowledge of this subject is the Ldispen^
requisite of any really scientific man, and is indeed Timori a
necessny o every competent man of the world. Our £ or
i ,, ¿h °? has, l™b7aKl, in the introduction to his work
that Physiology (and therefore the whole of Medicine) rest
upon a tripod of Anatomy, Chemistry, and Physics. How Sn
we stand securely if one of these legs be wanting? It is a
science which pervades our Chemistrv mv
Physiology, our Medicine, in fact our Se riudfos^Thtw^
of it is shown by our men in curious and manifold wavs I
deprives us of much of the interest and enthusiasm which
might otherwise be derived from our work ; it paralyses manv
an effort at independent thought or at original investigatfon And
it cannot be said that its introduction would inSth taiì?
t°°J.much tlme from our Anatomy. You have voTT
self, Mr Editor, drawn attention to the great increase ofrime
devoted to that subject which the programme before us permits •
and considering the surpassing excellence of our1 present
anatomical teaching, alike in our University and in our^extraacademical schools I think that a man must be either very
idle or very thick-headed indeed if he cannot in three sessTSs
acquire a satisfactory knowledge of that subject. Nor can it
be truly urged that I am adding too much to our already

1

-ooqic ^l<ass.

E Christmas Essays in Philosophy have just been returned
haveCampbell Fra"
nave as usual, given a few splendid opportunities for mirth
provoking comment on his part. The subject was a «neral
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Œbe Student
Again, Philosophy is to be suspected, “because it has been
fairly proven that many men, such as Hume, have had a fair
beginning, but a very sad ending.” His sad ending is a fact in
the biography of Hume which has been forgotten, but this essay
ist seems prepared to enlighten the world.
Many, too, evidently fell into the error of supposing that be
cause they could not understand philosophical language, there
fore all language which they could not understand must neces
s Anxius. : sarily be philosophical. They applied this principle in their
’ essays with most refreshing results.
One says that “ man is by nature intuitive,” and the context
makes clear that he means by “intuitive” man’s tendency to
live in the future, as the phrase goes. This is a new meaning
ly circulate of intuition.
Another speaks of “the mythology of Philosophy in pre
tion may hel
dical branch, 1' historic times,-amid the mists of antiquity.”
Yet another, whose intentions were no doubt good, says,
iplain of the:
i subjects, on: “The true philosopher is the thinking Christian” (a remark
can be little i' ¡which, from internal evidence, we venture to conclude was not
> as the pre-b original), “who, while holding fast to Faith with his right hand,
in the motet'' will study anything else with his left.” The authenticity of this
>se of Physio-: last is indubitable.
Numbers, doubtless, quoted authorities, and did not give
there is not, t
tver, because';: their reference; some few, however, were only too eager to
ass, issues a a identify their quotations.
Notably among the latter was the essayist who attributed to
is not been:
s in which, H Cicero the following, “Entering the kingdom of heaven of
e Professors: 1 Philosophy sub persona infan tis.”
If you quote in English, and do not know your author, say
'ossibly they;
o which we t- Shakespeare,—you may be wrong, but no one now-a-days knows
is to guide is enough of the immortal bard to detect the error. In Latin this
>unter when s| (essayist evidently thought the same holds true of Cicero.
i, are often p But the phrase, “kingdom of heaven of Philosophy” (which
is, that the e> is a distortion of a remark of Bacon’s), is so evidently a metaphor
Ives no less ■ < drawn from modern ideas that he should have been warned in
, by taking j( time.
Of such remarks more might yet be quoted, but these are the
'e may pro- ■
eady bound I1 most striking results of philosophical development in Professor
rave bound .■ Fraser’s junior class during the last three months.
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LArjiVci?
The Chair of Scots Law.—The Faculty of Advocates
nominated Messrs Rankine and Goudy to the Curators as a
short leet for this chair.
The Curators have appointed Mr
Rankine.
The Universities and a Government “Leaving Ex
amination” for Secondary Schools.—In reply to the
Memorial of the Lords of Council, which we purpose to notice
at some time more in detail, the St Andrews Senatus expresses
regret that no recognition is given to the present local examina
tion system of the Universities.
Edinburgh University Court (January 23).—The only
members absent were the Rector and Rector’s Assessor. Of
the proposal to open the University Libraries to members of the
General Council of any University, the Court expressed its
general approval.
The request of a sub-committe of S.R.C. to be heard in
connection with proposals to change the regulations for the
First and Second Professional Examinations was granted, and
they were directed to appear before a meeting on 8th February,
and to furnish this week a statement of the points on which they
wish to be heard. Prof. Sir William Turner and representatives
of the Senatus have been invited to be present.
Some changes in the regulations for Science degrees were
sanctioned ; and admission at the Js. fee was granted in the
case of several courses of lectures by the Professor of Fine Art.
The following appointments of Examiners were made:— Chemistry
—Prof. W. H. Perkin, jr., Ph.D. ; Midwifery—Dr. D. Berry
Hart; Physic—Dr A. Hughes Bennett; and the appointment in
Anatomy was deferred.
tZSrii
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The Chair of Botany.—The candidates for this chair, so
far as we can hear, are Prof. Bayley Balfour, of Oxford, at
present Examiner in Botany at Edinburgh ; Mr Patrick Geddes,
at present Assistant-Professor in Edinburgh ; Prof. M‘Nab of
Belfast ; Mr George Murray, of the British Museum, and
Examiner at Glasgow ; Prof. Trail, of Aberdeen. We hope the
Curators will take the trouble to find out how the different
candidates can teach. This is important from the students’
point of view.

@71rcjosics.
A Voyage to
Edited

Lake of Learning.
Paul Wynter.

the
by

This is a delightful little brochure, written in a very pleasant
style, and poking gentle fun at some very familiar celebrities.
It is, in fact, a satire on Blakios and the Arts Faculty. The
illustrious Blakios has betaken himself to Arcady, under these
circumstances narrated by himself: “ The magnanimous Kupor,
and the mighty son of Pharlane, and the music-loving Hansonos,
have sworn to take my life if ever I venture to address another
sonnet unto them.” He has cut out a native in an intolerable
way. The outcast takes his revenge by a voyage to the Lake of
Learning, where his adventures are amusing, and where he
meets some folks whose names seem more or less familiar. We
should only spoil the story by saying much about it ; and noting
simply that the author has written for fun, and not for the sake
of pitching into anybody, and that he has written very well,
we commend the Seven Argosies to all University men who can
understand a joke, and enjoy half an hour’s pleasant reading.

University Hall.—What are things coming to? It is
almost too good to be true ? We got a card the other day which
took us to the Hall the other night, and when we had safely
weathered the corner of New College, we issued, by a most un
promising passage, into a set of prettier rooms than ever we saw
in Edinburgh. Presently we found the residents, who seem
rather to enjoy the wicked boldness which has allowed them to
discard the old tradition of a student’s surroundings and his
meal barrel, and to be rather pleased with living together.
They say that dinner is a comfort now, with always somebody
to talk to. So it is, but really are they not growing too bold ?
Who ever heard of students giving a dance ; and not only that,
but saying, “ Flannels preferred to evening dress ”? All our
doubts and difficulties were soon, however, resolved, and passed
in to a very keen pleasure as we felt the delightful effect of the
harmony of the pretty rooms, the ladies, and the gay colours of
men and women alike. We spent a delightful evening, and, in
spite of the ghost, we should think the promoters of the Hall
will have no difficulty in getting men who will be only too glad
to fill up the other two stories which are, we believe, to be
added next summer.

Vaccination.—The next class at the Western Dispensary
begins next Thursday. Those students who wish places should
apply soon.
1
We would like to draw the attention of Medical Students to
the fact that Dr Hare, who is at present Senior Assistant to
Professor Chiene, is a candidate for a Chair of Surgery in
Owens College, Manchester, and that a testimonial to his ex
cellence as a teacher is being prepared by the students. It is
hoped that all Medical Students who have not yet signed it, and
who have experienced his skill and courtesy as a teacher, will
endeavour to do so. The testimonial papers are lying in
Gardiner’s, Livingstone’s, and the Students’ Club.

Zbe Stubent

It is not likely that a right of challenge would often
be exercised, and there may be some doubt as to the i
most convenient form of expressing the privilege'
There is something to be said for giving a simple right i
ofof appeal to the conjoint examiner, but probably the i
most satisfactory method would be to grant the candi i
date the right of having a note of the questions asked
him in oral examinations, either made by the examine
and candidate, or by a shorthand writer present at the
instance of the candidate. The proposal to have ati
No. 7.
official reporter for the questions asked of all candidates would be needlessly cumbrous, and less abso
lutely free from the possibility of suspicion, that
allowing the student to have his own reporter.
: Our Lord Rector (v
The proposal is a thoroughly good one, and we j • Students’ Songs. I
should certainly like to have the academic atmosphere q Hospital Notes ..
.....................
clear of all the clouds which at present bulk some \1; s.R.c
Charles Darwin : E
what too largely in the student’s imagination.
» Athletics-............
Note.—We know ofan actual case in a University University Notes
(not Edinburgh) not a hundred miles away, in which University Societie
‘ 1 Correspondence ..
an attempt on the part of a teacher to pluck a student
who had been disorderly in class, in spite of the fact . : Poetry
The Logic Cla:
that in the examination he had reached the necessary
Ballade of a W
standard, has led to a series of examiners being
ATaleofWro
appointed specially with the view of resisting his
influence.
--------/c-ZU

TUDENTS are so hard pressed now-a-days by
the present facts of examination, that they have
little time and less inclination to think of the origin
the system. Most of them are dimly conscious of
some tradition of an old academic custom of disputa
tion, by which public exercise an alumnus showed his
qualification for masterhood. This custom has left its
marks on the language in the Cambridge words
wrangler and tripos.” But at present the utmost
extent of its remains in this country amounts to the
presentation of a thesis by each candidate for doctor
hood. How this extremely public system gave way
to the gradual encroachments of the examination ;
how the moderator’s criticisms of the thesis became
the examiner’s questions ; how the press of candidates
necessitated the help of the printer | and how the
ceremonies became less interesting and less public,__
all these are matters of history.
Change, however, has more aspects than usually are
known to the factors of it. Thus the mere abstention
of the public from the exercises, has become a denial
of their right to be present • and the old custom of
forcing the student to “sit the schools,” has been re
placed by an entire secrecy, under which the misde
meanours and caprices of an examiner, real or (more
probably often) imaginary, are entirely hid, and
/‘ jcjLiclqci
Exetrr). ^fones.
nothing is patent but the dissatisfaction of the candi
date with his examination and its result. Peculiar
I. In a Botany class exam, a man, who had done
interest therefore attaches to a proposal which has
three questions like a book, answered the fourth also
recently been under discussion, suggesting.a revival of like a book, but the wrong page.. He was asked to
the old custom. People of good deeds need not fear give an account of the arrangements for fertilisation
to live in the daylight, and publicitv will be good for in viola, and gave in place an exact account of aristoexaminers as well as others, and will take away any lochia. Had he ever seen a pansy ? The rest of his
excuse which there may apparently at present be for a knowledge was probably of the same perfection.
candidate to complain of gruff treatment or unfair
II. In a Botany’ oral the examiner handed a smart
questions at the hands of his examiner.
student a specimen which he did not recognise. He
We do not indeed give much credence to stories of was a city youth; but the examiner was kindly, and
unfair treatment by examiners. Nine out of every ten asked if he had ever seen a mushroom. “ Not raw.”
are probably due to nervousness on the part of He had surely’ seen a toadstool ; he thought he had,
the candidate, a kind of hyperesthesia for lack of long ago in the country, but he wouldn’t recognise it.
sympathy. But they are not all false; and even if they
“ Oh, that is an ordinary agaricus.” Agaricus ! oh,
were, it is well to eschew all appearance of evil. We friendly sound ! He knew all about agaricus, and
do not know how far the student has at present a
told the examiner quite fluently the whole story.
technical right to challenge an oral examination which
This was a good deal what used to happen with
he thinks unfair- but so long as we hear of a teacher
students when they met a case of measles. They
asking such questions as, “ Have you clerked in my knew all about it in the books, but left all the spotting
wards?” “Were you a medallist in my systematic to the fever.
class, or, Who is your father’s consulting physi
III. (Of the same order.) In a Botany oral, the
cian?” however innocently they may be meant it examiner had tackled a man on the vascular
would be useful to grant a challenge to any student
cryptogams, and was delighted to find the extent and
who felt aggrieved. It is possible that such questions
accuracy of his knowledge, which was so minute as to
may simply mean, “ If so, there are certain things
need the utmost attention on the part of the examiner.
which you will know so. well that I need not examine At the end, he pushed over the table a pot with the
you upon them ; ” but if a teacher does not know his
prothallus of a fern. The student had never seen
students enough to recognise them, he should certainly anything like it, and had no idea what it was. When
examine them as he would entire strangers, for mere
the examiner told, him what it was, he was immensely
attendance in a ward is certainly no guarantee for
interested ■ he knew all about prothalli, but had never
attention.
seen one.
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Twopence.

a party politician. And surely no fitter Rector could
be found than one who shows himself willing to dis
charge the other duties of the office, while he is at
the same time able to further those interests which
form the only claim for the selection of a politician
at all. In both of these respects we may look forward
to Lord Lothian’s rectorship as an unqualified success.
His appearances among us, from the Centenary Ban-

Poetry

The Logic Class .. ............ ;...............................................
Ballade of a Weary Student .............. .........................
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QCHOMBERG-HENRY KERR, ninth Marquis
of Lothian, and at present Lord Rector of our
University, was born in 1833; he is thus a man well
advanced in middle life.
As his father died in 1841 when still a compara
tively young man, he became a ward of the late Duke
of Buccleuch; and how much of what he is, and has
been able to do, he owes to. his careful upbringing ;
and to the love and discretion of that guardian, his
letter published lately on the occasion of the un
veiling of the Duke’s statue sufficiently shows.
His entrance into public life was late, owing to the
constitutional delicacy of his health ; and for long he
was known and esteemed rather for his qualities as a
good landlord, and a good man, than for any ability as
a statesman. But the return of a Conservative Govern
ment to power, and his appointment as Secretary of
State for Scotland, has of late brought him more
prominently forward. Of his ability to fill that office,
his capacity for business, and the zeal he has shown
in the interests of Scotland, it is unnecessary to say
anything here.
But it was this, his official position, coupled with
his high reputation, independently of politics and
parties altogether, which made it possible for our
University to unanimously elect him as Lord Rector,
in the room of the late Lord Iddesleigh; and events
have fully justified that choice.
As things are at present, it seems impossible for the
Lord Rector of a Scottish University to be other than
0

quet of the Dialectic Society down to the Symposium
of a week or two ago, have made his sympathy with
students so manifest, that no one can doubt but that
he has their interests deeply at heart ; and it may
safely be premised, that when matters in which we are
interested claim the attention of Government, he will
prove, as of Scotland so of the University, a warm
and powerful friend.
By the courtesy of Lord Lothian, we are enabled
to present our readers with a portrait of their Rector.
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Which I wish to remark,—
, And my language is plain,
d'hat for ways that are dark
And for tricks not in vain.
This year’s Logic Class is peculiar,—
Which the same I would rise to explain.
’Twas the day next the 3rd,
And quite mild were the skies,
Which it might be inferred
T hat the class was likewise,
Yet they played it that day upon Fraser—
Their Prof.—in a way I despise.

For there got up a stew,
In the benches behind,
Which the same for to view
All the class was inclined,
And to see. to its ultimate finis—
Which the same showed an absence of Mind.

In a way which was sin
Certain youths did contend,
Which their aid to the din
All others did lend,—
Which their conduct was painful to witness,
As I quiet remarked to a friend.
’
Enter Prof.

Which the scene it was vile
That encountered his vision,
And he stood for a while
In a state of Cognition,—
AI hich the combatants were all unconscious,
In their mad pugil-fistic ambition.
Then this soon did give way
To a state of Sensation,
And his face did display
Undisguised consternation ;
And he stood for a little quite silent,__
Which the row showed no signs of cessation.

Which he saw that the class
Needed instant Conversion,
Which at once he did pass
To a state of Exertion,
Which the Fallacy was so apparent,
That he thought of immediate Reversion.
Which “ Silence 1 ” he said,
At the pitch of his voice ;
Which the utterance made
But small odds on the noise;
Which the same at the time was terrific,
And far, very far then from choice.

Which he waited a bit,
And his face did assume
An appearance quite fit
For the sentence of doom ;
Then he grabbed up his lecture and vanished,
Quite sudden, again to his room.

.Which is why I remark,—
And my language is plain,
That for ways that are dark
And for tricks not in vain,
This year’s Logic Class is peculiar,—
Which the same I am free to maintain.
Truthful.
/H ' /lutpcZd
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I’m sick of sin (a +
I’m wearied of tedious trig.,
The significations of 77,
Detailed by the classical prig.
In fact the know-everything wig
Won’t sit on my indolent frame:
’Mong knowledge we constantly dig,
But what is the end of the game ?
I’ve dabbled in mental substrata,
Eclipsing my mind as with zig;
O’er Euclid’s elaborate data
I’ve puzzled my wits like a Whig.
On each intellectual twig
I’ve hopped like a sparrow that’s lame;
In youth it’s an interesting jig,
But what is the end of the game ? ’

One wanders from Athens to Gaeta
(The metaphor’s easy to rig),
Still watching the breezes inflate a
White sail of a fast scudding brig.
But the ocean of science is big;
Yet voyages over the same
Full many a gallant young sprig ;
But what is the end of the game ?
Envoy.

Professors, for cramming, a fig!
And grinding is tiresomely tame;
One may be as happy’s a grig,
But what is the end of the game ?
J. Malcolm Bulloch.
“Friend, go up higher.”—In a “Local” this was
one of the phrases in the question, “To whom, and
on what occasions, were the following phrases used?”
A moment of short memory and quick wit answered,
“This was said to Zaccheus, the little man, when he
was up the sycamore tree.”
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We ha’e legs to mend,
An’ we ha’e heads to heal;
An’ stiffened necks to bend,
An’ mak’ the sick folk week
Chorus—Hey ! ca’ thro’.

To mak’ the crookit straight,
An’ ease the painfu’ stang,
We’ve ignorance to fecht—
Guid send we ne’er do wrang.
Chorus—Hey ! ca’ thro’.
We bring the bairnies cheer,
An’ bid the auld man joy ;
We dry the mither’s tear,
An’the faither’s pain alloy.
Chorus—Hey ! ca’ thro’.

An’ we ha’e tales to tell,
An’ we ha’e sangs to sing ;
An’ life we’ve to live well,
An’ human joy to bring.
Chorus—Hey ! ca’ thro’.
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Students regret that Dr Woodhead has resigned the office of
Fatholegist. Dr W. Russell, at present Lecturer on Pathology,
TutOr’ and Dr Barrett, at present
Assistant to the Professor of Pathology, are candidates for the
P
• Tu“e Wh° have heard both men teach have no doubt as
to their choice.

yeue o| WVi-eijep
Oh, why did I trust you, Infirmary Clock ?
Oh why did I fondly believe you were true?
^ot yet have my feelings recovered the shock
Received when I found I’d been misled by you.
dan ?ou wear such an innocent look,
While you calmly and solemnly tell us a lie?
It surely is time that you were brought to book
And reproved for deceiving all those that pass by.

Oh, how is it then that your face remains pale ?
SI, utJ°Vh?lk twere becoming if red flush of shame'
Should to all who might look at you tell the sad tale
that the clock has gone wrong, and so lost its good name ?

Yes, cover your face with your hands, then we’ll think
“ r> a ev®rythmg honest you are not quite dead :
JJead flies, as you know, “ cause the ointment to stink,”
And even a clock should keep right in its head.

What groans you must give as you hear the time-gun,
Always right to the minute, well worthy of trust
As daily it wakes up the echoes at one :
nd you,—one would think you were choked up with dust.
By it every watch in the city is timed,
And every one listens its deep-sounding voice •
U‘/°ku’Twere the hours
y°u t0 be chimed, ’
Methinks your wronged neighbours would soon make a noise.

Untrustworthy still, you are fooling us now,
As i found to my cost when you told me I’d time •
F°r the door—it was very provoking, allow—
Had been locked : I’d a chance to show patience sublime.
°’ 1?°,W i WOnder t0 see y°u thus lie
« of t weal!,h of effrontery few could outdo •
Ofo shame !” we poor sufferers clamrously cry,
Once bit, —but well see what a protest will do.
S. R. W.

common good, and we hope that they may this year
lift the reproach from our University.
We are not so ill off as the S.R.C. in some Univer ;
sities, where “they’ve got no work to do.” Our
Council does work, and is now busy in doing very
good work, on behalf of the students, and, we need t
hardly remind them, it is also very effective work.
Thus students, in Arts and Law must be grateful tj '
the .Council for.their initiative in the proposal to open "l
the Library in the evening; and, if it has failed to M
solve the problem of heating and ventilation of Class-, -1
rooms and Library, it is because, like the perpetual-1
motion, there is, to experience, no solution.
Again, fourth-year medicals need scarcely be re- minded of the special cliniques and other advantages ;
which have been gained them; and their juniors know •
that a Commission is at present sitting, from which
they may hope for some permanent improvement in
the arrangement of their facilities of clinical study
and still further, that the Council is working hard to
win greater freedom in their admission to examinations
so that their work shall be more evenly and healthily
distributed than at present. In this we believe that
the attainment of the purpose of the Council is
practically assured, and that students now in their
first or second year will have the advantage of the
change.
In these circumstances, we should urge the students
to consider whether they can afford to give more than
one shilling for the purposes of the Council, and so
assure it of their support and loyalty on the one hand,
and make it independent of the risk of dramatic
recitals and symposia.
To the different members of Council we should like
to point out the advisability of laying before their
constituents the fact that the minimum subscription
may be exceeded.
The members of Council for second-year Medicine
will collect the annual subscription from students on
Wednesday, February 15, at the entrance to the
Surgery and Physiology Classes.
Gentlemen are
requested to leave a card with their subscription,
as a list of subscribers will be posted. The next
meeting of Council is on February 24. Notices of
motion must be lodged by February 14.
By the courtesy of the secretaries we are enabled
to present our readers with a complete list of S R C
down to date.

THE ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION.

E wish to direct the attention of all our readers
f
.subscription on behalf of the
tunas of the S.R.C., which is now being made bv the
representatives in their constituencies. "The subscrintion is set down at a minimum of is., and hitherto the
Council has managed to get only some /Lo at this
rate representing a collection from 600 students We
are ashamed that barely a fifth of our fellow-students
are sufficiently public spirited to give a shilling for the

W

Why are University Lectures on the mechanism of
labour like one of the Psalms ?
At the end of every clause you exclaim, “ See-lah 1”
We are indebted for the following items to aif

English contemporary :—
‘The Scotch system of education consists of three
things,-porridge, the Shorter Catechism, and the taws.
1 he first makes Scotchmen strong, the second makes
them wise, the third makes them good. The word
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' this year . taws does not mean a large kind of marble, but a
broad piece of tough leather which produces warm
e Univer- " land tingling sensations extremely conducive to the
Our . moral wellbeing of the youthful Scot. It is believed
oing very ; that George Buchanan, the celebrated scholar, invented
we need :: the Highland dress for the benefit of his royal pupil,
afterwards King James VI. of Scotland and I. of
vork.
grateful to f England, with a view to the swift and effective applica
-1 to open h tion of the taws; and the wisdom of the device was
failed to H fully justified by the subsequent career of that second
of Class-. -1 Solomon.”
“A minister receives the honour of ‘translation’
perpetual I
when his sermons are so deep and profound that no
ly be re- y one can understand them. In such a case, a man is
1 vantages j appointed who is called a precentor, and who takes
ors know ■ his seat at a desk before the pulpit. It is his duty to
an which I turn the discourse preached over his head into plain
English for the good of the common people. It is
¡men: in
considered a high honour to be translated, and the
1 study;
ministers who are thus distinguished usually end by
t hard to
being made Professors of Divinity, and training up
¡¡nations,
young men to preach as unintelligibly as themselves.”
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“Life and Letters of Charles Darwin,” by
Francis Darwin. Macmillan & Co. 3 vols. 1887.
HE recent publication of Charles Darwin’s
“Life and Letters” has during the past few
months raised a fresh wave of enthusiastic commemo
ration throughout Western Europe. All that we will
know—all indeed that we can reasonably care to
know—about the quiet life of a patient thinker has
now been told us.
Though the general tenor of
Darwin’s life—the impression of an industrious openminded . observer and thinker, the picture of a man
full of mercy, kindliness, and peace—have indeed been
long familiar, the recent biography has filled in those
little details which make our impression living. We
see him now, as in a Holbein picture, with all the
paraphernalia of daily pursuit round about him. His
high chair, his orderly shelves, his torn-up reference
books, his window-sill laboratory, his yellow-back
novels, his snuff-box, and a hundred little touches,
make the picture alive. We learn too his methods
of laborious but never toilsome work, and the gradual
progress of his thought from the conventionalism of
youth to the convictions of matured manhood. We
read the curve of his moods, steadier than that of most
men, without any climax of speculative ecstasy, free
from any fall to a bathos of pessimism. We hear his
own sincere voice in his simple autobiography, and
even more clearly perhaps in the unconstrainedness of
his almost too abundant letters. There was seldom a
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great life so devoid of littleness, seldom a record of
thought so free from subtlety.
There seems to be
almost nothing hid which we could wish revealed, nor
uncovered which we could wish hidden. Darwin’s
life was as open as the country round his hermitage.
As the picture is finished, it is well to look at it.
I. First of all, what of the man ? The art of anthro
pometry is still incipient. We have no intellectual
lung-tester to estimate the amount of a man’s
inspiration, nor pressure-gauge to measure the
degrees of cerebration. We have to appreciate the
plant by its fruits, the man by his works. Now, for
getting all the storm of hasty criticism which beset
the launching of the “ Origin of Species ” in 1859,—
criticism which has little interest except for the
historian of human prejudice,—we cannot overlook the
fact that various adepts speak of Darwin’s intellectual
power in terms almost diametrically opposed. To
Mr Romanes, Darwin seemed as another Socrates,
while Mivart calls his chief contribution a “ puerile
hypothesis; ” to Grant Allen he was as a second
Newton, while to Samuel Butler, with his back up, he
was like a gigantic species of cuttlefish ; to Archibald
Geikie, Darwin appears on a pinnacle of greatness,
while according to Carlyle’s first impression he was a
well-meaning, blundering, by no means clear-headed
sort of a man.
Without for a moment denying the justice of that
enthusiasm which rises unbidden as we read the story
of Darwin’s life, I think the biography makes a few
things very clear, and this amongst the rest, that
Darwin’s estimate of himself was much nearer the
truth than that of many of his school. With much
natural acuteness of observation, he united marvellous
patience of induction ; without any marked power of
imagination, he yet had quick ingenuity in piedicting
explanations and in applying principles. He had
great powers of induction as concerns concrete facts,
but little inclination to push beyond this into philo
sophic generalities. While his mind refused to tolerate
minor obscurities—his style is always intelligible
there is sometimes a distinct defect in analytic clear
ness both of expression and thought, nowhere better
illustrated than in his use of the phrase “ natural
selection,” about which he said himself, “ No doubt, in
the literal sense, it is a false term.”
Emphatically a man of thought rather than of
feeling, the aesthetic side of his nature was, in his own
confession, but little developed. He had almost no
appreciation of literature, art, or music. It is a relief
to find a passage which expresses naive joy in nature,
when he became a child once more, and did not care
a penny how the flowers and beasts came to be there
and thus. But one must not expect a Goethe every
half-century; and though Darwin did not care for
Shakespeare, he had unquestionably pleasure in his
work, in his friends, and in nature ; and, in spite of
ill-health had that sober joy of contentment which is
the reflex of some success in the great task of
happiness.

íTbe Student
Conspicuous ethically for his simplicity of characterr the horoscope of the organism. Of protoplasm that ’
and open-mindedness, he seems to have been free from
vanity, jealousy, or -ill-will. His bump of reverencei mystic symbol of modern biology, of which we speak ’
, much and know little, he was not ignorant, for did he i
enough according, to the, phrenolpgues for ten priests,’
not elucidate the marvels of the state known 4 t
expressed itself in great humility of disposition andI “ aggregation ” ? And though a German showed that i
conduct. To a slight laxity in historical scholarship> Darwin in his barnacle-book had confused cement f
must be attributed his somewhat summary treatment
t gland and reproductive organs; and though man ,
of certain workers along similar lines, for his constant
botanists deny the truth of his generalisation that the i
tendency was to give other men more, not less, than
i
young
parts of plants are always like the heads in a ■
then due. His humility did not sharpen his critical
country church, that is to say “ nutating
though his ’
acumen. It is curious how intellectual powers, notably
theories of floral colour and coral-reefs are to a large L
those of. criticism, are frequently dulled rather than
extent replaced ; and though a recent histologist asserts ¡i
whetted by moral qualities, as is abundantly illustrated
that what Darwin drew as necklace-like beads of
in the intellectually-anaesthetic amiability of many
pious persons.
If a man may make a virtue of protoplasm are really only bubbles of nothingness,—we 1
do not on these grounds ignore that in many depart- "
character out of a vice of blood, Darwin certainly
merits
special research Darwin did much true and i
did. It appeals to a lazy temperament to find that lasting of
work.
Darwin worked so hard without a spur, and worked
But it is not for special research that men are most i
so well throughout the ill-health of forty years.
grateful to Darwin. Undoubtedly, if clear insight j
Though Darwin was full of kindliness and mercy
into the world around us be esteemed in itself of value ,
and had great love and reverence for all life, not even
the
author of “Insectivorous Plants,” “The Fertilisa- ’
the most partial eulogist can claim for him much social
tion of Orchids,’' “The Movements of Plants”'
sympathy. He gave of his best to men, but not in this
“The Origin of Coral Reefs,” “The Work of Earth
direction. His life was remarkably insulated. He
does not seem even to have been quite sure how many worms,” and so on, runs no risk of being forgotten.
But though our possession of these results swells the
horses he had,. Compared with Spencer or Wallace
meed of praise, we usually regard them as extrinsic to
he does not seem to have thought much on the rela’
Darwin s real work, which, as every one knows, was his
tion of his work: to practical life. Darwin certainly
contribution to the theory of organic life.
could not be reproached with the desire to poke his
III. His contribution to the theory of organic life
anger into other men’s pies, or to assert the bearings
(aetiology)
was threefold
(a) He placed the theory
oi his science on everyday economies.
T II. But allow the image of the man to fade away of descent on a surer basis ; (6) he shed the light of
before the shelf of green cloth volumes. Truly this doctrine on various sets of phenomena : and (r)
enough work for a semi-invalid 1 Truly a monument he essayed the problem of the factors in evolution.
A. The man who makes you believe a fact, is to
to the advantage of leisure 1 Darwin never knew the
you more important than the original discoverer. I
curse of being hurried. The wilderness-quiet, and
scope for meditation, which modern education and life have heard people speak as if the biological principles
so rarely affords, Darwin found at Edinburgh Univer in, for instance, “ Natural Law in the Spiritual World ”
sity,, on. the “Beagle” voyage, and in the retreat at were the author’s peculiar property. And so Darwin
fdown His school days were unoppressed by undue gets credit for inventing the theory of descent, which
tasks, his student life was unembarrassed by the dark m principle is as old as clear thought itself, and in its
biological application was firmly stated a hundred years
shadow of a D.Sc. examination, his quiet afterwork
before the publication of the “ Origin of Species.”
i meWr?° .'P^Wtion on the advent of the butcher’s
1 ne conception was no new one, but Darwin first
bill. His life was leisurely, his cares apart from health
almost none, his time all his own. He was not plagued made men believe it. The idea was a germ in in any
a philosophy from Anaxagoras and Empedocles to
by the necessity of always doing something,_ little
Descartes, Leibnitz, and Spinoza. But apart from
wonder that he did much.
hazy speculations in the works of philosophic natural
Marcus Aurelius, gives thanks in his roll of blessings
ists and naturalist philosophers, the germ-idea cannot
that he had not been suffered to keep quails- so
be said to have clothed itself with a body till expressed
Darwin, in recounting his mercies, does not forget to be
m
Buffons “Philosophic Naturelie” (1749) and
grateful for having been preserved from the snare of
becoming a specialist. From a more partial point of Erasmus Darwin’s “Zoonomia” (1794) ■ the former
view, we have reason to be thankful that he became a insinuated it with all the skilled irony of a skilled
diplomatist, the latter enforced it by rhyme and
specialist, not in one department, but in many. As a
disciple of Linnaeus, he described the species of reason with all the joviality and common-sense of a
barnacles in one volume, and followed in the steps of ^ue Englishman. A nobler epic of evolution was
Cuvier in anatomising them in another. Of tissues that of Goethe ; and Oken saw the light of the idea
like
a will-o’-the-wisp dancing in the mist of his
and cells he knew less, being as regards these items
'
Lamarck in poverty fought like a hero
an antediluvian, and outside the guild of those who 1 Urschleim
■dexterously wield the razor,, and in so doing observe i or the child of his old age ; while his ignored contem
porary I reviranus expended upon the notion all the
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naive solicitude and credulous care which a child in
a corner lavishes upon her doll. Geoffroy St Hilaire,
with the borrowed weapons of Buffon and Erasmus
Darwin, fought on the question of descent an historic
duel with Cuvier, the fellow-worker of his youth.
Patrick Matthew and Dr Wells covered their treasure
with a napkin, and buried it in the earth ; while Robert
Chambers, in disguise, proclaimed the new creed from
the housetops. But yet the chrysalis stirred not, and
forty years ago no naturalist dared to announce such
scepticism as the hypothesis of special creation or the
Linnsean dogma of the constancy of species. It is
'difficult, however, to understand what Darwin meant
¡by denying that the idea was in the air, unless he
simply asserted that the chrysalis had not yet got
wings. It is very instructive to read Huxley’s brilliant
account of the reception of the “ Origin of Species ”
(Life, vol. 2), and to note his own position at the
time. He tells how Darwin met his conventional
orthodoxy with a good-humoured smile, which long
haunted him, but how the “ thatige Skepsis” worked its
way till, four years later, without any special event
meanwhile, Huxley found himself attacking the
dogma, which in default of a better he had provision
ally accepted. But let it be enough on this subject to
note that Darwin accomplished a great work. He
plucked the ripe apple, and ate to the increase of
knowledge. He found a treasure in a field, and,
disinterring it, allowed its light to shine.
The idea
was not his, but he gave it to many. He did not
originate : he established. He converted the natural
ists to an evolutionary view of the organic world ; the
chrysalis was freed from its cocoon, and at last spread
its wings,—
“ Through crofts, and pastures wet with dew,
A living flash of light it flew.”

In the fulness of time, by skilful marshalling of the
facts, to make the theory of descent believable, was
Darwin’s great and greatest work.
B. Having got people to believe the theory of
descent,—the theory' of development out of preceding
conditions,—Darwin went on to show how the concep
tion would illumine all facts to which it was applic
able. In his work on the expression of emotions,
and in scattered chapters, he showed how the light
might be shed upon the hidden darkness of mental
phenomena. Whenever it was seen that the doctrine
could justify itself in regard to general organic life, it
was eagerly seized as an organon for the exploration
of special sets of facts. The phcenix revived and
flew croaking amid the smoke of burning systems.
How one attacked the. evolution of language, and
another that of tobacco pipes ; how the natural history
of ethics was sketched by one thinker, and the descent
of institutions by another; how the conception has
forced its way into the cloister and the political arena,
and has even found expression in theories of litera
ture, art, and religion,—is an often repeated story. But
it is enough to notice just now, that to have at least
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greatly encouraged and steadied the evolutionary
treatment of facts, was Darwin’s second greatest merit.
C. But Darwin was not content with showing that,
in regard to wide sets of facts, the present was the
child of the past,—he sought to pry into the mysterious
generation itself.
He sought to demonstrate that
evolution was a causal, as well as a model, explanation
of life. He would show how the machine worked.
Now to do that three questions require to be an
swered—(1.) How do changes arise at all among
organisms? (2.) how do changes grow into adapta
tions? (3.) and how is the generally progressive ascent
to be explained ?
(To be continued.)
..
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Edinburgh University v. Institution (F.P.). —This
fixture was decided at Corstorphme on Saturday, the 21st
ultimo, and ended in a decisive victory of three goals to a try
in favour of the students. This win reflects great credit on the
team, when we take into account the fact that they were playing
without three of their usual men. No fault, however, can be
found with the game played by the substitutes, for it, on the
contrary, merits warm praise. With the exception of the
Cambridge match, the ’Varsity in this match exhibited the best
form they have as yet shown this season ; from start to finish
they played with great dash and vigour, passed accurately, and
never needlessly kept the ball tight. The forwards have also
learnt the great lesson of good forward play, of keeping the ball
among themselves, and of not so-generously giving it to their
opponents in order to allow them to let.it out to their quarters.
They now see that, with the ball among their own feet, their
quarters get it oftener; and by good passing, their halves become
no longer spectators, but take an active part in the game.
Of the forwards, Huskie and Robertson were never off the
ball, and were the means of repeatedly gaining , much ground
for the team. It was after a good run of Huskie’s that Steven
son managed to cross the line. Stevenson showed some of his
last year’s go, and consequently was of great use to his side;
Among the others Van der Wal, Menzies, Bellamy, and Hope
exerted themselves to good purpose.
Shiels’ play at quarters has considerably improved. Whenever
he gets the ball now he always manages to gain ground, and very
seldom allows himself to be tackled with the ball. Davies, who
was taken from forward and placed at quarter, did excellent
work, and passed unselfishly.
At half, R. H. Johnstone shone in a decided manner, time
after time running completely through the opposing team, and
twice being caught just on their goal-line. His drop at goal,
which came off, was a very smart piece of play. Smith ran
exceedingly well too, on several occasions repeating Johnstone’s
performances. R. H. Morrison made his first appearance in
the team this year. He seems to have lost some of his speed,
but none of his powers of dropping, for he dropped the first
goal scored by our men very prettily.
Chambers, at full-back, had very little to do, and the few
chances he had were well taken advantage of.
Team
Back, H. F. Chambers ; half-backs, R. H. Morrison,
W. C. Smith, R. H. Johnstone ; quarter-backs, W. Davies and
J. Shiels; forwards, D. Huskie, A. Robertson, G. Van der
’Wal, H. J. Menzies, L. E. Stevenson, H, R. Bellamy, R.
Cameron, J. A. Hope, Wilson.
’Varsity v. Watsonians. - This event was decided at
Corstorphine on Saturday, arid ended in a draw, each side
scoring one goal. Our men, withi a somewhat scratch team,
however, had much the best of the game, and although they
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Zbe Student

were only credited with one point, virtully scored a second.
1 heir play was vigorous, but somewhat erratic, especially with
regard to passing, much ground being frequently lost on account
ot wide passing. They did not keep the ball as much to them
selves as they should have done, and we believe Van der Wal to
be the kind man of the team, for he- was seen frequently
propelling it among the feet of the Watsonians. The forwards
ought to see at which side of the maul their best and fastest
men are, and then work the ball in their direction, in order.to
get it loose as quickly as possible, and allow these players to get
away with it; or they should allow it to be passed to the men
si;?6 bTn °fffthe. ™ul’ and these Players should immediately
swing and be off with it.
7
Forwards Huskie Robertson, Cameron, Van der Wal, Hope,
and Wilson, played a hard game. Davies shone frequently,
bu. this was due to his being very seldom, in .the scrimmages.
T6 TTR °T,hlS Playing at quarter in the last
match but we trust he will remember that when he is put
forward he is a forward, and not a quarter
1
onfte balh^ * r°Und ^ame>
was a trifle
in getting

Smith and Johnson at half ran and tackled well, Johnson
on several occasions dodging in a marvellous manner.
The
run by which Smith carried the try was the best run of the
match Young passed rather wildly. Thomas played a good
gaTeam f“ rTT’ ^t seems to have lost his powers of kicking.
VoTnt
A °“aS; half l>ackS, W. C. Smith, L. U.
young C A. Johnson; quarter-backs, J. Shiels and W H
Bennett, forwards, D. Huskie, A. Robertson, H. J. Menzies
G. Van der Wal H. R. Bellamy, R. Cameron, W. Daves'
J. A. Hope, and Wilson.
Hon°ur to 'Varsity Men.-'R. F. Chambers has been chosen
to play, full-back for Scotland against Wales. We trust he will
play, as brilliantly in an international match as he has been
playing in club matches. L. E. Stevenson has been awarded
the place of first reserve ; but we believe he is to be one of the
RdT’
°Phe
contingent cannot play. If the
, gfe Union Committee were anxious to get a forward from
h^i,
we cannot see how they have overlooked
both Huskie. and Robertson, who all through the season have
been pflaying a more consistent and better game than Stevenson
C- A- Johnson was selected as second reserve for quarter-back
In . the ..East y., West match the following members of he
h riXcTlT^^^
theteam- °n the re-sefin ri 1 d
■ Ch!lmbers; forward, Stevenson; reservesand Hud-ie." ; qU“ter'back’ Johnson; forwards, Robertson
.

In the Scotch Team against Wales the following plavers are
studentsofthe Varsity: C. Reid, M. C. M‘Ewan, T.B White
H. J. Stevenson, ILF. Chambers, L. E. Stevenson, and Duke'

University Court.—At the last meet,'™ ,11 n.
were present but the Rector. A deputation from tlieTp c'
was heard as to the regulations for the Ftrct
1 VKCProfessional Examinations in Medicine
It
take immediate steps to change the Ordinance so
l°
may be examined in (a) Botanv and S’ T
students
Chemistry, (c) Botany and Chemistry, ori./“ NatwM^stJrv
and Chemistry, as soon as they have attended to A
will probably take three or Lr «"m^
through in time for students coming up this summer cr"
in the Second Professional was postponed till after this
in the First has been completed
thls chanSe
Dr Symington was appointed Examiner in Anatomv
A summer Tutorial Class in Hebrew was sanctioned at a fee
of a guinea and a half. It has long been customarv to £
such a class at New College at a fee of a guinea
Y
h
.biuZrX'dmS^
at " gUinea fee’
to

t0Carry °n the Chair of ScoULaw

The prize of twenty guineas offered by the Edinburgh >
University Club, of London, for the best essay on tM
Relations of Literature, Science, and Philosophy in Üniversitv t
Education,” has been awarded to W. E. Fothergill MAD
(1886), at present a student of Natural Science in thll
University. The competition was open to graduates in Arts of
this University of not more than two years’ standing. Itisi
evidently possible to work at University Hall.

No. 8.

i&wuitwies etr)a CduDS.
University Swimming Club.—Last Friday a meeting of
students was held to consider the formation of a Swimming
Club, in connection with the Corporation Baths, when the ’
necessary preliminary steps were taken, and a Committee, on i
which are Watson, Macaulay, Bayley, Brunton, Hutton,- More
Mallet, and one or two others, was appointed to draw up a J
Constitution to be submitted to a general meeting this week.
J ae number ?f students which, on a very short notice, attended
the first meeting, and the great interest in the movement shown
in al! quarters, augur well for the future of the Club The Club ■
will indeed supply a long-felt want in the University, namely a
foim of athletics, healthy, manly, and instructive, and, above
all, easily accessible. Active professorial patronage is, we
believe promised, and in a form which will recommend itself
particularly to Medical Students, for the “ Practice of the best
theClub °f ResUscltatlou ”is one of the recognised objects of
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NEXT to learning all the life of a “great sort of man,’’ it
is most interesting and best to hear of his communion
with some prominent contemporary, especially when
the two have been linked in bonds of closest intimacy.
And so comes it that what is lacking of striking out
standing happenings in the life of Professor Masson, is
made up to us in some measure by the knowledge of his
friendship with Carlyle.
Masson had begun a literary career in Aberdeen, his
University town, as the editor of a newspaper, and had
lived a while in Edinburgh, but finally, like most aspirants
since the days of Whittington, found his way to London,
where his great work was the piloting of Macmillan
into public fame and favour. There, too, from 1844 to
1865, he lived on terms of near acquaintanceship with the
sage of Chelsea. The two were, as Carlyle has said of
Emerson, “tumbled together” in that great “gathering
place of souls,” and Masson has said, “All in all, few
persons now living can have seen more of Carlyle than
1 did, or can have known him better.”
And this firm friendship has left its mark on the Pro
fessor. He tells us he “never could adopt all the articles
of Carlyle’s creed.” But the irresistible impress is there.
Who could live alongside the author of “ Sartor,’’ having
the slightest fellow-feeling with him, and not be infected
with his life-spirit ? Even in feature, one thinks now and
again there is a resemblance between the two. But, and
this one always feels, Masson is Carlylean in tone.
It is axiomatic that the interest and advantage of any
branch of study gains or loses with the character of the
teacher ; and "this test, which brings condemnation on
many, is precisely that which gives Professor Masson his
influence, and the regard in which he is held by his
students. He is, if we may say it, the embodiment ot
his subject, and bowing to him we make obeisance to
literature. “No profit comes where is no pleasure taen
here as elsewhere, but here the difficulty is solved, for we
are bound to take at least some interest m the work, it
we pay reverence to him at the head of it; and the pro
ta’en ” from the long-remembered four o’clock class, arises
not from the specialised information of the lecture, but
from the personality of the lecturer.
_ .
Everything tends to this. In all ways Masson is just
himself. His peculiarities—he is by no means free from
them—for which in the ordinary run of men we usually
apologise, add to the effect. The dry oblivion to no.se
and racket while the roll is called, the Titanic hug o
the gas-bracket, the long stroke of the beard on the advent
of some personal reminiscence or some mirthful quota
tion, the meditative perambulation from end to end ot
the platform,—these absent, we should miss Masson him
self. But the picture would be incomplete without a side
glimpse from one of the lectures on Carlyle, where,
speaking of the latter’s visit to Edinburgh m i 860 as Lord
Rector, Masson says—“On the night following Carlyles
arrival in town, after he had settled himself in Mr Erskine
of Linlathen’s house, where he was to stay during his

Twopence.

visit, he and his brother John came to my house in Rose
bery Crescent that they might have a quiet smoke and
talk over matters.” We fancy that a third would not be
wanting, either in the “quiet smoke” or the comfortable
chat.
.
“A word of wisdom to a measure of thought,
such is
the criticism of Simeon Lightfoot, A.M., on the pilot of
the seventh Argosy. And it is a good one. Lectures
and writings justify it. Ponderous thought and carefully
weighed utterance are the characteristics of both. You
get from him no dazzling rapier-hit, after the fashion of
some brilliant litterateurs,—you have instead a downright
death-dealing onslaught with the old-fashioned two-handed

broadsword. There is. something of the Carlylean “ tear,’
illustrating the style of the man, about the phrase he used
rather disrespectfully in one place with regard to the
doctrine of evolution,—“ as leading from protoplasmic
slime, through differentiated bestialism, to a special an
cestry in the ape.”
.
Not chronological tables and doctrine of the figures of
speech beget in us sympathy with English literature, but
he who invigorates and gives it life. Many a one now who
has listened to him in the past, would scarce hesitate to
apply to Masson the words he used of Carlyle, “ For I
loved the man, and do honour his memory, on this side
idolatry, as much as any.”
W. A_
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Rhyme and Reason Club.

IS known to all philosophers, and settled, past
dispute,
By arguments and evidence which none but fools
refute,
That long ago from Helicon the Muses journeyed
north,
And fixed their habitation at Edina on the Forth.
There, ceaseless through the centuries of violence and
wrong,
The mountains and the valleys have re-echoed with
their song;
And men, amid the dissonance of passion and of pain,
Have gathered help and healing from the magic of
their strain.
J
The priestly Barbour learned from them his art of
epic lay;
And James, the Royal Singer, when he sang of Love
and May;
Burns who, like linnet on the thorn, sweet carolled to
the sky,
And filled his “ bonnie banks and braes ” with tuneful
ecstasy;
And Scott who on historic page the glow of fancy cast,
And called from their forgotten tombs the heroes of
the past.
Each bard that ever woke a smile, or chased away a
frown,
We owe these gentle ladies of Olympian renown.
And, that the sages also might be certain of their due
Am°bfuehe nhle
numbered some> Quite formidably

T

Who with their erudition deep, the proudest scholars
dwindle,
And laugh to scorn the learning of a Huxley or a
1 yndale.
7
Ahead of all the scientists, on subjects astronomic
Ihe nebular hypothesis, the theory atomic •
As quick as Butcher to descry a philologic'freak •
With more to say than Blackie has on Gaelic and on
Greek;
?a?rble as Calderwo°d of pointing lofty morals ■
With Masson ready to contest his literary laurels • ’
With Campbell Fraser, any day, a syllogism state'Square circles with a Chrystal, measure forces with a
Fait;
With Darwin willing quite to claim the monkey as
relation,
7
But further far advanced than he in views on variation •
The friends of every wise reform in every social status'
With most pronounced antipathy to Senate and Senatus’
And clearly on the side—but this with bated breath
we mention—
Of all who agitate for University Extension.
In fact, our lights of learning, grown ridiculously
jealous,
J•

Have treated inexcusably these visitors from Hellas;
The aid of evolution most ungallantly enlisted
To prove it an absurdity that ever they existed,
Except indeed as phantasies, but fit to be included
Among the senseless superstitions .of an age deluded.
Ah, sweet and radiant singers of the music of the gods
Forgive this poor impertinence of unimpassioned clods’
Who, blind to all that lies beyond their microscopic
view,
By banishing the Beautiful have thought to find the
True.
Look down upon their insolence in pity, not in wrath,
As painfully they plod along their prim, prosaic path;
E’en they, perchance, may have their dreams of worlds
unseen and fair,
And labour, but for heavier feet, to build a surer stair.
Begrudge them not the glory of their petty, poor
precision,
But turn to us, and teach us of that vaster, vaguer
vision,
When presences of beauty shone refulgent through
each mist,
And every mountain-top in turn was by Aurora kist!
Here, where the skies are cloudy and the cruel north
winds blow,
We need the soft remembrance of the sunny long-ago;
And though not ours to hymn your praise in rhapsody
sublime,
All that we can we’ll offer you in “ Reason ” and in
“ Rhyme.”
Now, ere our days have darkened and the silent hours
begun,
Help us to find a little joy, and sing it ’neath the sun To think a few thoughts worthily, to say a few words well,
And hand along the story that the heav’nly voices tell;
Ah, fold again upon our hills your pinions half un
furled,
And guard for us the brightness still and beauty of
the world!
-M.
rHE Byschjcal Society.—The residents in University
Hall are anxious to receive information regarding the past
history of the houses they inhabit, with a view to clearing up a
mystery which suggests that the place is haunted. The circum
stances are as follows
Two or three men have remained in
residence throughout the vacation, and one of them retired to
rest the other night somewhat earlier than he is wont, with care
on his mind, and cheese (it is insinuated) on his conscience,
t he upper flat was somewhat drear and desolate in the absence
ot most of its usual occupants, and a mystic gleam of moonshine
shimmered through the windows, chilled by reflection from the
snow on the neighbouring housetops. After a period of un
consciousness, the solitary resident found himself staring with
open eyes and mouth at a gaunt figure that stood by his bedtall, with white arms aloft, and long hands drooping over from
the bony wrists. Far extended moustachios followed their
curve, and dishevelled hair partially obscured the wan counten
ance, with hungry wandering eye that surmounted a thin bare
throat. So much was observed by the intensified senses of the
visionary, when suddenly his pillow became a blank, and the
counterpane heaved aloft on his trembling arms like an earthiold shaken by cosmic cataclysm. His heart beat wildly for a
moment and then ceased through sheer alarm, while a hollow
ymce grated sonorously on his ear, and there shivered through
the chamber the mystic syllables, “ You’re snoring ”
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He had not stayed a week, a week but only three,
Eek deedle dee, and the student gay,
When he fell into some idle companee,
This student so very gay.
They taught him to smoke, they taught him to drink,
And never pass a girl without a roguish wink.

So he drank and he smoked, and he smoked and he drank,
Until to zero his exchequer sank.
Then he called for his chums in Number 23,
;
And said, “ What course would you recommend to me ?

Then a deep draught of beer took those chums 23,
And cried, “ Why ! go in for a Bursaree.”

So he combed out his hair, and he picked his teeth,
And boldly he called upon Principal Macbeath.
Then the Principal frowned, and he said, says he,
“ Go, sir 1 Repent of your debaucheree.”

Then about, and about, and about went he,
Until he got a tutorship in an Academic.
Then came his chums in Number 23,
And they tried to borrow his little salaree.
But nobly he spurned them, and stuck to his books
Until the aged Principal had glided off the hooks.
Then being a Conservative he got the vacant chair,
And his chums 2 3 were surprised to see him there.
Then they all took to grinding those idle 23,
And some day they hope to be as fortunate as he.

Moral.
Now all ye students gay, who’re in difficultee,
Be sure you get a tutorship in an Academic.

I |
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AITH is the higher wisdom, unrevealed
To such as think all wisdom is their own,
HE University has of late been somewhat strangely
And, proud of petty gain, ne’er stoop to moan,perturbed by rumours of certain misguided bodies
“ Life is but short, and over large the field
who had conceived their function as that of keeping otherOf knowledge, to our hands its crop to yield.”
1 “Life ane
people in order. The latest spoken of is a supposed
But souls who see there dwelleth, more or less,
Francis D
\ igilance Committee,” which being everybody’s “ WellIn every type its future perfectness,
wisher” writes letters under that signature to those whose
Po them the higher mysteries are unsealed.
doings seem to the committee to be outside the paths of
Oh ! be thy creed the faith in God or man,
rectitude, and we are left in some perplexity that the bril
(i.) In re
liancy of the imagination which originated the idea should
Cling to it as more precious than thy life,
variations, I
be un.ited with such lack of the sense of fitness as to
edition of
Loose not thy grasp for shadow or for strife;
conceive of such an organisation within the University of
For
it
can
brace
thy
limbs
for
fight,
and
can
“ What the
Edinburgh. The daring genius from whose brain this
lar variatioi
Say through the darkness to thy fainting soul,
new Minerva sprang to cover with her aegis the unwary
“ Fear not, believe; thy faith shall make thee gested that
student can surely never have heard of the Arts Faculty,
whole.”
result of th
and cannot certainly have extended his researches so far
as to discover that we have a Professor of Moral Philo
which equil
O brave soul that believest through the noise
sophy The mere existence of such an official at once
without, in
Of
jangling
creeds,
all
masking
unbelief
negatives the possibility of so crude a method of guarding
mering of <
In all except the poorest and most brief
the morals of the University, especially in the light o°f
. the relation
the history of the social demoralisation that has invariably
And most unworthy of all earthly joys,
the result c
followed all systems of vigilance which worked by secret
Although the bribe of heaven upon thee cloys
and habit,
accusation. This is a commonplace of the ethics of his
And thought of hell ne’er moves thy soul to fear,
tory, and no genius, however daring and original can
of shape, <
Yet
in
life
’
s
darkest
moment
thou
shalt
hear
venture on a free play of imagination ignorant of’such
cause it a
Through meanest instruments God’s quickening voice!
facts.
change mt
And
at
thy
death
hour,
surely
thou
shalt
know
The position is perfectly simple. There are two healthy
withe
That was the sunrise which seemed afterglow,— | from
constraints : a personal sense of right and wrong and a
character,
public one. The former depends greatly on the inherit
Not faith nigh dead, but faith with wings yet furled;
duct. Ser
ance and family traditions of the student, and is apt to
Ihat those faint passing beams which lit thy way:
two exper
give way under the pressure of new experiences and new
Were but the promise of a future day,
temptations unless supplemented by an emphatic public
much emp
Or
less,
the
shadow
of
a
brighter
world.
opinion in the society of which he becomes a member.
variation,
The temptations of a great city are very little peculiar to
---------sheaves, of
students, and it is the parent’s duty to warn his boy of
fall down
el
dress
fo
©onpe.
them so that he may not fancy his new experiences
arising fro
somethmg to which his old rules of conduct will not apply.
AILE, crowne of all our glorie, Dome sublime,
' likewise c
Public opinion does not at present exist in the Uni
That skywarde climbest with thy polished rounde.
versity of Edinburgh because there is no society, or more
portance
Thy splendour cannot by my feeble rime
truly, both are at an early stage of their evolution. The
emphasis«
Be fitly sung. Lo, art thou not renowned
Students Council and the Union are to weld us into a
phasis, to
O
’
er
lande
and
sea
to
earth
’
s
remotest
bounde
?
community, and the White Cross and other Societies are
Darwin I
Far,
far
above
the
southern
bridge
’
s
roare
working to create a public opinion. They will succeed
very imp<
Thy
creste
is
with
the
setting
sunbeames
crowned,
but meanwhile we have to deal with individuals, and here
appreciat
Darke on the worlde thou frownest evermore,
’
the wisdom of the serpent is absolutely essential to the
Benignly smilyng on the space of angles foure.
harmlessness of the dove. There can be no doubt of the
directly a
entirely unserpentine character of any one simple enough
and in a
How
ofte
from
out
thy
deepe
capacious
wombe
to expect a good result from-a system of anonymous
nised alii
1
hy
belle
peales
forth
in
sounding
accentes
cleere
letters However impertinent it might be considered, an
her in th
Then joyfulle students burst from many a roome,
honest straightforward conversation which can speak not
it. But
Whyle
otheres
see
a
tyme
of
horroure
neare
!
so much censure as fellow-feeling and interest is a very
But, Dome, thou hast been finnyshed nighe a yeere;
attempts
different matter.
y
Where is that brazen statue, burnished brighte,
origin of
The question “Am I my brother’s keeper?” has often
Which “heavenwarde” was “to poynteI’m quoting
sible fa<
been asked, and must from time to time be asked by
here—
every man. It has in all ages been answered with “ Yes ’
virtually
To
stand
triumphante
on
the
dizzy
heighte,
and with “No.” For the genius of the end of the nine
rence of
And
be
oure
guardian
spiryt
in
oure
ravysshed
sighte
?
teenth century was reserved the privilege of sm>-<restinothem as
^etanswer, “No! but I’m his father’s VigiU^
Thou say st, “ It hath not come.” But wherefore so?
course, :
Thou answ’rest, wyth a groane, that “ Arte is long.” '
ingless
I say, “ But tyme is fleetyng. Dost thou know’—?”
origin c
“Nae Extraneous Aid.”—It was in a Divinity
But straightway heare a sorrowfulle dyng, dono- f
analysis
class-room, and not a hundred years ago—for there
Good Master “ Student,” hear my mournfulle songe—
speakin;
was to be a written examination. The students, with
What statue will upon that summit stand ?
Or James the Sixth, or Fame, wyth yron tongue
and din
true instinct, stood for the preliminary prayer; but
Or some one else ? Oh, liste to my demande !
'
lieve, a
the face of the Professor broadened gradually" to a
Oh, gratify the wysh of all the student bande !
do not
laughed “Na, na, gentlemen; nae extraneous aid.”
J.' R. C.
two de
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passivity, and are therefore not numerous, but strictly
and necessarily limited. If it be true that there are
definite grooves of change, that the direction of the
rivulets is simply twofold down either side of life s
watershed, that there are only two possible alternatives
“Life and Letters of Charles Darwin,” by
of conservatism and liberalism, of constructive or
Francis Darwin. Macmillan & Co. 3 vols. 1887.
destructive preponderance, of saving and spending, of
passivity and activity, then some of Darwin’s assump
(Continued from p. 8j.)
must be restated. It is allowed, of course, that
(1.) In regard to the first problem, the origin of tions
1
there
may be room for numerous quantitative degrees
variations, Darwin was vague/ especially in the earliest
within
the two qualitative limits, but still the term
edition of his work. The question puzzled him.
“What the devil,” he says, “ determines each particu indefinite variations is apt to be seriously misleading.
He must be a bold admirer who ventures to assert
lar variation ? " Before Darwin s day, it had been sug that Darwin did very much to elucidate the primary
gested that changes may arise («) from within, as the
result of the complexity of the organic structure, in problem of the origin of variations.
(2.) But how are we to account not merely for the
which equilibrium was all but impossible; or (£) from
origin of change, but for the existence of numerous
without, in more or less direct response to the ham adapted species? Buffon and Treviranus would an
mering of external influences ; or (f) from a change in swer, that the plastic organism was directly hammered
the relation of organism and environment, that, is, as
into shape by the blows of fate,—i.e. of the environ
the result of use or disuse, activity or passivity, in life
ment,—and it is obvious that while the surroundings
and habit. The wind may blow a rising fountain out
might kill many organisms, they would not produce
of shape, or the pressure of water in the pipe may
Erasmus Darwin and
any that were not adapted.
cause it ascend higher. So in the organism. A
Lamarck said, that outside circumstances prompted
change may arise from within, or be hammered on
new desires by establishing novel needs; that the
from without, or arise as a modification of being and
organism sought to satisfy these; that one organ was
character, consequent on a change of doing or con perfected in the using, while another disappeared
duct. Sexual reproduction, too, in its mingling of
through disuse. Spencer, in his first essay, combined
two experiences, has long been known, but recently
those different views ; to which there has to be added
much emphasized, as an important factor in producing the notion, that in many cases the organism seems
variation. Darwin took the best ears from these
neither moulded into shape by habit, nor hammered
sheaves, of his predecessors, so that, they are made to
into form by surroundings, but is bowled into its n’che
fall down and worship his. He believed in variations
or its grave by the fate of its own constitution this
arising from within,—he did not deny that they mig
is not the place, however, to give a history of theories
likewise originate from without; he allowed the im of adaptation, though that is indeed much needed, if
portance of increase or decrease of function, and
one can estimate the accuracy of popular conceptions
emphasised the influence of breeding. In his em by the Duke of Argyll’s cavalier treatment of, past
phasis, too, on the modifying influences of courtship,
thought in his recent essay on “ False Analogies.
Darwin recognised that the reproductive factor was
But what did Darwin say? Every one'knows that
very important in evolution. He, at the same time,
he said natural selection was the main—though not the,
appreciated the fact, that structure might change, in to do him justice, sole—factor in the-origin of adapted
directly as the result of the real unity of the organism,’
species. “ Was there ever a phrase,” rightly asks the
and in accordance with the familiar principle, recog Duke of Argyll, “ so full of ambiguities.
So full ot
nised alike by Aristotle and by Paul, that if one mem them indeed, that even its author confesses to using
ber in the body suffer, the other members suffer with it in’two different senses,—which wasn’t, however, he
it. But this may be safely affirmed, that he never
naively says, a matter of much consequence, sl^ce
attempts to give a clear or synthetic account of the Wallace was the only man likely to find it out. 1 he
origin of variations,—he does not try to place the pos
phrase is sometimes spoken of as a sort of occult
sible factors in perspective; he left the problem
power,—it is invested with some of the attributes of a
virtually where he found it. He assumed the occur deity. But what Darwin meant by it, was simply the
rence of numerous indefinite changes, and spoke of indirect action of the animate and inanimate environ
them as strictly accidental. By that he did no , o
ment, which, in the struggle for existence, leaves the
course, mean that they were due to chance,—a mean fit organisms scope to survive and multiply, by sooner
ingless enough statement,—but merely that in1 the
or later destroying the unfit. By it we understand, or
origin changes were too hopelessly complicated f
rather don’t understand, as Butler says, why we are
analysis. He has been justly criticised, however, for what we are,—because our uncles and cousins and
speaking of variations as indefinite, both in number aunts have gone away! Believing that the alleged
and direction; since there seems more reason to be factors were insufficient, Darwin emphasised this rela
lieve as Geddes especially has shown, that changes tively new principle, which appeared to him to account
do not occur towards all points of the compass, but in for the accumulation of slight changes into the estatwo definite directions of predominant activity or
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blishment of adapted species. The survival of sur
vivors, from among a host which the shears of the
:
environment cut off, was “ the idol which the intellect:
of Europe has worshipped.” We are not now goin<r
to criticise this theory, according to which fit varia
tions, assumed but unaccounted for, survive and pro
pagate, while the misses disappear into nirvana. It
has been amply criticised; but one does not destroy,
till one replaces. The assumption of indefinite varia
tions is, we have seen, a doubtful one, and “without
numerous variations there can have been no selec
tion.
If the changes are few and definite, the evolu
tion can hardly be a marvellous chapter of accidents,
01 a lottery of many blanks and few prizes. Natural
selection probably accounts for many things, for local
survivals, for the confirmation of mimicking organisms
for the corroboration of characteristics once definitely
acquired; but it is now becoming more and more
plain, that its importance as a factor in evolution has
been grossly exaggerated.
Certain it is that Darwin made no synthesis of the
actors of evolution. He has spiked the guns of
criticism by including reference to other suggested
factors, but these he has not placed in any attempt at
perspective. From his letters it would not appear
that he was specially interested in the general
orientation of principle.
He looked on Herbert
Spencers work with a characteristic reverence not
unmixed with bewilderment, confessing with more
candour than is common that he could not understand

Nor was there much that can be called new The
t°houahr0ofPrlnC]pleS/Vhich Can for a m°“ be
ght of as peculiar to Darwin, are natural and
sexual selection He certainly did expound, in a way
undreamt of before, how characters which favoured
the possessor in the marriage market would tend to
accumulate and increase ; but this had been previously
suggested by others, such as Erasmus Darwin
And
tins factor, as is also true of the variations which
Romanes emphasises as narrowing the range of sexual
and is arfterhan &
restricted application,
and is, after all only a special case of natural selec
tion In regard to the latter, it is a familiar fact that
p a ace enunciated the principle at the same time
Even apart from this, however,—though Darwin has
much of the credit (if there be much) of making ihe
idea current com,-what his brother Erasmus had
always said came true, “some one had thought of it
before.
Darwin was himself much too noble not to
‘^knowledge with alacrity, in subsequent editions
that Wells, famous m connection with Dew, had in
1813 deposited the germ of the doctrine in the
Proceedings of the Royal Society; and that Patrick
Matthew in 183 r, had hid the same treasure in a book
on Naval 1 imber. The notion of the survival of the
fittest may be detected even in Herder; it was even
discovered—and the idea is a favourite theological
one-m the Old Testament; and was, doubtlessjfwe
■only knew, a familiar commonplace among the

Chinese. But all this does not ignore the ready
admission, that Darwin was the first to make out a
good case for natural selection as a vera causa (to
some extent) in evolution.
'
(3.) But the question may be raised in a third form
—How are we to account for the general progress up
the ladder of life ? Suppose we understand whv one
reptile is unlike its parent or brother, and how the
variations add themselves up into beautiful adapta
tions, how are we to explain the great lift as the result
or which birds took wings and rose high above reptiledom? No reference has been made as yet to heredity
nor to Darwin’s suggestive theory of pangenesis’
according to which the germ is a collection of samples
from the rest of the body. The difficulties involved
in the transmission of qualities from parent to offspring
are common to all theories of evolution, and Darwin’s
hypothesis of pangenesis is usually regarded as
demanding three or four other hypotheses, and as
leaving the difficulty as great as ever. The modern
aspect of the theory of heredity renders it very
doubtful whether individual characteristics acquired
during the life-time of the parent can be transmitted
to the offspring. The balance of evidence seems
rather to show, that a character can only be trans
mitted after its roots have taken very deep hold of the
organism, as the result of the persistence for genera
tions of the condition inciting the change. There is
no objection, however, to the statement, that the
organism runs on a sort of compound interest
principle. Suppose its mood, temperament, or dia
thesis to be predominantly passive, it leads a sluggish
hfe, it grows rich in the results of economy, it stores
up savings,—these influence its reproductive elements,
and thus the offspring inherits, not only the original
inertia of the parent, but a transmitted increment of
s uggishness. And so, on the same compound interest
principle, with organisms of a predominantly active
bent, the active become more active, the passive
more passive still. Thus, on the one hand, we find
animals fretting their lives and those of the species
away in over-exertion, and others which fall asleep in
a castle of indolence. A fever consumes the one, a
euthanasia of sleep involves the other; while those
between “the scouts and the laggards” continue the
path of progress. We thus can, to some extent, under
stand how a fevering reptile, as Geddes happily puts it,
would tend to become a bird, or how an over-sluggish
sloth would pass into the death-sleep of a glyptodon.
Kindly Robert Chambers, now more abused than
read, suggestively attributed the steps of progress to
the influence of physical conditions on the parturient
system, and to the prolongation of the period of
gestation. Miss Buckley hat emphasised the Import
ance and success of parental care, and Fiske has laid
stress on the progressive consequences of prolonged
infancy.. Geddes has crystallised these items in his
factoias
of the reproductive
1factor as a prime influence in evolution. By re
productive association, by parental sacrifice, by
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co-operation, and by sociality, some at least of the rather that some female overflowed in a tenderness,
which a philosophic reptile might have deemed patho
greatest steps in organic progress have been achieved.
logical, but which expressed itself in the milk of
But Darwin, on the other hand, as we all know,
animal kindness, and in the long self-sacrificing con
gave to the struggle for existence the chief credit
nection between mother and offspring which all recog
among the conditions of progress. Animals have
gone upstairs by treading upon the corpses of their nise as the chief characteristics of mammalia. Not
fellows ? Is this true, or is it on a par with the old by brawls did some Simians evolve by dint of blows
the human organism. On the contrary, this other
statement, “Jews are not fit for heaven, but on earth
they are most useful. And, look you, useful sins— great step in organic nature followed as a result of
why Providence sends Jews to do them, saving increased sociality. Struggle there has been, deter
mining local preponderance, developing some features
Christian souls”? Is nature really so immoral that a
of structure and traits of character no doubt, but we
few organisms must win the prize of life by the death
of their fellows, and sit on a throne built up . out of are not to credit struggle with all the glory of organic
corpses? Or is it man who is immoral with his com progress. Doubtless, too, the sacrifice paid—co-opera
petition creed which he projects by analogy on the tive societies succeed in competition with non-co
operators. love always justifies itself—but the struggle
lower creatures? The antithesis is a striking one,
only confirms, it does not make, the step. But we must
and resolves itself into the question, Is hate or love
not attempt to constitute ourselves the prophets ot
the dominant dynamic of progress ?
another. We are only stating Geddes’s position, that
On the latter view the centre of gravity is shifted
not struggle but sacrifice, not strife but sociality, not
from individual advantage to sacrifice, from self competition but co-operation, not hate and hunger but
regarding to other regarding impulses. We know very
help and love, have been the most important conditions
well that at the bottom hunger and love are one ; we
of progress.
are also aware that what appears a sacrifice is often
In conclusion, let it not be supposed that we forget
selfish at the core ; we do not deny that to care for
that evolution is still going on. Of old time men
others may be the best way of caring for oneself; we
looked at Nature for the most part in its highest terms
might even affirm, that in the highest actions, as in
from the greatest common measure point of view, and
the most primeval, the streams of egoism and altruism
in so looking they were wise. It would be alike futile
may merge in one harmonious current. But we do
and foolish for science to assert that things must only
assert, that it makes a mighty difference in our concep be looked at in their lowest terms, from the common
tion of life if we see reason to believe that Nature is
denominator point of view. But it is with this that
not wholly red in tooth and claw with ravin, but also
science has primarily to do. And since men began
instinct with love. It does alter our view of Nature, if to look at Nature in this aspect, there has been much
we recognise that some of the greatest steps have been
progress The old blinders have been thrown aside,
made not on the principle of each for himself and the
men have looked the facts in the face. Buffon may
devil take the hindmost,—not, that is to say, by natural
have forgotten to take off his pince-nez, Erasmus
selection in the struggle for existence, but on the prin Darwin may have used goggles, Charles Darwin s
ciple of sacrifice justified in her children, and of
spectacles may not have been the purest pebbles,—we
sociality bringing its own rich reward. It may be will not further argue these points. I he theory of
that animals have been compelled into a loving care
evolution is still being evolved ; we are not ourselves
for their offspring; it may be that the bonds of co out of the mill; only the extinct can claim to have
operation are of iron and not of gold; it may be that
“ final form.” But we can all unite in being grateful
animals are forced into sacrifice,—but yet the love, and
for what has been, and in rubbing our own eyes.
the sociality, and the sacrifice, are real for all that.
J . A. 1 .
So too the struggle is no more to be blamed than the
sacrifice is to be praised, both are facts; the question
is, which has been of the most potent influence in
progress ? And the contention of the newer gospel is,
When first I entered Classic Land,
that the martyr’s crown is the guerdon of success.
And reached the wide domain of Greek,
The simplest animals, unit masses of living matter,
I knew not that the distant strand
Was reached by more than one small creek.
might struggle till doomsday without making the
greatest step in organic nature, the lift from the smgle
I toiled and moiled for many a week,
cells to the truly social or many-celled animals. W hen
But little progress made me moan ;
lowly organisms remained clubbed together in a fami y
At last I found a path unique,
circle, in spite of the struggle which ought just then
The Royal Road that leads by Bohn gy.
to have been so keen, then, by a sacrifice of indivi
duality, by a primitive co-operation, by a subordina
This wizard’s wondrous waving wand,
tion of hunger to love, the step was made Not by
As if at word of prophet sheik,
struggling did the Saurians, or whatever they were,
Soon brought me to Troy’s yellow sand,
raise themselves on one another’s shoulders up the
And left behind the toilsome peakladder of life into the class of mammals. It was
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Of grammar, syntax, case oblique :
It was as if on wings I’d flown ;
Would that I’d sooner tried to seek
The Royal Road that leads by Bohn
From Homer, with his smile so bland,
Down through the grand dramatic clique,
I wandered on, nor cared to stand,
J or oft the land was rather bleak.
The common pathway, so to speak,
Is steep and rough with jagged stone;
Then why not take the way that’s sleek,
The Royal Road that leads by Bohn
Envoy.
Ah, Road, to me a golden streak,
My debt to thee I fully own !
Before it aye my praise shall reek,
The Royal Road that leads by Bohn
J. Malcolm Bulloch.
Repiinted from Ellina Mater, Aberdeen.

First Professional Handbooks for the use of Medical
and Science Students.
I. Handbook of Animal Classification. By Victor V
u?srNF°aD’ M'd’. Edlnburgh: E.’& S. Livingstone.
lass. 16 pp. Price 6d.
We can recommend this little volume as a student’s book for
students. It is written for a given purpose, which is kept in
view throughout. It is only an orderly statement of the succes
sion and characters of the various classes and sub-classes of
animals, but this is done tersely and lucidly, nor without an
occasional word or phrase to break the monotony of familiar
diagnosis. We admire the way in which Mr Branford dispenses
with many of the classic technical terms which are so apt to
become surrounded with a sacred mist which does not conduce
to then- meaning being realised. The tabular comparisons will
be found very useful by those who are still at the beggarly
elements.
s5 '
It would be easy to criticise this volume, both in what it does
and m what it does not do but the book is unpretentious, clearhr /
a?duWe are afraid much needed. It is true that no
student of the science of zoology will be satisfied with a sum
mary of classification which takes no account of fossil forms
but perhaps this is to follow. We really think, too, that some
attempt should be made to indicate blood relationships among
animals. A second edition might take note of this. The
definitions are often too dogmatic to be true, too hard and fast
to correspond to the facts, but every teacher knows that unless
he is more or less dogmatic, and.able to overlook exceptions in
insisting upon the rules, he will probably fail to make his point
We notice no reference even to Polyzoa and Brachiopoda, but
the book only professes to take a bird’s-eye view, and it takes it
cieariy. We presume that Mr Branford has trimmed his craft
to the weather, in ignoring the inconvenient facts which spoil
pretty definitions, and m repeating a certain number of some
what shady conventionalisms. Are not many Protozoa multi
cellular, is sexual union really absent, do the Monera exist ’
such questions a captious man might ask anent the first few
lines, but an Edinburgh student is probably not expected to
know about exceptions or recent researches, and Mr Branford is
quite right in not telling him. It seems to us that the forms of
Hydrozoa are somewhat hazy, that the tube in Actinozoa ex
tending “only a short way down from the mouth,” should be
compared with a common Sea-anemone, that the comb-like
appearance of Ctenophora requires explanation, that the student
will dislike to, have what he is told of Odontophora twice or
thrice contradicted in the next few lines, that to say the Tunicate
“develops a mantle around itself after the manner of Molluses ”
and that this mantle forms an atrial chamber, is somewhat of’a
shock to one’s susceptibilities (not too evolved) for accuracy,

that the notes on the notochord of fishes and amphibians are
hardly luminous, and so on ad libitiim. We might ask Mr
Branford more malicious questions, such as, Whether he is sure
Polyplacophora have no eyes, and the like, but we refrain, for
the little book is clear-headed and we wish it well. It has’this
great merit, which justifies any book, that it will be useful.

'A
At the meeting on 24th February 1888, W. L. Mackenzie
presiding, reports were presented that the Executive have nomi
nated Messrs Brunton and T. G. Macormack to fill the vacancies
created by the resignations of Messrs E. F. Armour and H. ]
Stevenson ; that the change in the First Professional Examina
tion is to be made in the way which the Council desired ; that
the Amusements Committee had lost ¿15 over the Symposium,
but had still a balance of ¿28 over the whole year ; that thè
Union Debates Committee are arranging a Parliamentary night
for Thursday, 15th March, when Mr Stormonth Darling will be
Speaker, the motion a vote of confidence in the Government,
proposed by Mr A. H. Briggs Constable and opposed by Mr
Hunter Smith, and that there will be a regularly organised Irish
Party.
A vote of sympathy with the relatives of the late Mr J. G.
Gillespie, medical student, was adopted.
The question of a pathology syllabus was referred to the Class
Committee.
The Amusements Committee received a vote of confidence
when they explained their arrangements for the Symposium and
the changes they proposed to make in future.
The proposal to have the shilling tax collected at matriculation
was rejected.
A special meeting of S.R.C. is to be held on Saturday after
noon in the Union Buildings to consider the subject of the
Union. It was. suggested that if it be found impossible to have
the whole buildings finished by October, an effort should be
made to finish such parts as the dining and smoking rooms,
leaving over the great hall, so that there might be something to
join in October, as this would make a very great difference to
the success during the first year.
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Dr William Russell has been appointed Pathologist at the
Infirmary. Professor Isaac Bayley Balfour has been appointed
Professor of Botany. Mr H. Bruce Johnston succeeds his father
as Secretary to the Curators.
E. U. Swimming Club.—The ordinary office-bearers arcPresident, Mr More ; Vice-President, Mr Newman ; Secretary,
Mr Fothergill ; Treasurer, Mr Macaulay ; Committee, Messrs
Powell, MacEchern, M‘Donald, Mallett, Wright, Murison,
Macmillan, Rattray, Bayley. The subscription is 2s. 6d., and
there is to be regular practice at the Corporation Baths and at
Trinity Pier. We wish the Club every success.

For the past week or two, except in so far as regards the
progress of the “ Union,” St Andrews University has been in a
more or less comatose condition. The preparations for the
opening of the “ Union ” have been pushed on, and the council
now see their way clear to open it next session. On the 16th
Eebruary tbe Dramatic Society gave performances
of Sheridan Knowles’ “ Hunchback ” to large and appreciative
audiences, and the actiong was highly creditable. The Musical
Society gave their Annual Concert on the 23rd of February also
to a large audience. It was most enjoyable, and was quite up
to the high standard of former years. The Football Club is in
a flourishing condition, and is on the whole “holding the palm ”
in the district. The Golf Club played a match lately against
Ladybank, and were victorious by a large number of holes.
An effort is being made to get up “ Sports ” this session, and
success seems assured. Such an institution would do infinite
good to athletics in this part of the country. The Gymnastic
Club gave a display lately which was highly successful: but
apart from these little is being done here at present.
R. Bzwd
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Sir
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We do not intend to make a precedent of writing
articles on the men whose portraits we give. Yet it
would be strange, we think, to pass Sir Douglas Maclagan without a word. He, of the whole medical
faculty, is most typically a member of the older
University system, and he presents it to us in a very
agreeable personality. However much one may grudge
the bright hours of a summer forenoon to the deary
details of juridical horrors, however much we may
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genial spirit of the academic life of a generation not
yet fiercely commercial, and more than most he
embodies for us the culture and the rest of life.
As a song writer, we shall remember him as the
author of “Alma Mater,” and hope to sing soon his
graduation song, “ Chancellor Inglis.” 1 hese and his
lines to Lizzie bespeak a character to which many of
us will look back for an inspiration. To his “ boys
and all who know him, Sir Douglas Maclagan is the
king o’ good fellows and wale o’ auld men.”
__ We regret that by a mistake, the artist has
enlarged the picture, and that the portrait has lost in
definition in consequence.

'AITH is the finer sense, whereby we feel
What is to earthly sense impalpable.
In lands of untold loveliness they dwell,
Whose spirits wander at their will, to steal
Behind Life’s mystery’s unbroken seal.
And tho’ the forms espied be faint and far
As the dim radiance of the farthest star,
Hints of the hidden glory they reveal.

F
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Poets in their divinest songs but sing
The bare realities perceived by Faith ;
The artist’s vision is no mocking wraith,
Nay, he hath touched his very angel’s wing;
And Orpheus only caught with quicker ears
A fragment from the music of the spheres.
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The unseen world is wide, and Faith is young,
And still hath far to travel, much to see ;
Nor hath man’s heart conceived what may be
Her revelations in songs still unsung ;
The scenery that now she moves among
May, with -garlands compared, be cold and wan,
As to the Sunset are the streaks of dawn
That first across the pallid sky are flung.

weary of the rechauffe of yesterday s lecture, we cannot
refuse some measure of affection, beyond mere
respect to the gentle fatherly man who discourses the
applications of common-sense. It is more as a per
sonality than as a teacher that we like Sir Douglas
Maclagan. He has brought us no small share of the

Yet, even in our generation, more
Is seen of Faith than hath been told abroad,
And though an unexpected face he wore,
The pure in heart have verily seen God.
Last thought, and best : that Faith sees dawning
beams
Upon the sleep that rounds our life of dreams.
M. km •
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In connection with all Universities and Schools there
has been, and always will be, an athletic department,
on account of the desire of youth to possess a means
of expending his energy in some invigorating exercise
In this University such a club exists for the purpose
of serving such an end, and it is to the existence and
critical state of the affairs of this club that I should
like to draw the attention of students. It is at pre
sent in a condition discouraging to those who believe
in the valuable part it plays in supplying necessary and
healthy recreation to a class of men who, above all
others, from their severe mental work and sedentary
hie, most require it. Its accounts have within the last
few weeks been thoroughly investigated, and the result
is that the club has been found to be in debt to the
extent of ,¿715. The causes of this debt are many,
and of these the following are the most prominent:__
1. Non-payment of subscriptions by many of those
who belong to one or other of the different sections.
2. Want of support by the students.
3. Careless
management of accounts. 4. Heavy losses on the
school and \ arsity Gaines.
With regard to the first cause, it has long been one
of the greatest difficulties the officials of the Athletic
Club have had to contend with. Many men will go
out to Corstorphine and make use of the ground and
property of the club, without ever thinking it at all in
cumbent upon, them to pay any subscription. In order
to lessen this abuse, the rules were revised some two
or three years ago, and altered in such a way that no
man could get his “blue” or “half blue” who had
not paid his membership and sectional subscription.
Jin
«ge Had a distinCt effect> but
has not
been sufficient to meet the difficulty, for a great
majority of men have neither the desire nor opporp’aces in the reP>-esentative teams;
and accordingly, when several of these do not care
to pay, it is next to impossible to get hold of them,
sivi ’emr< y Ca?
be found in obtaining the
services of a paid official, whose duty it would be to
keep a note of the names of the men who play in any
of the fifteens or elevens of the ’Varsity, and to see
whether they are members of the E.U.A.C. or not
and, if they are not, to inform the captains that they
WhJ th6 ? °Wed t0 Play Until subscriptions are paid*
M hen the Umon is completed, such an official might
AthwJn ? "J take charge of both the Union and
Athletic Club affairs.
In commenting on the second cause, readers of
this magazine will be surprised , to learn that out of
t^e thousand ..students only between two and three
burred think it worth their while to support ’Varsity
athletics. The small membership can, however be
ascribed to three causes :-i. Many men conm to
college with the idea that it is no part of a student’s
life to take exercise, that his every moment must be
spent poring over his books. What is the appear

ance of such men at college, and what is their state of
health in after-life? At college you find them
muscularly enfeebled, round-shouldered, pimple-faced
melancholy, nervous, constipated, and dyspeptic. It
after-years, you see them struggling on with a thoroughly
undermined constitution, many of them suffering from,
weakened hearts, diseases of stomach and intestines,
and not able to enjoy the thoughts which arise in a
well-stored mind, their whole attention being concern
trated on their ailments. All this the consequence
of work done not wisely but too conscientiously.
Now if such students would only take advantage of
the opportunities of muscular enjoyment offered them
by the Athletic Club, or would even spend an hour or
two on a Saturday afternoon beholding and encourag
ing their fellow-students in their contests with other
clubs for the supremacy of the ’Varsity teams, both
their minds and their bodies would be strengthened
and invigorated in such a degree, that work would
not have the same injurious effect upon them. There
is another class, not workers, but those who spend
their days and nights in playing billiards and cards, to
the>exclusion of every other form of amusement, and
this class is by no means a small one in the University.
these men will never be made much of as regards
athletics as long as the University field is at Cor
storphine.
2. I he situation of Corstorphine deters many
students from becoming members of the Athletic Club,
and until the committee see their way clear to obtain
a field in town, this drawback will always operate in a
marked degree on the funds of the club. It is this
that proves the gain of other clubs. To become
aware of this, one has only to look at the composition
of the teams which represent them on the football,
cricket, and tennis field. About one-half of the
players in each team are students. The explanation
is evident. If men want a game of tennis or a few
minutes’ batting or bowling in the morning before
to classes, or during a spare hour or two
which they may have at their disposal during the
day, they can go to any of the grounds in a very
short time, these grounds being easily accessible, get
what they desire, and be back in time to attend
another class. Whereas they can only reach Corstorphine by tram, driving, or walking a distance of
three miles, and after such a walk in warm weather
a man feels more inclined to lie down and rest than
play cricket or tennis. It may be said that the
walk is capital exercise. Yes, so it is, but it is not
the thing a man will join the Athletic Club to enjoy
when he can get it for nothing by simply going
a ong the streets, nor is it the form of recreation
he undertook the walk to obtain. Yet, though this
grievance does exist, I must say I am compelled to
think men make too much of it. Taking the trains
to and from Corstorphine is by no means so in
convenient as is believed, and is in many cases a
mere excuse for want of inclination to support the
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With regard to the University Games, their failure
In selecting a ground in town, the committee
lies wholly with the running men of the ’Varsity.
ought to do their best to secure one on the south
In some years there has been the greatest difficulty
side of the town, for that is undoubtedly the students’
experienced in getting men to enter, many good
quarter; and it should also afford sufficient space
runners taking no part in the games. And in order
for playing cricket, tennis, &c., at the same time.
to get anything like good entries, expensive prizes
It would ruin the club if tennis men had to stop
have had to be given, even when the club could not
their games while a cricket match was going on.
Were this done, one ground man and one pro afford to do so.
It seems to me that far too many complimentaryfessional would not be able to meet the increased
tickets
are issued. These should be confined to the
demands. Three professionals and a ground man
professors, judges, past officials of the E.U.A C.,
would almost be necessary. One professional should
and the committee of the E.U.A.C. It is all very
be a really first-class man, while the other two need
well to be generous so long as one is in good cir
only be bowlers, and should take care of the cricket
cumstances, but the conduct of the Union is the
pitches, leaving the rest of the work to the ground
example for the E.U.A.C. to copy just now. Another
man. With the enormously increased membership,
point that can be urged against the issue of so many
and the gates averaging pounds and no longer
of these tickets is that many are never used, the
shillings, all these changes ought to be possible.
receivers evidently throwing them into the waste-paper
When the club had once begun to prosper, the
.
.
,
committee might find it advantageous to start a boat basket.
Lastly, the Athletic Committee in the past has
club in connection with the Athletic Club, having the
been in the habit of letting money matters take care
boat-house at Granton or Trinity. These places,
of themselves, and on several occasions many large
since the laying of the cable tramway, are now in
accounts have been received of which they were
constant communication with Edinburgh. Such a
totally ignorant. May I therefore be allowed to sug
club would, I believe, be well supported, for there
gest the advisability of having a financial statement
are many rowing men at the ’Varsity. The sub handed in every quarter? By so doing the expendi
scription, along with that of membership, should not ture and receipts of the club could be easily balanced,
be more than 25s. Instead of retaining the present and the money at the club’s disposal known. In this
sectional charges, the committee might consider way the committee would be able to prevent them
whether it would not be advantageous to have a selves from again contracting such an enormous debt.
definite charge, say ^1. is., to include everything
but boating. Men would then feel that they were
A Member of the E.U.A.C.
actually members of the Athletic Club, and not of
one department only.
3. The presence of so many educational insti
_ We are glad to hear that, although the
tutions in Edinburgh from which a large number endeavours of the committee at the assault-at-arms
of scholars yearly go to the University, and whose
were rewarded by a gain of ¿25 only, an efficient
F.P.’s prefer playing for their fifteens and elevens,
rally of private subscribers is taking place. V e hope
tells to a somewhat appreciable extent upon the
it may continue till the fund advance from its present
membership. Yet, if the field were in Edinburgh,
level over ,^7 300 to the total amount of the debt.
the Athletic Club could afford to do without these
0
men, for it would then retain those students who
join other clubs, not school clubs, in town.
4. A great cause of all the difficulties has been
the School and ’Varsity Games. The committee
of the Athletic Club deserve many thanks for the
There is a story going the round just now circulated at the
endeavours they have made to promote athletics
expense of the University Temperance Society—which ought to
at schools, and to encourage honourable rivalry
have a place in the archives of prog^s. A student, who desires
among boys by the establishment of these school
that his name be meanwhile withheld, was becoming rather
down in the mouth about things in genera , and the first
games. They have been failures, not owing to any
Professional in particular. But he was also a student o
fault on the part of the committee of the Athletic
and had passed his prelim, in mechanics with
Club, but to certain important schools refusing to philosophy,
distinction. To check the growth of me anchoha (which
allow their pupils to enter. _ This has, to a great
Tschmikiroff has shown to be due to a bacillus) he bought a
barrel of beer. This he elevated to a shelf above his couch,
extent, lessened the competition, and the upshot has
been that one or two schools have easily earned and tapped it by means of an indiarubber pipe with a properly
nozzle. In this way he was able to combine maximum
everything before them. There has accordingly been adjusted
nutrition with a minimum expenditure of energy. The me: anno competition, therefore no excitement and no cholia has disappeared, and philosophic calm prevails. The
»ate. These games ought not to be continued un tale is a vivid instance of the victory of man over fate and
less the committee receives a promise from the ought to be a warning to those who are readily apt to lose heart.
headmasters of all the large schools that their After the story has gone the round a few more times, more
scholars will be permitted and encouraged to take details may be available.
part in the contests.
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A jolly green bejant, fresh from school,
Came up to our city to grind,
He went to Professors, and followed each rule
For maturing a juvenile mind,

Maturing a juvenile mind,
Maturing a juvenile, Ha, ha, ha, ha,
Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha !
Maturing a juvenile mind.
Our bejant worked like a hatter, and burked
I he wrath of examining gang,*
But it fell one fine day, he chucked books away
tor Polly, in spite of her slang, f

Chorus.—For Polly, &c.
’Tis Polly they call his landlady’s gal,
And Hill is her surname, they say;
His name it was Will, but it ended as Bill,
Who eloped with a pretty L.A.J

Chorus.—Who eloped, &c.
* A St Andrews man proposes to read “ The vengeance of
Roberts and Lang. ”
+ See Song No. 4.
I Now L.L.A., Lady Literate in Arts.
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had found the position notably delightful.
Ihe
curious- statement having been made that such a
scheme had a greater chance of success in a limited
The S.R.C. held a special meeting on Saturday afterconstituency, brought S. W. Carruthers at once to his
noon at the Union Buildings, over which they were
feet, in his great anxiety to point out that the over
conducted by Mr Fitzroy Bell, and Mr Sydney Mitchell,
lapping of “ E’Sj F’s, and G’s ” would be serious in a
the architect. One saw some grave and philosophical
limited constituency.
J. R. Ratcliffe next announced a discovery, namely,
members of the Arts and Law Faculties, who lend
that of an apartment in the Union not set apart for
dimity to the Council by their golden silence or
any use ; and proposed that the Unión Acting Com
judicial appearance, and certain, medical members
mittee be asked to transform this into á photographic
whose aim in life seems to be to make the maximum
dark room. This eligible apartment, the architect
number of speeches in a twelvemonth, without much
explained, was under a staircase, and the only use he
regard to the despatch of business,—these extremes
could suggest for it, was to hold lumber. S. W. Car
one saw with amusement, pursuing one. another up
ruthers next appeared as a champion of the photo
the giddy ascent of a ladder, or balancing with equal
graphers, whose arrogance in asking for a whole room
care along the narrow foothold of a plank, raised
to themselves, T. G. Macormack strongly condemned
twenty feet in air, or—horresco referens—admiring the
under the mistaken notion that he had caught a
view into the windows of a well-known educational
University Society trying to get an unfair advantage
institution in George Square.
_
over its sister institutions in the matter of accommo
After half an hour of such al fresco enjoyment, the
dation. After a great waste of time in this trivial
Council adjourned to R. C. Buist’s class-room, which
discussion, the enthusiastic photographers was allowed
was kindly lent for the purpose, and the torrent of
to forward their request for a cellar to the Committee.
words began.
.
.
The architect, in answer to a question, said he
D. T. Kuys took the chair, and ruled right im
doubted if it would be possible to open a portion of
perially from that throne. After some preliminary
the Union in October, but that was a matter for the
business, the letter of the Honorary Secretaries of the
contractor.
Union Acting Committee was read by the Secretary.
Other suggestions, which the Council passed by as
A. H. Briggs Constable then moved, “ That this meet
unpractical, were made. Finally the stage of votes of
ing expresses its sense of the indebtedness of the
Council to the Secretaries of thé Union Acting Com thanks to Messrs Fitzroy, Bell, and Mitchell for their
presence, and to R. C. Buist for his class-room, was
mittee, receives their suggestion, and pledges itself to
do everything in its power to raise the sum required
earned»
The Council adjourned, having spent over an hour
to complete the Union.” He made a few remarks,
and a quarter in resolving to hold a general meeting
well chosen, and to the point ; and almost without
of students and meetings of the constituencies. T he
discussion the motion was carried.
closure had been once applied by W. B. Mactier with
At once the question arose, how best to redeem the
beneficial effect, but even its powers are feeble beside
pledge just given by the meeting. James Huskie
the irresistible force of the loquaciousness of the
proposed a meeting of the first, second, and thud year
Council when it is happy in getting a broad and illstudents: but adverse criticism being plentifully poured
defined subject on which to exercise its powers.
on this scheme, he altered his motion to one for a
Nemo.
general meeting of students. Ultimately aftei some
haggling over details, this motion was carried, with
the addition suggested by S. W Carruthers, hat
representatives should be instructed to call meetings
University Reform.—We give a report prepared by a
Committee of the Educational Institute of Scotland, and ap
of their constituencies.
. ,
A. C. Moffat and T. G. Macormack then suggested proved by the Institute, which is of considerable interest, as
showing the ideas of the teaching profession on the matter :—
that the Union should be opened with a grand bazaar
“The committee is of opinion that any scheme of University
The Fancy Fair of 1886 seems to have much impressed
reform should include the following changes :— I,. Manage
these gentlemen (as it did most people), but evidently
ment—That the University Court be enlarged so as to be truly
representative of the parties interested—the public, graduates,
they were not behind the scenes at
elab^
and Senate. That to this independent and represen
else would they never have spoken so glibly ofgett g students,
tative body the finance of the University be entrusted so as to
up a bazaar, as if successful fêtes could w h the
leave the Senate free to advance discipline, culture learning,
and research. 2. University Council.—That besides proper
greatest ease be turned out at the rate
P
anITeven more appalling scheme was suggested by
A C Hartley—the starting of a snowball.
He was
sanguine of success, notwithstanding the recent failui es
J Lh schemes; and one could not but wonder i
he had ever been a “ B,” a “ D, or even an F in
one of these chilling schemes, and if so whether he

representation in . the University Court, the Council be set free
from the restrictions on its meetings and discussions imposed by
the Act of 1858. 3. Entrance Examinations.—Lhat suitable
entrance examinations be instituted, which shall put an end to
the unseemly competition between the Universities and the
schools and terminate the scandal of University classes crowded
bv unprepared students. 4- Arts Monopoly.-That the existing
monopoly of seven classes in arts be abolished, as prejudicial to
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the advance of sound scholarship. That chairs be instituted for
departments of modern learning now unrepresented in
the Universities, or in some of them. 5* Graduation.—That a
reconstruction and extension of the scheme of graduation in
Arts and Science be. effected, which shall provide a variety of
options, and give their due place to chairs at present unrecog
nised, and to others to be hereafter instituted. 6. Extra Classes
and Sessions. —That the intra-mural teaching be so supplemented
by short summer sessions or by evening lectures, or by both,
that the benefits of University education may be more widely
available, and that students of merit may complete their course
m a shorter period than at present. 7. Extra-Mural Teaching.—
Ihat extra-mural teaching of a superior kind be more freely
encouraged and recognised than hitherto. 8. Extension of
University Teaching.—That the University has a duty to the
country beyond the limits of its walls, which can be discharged
only by the affiliation, for purposes of graduation, of colleges and
schools doing work of the University standard, and by the
extension of University teaching to the various provincial
centres, with due recognition of the work thereby accomplished.
9. Education as a University Study. —That considering the very
large proportion of graduates who are or intend to become
teachers, it is imperative that education be ranked as a Univer
sity study, with a chair in each of the Universities, and a place
in the scheme of graduation. 10. Universities Bill of 1887.—
(a) Ihat the bill of 1887 be so amended (when reintroduced)
as to provide for the election of an assessor by the General
Council every year, instead of electing four together by a
cumulative vote for a period of four years each ; (¿) That the
subject of education as a University study is as worthy of special
mention in the enumeration of the powers of the Commissioners
as the establishment of an additional medical school.” We
reserve any comment on the suggestions made. Some of
them are excellent, and we commend them to the consideration
of the students who will as graduates soon have a voice in the
ms.tteir.

The Educational Institute is evidently getting on
The
meetings a^ to be eternally taken up with discussions of
The Code (Scotticl,
Cod ), on the initiative of various
enthusiasts, each with his own special grievance. We know
of one branch where the “Cod” received its quietus from a
speech somewhat as follows :_
4
“Mr Chairman and gentlemen, the meetings of this Institute
bring to my mind a story of the late Dr Chalmers. He went
home one afternoon and told his housekeeper that he had
invited some friends to supper that night.
‘“Losh keep me !’ said she. ‘There’s naething i’ the
hoose but saut fish. They needna come here the nicht.’
Doctor, ‘that will do famously, fust you
get ready the salt fish.’
y
you
Doctor looked round his guests, and asked
‘,Here’’Said he’ <is salt fchfr"m Crail,
salt bsh from Pittenweem, with butter • there
salt fish from Anstruther, with white sauce.’
our. blU of fare is limited to ‘Code.’ Now it is
Code from A——, with vinegar; again ‘ Code ’ from D__
pepper. ”an°n
F----- ’ Se"ed with both salt a°d
The Code wasn’t heard of for some years after.

University Extension.—The first meeting of the Actin?
Committee for the Extension of University Teaching was held
in the University Court Room, on 4th February. Present were
--Professors Caird (chairman), M‘Kendrick (secretary of th!
Glasgow University Extension Board), Knight, Calderwood
U”-’ .
’ PrlnclPals Peterson and Grant Ogilvie and
Mr Martin White; also Messrs J. W. iMunro, Dow Wilson
Leslie, Loutit, Reid, and Curie, local secretaries. Mr Patrick
Geddes read a report on the work of the movement since 4th
March 1887, showing that 1,280 students in all had attended the
courses in Botany, Zoology, Physiography, Geology, and English
Literature, m Perth, Dumfries, Dunfermline, Blairgowrie,

Coupar-Angus, and Alyth. Professor Caird then gave J 1 An hour la
account of the present state of University Extension in Glassow ■1 came X 1
and of the constitution of the Extension Board recently formed 1 He beamec
there. The following resolutions were then passed
(1.) That tquickly becau
the secretary be instructed to communicate with the Senates of
the Universities of St Andrews, Aberdeen, and Edinburg 11 decided to cc
“I’ve impr
and of University College, Dundee; and to convey to them the
opinion and earnest desire of this meeting that boards should be si the holes witl
established for University Extension. (2.) That in the opinion i more. Listei
ot this committee there should be complete reciprocity of action (1 And he playe
between the boards with regard to the employment of lecturers ; (Wet your '
appointed by them respectively. (3.) That the secretary be A have the “ ful
instructed to communicate with the secretaries of the various ( I agreed th
County Associations, and to request their attention to the claims s “Nowhen
of Local University Extension Societies. The secretary then 1; know that ?”
read a letter from Dr Roberts, secretary of the Cambridge 1 “Yes,” .1
University Extension Board, describing the unexpectedly great :: Sapphira, bu
success of extension courses in Cambridge itself ; and the
“ I forget t
practicability of holding similar courses in all the Scottish
I deliberat
University towns was agreed upon.
■ whistle noth’
- -“Princess
I “Humbug
i isAbanazer.
“ Oh! ah
1 1 lyusicctl 13v&r)ir)g.
forgetful of 1
A few nignts ago I strolled into X’s room, expecting to
“Here’s a
find him hard at work.
I ought tc
“X,” I queried, “does Quain”-- but looking up I
yard long, a
found he was by the fire in his arm chair, instead of at the
the pantomi
table with books, and I stopped short, rather taken
--“That’s t
aback, as apparently he was. I apologised, I don’t know
You shou
what for, but sat down, and after chatting a minute or
coming at
two conversation failed, and I sat staring into the fire.
precious.
Presently a mouse began to squeak, or I thought so.
“ Dead 1)
“ Do you hear it ?” asked X.
without anc
“ Yes,” I said, “but I don’t mind it,” and I went on
I haven’t
staring.
that they w
Presently it began again.
music.”
“ You’re sure you don’t mind it?” asked X.
I didn’t
‘ No, oh, no 1 If you do, why don’t you catch it
morrow, foi
Catch what?”
£i That mouse.”
There was a silence “more eloquent than words,” until
i looked up and saw X glaring at me with an ocarina,
or some such thing, in his hand. Then
™
- - that
I- felt
I
was in for it.
I heard something about “ No ear for music ! ” and
made a desperate effort to mend matters. I said that
the mouse rather spoilt the music 1
“ Didn’t hear a mouse ! ” growled X.
“ No, you wouldn’t, my dear fellow, you were playin?,
you see (for the life of me I didn’t know whether he
Be
had been). But to me it quite spoilt the harmony.”
Ihe word harmony seemed to please him. and he
asked whether he should play some more.
,4
means, I said, and sat with my eyes closed
and body bent a little forward, as I see some people
F<
do at concerts. Then he played.
y
Sometimes the mouse was squeaking, sometimes the
A
wind was whistling through the keyhole.
F
At last X finished, and drew a long breath. So did I !
„ .Y°u„know that tune, don’t you?” he said.
Yes, I murmured (lie No. i), “ it was always a
favourite of mine (No. 2).
y
“ c’S a vTery suggestive instrument ” (true that).
old man>”— and I went, thanking
V
my stars that I had done no more, for X is hasty, as
he says all artists are.
y,
So I strolled down to the flat below him, where my
rooms are, and began to read.
y
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IV.
len gave JJ;1 An hour later there was a bang at the door, and in
□ in Glasgow, *
That
I
’
ve
escaped
thy
various wiles
:ently formed i. ^He beamed on me, and explained that he saw I left
A
votive
tablet
proves
;
That
iquickly because I was afraid of disturbing him, so he had
I
care
not
for
thy
sweetest
smiles,
ie Senates of i '.decided to come down. Then he produced the ocarina.
Nor heed the beauty which beguiles,
Edinburgh;
“ I’ve improved it,” he said ; “ I’ve stopped up two of
But never loves.
to them the h the holes with wax, and gummed paper over half of four
rds should be j■ more. Listen 1 It sounds a much fuller tone now.”
N. T. C.
1 the opinion
\
And
he
played
again.
.
,
,
.
,
„
N
OTE
.
—
The
P.D.
has
just
run
up
with
a
note
from
Horace,—
rity of action
(Wet your finger, and draw it down the windows. You 11
“The name Pyrrha may be changed according to the needs of
t of lecturers
your readers.”—Ed.
c i ..
secretary he ,i have the “ fuller tone ” to a T1)
I agreed that it sounded quite different.
f the various
“Now here’s another tune 1” and he played it. “ You
to the claims
THE COUNTRY PARSON’S LAMENT.
ecretary then ¡ know that?”
.
“Yes,” .1 stammered (O ’ shades of Ananias and.
e Cambridge
Tune—“ Prince Charlie’s Lament.”
rctedly great ■ Sapphira, but my punishment followed only too quickly).
f ; and the
“I forget the name,” he said. “ What is it ?”
Give me back my gown and trencher
the Scottish
I deliberated one moment, but being sure that he can
That were once so dear to me;
' whistle nothing but airs from the pantomime, took a shot
Better is that life Bohemian
- -“Princess of China.”
Than respectability.
“ Humbug 1 ” says X; “ I remember now, it’s ‘ My Name
Oh, this black coat chafes me sadly,
i is Abanazer.”’
.
“Oh 1 ah 1 Yes ; of course, it is,” I chimed m.
How
Roman collars scrape my chin ;
forgetful of me 1 ”
’Tis hard to get ideas out
“
Here
’
s
another,
”
says
X.
“
What
’
s
this
?
xpecting to
When there is nothing in.
I ought to have taken a better shot, for his face was a
vard long, and he only played a bar a minute, but I kept
'king up I
Give me back my cosy diggings
the pantomime in view, and nodded cheerfully at the end,
id of at the
And its cupboard stored with beer,
—“That’s the fat man’s dance.”
her taken
You should have seen him. I thought the thing was
Where so oft the merry circle
don’t know
coming at my head, but I believe he thought it too
Filled the air with talk and cheer.
minute or
precious.
,
,
„ .
Oh, those days of thoughtless pleasure ;
:he fire,
“Dead March in Saul,” he hissed, and stalked out
tight so.
Ob, those nights of lengthened chat;
without another word.
Nothing in this lonely mill-round
I haven’t seen him since, but two men told me to-day
I went on
Can refresh my heart like that.
that they were going to his rooms to-night to “ have some
music.”
, .
,,
Jack, with laugh neat, stirred up laughter;
I didn’t say anything, but I shall watch for them to
morrow, for, as I have said, X is hasty.
C. K.
Jim, a favourite with the fair :
h it?”

rds,” until
i ocarina,
:lt that I

tic 1 ” and
said that
: playing,
tether he
ny.”
. and he

es closed
e people
imes the

io did I!

tlways a
thanking
tasty, as

here my

o

eretcc
TO PYRRHA.

What dainty youth, my Pyrrha fair,
Woos thee in shady grove ? _
Who, crowned with roses in his hair,
Bedewed with liquid odours rare,
Urges his love ?
ii.
For whom bind’st thou thy golden hair,
In simple neatness sweet?
Alas 1 alas ! let him beware,
For thou art false, though thou art fair,
Rough storms he’ll meet.

in.
That thou wilt evermore be true,
What simple swain believes ?
Wretched, thy changing heart he’ll rue,
And wonder fair can faith eschew,
While sad he grieves.

Mac, who nightly “ slew ta Phairshon ; ”
Joe, with philosophic air ;—
All are now in country manses,
Hebrew vexes them no more ;
But the fattest living never
Can bring back the days of yore.
N.B._We had intended to issue this as one of the series of

Songs, but the publishers have declined to allow us to use the
music.
The University Musical Society will hold their annual
concerts on Friday and Saturday, March l6th and 17th, in the
Music Class-room, Park Place. The programme will consist of
choral music, solos, and a string trio. The concert on Friday
night will be restricted to the friends of members, while that on
Saturday night will be free to students on the presentation of a
matriculation ticket. The committee’s revision of the rules will
probably be submitted to the members after the concerts.

HEN women were first admitted to exams, at
Oxford,, the examiners were rather nervous
at the prospect of the “vivas.” The first one tripped
in, took her seat at the other side of the table,
arranged herself and her hat, and then—giving her
head the characteristic little half-toss, half-nod—said
to the examiner, “ Now you may begin.”
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Defiers f® ftje Editor.

THE DUTIES OF THE EXTRA PROFESSORIAL
EXAMINER.

Sir, In a paragraph written, presumably by a student, an
Arts examiner has recently been publicly commended for mak
ing, himself acquainted with, the lectures of the Professor whose
students he has ,to ■examine, and he was pointed out as an
example deserving to. be followed by other examiners. I was
at first absolutely blanked at the cool satire of the whole piece,
but when careful consideration seemed to show that it was all
in dead earnest, I was more blanked than ever. But still I am
in doubt. Does the writer really mean it ? Had it been the
expression of a crammer stuffing men for an examination, it
would have.been intelligible.; but that a student should wish to
give away his liberties of extra-mural classes, the privilege of
free study;,and a knowledge of his subject for the convenience
of cramming up any man’s lectures for a pass, is too much to
believe of any but the merest minimum of the students. The
feeling among students is sometimes expressed, as you said in
your article on “ Publicity of Examinations,” as a suspicion that
the professorial examiner is hard on extra-mural students, but
here we have a wish expressed to curb Dr Traquair. If Dr
1 raquair s questions stray beyond the limits of the prescribed
syllabus, it can be but rarely, and only when he suspects a man
of .being guilty of “ Distinction,” and the true remedy is publicity of examinations. Students generally will, I beliéve re
pudiate the statement that fairness of intention is somewhat
move, on the part of examiners. My own somewhat protracted
experience of them entirely negatives it. A second statement
was advanced in the discussion to the effect “that the supposition that the degree examinations are conducted by the teachers
and rigidly confined to the subjects treated in their own lectures
mZ tSPF r'7 °f Jhe
Universities which attracts many
men to Edinburgh, and that it is eminently the more fair method^
and becomesmiore and more of an absolute necessity as scienc¿
increases and widens its scope.” I don’t believe that any man
comes to Edinburgh for this who doesn’t come under the stigma
of the Londoners, who say “students go to Edinburgh to get
, ?Ut 1
get over an uneasy feeling
that the wii er has fooled me. A man who speaks in his tone
of easy familiarity of Patrick Geddes and Herbert Spencer and
Leibnitz, must surely know more of what education is than to
propound the insane propositions he makes, for any other purpose
than trying us. Surely, sir, the object of education isDot to
pass degree examinations, and Professors’ lectures are designed
merely to_teach us to, think, not as a standard of orthodox
Wence' .™e;ex%minatl0ns are surely meant to test our fitness
for a certificate of culture so far as that can be attained by
science, and the extra professional is. not a “roaring lion seelZ
rng whom he may plough,” but is rightly one who protects the
student from being examined on an unfairly narrow and rigid
set of lectures in place of on his scientific attainment. I hope
sir, you will find space for this, as it is important that the formed
should not pass as the opinion of the students.— I am,
One of Them.
SYSTEMATIC LECTURES ON PRACTICE OF PHYSIC
AND SURGERY.
Sir,—A point of some importance to students has lately
forced itself on my attention. No one of course wishes to curb
the freedom of treatment which is permitted to teachers- but the
comparison of various methods at present followed is’at least
suggestive. Thus, in Practice of Physic, one teacher has dis
cussed several systems with more or less completeness and is
now “rushing” the remaining systems so as to get to the end •
another is lecturing twice a day, so as to give a fairly complete
course on each system ; while, at least, one other has arranged
his course throughout, so as to get to the end : with the first I
may add that men are supposed, if they wish a complete set of
notes, to get them at a second course. Now if the meaning of

the systematic course of loo lectures be, as would seem, that the
student may have a kind of medical cyclopaedia in his notes
there is evidently some difficulty in its successful accomplish’
ment. The questions then come to be
Shall we give m
systematic lectures for some other method ? Can we supplement
them ? and at whose expense shall this supplementing be done?
The partial answers which are given by existing facts are w
follows.:—(i) Systematic lectures have been so far abandoned
m Medicine that the subjects of mental diseases and diseases in
children are no longer taught in detail by the professor or leeturer on Physic ; (2) in Surgery, the surgery of the eye has also
been shunted; (3) inali three instances this has been done at
the expense of the student (I am not forgetting Professor
Chiene’s “Tutorials on the Eye”) ; and (4) the new courses are
voluntary, and the student may, at his own risk, omit them. Are
we to extend this system, say, e.g., by constituting special courses
on skin diseases, on diseases of the ear, or on tropical diseases?
If.so, might not the lecturers on the special subjects form a con
joint course, so that a student should attend them all for a con
joint fee, or when a lecturer relieves the professor of part of his
subject as a specialty, should he be paid by the professor, whose
students should be entitled to the supplementary classes under
the fee which they pay for Medicine and Surgery respectively ?
These are important questions.
1
On the other hand, should we not give up aiming at the
appearance of systematic courses, and at the present encycloptedic idèa of them ? A teacher might then during a winter
devote himself to two or three systems, and discuss them com
pletely, so bringing into relation the physiology and pathology
and clinical features of the system, and so relieving the present
systematic course of Physiology of the more detailed parts of
Systematic Physiology, and that of Pathology of the special
Pathological Anatomy. We should then, from the third year
onwards, be binding together the scientific and clinical features
of disease in a way that is at present absent, as is evident from
the way m which men flounder when asked to give a pathological explanation of any symptom. Students at present forget
their Pathology and Physiology because they are not as im
mediately as possible brought into relation to the phenomena of
disease.
Apart from these changes towards abandoning the systematic
courses in reality and in appearance, I can see another possibility. 1, instead of aiming at giving a complete encyclopedia
of physiological, pathological, surgical, or medical details, the
teacher set himself to bring the main features of the whole subject before the student, and fitting him to use a book wisely,
referred him to standard books for details, I think we should be
likely to acquire early the habit of reference, which, if we are to
go on learning, we must follow later in life.
. This letter is too long, but the questions in it should be con
sidered and discussed by students, for it is evident that while we
may wait for a Universities Commission long enough, we may,
if we choose to think and ask wisely, even at present secure
changes of some importance in the teaching system. That at
least, is the lesson I learn from recent doings of the Students’
Council and even if a Universities Commission should be
granted by a gracious Parliament, we should be better prepared to lay °ur case before it, having thought it out before
hand.—With thanks for your space, I am,
En Avant.

In answer to numerous inquiries, the Editor regrets to say that
Nos 4, 5, and 8 are entirely out of print. No. 10 will be issued
on luesday, March 20, and will contain inter alias a portrait of
Professor Tait. This will be the last number issued during the
a11? Session> but the Editor hopes to issue Nos. 11 and 12
and the Index during the Summer; and Students who are to be
absent from Edinburgh during the Summer should leave their
orders with the Booksellers or at the Publishing Office,
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and its inconvenience, the Professor went on to define
)
Kinetic Energy. A sudden desire to wash down some
:
misplaced chalk particles seemed to be irresistible.
r
Before raising the tumbler to his mouth, he said, But
■ Did one wish to give a stranger a good impression of
the style and quality of the lectures which are delivered
we take a half.” When the disturbance had quieted, he
to Edinburgh students, without a doubt he would take
had put the necessary divisor below the MV!. His eye
him some forenoon to hear Professor Tait.
sparkled as he continued, “Gentlemen, I cannot see
Two of us a few days ago freshened old memories by a
anything strange in taking a half, it is a perfectly arbitrary
visit to the Natural Philosophy Class-room. The jovial
arrangement, the convenience of which you will be better
servitor smiled a welcome as we doffed hat and ulster ;
able to appreciate later on.”
and Lindsay, as of yore, stood in front of the stove facing
us as we entered, his keen eyes, sharp as ever, allowing
nothing to pass unnoticed.
We were not long seated before the door leading to the
ning at the
Physical Laboratory opened, and the tall figure of the
esent encyProfessor slipped round it. The noises, more pronounced
ing a winter
them comthan formerly we thought, soon ceased under the steady
1 pathology
gaze which followed the peculiar and well-remembered
the present.
bow. This seems to be made when the motion towards
ed parts of
the audience is combined with that in a direction parallel
the special.
to it ; but the full resolution into its components still
: third year
for some bright young student.
cal features | remains
The old gown was yet extant, and the dark jacket,
zident from ‘
re a patho- f fastened by a single button at the neck, still seemed as far
as ever from the toga •virilis.
esent forget
The lecturer has lost nothing of his ancient power of
not as imgraphic illustration and chaiming style. The conclusions
inomena of ,
are obtained from various trains of reasoning, and apt
reference to everyday commonplaces clinches the argu
systematic
•ther possiment, while the subtle humour of the man is every now
cyclopaedia
and then revealed, and serves to keep his audience in
details, the
good fettle. Details are skilfully subordinated, and the
whole subprinciples stand out in bold relief. The brilliant experi
>ok wisely,
ments are all necessary, and none are shown tor effect.
j should be
Performed at the right moment, they never fail, and make
f we are to
all seem clear as at noon. One feels that the students
are not the only ones who thoroughly enjoy the Natural
Id be conPhilosophy lectures, and indeed it is said that sometimes
it while we
i, we may, | when dealing with the more complex parts of Dynamics
the lecturer alone seems perfectly contented. _ .
ent secure |1
Listening to Professor Tait, one feels that it is quite
That, at
Students’ I
impossible ever to forget the facts talked about and their
should be
relations and consequences. But sad experience, gained
oetter prein the examination hall, has made it quite plain that it is
^ut before
the lucidity of the lecturer who makes everything trans
Avant.
;
parent to us for the time, not we who can see through
Carnot’s Reversible Cycle and Simple Harmonic Motion
Save as a lecturer, Professor Tait is an unknown
on first hearing about them.
. ,
quantity to his junior students. To them the perusal of
Every Arts student remembers the one comic lecture
the recently published Memorials of the Cumming Club
which is annually given on Dynamics. How the Protesmust have revealed him in quite a different aspect, and
sor owns himself to have failed to understand the pnnhave shown that he shines just as brightly outside the
ciple of “ Transmission of Force,” although he had been
lecture-room as when he has the dynamos working, and
trying hard to do so all his life 1 How pathetical y he
all his electrical apparatus for an environment.
■> say that
gives for the benefit of students who may have to be
From Clerk-Maxwell’s life and poems too we may
be issued
examined in southern regions where less robust New
□ortrait of
tonians manage to exist, an outline of Duchayla s proof of
learn more, and join in his declaration that
uring the
the Parallelogram of Forces, which employs this pnn“ You, brave Tait ! who know so well the way
I and 12
Forces to scatter,
are to be
C' A6 characteristic story is current this winter In the
Calmly await the slow but sure decay,
jave their
Even of Matter.”
first lecture on Kinetics, after talking about Vis Viva

H Casual.
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Strolling along Lauriston the other night, under
the care of the Vigilance Committee, we were sur
prised as midnight fell to see a sudden light from the
windows of the well-known Theatre. This was too
much for our curiosity. We slipped the Vigilance
and got to a keek-hole in a dark corner, whence we
enjoyed the unusual privilege of hearing the private
concert of some well-known persons.
We didn’t
know all the tunes, but, as our readers may be inter
ested, we give the following programme :__
Part I.
Song—Dr Bruce—Down among the dead men
Song—Dr Fasson—The auld house.
Song—Prof. Chiene—Oh, where do Cocci hide their heads?
Song—Prof. Simpson—When the kid comes hame.
Song—Encore—Here’s to the maiden, &c.
bong—Dr Argyll Robertson—Two lovely black eves
Song—Dr Smart—The deil’s awa.
'
Song—Dr Duncan—With a ha-ha-ha.
Song—Dr Affleck—My heart is sair.
Song—Dr Miller—Gae bring to me a pint of wine.
Recitation—Prof. Annandale—Spirits of the mighty dead
Song-Dr Woodhead—Will ye no come back again ?

Part II.
Song—Dr Russell—Gin a body meet a bodv.
Recitation—Dr Maclaren—Address to a Pediculus.
Song Prof. Stewart—I’ve got a peep show
Song—1 he Treasurer—Money.
Song—Dr Macgillivray—Bonnie Charlie.
Song—Dr Berry—Black-eyed Sue.
Song—Dr Allan Jamieson—Spotted and speckled.
Song Prof Fraser—What ails this heart o’ mine ?
Song Dr Muirhead—What’s a’ the steer?
Recitation—Dr Brazenridge-The Venus System.
Song
Duff —Red 1 red is the path to glory.

instrumental part of the entertainment was fur
nished by—
Prof. Turner on the Bones.
Dr M‘Bride on the Drum.
Dr Haycraft on the Organ of Corti
Dr Croom on the Tuba Fallopii.
Prof. Greenfield on the “ Crack Pot ”
Dr Wyllie on the “Boxy Note ”
With the Residents as The Stethoscope Band.
Band

Our watch had stopped before the Concert, and the
Infirmary clock had gone to rest ; but our onlv
objection to the performance was its absolutely private
character on a cold night.
1

Universities Bill.-We should like to direct the attention
of students to this Bill, which is or is about to be introduced in
the House of Lords, presumably by Lord Lothian, who Im
taken great interest in the matter.
Gifford Lectureship on Natural Theology.—Andrew
Lang, M.A., LL.D., has been appointed at St Andrews. Dr
J. Hutchison Stirling is the Edinburgh lecturer.
An excellent photograph of Professor Campbell Fraser has
just been issued by Mr Horsburgh. The lines are so fine- that
we regret that its reproduction in The Strident must be left till
next session.
The list of residents at University Hall during the summer
already shows fifteen names, so the additions to the premises are
not going to remain long unoccupied.

,
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Aberdeen Letter.
The pi esent session has been a lively one, in all the *

Faculties, in more ways than one. Several important
changes have been introduced, or at least mooted, and a
distinct period of transition in both Faculties is very
patent, and the number of new professors has been in
favour of advance.
The Arts session closed on the 16th, and the gradua
tion takes place on the 31st., but the old graduation oath
has gone to the wall. A very important discussion
has raged during the session anent the reduction of marks
for the Version at the Bursary Competition ; but the
benatus, m view of the Universities Bill, has waived a
discussion of the question. But the interest in the ques
tion has run very high indeed, and the champions of the
old system, fearing for the future Latinity of Scotland,
have stood by the Version with the boldest front Yet
every one must see that the thin end of the wedge has
been driven home, and the able, and in many points
unanswerable, pamphlet of Professor Ramsay (Humanity)
has struck terror into many hearts. I cannot pass by
without mention the extraordinary success of our college
magazine, Alma Mater, now the oldest academic magazine
in Scotland, which has clearly proved that such attempts
can be made not only to survive but to pay. In Medicine
perhaps the most notable event has been the re-establish
ment of a Medical Students’ Society, which has proved a
great success Several grants have been made from the
Treasury, and the Extension Scheme of the University is a
thing of no distant date. The Recreation Ground Scheme
is also well to the front.
Our Own Correspondent.

E was seated with his loved one
By the fountain, water-laved,
And she whispered to her dear one,
“ Tell me, darling, hast been shaved?”

H

Then his eyes flashed looks of anguish
Dangers many he had braved,
But to beard the barber—never 1
“ No, my darling, I’ve not shaved !”

S.wlmming Committee requests members to remember
that the times specially appointed for Club practice, are Mon
days, it a.m. to I p.m. ; Wednesdays, 2-4 p.m. ; Fridays a 6
p.m. Pants are to be had from Middlemass at is. 6d and mem
bers are requested to sport them. Professor Annandale ha^
promised to give some instructions in resuscitation and life

Then the maiden raised her eyebrows,
Pursed those lips which him enslaved,’
And she spoke, in rising anger,
“ Go I and come not till you’ve shaved !?’

UniX^BU^^

To the fountain came a creature,—
With a napkin blood he laved,—
At the maiden’s feet he threw him,
“ Oh ! my darling, I’ve been shaved ! ”

memberS’ are P°sted at both

<
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The maister carritched t us in raws,
An’ aften threap’t J us wi’ the taws;
But memory a curtain draws
O’er miseries o’ thae days.
Professors now hae taen in hand
To guide us to the promised land ;
But, oh, ’tis up a rope o’ sand,
Wi’ baugates at the end o’t!
Anatomy maks me skin an’ bane,
An’ Physic’s toom’d § my weary brain;
O’er Surgery my wit rins lame,
And sae wi’ a’ the lave o’t.

What’s a’ this weary knowledge,
Without a heart for human kind ?
What guid’s the dreary College,
Whaur life’s left oot o’ mind ?

But I’ll awa frae the tiresome toon
To a bonnie wee dell ayont the moon,
Whaur a canny voice will sweetly soon,
An’ a bonnie face be near me,
Then I’ll tak’ life in its sweetness ! R. C. B.
*
•f
J
§
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Wriggled, Js the nearest equivalent.
Questioned us on the Catechism.
Threatened.
Emptied.
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Woman’s Rights.

I 'HE leceipt of the verses which we give below set us
thinking. This is a somewhat rare occurrence.
We remembered how often, as conservative, we had re
sisted changes, because they seemed ludicrously incon
gruous with the facts of nature and history, as represented
by the stock of ideas which, by paternal and pedagogic
industry, had been stored in our brain ; and how often as
reformer, our attack on existing institutions had been
based on a feeling that they were absurdly incongruous
with oui ideals of what should be. Humour depends on
this sense of incongruity, and we wondered whether a
theory of social action could be developed out of this.
In the hope that some one may be stimulated to a full
psychological analysis of the social function of humour
we give the verses which set us thinking, with a request
that.any results of importance will be sent to us for
publication.

Air~A la Mewsick Hall—allegro jocoso 1

When women have their rights, and men
No longer tyrannise,
How glorious it will be, for then
The world will be so wise.
Professions^ three, and ev’ry trade
Shall bow to female might ;
Woman was made to be obeyed,
And she shall have her right 1
To the concerts, balls, and dances
, The girls will go alone;
I hey will fear no cutting glances
From ma, or chaperone.
But ah 1 beware, no sweet young dove
Her troth will ever plight ;
She’ll be above such things as love,
When woman has her right.

At football girls will soon display
Their limbs so small and neat ;
The chaps will crowd to see them play
It will be such a treat.
But one sad thought my mind alarms,
My every hope it blights,
That legs and arms will have no charms
When women have their rights.
Good clergy one and all they ’ll make
(They all know how to preach) ;
As lawyers, they will undertake
To win a case of Breach;
“ Society” they will correct ;
Small talk will take its flight ;
Men won’t neglect their intellect
When woman has her right.

In Parliament they soon will sit,
And call each other names ;
No Speaker will be found who’s fit
To rule the chatt’ring dames ;
Their nails they’re sure to exercise
When fierce debate excites ;
So, if you’re wise, don’t criticise
When women have their rights.

Now if the women are to do
This work they say they can,
One thing most certainly is true,
None will be left for man 1
So when one asks, don’t answer nay,
If she your help invites ;
But smile and say, you hope they may
Have all their little rights.
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DEPUTATION from the Associations of the
is the strc
Geneial Councils of Edinburgh and Glasgow
consent ha
Universities recently waited upon Lord Lothian, torare occun
make representations with regard to the Scottish
of Court,
Universities Bill. What they had to say was, that
this as the
some change was needed in the composition of the
that an As
University Court, and that the management of the
and they p
University Funds should be transferred to it. With
the traditi
regard to the latter, we have only to say that it seems
factory; a
unfair to throw upon the teaching staff the weight of
separate t
business not directly connected with their teaching
Rector wh
functions, and that many of them feel the membership
as Lord i
of committees which they at present share very irk
representa
some.
which pre
The ideal University Court as conceived by the
in the siz
Associations consists of fifteen members. Of these five
one direc
are to represent the Senatus, five the General Council,
Assessor,
and five the Public,—and in this last five, we learn in
of direct
answer to a query by Lord Lothian, that the students
justify an
are to be represented by the Lord Rector. The
bodies re'
University Court at present in Edinburgh consists of
It is v<
two représentatives of the Senatus, two of the General
Council, two of the Public (Edinburgh Town Council),
* It wil
and two of the Students ; thus essentially the proposal
which the
of the Council Association is, that the representation
Governmi
of the Public and the Students shall be reduced from
were, that
one-half to one-third of the Court, principally at the
mentione'
expense of the Students.
give evid
inquiry si
It may be ascribed to prejudice on our part, but we
ing teach
fail to see the reason for reducing the students’ re
reorganis
presentation. Our acquaintance with the Universities
a Classic
is so recent, that we may be unable to appreciate the
ing the :
actual position of things which at present exists, and
the Medi
our impression that the students have of late’ade
in other
quately justified their present share of representation
groups t<
may be utterly untenable. Graduates, as we all know
tests for
of vestin
very soon cease to remember that academic arrange
qualified
ments change however slowly, and seem to bear
and as s
always an impression that the detailed arrangements
Thus i
which seemed absurd in their day still exist • and
points a
judged by their collective public utterances, we do not
present
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of agitation for University Reform, to find how much
think that e.g. the Students’ Representative Council *
shows more concentrated ignorance of University is really due to the theory that the university and the
affairs than any similar body of graduates. Dogmatic • extra-mural school are like rival tradesmen, who keep
each other more or less up to the mark, but of whom
statements that this or the other detail will or will
one enjoys a monopoly. This is partly true, but it is
not be satisfactory are not sufficient; and students will
a sorry basis on which to attempt a settlement of
be grateful to Lord Lothian for insisting on their
University Education. Very few years indeed would
representation, and will look anxiously for the plan
which he says has been devised to secure it.
| elapse before any settlement on this basis was found
entirely unsuitable. We hope that, in spite of the
There are, however, some other points which, as
students, we must note in this agitation. The Asso representations of the Associations of the General
Councils, the new Commission, when appointed, will
ciations suggest that we should be represented by
have complete power of inquiry, and complete power
the Lord Rector. This is highly suggestive of satire on
of arrangement, and that all the points such as those
the part of these august bodies. The Lord Rector has
at present two functions, which are almost absolutely in specified by the Associations will simply be made
compatible,—the one imposed by tradition, that of instructions as points of special inquiry. It seems
unreasonable to appoint a Commission prejudging
being a high public functionary who, by virtue of his
some of the points which its inquiries might throw
office, will aid the public interests of the University ;
the other imposed by statute, that of being President of new light upon, as e.g. the size of the University Court.
the University Court. As usual, the traditional bond |
is the stronger, and the representation by common
consent has fallen into the background, so that it is a
rare occurrence for a Lord Rector to attend a meeting
of Court. Yet the Association proposes to continue
this as the sole representation of the students, except
Winds at eventide that reach us,
that an Assessor shall sit for an absent Lord Rector,
Steal into our hearts and teach us,
and they provide in no way for the discontinuance of
Soft and low,
What you seem to hear so plainly,
the tradition. The result would be highly unsatis
And what we forever vainly
factory ; and it would be much more reasonable to
Strive to know.
separate the two functions, so that we might have a
Rector who fills the public functions so excellently
Is it sighing of the blessed
as Lord Lothian, and at the same time have our
For the souls that, grief oppressed,
representation on the University Court. The reason
Wander here ?
which probably prompts the request for an increase
Music of the spheres above us,
Or of angels bright, who love us
in the size of the University Court is, that in place of
And are near ?
one directly elected Assessor and the Chancellor s
Assessor, the graduates would like a larger proportion
Or of something left behind us,
of direct representation. This, however, does not
And that never more shall find us,
justify an alteration in the relative positions of the
While we stray
With the world’s harsh voices ringing
bodies represented.
Where was once seraphic singing
It is very annoying, when one analyses the factors
All the day ?
* It will be interesting to give a note of the points on
which the Edinburgh Students’ Council memorialised the
Government with regard to the Universities Bill, iney
were, that, 1. Students and Graduates should be specially
mentioned amongst the persons who might be called to
give evidence before the Commission. 2. 1 hat special
inquiry should be made as to (a) the possibility of provid
ing teachers in a minimum proportion to students and
reorganising them in Boards for the special stu ies,«W.
a Classical Board ; and (¿) the advisability (1) of modify
ing the method of systematic lectures, (2) of changing
the Medical Preliminary Examination and introducing it
in other Faculties, (3) of rearranging the Examination
groups to allow greater freedom, (4) of introducing, othe
tests for Graduation than the present Examinations, (5,
of vesting the election to each Professorship in a Boat a
qualified to estimate the merits of candidates as teachers
and as specialists.
. . .
.
Thus the S R.C. very wisely asks for special inquiry on
points arising out of the difficulties which students at
present feel, but does not prejudge them.

Or an echo of the chorus
That will one day thunder o’er us,
With a call
Which, life’s dreamless sleep o’ertaking,
Shall proclaim eternal waking
For us all ?
Winds of eventide blow round us,
Leave us gentler than you found us,
And more sure
That your faintly hinted story
Is fulfilled somewhere in glory
Perfect, pure.
And at last, when on life’s riot
There shall fall eternal quiet
Dark and deep,
Soft at eventide come sighing
O’er the grass-where we are lying
Safe asleep.

ft
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A MEDICAL SERMON.

The following amusing skit recently appeared in one
of the Society journals : —
Humpty-Dumpty had a great fall, and feeling rather
sore, said to himself, ‘Now I will go and see a doctor,
who will cure me at once.’ So he put on his hat, and
walked along until he came to a street of large houses.
On the doors of these houses were brass plates, and be
hind these brass plates were the doctors who cured every
thing. Then he walked up to one of them, and knocked
at the door, and rang a bell marked ‘Professional,’ to
show that he had come on business, as he had had a fall
and felt soie, and wanted to be made well again. Pre
sently the door was opened, and Humpty-Dumpty was
shown into a waiting-room,—where there were two or
three others, who scowled at him for coming into the
room, and went on pretending to read the daily paper
and last year s Punch. After a longtime, he was shown
into the doctor s private room, and said, ‘ Please, doctor,
I have had a fall, and am sore, and I want to be made
well.
Now this doctor was an ear specialist, so he took
down a tube and looked down his ear, and said he could
see it quite plainly. Then he said, ‘ Have you the eara . ,eNone at a,V said Humpty-Dumpty. ‘Ah!’
said the doctor you will have it the day after to-morrow.
I hese falls are dangerous things ; but we will do our best.
1 will prescribe a lotion, which you must pour in at one
ear and let it run out of the other. Then stuff them up
with cottonwool, and keep in a quiet room, away from all
worse “ThC0IM
aga’n aS SOOn as you feel
worse. Then Humpty-Dumpty paid his two guineas, and
went away joyfully to the chemist. Presently he said to
himself, Perhaps after all, this man doesnit quite under
stand my case. So he went to another door, and in due
I1“® 7asHshowa ’"to another doctor. Again he said that
he was Humpty-Dumpty, and had had a fall. But this
doctor was a throat specialist, so he put a small looking°n the back of his neck and a long feather down his
throat, which tickled him so much that life had a fit of
coughing
Ah 1 said the doctor, ‘ I see it all.
The
arry-glottidean epiblast is in a sadly depressed state’
Now when Humpty-Dumpty heard that his epiblast was
wrong, he thought it was all up with him, and that he
should never again be able to indulge in his favourite
pastime of sitting on a wall. ‘ But I don’t feel anythin®
wrong m my throat, he said faintly. ‘Wait a bit ’ said
the doctor, and you will see how I shall bring it out in
the course of a week or so. I will prescribe you a vapour
which you must inhale, and as soon as you feel choky
insufflate this carminative powder, and call here every
morning m order that I may apply some luminous
pamt. Then Humpty-Dumpty paid his two guineas, and
went off to the chemist.
.
.
. Perhaps, thought he, this time «iso my case has been
mistaken so I will try again.’ And he went off to another
house, a little farther on, where he found several ladies
all looking extremely ill, and the horrid truth flashed
across him that he must be in the abode of a ladies’
doctor and that these were the victims. He at once
seized his hat, and ran out of the house before anyone
could catch him, and arrived, breathless and perspiring
on the doorstep of a mansion, with a brass plate o°n
which the name of Sir Monger Pill was inscribed. ‘ Now ’
thought Humpty-Dumpty, ‘I shall be right at last.’ So
he went in, and before he could speak Sir Monger said,

‘ Dear me, a bad case indeed. Breathing rapid, perspira
tion copious, pulse bounding,’because he did not know
that Humpty-Dumpty had just escaped from a ladies’
doctor. ‘ Lucky that you found me at home,’ said he
and wrote prescriptions for draughts and pills, and told
him to call again in three days. Then he said he must
be off, so Humpty-Dumpty paid him two guineas, and
told the story of his fall to the butler instead, who told
him he ought to see a surgeon. Off then he went to Mr
Smker Snee, and told all about himself. Mr Snee said
that it was a very serious case, that it might have been
better and could have been worse, and that he must wear
a plaster of Paris jacket, with an iron bar down his spine
for three years, in order to get better.
“So Humpty-Dumpty went home, and felt very sad, and
made his will. Then he thought he would try and eat
some dinner, and have a glass of champagne to keep up
his spirits. After dinner he felt so much better, that he
amused himself by putting all the pills and medicines in
a row, and thinking which he should begin on. But as
he meditated he fell asleep, and when he woke up in
the morning he had quite forgotten about his fall. He
found, however, that his pet dog had eaten the pills and
expired, and that the landlady’s cat had licked a plaster
and gone into a fit. Later on, the miasma which was
exhaled from the floor led to the taking up of the boards. '
Underneath them were found the bodies of the rats and
mice who had perished from spontaneous combustion,
owing to their having partaken of an-ointment. So
Humpty-Dumpty never allowed himself to be ill again,
tor fear that he should share the fate of the poor animals,
and ne lived happily ever afterwards.”
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A snowdrop? Yes, that’s a snowdrop,
With a perianth as you see;
And parts of the flower are touched with green,
And the stamens six, and the carpels three,
With ovules all in rows.
With axile placentation too,
And a vascular system funny;
And a singular root, and a singular fruit,
And places meant for honey.
In fact it’s quite a simple thing
To see how it might be done :
You want CO2 and Nitrogen,
Earth, water, and some sun ;
Arid the thing goes along of itself, you see,
And grows as fast as fast can be.
Indeed I mean myself to try
And make one like it ere I die.
To be sure there’s that protoplasmic stuff,
With a molecule not yet made ;
At that I’ve not yet worked enough,
But a grand new plan I've laid.
And then I’ve got to make it grow,
When I’ve found the molecule;
But, as to that, I’ll not be slow,
You bet, or call me fool.

N. W.
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sities Commissioners? We have to thank the Edinburgh
©our)oils. Council, for expressing the wants of the students of Scot
id, perspira- SíucUpís’
land. With their present Rector, they should have no
d not know
difficulty in completing, the work so well begun. In this
St Andrews.
m a ladies’
matter they will have our heartiest support.
e,’ said he,
THE St Andrews Students’ Representative Council is in
Is, and told
[its fourth session. It started with the advantage that
aid he must
uineas, anii every student considered it an honour to be a member,
and while owing to this some have been elected who had
d, who told
Glasgow.
no qualifications for the work, its position on the whole
went to Mr I has been very satisfactory. At last election the elimina
r Snee said
There has been much activity in this Council during this
tion of useless members was considerable, and now every
have been I member of Council is active and useful, and, what is still
session. Though this has not. crystallised itself into so
: must wear
many tangible results as the office-bearers would wish,
better, representative of his constituency. The business
n his spine,
they still feel that they have a record of which there is no
at first fell into the hands of the secretary, who had to
need to be ashamed. During the earlier part of the session,
bear most of the burden unaided; and it is still a question
:ry sad, and
after electing its office-bearers, the Council was mainly
whether it is advisable that he should be convener of
ry and eat
occupied in revising a Draft Constitution of the proposed
everycommittee,orwhethertheoffice-bearers should notbe
to keep up
“ Glasgow University Union.” This Constitution, with a
somewhat relieved, and so left more free for the general
ter, that he
few minor alterations, was sent back to the U nion Com
work of thè Council. The chief work of these three
edicines in
mittee ; but, although the Union buildings are pretty far
years has been the Union, which next session we hope to
n. But as
advanced, and the Draft Constitution has passed through
see
started
in
excellent
temporary
premises.
The
■’oke up in
the hands of the Council, the Union Committee, for some
Council
has
the
internal
management,
and
the
Union
inexplicable reason, seem to be favouring a policy of
: fall. He
Board (of which the Council elects one-half) the general
e pills and
delay. This has practically caused a rupture between the
supervision and the disposal of the funds. Of the ¿2,100
Council and the Union Committee, and the Council at its
d a plaster
at
our
disposal,
about
¿1,600
was
raised
by
the
great
which was
next meeting will take probably strong measures against
bazaar of August last, and the rest by the exertions of the
the erring Committee. The practical results of the Coun
he boards, i
Council’s Union Committee. No arrangement will be
cil will mostly be interesting to medical students. Com
le rats and
satisfactory until the Union has premises of its own,
mittees have been appointed to deal (1) with the medical
tmbustion,
and the Governing Board and the Council must keep
preliminary examination, (2) with the dates at which pro
nent. So
the completion of the fund steadily in view. The annual
fessional examinations are held. A strong requisition
; ill again,
reports
of
the
S.R.C.
contain
a
record
of
very
extensive
has been sent to the Directors of the Western Infirmary
r animals,
work in other departments, and its beneficial effect on the
with regard to the working of their Dispensary. It has
University may be easily traced. Unfortunately students
also been felt by the medical students on the Council that
as a rule are inclined to accept any change for the better
it would be a good thing if an outdoor visiting practice
without troubling themselves to think how it has been
for senior students were established in connection with
brought about, and the members of Council must
the Infirmary. In the Infirmary itself students generally
often be content with knowing that virtue is its own
come into contact with the more serious cases, whereas
reward In addition to the work of the whole Council as
in their practice afterwards, they meet cases of slighter
shown in the Reports, much important work has been
ailment. This matter was thoroughly discussed at an
done by the Standing Committees, which consist o! the
extraordinary meeting of the Council, and, at the end,
members for any special section concerned. The Professors
the matter was brought before the Directors of the Infir
are gradually perceiving the advantage of having the
mary. Another point which may interest Edinburgn
i green,
Council as a link of connection with the students, this
students is, that we are going to ask the Senate to open
ree,
duty has not always been extremely pleasant, but the
the Reading-room of the University at night.
encouragement given by the- Senatus has been constant
We have had rather a sharp correspondence with the
and sympathetic, even in the cases, of rare occurrence,
Secretary of the Glasgow International Exhibition.
when, no doubt, the Council allowed its enthusiasm to
Rightly or wrongly, it has come out that the Senate in
overcome its discretion. The routine work of the
tend to give the Directors of the Exhibition some privi
Council is gradually extending. Every season furnishes
leges in°the University grounds, for which the Directors
new spheres, and with the commencement of the Union,
decline to give any compensation. If the matter is not
the monthly meetings, already long, may be expected to
cleared up before the summer session, and the Exhibi
prove insufficient for the business. It is to be hoped that
tion Directors put up barricades on our grounds, there
the future members of Council will recognise that the
will undoubtedly be some trouble. The great work of
Union—excellent in itself—will also be a means of stai the Glasgow Council this year, however, has lam in pering and successfully carrying on many schemes beneficia
e,
fectin0-its organisation,—not in startling the students with
a wonderful -list of achievements, but in making itself
to the students.
-n.,.
Two remarks remain to be made
Firstly, The P™c
more powerful. It was early found that though, from its
pal members of Council have been ever active to promote
representative character, the Students’ Council possesses
the academic interests of the University.
They are
an unlimited amount of potential force, yet its unwieldy
endeavouring to implant in St Andrews the accepted be
character by reason of numbers, makes it sometimes less
lief of the English Universities, that everything good m
satisfactory for the transaction of business connected with
Estory, tradition, or custom is a valuable aid m securing
particular faculties. We had, therefore, either to streng
the lasting affection of students and graduates for their
then the hands of the Executive Committee, or to institute
Alma Mater. Such a work only requires^ time andi S
Grand Committees. Both courses have to a certain ex
Andrews, especially, is worthy of it.
Secondly, The
tent been followed, and at this moment an elaborate
members of Council feel that, to effect permanent good,
scheme for the devolution of business on Grand Commit
they must have an assured position in the University.
tees stands for consideration. Another question which
How are they to get it? ..By Universities Bill, or Umver-

<. AV.
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we have always had prominently before our minds, is the
question of federation with the other Students’ Councils
m matters affecting common interests. We have com
municated with.these bodies in regard to this matter, and,
with the exception of Aberdeen, all have returned favour
able replies Edinburgh has already appointed a com
mittee, and I expect that we will take a similar step at
our next meeting.
J. H. Harley, Hon. Sec.

Edinburgh.
Professor Greenfield has been approached bv
committee of his class, with a request for a syllabus nf
his lectures, which he did not see his way to comply with
The opinion that such a syllabus is desirable is shared :
by almost every one who has sat under Professor Green
field, and however great the difficulties may be, it is nn
improbable that the disgrace of disorderly conduct which
is paroxysmally incurred by sections of the Patholo-w .
classes would be entirely avoided by such a method, 1

Union Debate.

Aberdeen.
F^T1887^^^3 the most remarkable year in the
short history of Aberdeen University S.R.C. The Council
has gained a firm footing and has made itself recognised
as a power m academic life. The Aberdeen student dis
playing all the traditional “canniness” of his country is
not easily roused, nor very enthusiastic over what he may
consider new fads but he has at last come to look on the
S.R.C. as his best friend. In fact the Council has at last
been organised into ship-shape form.
To begin with, the Council was for the first time aug
mented by representatives from the various societies and
clubs, and strict attention to duty was enforced bv a new
rule, which lays down “that any member absent from four
ordinary meetings be reported to the Class, Club Associa
tion which he represents,” and failing a satisfactory excuse
a new member shall be elected in his place. The intro
duction of an attendance roll has also furthered the Tod
attendance of members. The meetings have been thrown
open to the students in general.
thrown
Coming to the business proper of the Council I must
mention as the most notable the complete success with
'jhichit carried out the arrangements for the Rectorial
Address. For the first time in the history of Rector a
Addresses in this University, the meeting wls orderly and
conducted on principles becoming gentlemen
And I
have no hesitation in saying that had it
Ad 1
under .be old and
been as much the righteous butt of critics as eve
Th!
Lord Rector himself (the Hon. G. J. Goschenl and th!
Senatus, expressed their full sense of gratitude to the
Council on this occasion. It is thus nnnn it= t
ment of the Rectorial Address that the Council hasTade
a name for itself. The Recreation Crn,ma
a . ,
had fallen asleep, for all the ordinary studTT’ TCh
been stirred in J life by theXiToZthT^

is on the high road to completion. A Students’ T ahT ‘
Directory, on the lines of the Edinburgh S R C hTsofn
active preparation for the ensuing summer sessiT h °
which the Council sit for the first time; while a^pT-d
committee has been appointed to sit durinn the sanm
rT fTi18 th! students’ interests in the Universities
Bill, of which we hear so much but see so little a
a
deal of work has been cut out for next TX slfiT

notablya census on gown wearing, whether it be abolished
altogether or made compulsory (at present it is non
compulsory).
nonSuch in brief is the more important business conducted
by the S.R.C, and by another year we hope to see it on
as firm a basis as its Edinburgh brother.

Our Special Correspondent.

deb,ate of this session was held on Thursday
15th March in the Oddfellows’ Hall, and was somewhat
ot a new departure in imitating more closely than
formerly the procedure of the House of Commons
Speaker—M. T. Stormonth Darling, Esq, Lord Rector’s
Assessor. The motion was:—That Her Majesty’s Govern
ment is unworthy of the confidence of the country
1 he speakers were:—
Ayes.

3
5
8
9
13

Hunter Smith, M.A.
R. C. Buist, B.A.
G. O. Moorehead.
W. D. Wright, B.A.
E. C. Lacey.
J. F. Gauld.
H. Walter.

Noes.

2
4
6
10
12
7

A. H. Briggs Constable, M.A. !
E. J. Gunn, M.A.
D. Chrystal.
R. A. St Leger.
— Wishart.
Neutral.
J. A. Lowson.

tlJreevo?ed-’S HaVing repHed’ the House divided, when

Ayes, 78 ; Noes, 130.
Majority against the motion, 52.

Grand Smoking Concert for the Athletic Club
— This is to take place in the Oddfellow’s Hall at 7 to
tomorrow evening, when Professor Annandale will preTd .T °bjeCt 13 S° Vorthy> “d the programme so
good, that we commend it to students as an especially
advisable antidote to the routine of examination work. '
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Lefíers f© ft)© Edif©r,
SIR,—I notice an interesting letter in your latest issue
dealing with the question of University Examinations and
non-professonal examiners. The writer of the letter with
XoTiT^T^ CarIyleSe’ Tetenses as ‘^saní

propositions certain statements made by me in the
columns of a contemporary, regarding the duty of nom
whh
haVÍng a moderate acquaintance
amineP For Í1
\e
reS °n subjects in which they exe- For this I am truly grateful, considering- that I
iTthaJ above statements partly with the view oí show
ing that our present system of the subordination of educa
te J^dSadT educati°n’is being gradually reduced
eductio ad absurdum. It cannot but be a honeful
Si
,h“»i«« ~
my idu al cap able of reading between the lines “The
object of education is not to pass degree examinations ”
“nd ST Th^TT ” a tOne °fPrOud dis““Í
negative s de r T
glSt °f the <luesti°n on the
gative side. But can any one honestly deny that the
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real object of education, as at present carried on in this
country, is to pass examinations ; this being so, the
sooner we get rid of our present Pecksniffian ideas on the
subject, and openly recognise the fact, the sooner we shall
be likely to remedy it. The New Zealander has lately
been amongst us, and has plainly seen it, for in a recent
letter to me he writes, “You teach your students to pass
difficult examinations, we train them to do original re
searches. Hence the result that, in your country, you
have only ‘a few first-rate men who do real scientific work ;
whereas we have, besides the few first-rate men, hundreds
of good second-class workers, who advance science.. This
subject of the relation of examinations to education, as
every one must confess, is of profound interest and import,
and, may I suggest, might with advantage be discussed
at length in your columns.—I am,
The Writer of the Paragraph.

FWe regret that it is too late this session for such a
correspondence.
There are, however, two possible
courses of action,—to subordinate education to the exami
nation system, or to subordinate the examination system
to education.
The organism may suit itself to the
environment, or may modify the environment to suit
itself. We should think the latter the wiser course.—Ed.]

To wreath the head with myrtle green,
Or any other leaves
Which on the new-freed earth are seen,
Is now the fitting time I ween,
While no one grieves.

IO9
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Pale death at kingly castles knocks
Alike with peasant’s home ;
Impartial, he distinction mocks,
Nor heeds he bars and triple locks
N or lofty dome.
O! happy Sextius, life’s short span
Forbids far-reaching care,
For soon shall night and spirits wan,
And Pluto’s mansion—dread to man—
Oppress us there ;

in.

Where, when you shall have once arrived,
No lots can’st draw oe’r wine,—
- Nor tender Lycidas admire,
For whom the youths are all on fire,
And maids repine.
N. T. C.
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Sir, — Thanks for inserting “ Pyrrha.”
I enclose
“ Sextius,” which I hope you will publish also, containing
as it does a “ grave, moral lesson,” calculated to improve
the student mind. Thanks also for remodelling third verse
of “ Pyrrha ; ” but do you know, candidly speaking, I am
afraid the general impression is that the Ode is scarcely
improved ? Without doubt your version is far more clever
and far finer than mine ; but, I regret to say, it is not a
translation, which mine was. Now I am not giving my
own impression, but that of a few other critical friends,
one of whom exclaimed yesterday, on seeing Pyrrha,
“ But why, the deuce, is it changed ? ” Y„ou see Horace
wrote “free,” which you made “true” (“free meaning
“ disengaged,” the note says), and the rest of the verse
was remodelled to suit. Nevertheless, I am grateful
really for publishing it at all.—Yours sincerely,
P'S._If you’ve time, you might let me know why it was
changed.
©TQCG

TO SEXTIUS.

BEHOLD, harsh winter melts away
Beneath the pleasant spring ;
The sun appears with cheerful ray,
While western breezes blow all day
And warmth bring.

Down from the beach the engine hauls
The ships, all winter dry ;
The cattle love not now their stalls,
Nor frosty fields with dazzling palls
Now greet the eye.

Lo, lovely Venus leads the round
Beneath the pale moonlight,
And beauteous graces there are found
Among the nymphs, who shake the ground
In dances bright.

Edinburgh University Rugby Football Club.
_ y\s the ’Varsity football season has now closed for
the year, it will not be out of place for us to present the
students with a review of the work of the first Fifteen.
The Fifteen will, we believe, occupy a high position at the
end of the football season among the Rugby teams of
Scotland Their place on the list will most likely be
second or third, and such a successful termination of a
season’s hard work is sure to be highly pleasing to their
fellow-students. The performances of the team at the
beo-inning of theseasonwere such as to lead us to anticipate
for”them a most disastrous year, but about Christmas their
style of play became more energetic, precise, and finished,
with the result that since the Christmas holidays they
have not suffered defeat. Owing to bad weather, however,
two most important fixtures, namely, those with Glasgow
University and the Wanderers, had to be declared off.
This was a matter of great regret to the team, as each
match would, almost beyond a doubt, have ended m a
win for them. The most gratifying victory the Fifteen
scored this season was that over Cambridge University
In this match the English University’s representatives
were beaten at every point ; and, at the same time, if
may truthfully be said that this was the most brilliant
game we have ever seen any representative team of the
’Varsity play. As this and every other event has already
been so fully described and criticised in previous issues
of The Student, we do not propose to do more in this
number than to give a complete list of the matches played,
won, lost, and drawn ; of the number of points scored for
and against the team ; the names of the men who have
played in the team in any event; and a few remarks on
the merits and demerits of each player.
The following students have had places in the Fifteeii
in one or more matches :—
H. F. Chambers, W. C. Smith, C. A. Johnson, A. II.
Field, *R.H. Johnstone,*R. H. Morrison, **L. G. Thomas
*W. H. Bennett, **J. L. Reed, L. E. Barnett, J. Shiels,-E.
A. Young, D. Huskie, A. Robertson, C. Simpson, A. F.
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Menzies, H. R. Bellamy, G.E. Stevenson, W. Davies T A
H. F Menzies.—.An excellent dribbler and punter
Hope, A. Cameron, W. Goodwin, G. Biddie, J. Wilson,
knows the game thoroughly, and would be among the
*J. Currie, E Van der Wal, «C. Reid, **M. C. M‘Ewan
best forwards in Scotland if he would only do more work
A. Duke, *P. Haig, *J. Marsh, *G. Wilson, *H. T
in the mauls. Weight, 13 stone.
Stevenson, A. Neilson,—*Pender.
C. Simpson—Has fallen off in his play this year, it bein?
Tiæ single asterisk signifies participation in one match
no longer characterised by the same vigour as last
the double in two.
season's. He is a conscientious worker, both in scrimmage
The Fifteen.
and ln the open
He was on the reserve lists for both
. H. F Chambers.—At the present time the best full-back the
inter-City and South games. Weight, 14 stone 2 lb
in Scotland, and has probably been so for the last two
G. A. Stevenson.—Like Simpson, has greatly fallen off in
or three years He never loses his. head, is a sure and
the vigour of his play. Last year he was an excellent
brilliant kick, always manages to secure his kick, and is
fo^aid
while this season his form has been very ina safe tackler. He has represented Scotland at. full-back
dr^wnt‘ 9n
he 1S a P°werful forward, good
agamst Wales and Ireland, and has been chosen for
Citv
b
Eas
a
t
n
w
W^
’
t He received PIac« in the InterEdinburgh in the Inter-City, East v. West, Lancashire,
City, East v. West, Lancashire, and Scotland v. Wales
and South matches. Weight, io stone 7 lb.
contests, was first reserve for Edinburgh v. South, and
^11' C' S™ith.-~A speedy runner, good kick, and fair played
for London-Scottish against Richmond. Weight
n 1 Te v aHe nCkS dod°lng Powers. Has been greatly
14 stone 4 lb.
s ’
overlooked in the selection of representative teams
He
E. Van der Wal.—K good, hard-working, sturdy
has been first reserve for the Inter-City and Lancashire
wSS „“'„VS" 8”d8“eby “"i“
matches, and second reserve for the East v. West and
South matches. Weight, 10 stone 2 lb.
’
M R. Bellamy.—A consistent forward. Has done rood
C. A. Johnson.—Has been a greater success at half than
service when it was much .required. Weight, 12 stone
at quarter-back, where his selfish play spoilt the chances
of his sides scoring on more.than one occasion. He is
^a^'es-~A Promising forward, dribbles well, and
a brilliant, effective, and dodgy runner, and is a most
when he likes can play a brilliant game. Might go into
dangerous opponent He was second reserve for the
the maul a little more. Weight, n stone 12 lb
Inter-City, Edinburgh v. South, Scotland v. Ireland, first
Cameron.—Very good at touch. Is a consistent
for the East v. West, and third for Scotland v. Wales
player. Weight, 11 stone.
matches. Weight, u stone i lb.
Goals scored by Fifteen
a falr Player> but we cannot say much
20
Tries
about his play, for we have not have had many oppor
8
tunities of observing it. First year in the Fifteen. PP
(roals
„ against „ .
2
Tries
„
„
. A. Young. Is another new man in the team and
5
has proved of great service to it on several occasions
Numberof matches played
14
He is very fast and dribbles quickly and well, but is a
5?
„
won
8
pqor defensive player.
’
»
»
lost
4
V • Z’
A—Has improved more in his style of play and in
r
„
„
drawn .
2
Ips knowledge of the game than any other member of the
tor1^ yZ- Fettes’ Scratch
MerchisEifteen. He is a capital defensive player, has learnt to feed
ton, St George, Royal High School, Scratch v. Merchant
is halves has begun to dodge and to play an offensive
We^foi'V h°V?% Effinburgh Academicals, Bradford,
fa™e\ Although not chosen, he played for Edinburgh
A„d
Scotland, Collegiate, Cambridge University, St
WaÌXiS
niVerSlty’
Gh
Merchiston> Institution,
tl'Fw1
South’ apd for the London-Scottish against
the Wanderers. Weight, 11 stone.
season’s and this season’s captain
thiPseasm^V8300^™^^
ClUB has during
Under his captaincy the team has had two veryP successful seasons. He is one of the best, if not theYbest
tins season been m a very flourishing condition
I?
fact never in the history of the Club has there been
all-round foiwards m the Fifteen ; is the fastest dribbler
such a large membership as at the present time and
among the forwards, a hard worker in the scrimmages
from reports to hand it seems that next season will fully
a good tackler, and Hollows up the kicks well. Like
eclipse the past both as regards numbers and ability.
h°wev"> he has been slightingly treated by the
wat
,of foe Club was held on Thursday, when it
different Rugby Committees. He was picked to play in
was intimated that the Athletic Club had taken into
the Inter-City and Edinburgh v. South matches, was
SittofoeE aPP’1^011! made by the Association
second reserve in the East v West match, and first
Plajers that the First Eleven should obtain their “ Blues ”
reserve in the Lancashire match. He plaved for the
and the result was that eight members of the team were
London-Scottish against Richmond and’ ’ “
Bradford.
lnneddeenedAW°TrthJ °f
this honour,-^ T
Weight, 12 stone 1 lb.
Snedden A. J. Nevett, N. Phillip son, D. Gray T P
A Robertson.—X capital forward, works well runs
FoM-heT 8cOtt’ A’ E' Mills-Roberts, and H.^Smith.'
we l, and tackles excellently. Mis only fault is that he
picks up the ball too much, thus on some
and
Mr Snedde season Mr B1ades was appointed captain,
occasions
and MrSnedden secretary. It need hardly be said that
tbe rushes of his forwards ; should learn to
dribble more. Notwithstanding this fault, however he
season "as theT
Y'11 be arranged for ‘he ensuing
S
h secr«ary s name is a sufficient guarantee
has been of the greatest use to the team many a stiff
01 nigh-class matches beings fixed Tt k tn
i
j
game. Like Smith and Huskie, he has also been unthat all (students) football players will make it a point of
tairlv treated by the different committees. He plaved in
joining the University Club next season Let the same
the Inter-City, Edinburgh z/. the South, and Edinburgh
^Lancashire contests, was first reserve for the East w
pIiva dnri
• ibH r
nlent this season be kept
tlon Foo^
that-the Universi‘y AssociaWest, and second for Scotland v. Ireland. Weio-ht"
12 stone 13 Ibi
ù
otball Club will be, as it was wont to be the
Champion Club of the East of Scotland.
’
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The Editor begs to intimate that the entirely casual
nature of The Student militates severely against finan
cial prosperity, and to invite all those who wish to
have the paper continued to subscribe now to a
Guarantee Fund, in sums of 2s. 6d. or more, so as to
| justify arrangements for regular issue. Receipts will
; be given, and failing satisfactory arrangements the
funds will be returned. Practically it will amount to
a payment in advance of subscriptions for the year.
In this matter the Editor hopes for the co-operation of
his fellow-students and others, who have found The
Student amusing, interesting, or useful, and he appeals
| to them to help him in this matter now, by returning
the enclosed schedule filled with their orders.
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though it ought to be. The training of physicians
and surgeons is carried on by many men, who, great
as they are, yet supplement and balance each other,
and give a cosmopolitism to medical education that
other students lack. Many desire the union of these
men within the great corporation of the University,
possibly the Universities Bill may fulfil their hopes;
but hitherto it is not so, and we have to speak of
“The Extra-Mural School.”
In this school Dr John Duncan is a prominent
figure towards the public, and towards the students
not less so. Of his skill as a surgeon, and the clear
scientific basis of his operations, it is not our place to
speak. He possesses great power of putting facts in a
clear light, and giving in summary the latest biological
interpretation of phenomena. The organisation of his
pupils is an almost extreme of voluntaryism, treating
them always as men wishing to work and knowing
the way, able to absorb and appreciate the lessons of
an older surgeon’s experience.

Societies.

Durjcetr).
One great advantage which medical students have
beyond others in Edinburgh is that they are members
of a greater school. The Edinburgh Medical School
is not comprised within the . walls of the University,

The Innominate Club changes its place of residence on
Monday next, the 28th inst. The new premises will be at
3= George IV. Bridge. The next general meeting takes place
on Friday, 1st June ; applications for membership must be in
by Wednesday, 30th May, and must be signed by two members
of the Club.
A “terrible example” has recently been paraded before the
would-be graduates at the medical schools. Failing other things
he contrives to make a living out of his cap and gown by using
them as sandwich boards to carry advertisements of “ Our Boys’;
and “The Serious Family.”
.
.
Talking of sandwich men, two days of them proved insufficient
to awaken enough interest in the fate of the Athletic Club to
secure a meeting of forty. A third-rate school would be dis
graced by such a turnout. It certainly is a somewhat severe
satire that when a boy enters the University he should abandon
the real interests of life. Those teachers who permit afternoon
classes in the early years of study are seriously culpable. There
is much to be said for at least a half-holiday on Wednesdays.
There will probably be no University sports this summer. “ O
temporal O mores!”
University Hall.—The principle of collegiate residence is
evidently growing in favour. There are some sixteen residents
this term, but the new premises are being got ready so rapidly
that there is still room for two or three more. They are growing
uppish too, and have indulged in a “James.” The front
windows have what is possibly the best view in Edinburgh.
Students’ Club.—That University enterprise can succeed
Mr Porter has just shown, by changing the deficit of three years
ago into a balance of ¿60 in hand. As the Club is wound up,
tile funds are, we believe, to be divided between the Union and
the Athletic Club. The Union Committee would do well to
enlist Mr Porter as a member.
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An Address
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Innominate Club.

Gentlemen,—It is with somewhat peculiar feelings
that I venture to address you to-night. You are
young, many of you here for the first time; I com
paratively speaking, am old. Youth is the time of
hope and of potential energy; yet it is peculiarly fit
ting that what I have to say to-night should be spoken
to young ears. I wish to give you a few notes which
may help you to preserve, if not youthful years, yet
the youthful spirit which makes the world go.
You are accustomed to hear, or will soon be accus
tomed to hear, students who have come to the eve of
practice, express the experience that the further they
go in Therapeutics the more disgusted they are with
the . entirely unscientific character of the art. I had
expected to share this feeling, but it has not been so ■
the position is too hopeful for disgust; and that you
may share in this hope, and may have from the be
ginning this hopeful outlook, I come before vou with
this somewhat egotistical maundering.
The secret is not far to seek. There are two active
frames of mind in which you may approach any
subject,—the critical, and the critical and constructive.
I he more you accustom yourself to be critical purely
the more the sense of the numberless faults of things
will accumulate, the more its disgust will oppress you
until you settle down into the old fogey who forget
ting, protests that things were better when’he was
young The more, on the other hand, you train
yourself to pass from your criticism of any fault to the
construction of the faultless organism, the more inex
haustible will your store of youth and hope and possi
bility be, and you will be happy to the end in con
tinuous rational activity.
n,10
°f Purely critical activity as well as to
the mind that hopes for panacea and specific, you can
easily understand how disgusting it becomes to read
the chronicles of disease and find under the head of
treatment the common phrase “ Merely palliative,” or
what is almost worse, page heaped on page of purely
empiric recommendations. If I can throw any ray
of light on, or give you any glimpse of, the hope of
Therapeutics, and point out any of the possible lines
along which we are to look for advance, I may keen
you_ from this disgust, and give you something that
carried through your course, may save you from settling
down into a purely empiric practice, content to receive
fees for merely palliative treatment, with the consola
tion that you are “doing your best.” It is not your
best, and, to their credit, many of our profession feel
that it is not. The scraps of the medical journals are
witness that it is not, though they at the same time
show lack of any light by which we may find out a
better.
I may illustrate this by the experiments that are

being made on all sorts of ailments with antipyrin
The reasoning seems to beAntipyrin is an untried
remedy; we do not know its influence on this disease:
we shall try it. I his is different from such an exten
sion as:—Strophanthus has analogies to the digitalis
bodies ;_ it may have their effects somewhat modified.
Within the last few days you have probably heard
from professorial chairs daily enunciations of the fact
that all things living or that have lived are built up of
cells, or the products or debris of cells. You have
heard that the essential part of these cells is the “first
formed stuff,” which in Greek we call protoplasm.
You have all seen, or should have seen, cells under
your microscopes. The life-history of these cells you
will soon be familiar with. You will know their
behaviour under light, under heat and cold, under
electricity. You will know the influence of dryness
or moisture, of oxygen and carbonic acid. Let me
advise you to treasure this knowledge1, to think of all
living things in its light. The organism with which
you have ultimately to deal is a wonderfully complex
one, yet it is but an organised mass of cells and their
pioducts, developed from a single cell. Tearfully and
wonderfully as it is made, the cells of the body of man
live and grow and die according to the same laws as
the elementary cells you are now studying; and, masteis
of these, we should be able to guide that life according
to our will.
Let me discuss a specific problem. You have all
heard the undertone of fear and horror in which people
speak of cancer. You may even have read in the
newspaper reports of a case known at present more or
less inexactly to all Europe, that some of the physi
cians at one stage spoke of carcinoma, which it was
explained was “supposed to be a euphemism for
cancer.” You may have noted that some did not
hesitate to urge excision of the larynx. You will soon
discover that every session we have persons coming
from all corners of the earth, even to Ultima Thule,
bringing us hard lumps, which are healthy breasts, and
other things, and waiting with anxious looks for the
surgeon’s declaration, and receiving with doubting
the surgeon’s verdict that they have no cancer but
carcinophobia.
What then is a cancer ? What can we do for it ? I
think that I can best make clear to you the nature of
a cancer by metaphor. The human body is a great
commonwealth of cells. In a well-ordered common
wealth each unit fills its own place, lives a healthy life,
and dies a natural death. But this is not the case in
all. The government is sometimes a foolish govern
ment, and does unwise things, whose result is more or
less to irritate certain groups of cells. If this be
continued but a little while the irritation may pass off.
Otherwise the oppressed cells may be worn out and
die ; they may rouse the whole commonwealth with
their wrong, and give the general flare-up of fever when
the government is disturbed, and sometimes over
turned; or, lastly, the irritated cells may adopt the
self-defensive offence of the criminal, may strengthen
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grow, and then displace and prey upon their Medicine is not yet exhausted, its work is not yet
done, and will not be done till we understand every
neighbours, and may at last completely undermine the
ailment and can control every cell. There is room
constitution, and, like Samson, die with their dead.
This last criminal type is the cancer of the common for work and room for hope, and the work and the
hope are yours, and you must press forward, changing
wealth. The individual cells part downwards from
your dissatisfaction with the faulty into striving after
the normal type, become large and exaggerated in
their characters, prey upon and invade their neigh the faultless.
Gentlemen, to do this you must keep constantly in
bours, pushing them aside or infecting them, and at
contact
with things in their reality.
Immediate
last bring, the whole organism to a common ruin.
Once begun, the degradation is continuous. Treat knowledge of the facts themselves must never be
■. displaced for trust in the verbal record of facts. You
ment is “ merely palliative.” The case is hopeless.
should make notes, it is true, but the most valuable
Hopeless ! Not entirely. We may socially catch
notes for you are notes of your own experience. The
our criminals voung even after we have made them,
pictures of the body which you carry in your brain,
and hang them to prevent them getting more,
the history of the patient who is under your charge
criminals? The knife is the executioner of the body.
these are the permanent foundation of your skill
To get rid of our cancer we may sometimes excise it.
We may have to sacrifice healthy cells as well, and and of your knowledge. By these you can interpret
the books ; without them, books and book knowledge
we are sometimes successful.
Only sometimes.
are illusory and worthless.
There are olten foci of infection left, and we soon
Gentlemen, the hospital is your school and your
have a recurrence of the disease in new areas. We
world,
and you must teach yourselves to be dissatis
may proclaim one area after another, but this ¡soon
fied so long as there is a single case not only which
becomes hopeless treatment, “ merely palliative.” Is
you do not understand, but which you cannot cure.
there anything else we can do ? Catch our criminals
That is the end of your art. To it you must bend
young even after we have made them, and reform
all your effort and all your science. Strive for all
them. To do this we must evidently know the
your facts to find their bearing on human life, and to
agencies by which the life of the cell can be modified,
understand human life in the light of your science.
and it is in this that the great hopefulness of the
So will you find your life and your life-work ever
position lies. There has of late accumulated a great
fresh and hopeful, and yourselves young and facing
mass of research on the life of the cell, and the results
the great “ to be.”
of it have as yet been little applied to Therapeutics.
That the reactions of protoplasm to heat, to cold, to
electricity, have applications there can be no doubt,
the only question is how they are to be made. If we
try to interpret our phenomena in the light of these
facts, it is probable that we shall reach the applica
“ Rette.”
tions more easily, and shall thus gain a control over
the life of a morbid cell after it has taken on morbid
’Mid smiles and tears and fleeting years,
characters. In this connection it is interesting to
The world moves sadly, round :
note that, as by a decision of an American Senate,
The leaves are born, they fade and die,
electricity is to take the place of other agents of
And then fall to the ground;
capital punishment; so, by decree of Apostoli, it is
And seeds are sown, and flowers spring,
Which cheer us with their bloom;
to be tried on the cells of tumours. Whether the
But soon they fade and fall to earth,—results are explicable in terms of cellular biology, and
And man goes to the tomb.
whether the treatment is to be limited _ to growths of
The seasons roll, the years glide past,
the uterus, are questions for the decision of future
Which bring us grief or joy,
work.
And we are seeking pleasures new
■ill
also
remind
me
of
the
great
sphere
You w:
Ere yet the old ones cloy ;
Though flowers bloom and breezes sigh,
of Preventive Medicine. There too is much room
for a hopeful outlook. Only last month I read a
And leaves are on the trees,
The winter’s gloom approaches nigh,
report of the French Surgical Congress on the
And summer’s gladness flees.
recurrence of malignant disease, in which it was
Oh, bitter lot, whose transient joys
stated that cancer was almost unknown among
Rouse hope but to deceive!
vegetable feeders. If we make criminals, the remedy
Oh, cruel fate, whose pleasures raie
is to stop it. Hanging is our vengeance, and will
But empty longings leave!
not prevent the development of criminals where the
Our fairest hopes are flickering rays
Soon crushed by sordid care,
original sin lies with us.
«j.
And glimmer feebly, but to show
I might have discussed other examples of disease,
More depths of black despair.
but for"various reasons I have chosen cancer, at once
the apparently most hopeless and most hopeful.
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ta - bles round, And sing with me This

Ta - bak, bak,bak. Ta - bak,bak,bak, In praise of good Ta-
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Ta - bak, bak, bak, T a - bak, bak, bak, In praise of good Ta - bak.
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The Tabak is a noble growth,
To smoke no noble man is loath ;
The world’s degrees
May rest in peace
When seen through good Tabak.
The student who’s from Latin free
May still a jolly student be;
No student may
Put pipe away,
Or dare neglect Tabak.

The mists of Ciceronian maze
Are understood through Tabak haze,
And who would see
Infinity
Is safest in Tabak.
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The mystic sage, before debate,
With notions brewing in his pate,
Identity,
Nonentity,
Unites in good Tabak.
And when the daily wrangling’s done,
To «©oLtheir .wrath ere set of sun,
The lawyers lay
Their briefs away,
And plead for good Tabak.
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The doctor wisely shakes his head,
And o’er his patient when he’s dead,
For cares of life,
With skilful knife,
Prepares his drug Tabak.

Our chorus joins the physicist,
Who nature’s secrets else had missed
Of vortex rings,
And other things
Discovered in Tabak.

The theologian joins our lay
When inspiration’s far away,
To use the best,
His day of rest,
He asks but good Tabak.
So all ye cumb’rers of the ground,
And nations all the world around,
Come join with me
This melody
Of students and Tabak.

To a

She ^tuDent

T T has long been a desideratum among the students
1 of St Andrews that there was no published
version of their songs to be had, and among the other
Scottish Universities that they had no Students’ Songs
at all. An attempt is to be made to remove this
difficulty. The movement is at present under the
charge of a.committee of the St Andrews S.R.C. and
the Editor of The Student, who venture to appeal for
aid in their venture. The help they need is of two
kinds. They must have a supply of songs and verses,
and will, therefore, be obliged to any who will send
them copies of songs which have been distinctly
recognised as Students’ Songs in any of the Univer
sities of Scotland, or songs of Scottish University life,
which have not yet been made public. In most cases
the music should, if possible, be sent with the words.
The second kind of help is financial. It will, of
course, be impossible to undertake so large and costly
an enterprise without some guarantee that the funds
of the S.R.C. and the pockets of the promoters will be
secured by support from those to whose service the
work is dedicated. All, therefore, who will be pleased
with the success. of the undertaking are requested to
join in assuring it by subscribing to the Guarantee
Fund, and ordering copies in advance. Until the
work has reached such a stage as to be fit for offer to
i a publisher, it is impossible to say quite definitely at
what price it may be issued, but there is no doubt that
it will be such as to place the book within the reach
of every student. Meanwhile, therefore, all who
think with us that it is good for men, and especially
students, to have songs of esprit de corps, are requested
to make use of the enclosed subscription form.

i 15

The Executive are to be distinguished on public occasions, by
gowns of a beautiful blue, a cross between the blue of the ancient
bedesman, in token of the right to present petitions to the
Senatus and other people, and an equally ancient purple, sym
bolic of the royal spirit of the democracy they represent.
The Union is now in the stage of pinnacles designed for the
novitiate temptation of future freshmen and the graduant temp
tation of future “chronics.”
.
“Our Boys” are to perform on behalf of the Union, probably
with the aid of our girls. The ending -as “The Serious Family’
is we hope, not an allegory of any discouragement by scanty
patronage. Students are, we know, “poor lads,” but not, we
hope, so poor spirited as the traditional lazy beggar who, when
some one collected money for his dinner, said, “ Pit it i my
pooch ” Edinburgh, more generous than the well-known author,
has shown every willingness to help those who won’t help them
selves. Seriously, we appeal to students to fill the Theatre Royal

Bother o’ the doctor’s life,
Awfu’ plague o’ man and wife,
Brin gin’ maybe peace or strife,
Ye’d better bide awa’.
Brichtenin’ the mither’s e’e,
An’ garrin’ man an’ wife agree,
Bringin’ me a guinea fee,
Ye’re welcome after a’.

“ And there is pansies, that’s for thoughts.
To a girl playing with a bunch offlowers and a tennis
racket.
You work a parable in my fancies
With heartsease and forget-me-nots,
While you make shuttlecocks of pansies,
We older folks take thoughts.

°nouRyiegisla9tors°are to meet on Friday in the Civil Law class
room, at eight o’clock. Students don’t, as a rule, know how
much they miss by using so little the privilege of admission to
Council meetings. Several important motions in the interests of
juniors are to be proposed by a senior.
The Council’s comments on the Universities Bill har e been
published in conjunction with the Councils of the other Scottish
Universities. They show their good sense in requesting a direct
share in the University Court, and especially a share in the
management of libraries and museums.

I’M glad I’ve a hatred for girls !
There’s one living over the way
Who is (so the other men say)
A “ stunner—the sweetest of pearls.
She’s passable, I don’t deny ;
But there’s my exam, in July—
I’m glad I’ve a hatred for girls !
I’m glad I’ve a hatred for girls !
And stick to my work ; he who looks
Can see that I do—by my books—
(How deftly that black fan unfurls !
Some idiots would surely get “ spun,”
By staring all day at that one ! )
I’m glad I’ve a hatred for girls !
I’m glad I’ve a hatred for girls !
This window is splendid for work ;
I’m slaving away like a Turk !
(Some stupids would rave o’er her curls !)
I’m here at my books all the day;
Mere lectures, you know, never pay—
I’m glad I’ve a hatred for girls!
I’m glad I’ve a hatred for girls 1
I sit and I stare at my books;
They’re dearer to me than sweet looks.
What’s that! Down her window-blind whirls
Some jackass has stared, I suppose,
And then the sweet bud-petals close
I’m glad I’ve a hatred for girls !
. °
Don.
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The general meeting of the Athletic Club was held in the

Other matters of minor importance came up for discus
sion, and a committee was appointed to report on the
various “blues.”—The meeting was not brought to acïoJ
The Mana
until half-past ten.
; of ¿21,000, x
Dr Cathca
[We are not able to take so entirely calm and rosy Surgeons, is í
views of the future of the Athletic Club as our "reporte r: r Honstratio:

Medical Jurisprudence Class-room, on Thursday, May
17th, at 7.30. As usual, the attendance was very small
indeed, but the proceedings did not lack in interest to
It is the easiest thing possible to show on paper that anv P ^onc^ay ^ror
those who were present. Dr Woodhead was moved to
the chair.— In opening the meeting, the Chairman
and every section of the Athletic Club can be made to i1 freasureS in 1
t... so,. . and. no amount
uc of
l“ilt them to a se:
pay ; in practice it- -------------has not been
expressed his great regret that owing to other important
engagements none of those Professors who had been
generosity in the payment of debts will secure us against’1 Mr I. Art
their occurrence in the future. We must set about gdtinU ~ S invited to take the chair could be present. This was
The Satin
°L?e pCre'Tal caus?s of
These are partial!^ fen resume
from no want of enthusiasm on their part, as the
been resume
subscription list about to be read by Mr Macpherson
resident in ourselves, partly in the city of Edinburgh, and [ Throat depa
would testify.
He called upon Mr C. E. W. Mac
partly in the educational system which guides us. “
Fku
,.»..
P
rofesso
pherson, who.had examined most carefully into the
In ouiselves it was disgraceful that forty men only of U bpretation of
present condition of the Club, to present his statement to
some two thousand now in residence, should have'put I summer clas
the meeting.—The statement was eminently satisfactory
themselves about to attend a general meeting of the a gical schoo]
01 the first time for several years. Commencing in
Athietic Club
Still more disgraceful that much loss I co-operating
We are g
January with a deficit of over /715, he was now able to
should have been due to the non-payment of subscrip- announce that there remained only some /260 to be col
tions The code of social ethics has a name for this ; grown so as
lected, and this might, he thought, be raised in a month
which can possibly be recalled, and the obligation of’ is to. give ar
if those interested would but set about the matter with
honour is not less stringent when the legal machinery for • ‘ said to be
merely in r
energy and determination. He thought it necessary to
securing payment is less sure. It is of no use looking on
tematic cou
point out that the students should do a little more towards
e oenatus as a kindly body, w-ho will receive our large
systematic
wiping off this debt, and with that in view he had drawn
ees, and come to the relief as a deus ex
. attained by
up a subscription card, which could be had from members
have got into difficulties.
of committee, and on which he hoped to see the name of
The geography of Edinburgh which has devoted afield
every student in the University, with at least one shilling
at Corstorphme to the use of the E.U.A.C., makes it
opposite He was now convinced, after a careful exami
difficult in the life we lead, from pillar to post, to devote
nation of the accounts, that the Club could in future be
much of our time to the higher physical enjoyments of
Sir,—I
made to pay its way, but that this year they could afford
life, and the Athletic Club will never flourish until it
those who
to have no department which was not self-supporting —
secures a more convenient field.
many vagu
The new rules were then considered, and several impor
For the system of which we are part, we are not chieflv
its object.
tant alterations made. Amongst these was that by which
responsible, and to others we must look for its amend
I shall be
medical students registered in the Extra-Mural School
ment. Our duty to the body may be preached from chair
letter, whi
are now eligible for membership. Arrangements were
and pulpit, but it will be neglected systematically and
interested.
also made for the addition of a member of committee for
generally so long as the bright hours of a summer after
I undei
the Running Section.—In connection with subscriptions
comers, gi
noon must be spent in class benches, so long as Saturday
it was unanimously agreed that a composition fee of a
and,
there
and Sunday find us too weary, and still with work to do
guinea and a half should be instituted. Any member
joining no
it is true that changes in law and regulation are not the
one of the
paying this fee to be a member of every section of the
fundament of social improvement. But law and regula
be held oi
n in
WaS ^rther.agreed that such composition fee
tion often embody the social ignorance of a past genera
Fie woul<
should be payable in either May or November, and should
ron, and are the social sins'of this. The Students’
Professors
be available for a summer and winter session from the
Council and the Innominate Club have done much to
during th'
date of payment The old tariff to remain in force for
lighten the Juggernaut, and with others to introduce new
own note:
those who wished to join one section only of the Club —
pleasures in the student’s life, yet we can set them no
easier to
Various arrangements were made for the cricket season
wiser task than this to make athletics possible.]
not least,
and it was announced that as thirty members had joined’
demonstr
a giound man and practice bowler had been en°-ao-ed —A
Some r
long discussion on the subject of the summer g^mes took
they did
place, and, although it was thought to be a very regretit may be
able circumstance, it was thought necessary to discon
the dole
■ between
tinue them for the present year, unless a guarantee that
| trace the
no loss would be incurred could be obtained. It was felt
TeaS-ern atMetes on the appearance of the
possess,
Scottish Athlete. It is, apart from the juvenility of weak
that it would not be right for the Club in its present con
their arr;
punning, well written, and there are fewer of the “personalities”
dition to risk any deficit this year.—Mr C E W Mac
that the}
it alUuccess30 prOmment in Scottish athletic papers. We wish
pherson was by unanimous vote appointed permanent
my print
treasurer to the Club, and a hearty vote of thanks was
diagrams
Aberdeen University is at last to secure a recreation ground,
accorded to the late treasurers, Messrs E. & S. Living
though t
bl attSf wm’
that a similar convenience could
stone, who will still receive names of those who wish to
Lastly
raf Mf°r Edl?bWh- .Warrender Park seems ideal, but a
become members of the Club.—The new treasurer sug
notice, 1
Fn™RI^"Tm IS rapld^ disfiSu™g with a new city.
gested that an honorary membership be institutedInnomir
X i
j
Harriers. -That athletic meetings pay on a
fourth, :
ThAS
SUItab]c Place these sPorts testified last Saturday.
resident honorary members to pay 10s. 6d. and to have a
service
card for admission to field on all occasions ; non-resident
iF Xd In Camn
?,-etty T"’ Macmichael especially being
many d
honorary members to pay 5s. per annum. He thought
m good foim, and pulling off the half-mile in 2.U from ten
scarcely
yards, and the two miles. Taylor won the hundred yards cum
that very many of the old members would be willino°to
from tl
UlJnTtW SeCOndm the half “ile. It is certainly not lack of
maintain their connection with the Club in this manner.—
counsel
talent that prevents success of the E.U.A.C.
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The Managers of the Royal Infirmary are rejoicing in a legacy
of¿21,000, which has just fallen to them.
Dr Cathcart, as Curator of the Museum of the College of
■ Surgeons, is setting a novel and praiseworthy example by giving
n and rosy - demonstrations on Pathology during his hour of attendance on
ur reporter, J Monday from 2 10 3. Students, as a rule, are unaware of the
ter that any fj treasures in this and other museums, and we should recommend
be made to fl them to a search which will richly repay them.
amount of 1 Mr I- Arthur Thomson is performing a similar function in the
: us against : ¡Zoological Collection, under the auspices of the Innominate Club.
Tout getting : The Saturday morning cliniques at the Fever Hospital have
re partially i been resumed, as have also the limited cliniques in the Ear and
iburgh, and f Throat department at the Infirmary.
Professor Chiene has still further established his large interus.
ten only, of 1 Lretation of the professorial function by the development of his
d have put . Slimmer class. He is likely to succeed in forming a great sur[ gieal school, by gathering round him many young workers
ing of the
co-operating with him in teaching and research.
much Joss ’
We are glad to hear that the class of Practical Botany has
■f subscripmown so as to require division into two sections. The Professor
ie for this i is to give an additional course of afternoon lectures. They are
ligation of f said to be voluntary ; and we hope that they will be so not
chinery for ’ merely in name, as would be the case if any part of the sys
tematic course were omitted from the morning lectures. P ifty
looking on
systematic lectures can give all the education that is to be
: our large
attained by that archaic method of instruction.
.
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selves ; but at the Innominate Club we meet with those who
have gone through the same classes, and have met with much
the same difficulties as we meet now, and who are able and very
willing to help us.
Since I am a first year’s man speaking to others of my yeary
I need not mention the advantages possessed by more advanced
students who are members. I shall only say that Mr Sturrock,
the manager, is at the Club at fixed times, and that I have
found him always ready to,answer questions concerning it since
first he told me what I must do to become a member; and I am
sure that this will be the experience of all who wish to join
_____ The Innominate.
The Medical Student’s English-German Conversa
tional Manual.
By J. T. Loth, Ph.D., F.E.I.S.
Edinburgh: Williams & Norgate. One shilling.
This little book is cheap enough and good enough for the
English students who know a little German, but Dr Loth wou d
have been better to consult some one familiar with household
English. We know only one physician who gets the answer he
wishes, even from ignorant patients, to such questions as—;
‘" Have you a transitory sensation of falling, a feeling ot illusory
movements of external objects?” And even at him we should
laugh if he ordered a patient to “apply sulphur ointment with
considerable friction,” when he wished him “ to. rub it in well.
At most seaports, too, a doctor who should order a seaman to
“remain in a recumbent position” would so flabbergast his
patient as to be obeyed. These slips are few, but we are not
sure that a simple vocabulary would not have proved more
serviceable.
!
Coiprrjissioi) or) Clirjicetl Ir)sfi?ucii0r)?

Lucifer’ fo it)® 'Gciiior.
AIDS FOR FIRST YEAR STUDENTS.
Sir —I find that among many men, and especially among
those who have just come up for their first session, there exist
many vague ideas concerning the Innominate Club, its use, ana
its object. Being myself a member,-and a first year s student,
[shall be glad if you can make room in your columns lor a
letter, which I hope may make the matter clear to those who are

I understand that notices have been handed to the new
comers, giving a sketch of the advantages which members have
and, therefore, I need only touch upon some of them. Any man
joining now would be free to attend a class on Chemistry, which
one of the members is now beginning, and which will, I think,
be held once a week, at a time convenient to first year s students.
He would be able to borrow printed notes on the lectures ot
Professors Crum Brown and Cossar Ewart, keeping them by him
during the whole of the session, to read or to refer to when
own notes are not clear ; and some will agree with me that it
easier to make notes so-called, than to read them. Last, but
not least he would be free to attend a course of twelve weekly
demonstrations in Zoology at the Museum, which have just begum
Some men may value these advantages more highly now tha
thev did in a three-weeks-ago blissful ignorance. Ignorance
it may be still, but it is no longer blissful, if one may judge y
he doleful groans and frequent foot shufflings heard da. y
between twelve and one, when, for instance, we endeavour to
t^Tthe development of the brain which we are assured we
possess or have our hearing organs described to us, and admire
their arrangement, only to find on a later
that they have played us false. I find myself °fte"
mv nrinted lectures, clearer than my notes, and with far better
dS than my’ eyes and fingers, wonderfully developed
mentioned in the printed
notice but which sole of the new men will appreciate. In the
Innominate Club there are men of every year, rom fir t to
fourth and lean testify that their experience is always at the
service of their fellow-members. When students come up, a
many do without knowing any of the senior men, they w
^arcelv ever meet them. The work of each year is quite apart
from that of the year before, and men flounder on, taking
counsel, if at all, with those who know little more than them-

The report of the Commission organised by the S.R.C.
was presented to the Council at the end of the session
We have had no issue since, but are now glad to present
our readers with a copy of the report. That the whole
question may be clear, we have stated the difficulties
which the size of the school and increased pressure of the
examinations have made so prominent.
I. The normal course of study here is four years, and the
detailed examination of the more specially professional
studies in Surgery, Medicine, and Midwifery, comes aS a
whole at the end of the fourth year. Hospital work m
Surgery is mostly done in the second year, and used for
merly to be continued during the third.year ; but the pres
sure of the second professional examination at the Uni
versity became so strenuous that it is now almost abso
lutely accurate to say that no practical hospital work is
done by students in the third year. Surgical study is
thus interrupted at the end of the second year, and, since
clinical work in Medicine begins as soon as the second
professional examination is passed, surgical study is not

Thus at the beginning of his fourth winter, the student
finds himself within six months of his final examination,
and face to face with the need of all the clinical work he
is to have in Medicine, of enough clinical work in Surgery
to enable him to revise it, and of some clinical work 111
the commoner affections of the eye, ear, and skin.; in
fevers mental and venereal diseases, and of the manifesta
tions
disease in children. The opportunities of general
medical study (including gynaecology) consist of eight
hours weekly, in the cliniques of the physicians. There
is further, the examination of out-patients from eleven
till twelve ; but on five days students are kept away by
the systematic class of Midwifery, and on Saturday hiust
choose between the out-patients and Professor Annandaleb
senior clinique in Surgery.
_
The instruction in Surgery would, at its utmost possible
extent consist of the hour 1—2 on Tuesday and Fnday
(following the Clinical Medicine lecture), of 11-13 on

of
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Saturday at Mr Annandale’s clinique, and 12-1 on Satur
day at the out-patient clinique.
This gives, as a
maximum, four hours a week ; but, in practice, this is
very greatly reduced. Professor Chiene, who, we’believe,
first systematised these Tuesday and Friday cliniques,
found the number of students who came too great to
allow of any good work, and divided the men into four
sets, each of which is with him once a fortnight. Mr
Duncan also holds senior' cliniques, so that a certain
number of men get another hour of general surgical work
with him. Still one has on Tuesday and Friday to choose
between Surgery, the Lock Wards, and diseases of the
ear as claimants for the free hour from 1-2. On Saturday
(11-12) the choice is between Professor Annandale, the
obstetric cliniques at the Maternity Hospital, and the’sole
opportunity of seeing medical out-patients ; and, from
12-1, between surgical out-patients, Dr M acgilli vray’s
cliniques on venereal diseases, and cliniques on“ diseases
of the eye.
Take now the special subjects.
Diseases of Children.— There are two classes—one under
the auspices of the University, and one in the ExtraMural School.
These meet respectively on Tuesday
and Wednesday at 10 o’clock, and again on Saturday at
10 and 9 respectively. But on Tuesday and Wednesday
at 10 there is Surgeiy lecture ; and on Saturday 10-11 is
the hour for skin diseases.
Shin Diseases.—There are cliniques on Wednesday and
Saturday at 10 ; but students can’t get on Wednesday
and thus on Saturday crowd the large theatre in such a
way that most hear the lecture, and about a fourth at
most, see the cases at all accurately.
Fevers.—There used to be cliniques at 12 three days
a^ week, and within a year twenty-eight students were
able to attend. This year, at suggestion of S.R C there
is a chmque on Saturday at 9, which will accommodate 1 co
students in the course of the year, and will be fully taken
advantage of.
3
Diseases of the Eye.—The surgeons are in Hospital
daily at 12 or 12.30 ; bur, till this year, only a few fifth
year men or graduates ever saw the cases. Now bv
stealing for nine weeks an hour from Surgery it has been
arranged that sixty men shall see them.
Venereal Diseases.—a change which was made this
yeai, students can again steal an hour from Surgery to
see the female cases, and another from the surgical out
patients’ clinique to see the males.
Diseases of the Ear.—There are cliniques on Tuesday
and Friday from n onwards; but Midwifery and then
Clinical Medicine lecture go on till 1 o’clock, and when
all is done, one must again steal from the senior Sur-erv
to get a glimpse at the commoner affections.
°
Thus, to sum up the whole case, students give emht
hours a week to general medical work, and no one will
say it is too much. In six hours more (Tuesday and
Friday from 1 to 2, Saturday from 9 to 1) for clinical
work, one must include Surgery and all the special sub
jects. There are, moreover, too many students in some i
of the cliniques.
II. This state of things has long been more or less I
definitely realised, and various suggestions have from
time to time been made towards its removal.
(1.) It has been proposed to modify the clinical arrange
ments so far that cliniques in Surgery and in Medicine
should be at separate times, as, e.g., from 11 to 12.30 and
12.30 to 2, or, again, from 11 to 1 and 1 to 3, and that
these hours should be free from all systematic lectures
(2.) It has been suggested that an extra day, sav Wed
nesday, should be given tip to clinical work, as Saturday

is at present, so for three hours (9 to 12) clinical work
should replace systematic lectures.
(3.) It has been suggested that more systematic use
should be made of the summer session.
(4.) It has been said that the present unequal distribu
tion of examination work between the different years is
the real source of the difficulty, and that the remedy lies
in breaking the examinations into smaller groups of sub
jects, or even single subjects.
(5.) That the students should be equally distributed
among the various physicians and surgeons, by makin»
these ex officio teachers and examiners to the University.
(6.) Increase of power, (a) by utilising the assistant
surgeons, f) by increase of the hospital and the staff.
(7.) Lastly, it has been said that four years is too short
a course, and that the only satisfactory solution lies in
extending the course to five years.
Proposals so wide and so varied as these, and involving
so many interests, made it obviously impossible to achieve
any satisfactory solution of the difficulty without discus
sion by the various parties concerned, and a co-ordina
tion that could only' be wrought by a commission such as
was formed.
The problem is to devise an arrangement which shall
make it possible for the student in his present course of
four years to secure an adequate general knowledge of
Surgery and Medicine, and, at the least, so much clinical ■
instruction in the special subjects as shall qualify anyone
making good use of his time, to undertake the cases that
will commonly meet him in a general practice.
III. The main recommendation of the report is that
hospital work be distributed over three hours free from
systematic lectures, except, we suppose, such as apply merely
to junior students. This seems to be universally agreed on;
and when the systematic lectures are shifted to allow of it,
there will come the question of distribution. The prin
ciple of the table drawn up by' the Commission seems to
be that the cliniques in special subjects, and some of the
work in Surgery, should be at a separate hour from the
Medical woik, an obvious advantage for senior students,
wanting but completion. thus the Wednesday clinique
on Skin Diseases should be later, and the work in the
Eai and T hroat department distributed over three or
four days, instead of three hours on Tuesday and Fridav,
under an assistant or co-ordinate surgeon, if need be ;
and as far as possible, the third hour of Surgical work
should be made available for senior students. The third
hour of work on the Surgical side seems to have given
rise to some confusion of mind, suggesting that the chief
surgeon was expected to teach or work for three hours
a day ; and in answer it has been stated that the assistant
surgeons, who are at present somewhat neglected, might
gladly share this extra work. From the students’ point of
view, it would be sufficient that the wards should be
open, under somebody’s superintendence, for an hour after
their Medical work is finished.
With legal d to the size of the cliniques, the Commission
has not dealt further than to adopt, as a recommendation,
the method of limited cliniques. Perhaps with sufficient
variety of attraction the problem would solve itself.
The Commission has not touched the problem of the
summer session, which, indeed, is more a question for the
lecturers ; but the important resolution with regard to the
Second Professional Examination should strengthen the
hands of those who are labouring for an improvement.
On the whole, the Commission has done its work well;
but the duty of seeing the changes carried out remains,
and till this is effected the Students’ Council should have
no scarcity of work.
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IRepott of tbe Commission on Clinical instruction,
MARCH

188 8.

THE Commission was composed of the following thirteen Members
Dr Joseph Bell, Messrs A. J. Napier and W. J. Ford, appointed by the Managers of the Royal

Infirmary.
Dr J. Batty Tuke, appointed by the Royal College of Physicians.
Dr Patrick Heron Watson, appointed by the Royal College of Surgeons.
Professor T. Grainger Stewart and Dr Claud Muirhead, appointed by the Medical Staff of the
Infirmary.
„ , , T „
Professor Annandale and Dr John Duncan, appointed by the Surgical Staff of the Infirmary.
Dr G Owen C. Mackness, appointed by the Royal Medical Society.
,
Messrs R. C. Buist, E. F. Armour, and S. Wm. Carruthers, appointed by the Students Repre

sentative Council.
Having met in nine sessions, and learned, by letter and by verbal evidence, the opinions of

the Teachers and others whose names are contained in the Schedule appended to this Report,
The Commission begs to recommend that three continuous hours daily be obtained for

Clinical Work, and is of opinion that the most suitable hours are to A.M. to 1 P.M., or Jt A.M. to
2 P.M.
If these three hours are obtained, the Commission recommends that they be distributed

according to the following Table
----- - ---------------

1

First Hour.

1

Second Hour.

I Medical Cliniques and Clini- 1 Medical Cliniques.
cal Lectures.

I

I Medical Outpatients.
I Surgical Tutorials and Ward
É
Visits by Clinical Surgeons and others.
I Gynaecology.

Surgical Cliniques and Clinical Lectures.

Third Hour.

Medical Tutorials and Ward
Visits by Clinical Physicians and others.

Surgical Cliniques.

Gynaecology.

i Lock.
Ear and Throat (Tuesdays and Fridays).
Eye.
1 Eye.
1
Children (2 days).
Children (2 days).
I Children (Surgical, 2 days).
I Skin (Wednesdays). ?
Fevers.
Post-Mortem Examinations.

1
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In cases where instruction can be given to limited Cliniques only, it is recommended that

Lists be prepared under the superintendence of the Teachers, as has been done this session for

the similar classes.
On Saturday, as at present, there should be Clinical Instruction in Skin Diseases and
Fevers.
Clinical Instruction in Insanity must be arranged for, as at present, outside these three
hours.'

To obtain the full advantage of the scheme, the arrangements for the Second Professional
Examination should be so changed as to afford greater facilities for Clinical Work in the third
year.

In name and by authority of the Commission,
(Signed)

A. J. NAPIER, Chairman.

Schedule of Persons whose opinions were laid before the Commission.
A.

By evidence personally given before the Commission
Dr Byrom Bramwell.
Mr J. M. Cotterill.
Sur.-Gen. Chas. H. Fasson.
Dr G. A. Gibson.
Mr J. A. Greig.

B.

Mr Jas. Huskie.
Dr Allan Jamieson.
Mr Daniel J. Kuys.
Dr Wm. Russell.

By letter :—
Dr J. O. Affleck.
Mr Joseph Bell.
Dr Byrom Bramwell.
Dr Alexander Bruce.'
Mr Francis M. Caird.
Mr Chas. W. Cathcart.
Professor Chiene.
Mr John Duncan.
Professor Greenfield.
Mr James Hunter.
Dr W, Allan Jamieson.

Dr Alexander James.
Dr P. M'Bride.
Dr C. W. MacGillivray.
Mr A. G. Miller.
Dr Claud Muirhead.
Dr R. Milne Murray.
Dr D. Argyll Robertson.
Dr Wm. Russell.
Professor Simpson.
Dr Andrew Smart.
Dr John Wyllie.
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esser Grccni ¡ci:.!.
HROFESSOR GREENFIELD is known by the
I
students chiefly in his three various functions of
systematic lecturer, clinician, and examiner, and for
any one who has to estimate his relation to students it
is fortunate to have known him in all three. As
lecturer there is no one more learned or more nervous,
as clinician none more clear or more thorough, as
examiner no one more keen or more kind. To most
students he is one who has a knowledge of Pathology
far too detailed for them to follow, who is sensitive to
every abnormal sound or sight, and whose class is
most noted for disturbance, and for the persistent cry
of “ Cards ” It is easv to form partial impressions of a
character, and for the sake of an impression made
vivid by strongly marked idiosyncrasies we are con
tent to leave out the shades and undertones which
make it human. The least favourable impression of
Professor Greenfield is got in his systematic class and
the compulsion of University arrangements makes it
the common one. The sources of this are however,
not far to seek. They are resident partly in the
lecturer, partly in his students, and partly in the
system which binds them both. Possessed of a mind
of unsurpassed acuteness, Professor Greenfield pays
a somewhat heavy price in a tendency to sensory
neuroses, which is fostered by late work done to
keep his lectures up to date. This almost too scru
pulous conscientiousness results in _ a set of lectures
which to men who knew something of Pathology
would be magnificent, but in which the ordinary
ignorance of students makes the passage from detail
to detail too difficult to follow. Two courses are open
—to take verbatim notes for future consideration, or
to take revenge by trading on
of the lecturer. The latter, cowardly though it be is
tried, and initiates a disorder, which is increased by
diligent note-takers, who having missed a wor or

One Penny.

student from the tradition (and fact ?) that his best textbook is a set of his examiner’s systematic lectures, and
from the ignorance which at present unfits him for lec
tures so good as Professor Greenfield’s, we shall have
solved an educational problem of some importance to
the University. The development of the practical
class into a short systematic review of Pathology and
the institution of a series of short advanced courses
seems a plan which but for the inertia of academic
institutions would work as well in Edinburgh as else-

of slavish note-taking, repetition in the same terms is
refused, and the confusion is sometimes worse con
founded. Yet we are not left without light as to a
real issue from the difficulty. At times, when the
Professor is dealing with a matter in which he is
specially interested he forgets his own nervousness,
the students forget their disorder, and we have an
approach to the excellence of his clinical lectures. I
then we could free him from the burden of interesting
himself yearly in every detail of his subject, free the

where. Failing this, every one must regret the I rofessor’s repeated refusal of a syllabus, which both by
preparing the students and guiding the lecturer along
the main lines of his subject, would lessen the diffi
culty at present existing.
In the wards and clinical theatre, students have
new lights thrown on the character of Professor Green
field There, there is no doubt of his continual interest,
and those who follow him through the course of his
exhaustive diagnoses, or clever reviews of treatment,
enter further protest against the systematic lectures
which waste so much of his energy7.
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In the examination the student is not usually in a
mood for the study of his examiner’s psychology, yet
though he hear sometimes rumours of undue curiosity
into the refractive indices of the eye, he cannot help
feeling that in Professor Greenfield’s hands he is
kindly treated, and though he is never. let slip, he is
never taken at a disadvantage.
Those who have known Professor Greenfield in all
three relations will probably accept our expression of
extremely high admiration and regret that he is sacri
ficed to the system of compulsory courses and
systematic lectures.

J^etllecele,

©Id ^Ict^et^ir)©©,

Away in the lumber-room dusty,
Piled up on the dustier floor,
’Mid armour and harquebuss rusty,
And bric-a-brac fashioned of yore,
Ah ! there, ’mid that wonderful store
Of gowns once so gorgeously worn,
Lie heaps of old magazine-lore,
Forgotten, and dusty, and torn !
And there, in the pages so musty,
And damp to the veriest core,
You 11 find all the crabbed and crusty
Remarks of anonymous bore ■
And the rhymes in which lovers’adore
Their Cynthias “ bright as the morn ”—
The sonnets in which they’d implore__
Forgotten, and dusty, and torn !

The moralist, solid but fusty,
Penned platitudes stale by the score ■
Romances, were sickly, not lusty,
O er which all the maidens would pore
Ah ! mighty the dross, while the ore
Is small in those pages forlorn__
Tis a fact that we cannot ignore__
Forgotten, and dusty, and torn !
Envoy.
Embalmed on oblivion’s shore,
O voices forgotten to scorn 1’
Your bodies are withered and hoar,
Forgotten, and dusty, and torn ! ’

as instructed, the Committee have asked the Infirmary
Managers to put in the hands of each student when he
takes his Hospital Ticket a brief but definite statement of
the various opportunities of work which he has in the Hos
pital, and the conditions of admission to dresserships and
clerkships, with the information of whom to apply to. In
formation of this kind is very much wanted, and is often
attained, when the opportunity is past, as is also the
further information which the Committee, we believe
contemplate preparing as a sort of Students’ Guide for
the Faculty of Medicine.
Dr Cathcart’s letter in another column is evidence
ot the need of this, and some time ago he suggested such
a scheme, including, however, not only the museums &c
but also the various societies.
. The sending of a deputy to the Bologna Octocentenary
is a noteworthy step, and was, as it was sure to be, very
well received. The deputy’s report is to be given at the
meeting on Thursday. Students are again indebted to
the Senatus for their kindness. Our deputy bore with
him an address, which we are glad, by the courtesy of the
Secretaries of the Council, to be able to give as an
Appendix. The address is the work of Professor Butcher,
and for so beautiful a piece of work it was worth while to
trouble him, though it may seem somewhat severe com
ment on Edinburgh scholarship that the S.R.C. are
indebted to the kindness of their Professors equally for
Latin addresses and Italian letters.
. We understand that the Infirmary Managers have
intimated to the Secretary of Council that, on considera
tion of the report of the Clinical Commission, it will be
possible to have the Hospital open three hours daily for
clinical work. 7 he most suitable hours for the Hospital
aie io to i. The burden of making the necessary changes
in the systematic lectures lies on the Senatus, It will be
the Council’s duty to give all possible help, so as to have
the matter carried through as soon as possible.
„ The Lord Rectorship and the Representation of
Students in the University form the subjects of a long
motion, which will probably give rise to some discussion.
n article on the subject appears elsewhere in our
columns.
The House Committee is again down for a warm time.
t-The question of the affiliation of Colleges to the
Universities is one m which students are naturally much
interested, as it gives them a wider field for study, and
the motion that they express themselves on the matter is
one ot some importance.
Is a Council meeting one of the public occasions on
winch the Executive are to appear in

The New Gowns ?

J. Malcolm Bulloch.

^ofes.
The: Council is to meet in the Civil Law Class-Room
studenTdry atAP'M' Jhe meeting is, as usual, open to
students. Considenngthe talkativeness of some members
it would be a good thing if students took more advantage
“©ri! °PPortunity °f seeing what their representatives
aie like when they are in actual working order,
The Infirmary Committee are to report. We don’t
know exactly the terms of the report, but we believe that.

Tune— “Stand about, ye fisher jades.”—Dr Park.
Th’ insignia o’ Magistrate,
And chiefs o’ ’Varsity,
Matin bow before th’ Executive
O’ S. R. C.

Wi’ velvet for the Presidents,
An’ siller tassels roon,
’
Stand about, ye graduates,
An’ gi’e their gowns room ;
Stand about, ye graduates,
An' gi’e the new gowns room.
■a.
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Now now, now,
Now’ now, now,

and now, My hard time s come at last;
and now, My student days are past.

So strike E-din -a

I
J

from my heart, And from the best of friends I’ll part, For I will try if luck come by The tramp, tramp.,

Key G.
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He, he, he, and he,
The Professor fare he well;
He, he, he, and he,
The Professor fare he well.
The germs of sweet content my brain,
Alas 1 will never grow again,
So now I’m off to fight with pain
And tramp, tramp, tramp.
She, she, she, and she,
The staff nurse fare she well;
She, she, she, and she,
The staff nurse fare she well.
In vain I’d now confess my sins,
I’ll no more bother her for pins,
I now must exercise my shins
In tramp, tramp, tramp.

D.C.
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Sir, sir, sir, and sir,
Sir Doctor, fare you well;
Sir, sir, sir, and sir,
Sir Doctor, fare you well.
I've no more case reports to write,
Now every day is waiting night;
I thank you, sir, my lamp’s alight,
I’ll tramp, tramp, tramp.
You, you, you, and you,
You patients, fare you well;
You, you, you, and you,
You patients, fare you well.
From ache and pain now rest you free,
Your kindly memory goes with me
Where’er I be, by land or sea,
On tramp, tramp, tramp.

We, we, we, and we,
My comrades, fare we well;
We, we, we, and we,
My comrades, fare we well.
We’ve side by side together been,
But now our lots are scattered clean;
May happy men and true be seen
On tramp, tramp, tramp.
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sticks, flou
who differ
The Editor begs to request that all intending sub say it in y,
politics,
scribers to the Guarantee Funds will send in their
the murky
subscriptions and orders, or at least intimate them
more pea
on or before ist August, as it will otherwise be impos
Rectorshi
sible to make full contracts for next year. All who
giant in t
wish the issue to go on are requested to help in the
world, ar
matter, as the present Editor hopes to be able by next
once onl;
session to arrange such machinery as will ensure the
more thai
permanence of the paper on a basis satisfactory to
Benjamir
readers, writers, and advertisers
But to
. The acknowledgment of subscriptions will be made
in August.
going on
has beer
simple, i
Advocate
u ycprcscrjlalior).
to elect 1
UCIAN tells us how Jove goes from one ear
that the
piece to another, hearing the complaints
governin
prayers, and thanks of mankind before he issues hisquences
commands for the government of the world, and the
years be
example is worthy of imitation, and though the political
in electi
problems of University reform are not the most im
for the ]
portant there can be no doubt that it is essential to
force of
the well-being of the governed that they should be
ing stat«
able to make audible in high places their squeaks
indefini
when pinched, their grunts when pleased.
“Yes
The deputation of students who recently waited on
given u;
the Lord Advocate should teach us at least one excel
not toe
lent lesson. When, among other things, they requested
think,
four representatives on the University Court, in place
the trac
of the two given by the Universities Bill, he frankly
sides at
told them that their chances of getting this were very
absolut
small, and remarked that voting power in the Court
Union
is not of such great importance to the students as the
your 1
power of making their views known. While we agree
Bill; 1
with him that merely to be represented on the Court
debate
is of great value, we hold that its value may be
Rector
endangered just when most needed by want of voting
in whl
power, and cannot see any justification for leaving the
politic
students with only two representatives (one of whom
But
is, even with the proviso in the new bill, indirectly
Presid
appointed), while the Senatus and the General Council
ings?
have each had their pair of representatives doubled
his co
this is, however, a matter where the students are
in ma
comparatively helpless, being entirely in the hands of
it too
Her Majesty s Government. But in addition to a
on th
courteous reception, the deputies got a piece of advice,
where
which shows where we can help ourselves. Practically
get it
this is summed up in “ Use what you have.” He
Rectc
advises us to elect a Lord Rector who personally, as
high
well as by his assessor, shall adequately represent our
canm
interests in the University Court.
to a<
Why did the Act of Parliament of 1858 give the
even
students the power of electing the President of the Uniwho
versrty Court ? To judge from history, our predecessors
entir
thought that it was in order to give a raison d’etre to
be 1c
two political associations in the University to let
pled;
, students have an opportunity of assailing with pease,
throi

IJiolice.

,s.
First Hour.
Now is the weary hour,
The earth lies still in grief
Or shudders in dark fear.
Her face is wet, for from her face
I he face of God is hid, and in its place
The deep cold sky is curtained o’er, its blue
All sparked with starry taunts of far-off light.

Second Hour.
Her hope is born, for from the east
A light is passed o’er all the sky,
The shafts of starry satire are less keen,
And all the near is brighter, and the earth
Dare ope her eyes of yearning in her hope.

Third Hour.
Now all her heart is full with present hope
For rosy finger tips from o’er the sea
Point to the coming sun his path to-day :
The cloudy flocked horizon, all is warm,
And gleams a happier brightness than the stars
a j thelr.gl°rio^ distance can impart.
And earth is wake and in a song
Of passionate urge, pours out her longing heart.

THE SONG.
O come, my lord ! The night is long,
A thousand years when thou art gone’;
And all night-creeping things then prowl,
then nutter bat and hooting owl
And I lie still in fear.
’
O come, my lord ! The night is cold
And dark as hell when thou art gone ;
But my poor heart is darker still,
And reft of love it has no will
To keep away despair.

O come, my lord, my love, my life !
I die and die when thou art gone ;
My heart longs for thy close carets
My face pales for thy coldest kiss,
O come, lord, quickly come.
O come, my lord, and we will pass
In happy pause the hastening hours
Enjoy our short eternity,
The dalliance of a lingering day,
O come, lord, quickly come.

Fourth Hour.
And she is heard. The sun is risen,
And showers his warm kisses on her face
Till all her tears are glistening with new joy,
And she, too happy for a word,
Lies still, content, wrapt in his warm embrace.

L
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we have an assessor who—next best to knowing where
sticks, flour, and even stale fish, those of their fellows
the shoe pinches—is willing to learn ; but how long
who differed from them in politics—or rather let us
can we count on enjoying even this boon ? Till the
say it in your ear, whose fathers differed from theirs in
next rectorial election at most—not a moment longer.
¡politics. A gleam of purer light occasionally crossed
Even by the new bill, the Rector may not choose to
the murky atmosphere of rectorial elections, when some
consult the Students’ Representative Council. What
more peaceful minds considered the object of the
Rectorship to be that they might give honour to a help have we then?
We must, as the Lord Advocate sagely suggests,
giant in thought, a leader in the true progress of the
make the best use of the privileges we have. In place
world, and an “independent” candidate appeared,
of electing our Rector after a political squabble, or
once only to succeed, when in 1865 Ihomas Carlyle
even to show our appreciation of one of the great men
more than doubled the votes given to his opponent,
of our time, let us work together to put in a man who
Benjamin Disraeli.
will really represent us. Plenty such could be found.
But to these later days, when matters have been
There are graduates who have not been long enough
going on for twenty years in the old political groove, it
away from the classes to have forgotten the small
has been left to discover the truth, so beautifully
matters which call for reform, rising men in their pro
simple, and now so plainly reiterated by the Lord
fessions, who would command respect in themselves,
Advocate, that the reason for giving students the right
as well as by virtue of their position as our represen
to elect the President of the University Court is just
tative Our difficulty will be to select rather than to
that they may be duly represented upon that, the
. ,
f
governing body of the University. Alas ! the conse find.
A word in the ear of those students—neither so few,
quences of beginning wrqng. It has taken thirty
so brainless, or so uninfluential, as some think—who
years before we begin to see that we made a mistake
have already made up their minds to the right course.
in electing our Rectors on political grounds; and woe
It is only a little more than two years to the next
for the power of habit, unless we bestir ourselves, the
rectorial election. “ Only 1 ” say you. Yes, remem
force of tradition—nay, the mere inertia of the exist ber that if you wish to succeed you have in that time
ing state of things—will carry us on in the old groove
to clear away the fogs and mists which have gathered
indefinitely.
,
,
for twenty years — to gain enough energy to dis
“ Yes; but will you deny that the old system has
lodge your three thousand fellow-students from the
given us a most excellent Rector just now ? ” Judge
course which for a quarter of a century their predeces
not too hastily; we are not so treasonable as you
sors have followed with ever-increasing momentum
think. The Marquis of Lothian is an ideal Rector ot
The task is no light one, but set to it with a will, and
the traditional type; nay, he is even more. He pre success must come.
Nemo.
sides at the Symposium ; he would—did not his healt 1
absolutely forbid — lay the memorial-stone ot the
Union; he listens attentively to the Secretary ot
your Council on the subject of the Universities
Bill ; he appoints an assessor, who presides at U mon
debates. Very good ; these acts are graceful in a Lord
THE hopefulness of the position has somehow changed,
Rector, whose election was a mark of the estimation
the general jubilee sounds more distant. The meaning
less^from an educational point of view) Crown Assessors
in which the students held him as a Scotsman and a

But is there no more? May we not expect t e
President of the University Court to attend its meet
ings? May we not ask the students’ Rector to watch
his constituents’ interests, and to indicate their wis es
in matters of principle, and in matters of detai .
it too much to hope that the students representative
on the governing body of the University will learn
where the “shoe pinches” the student, in
get it altered? Yes, it is too much when the Lord
Rector is elected simply because he is a man held in
high esteem in public and national life. Such a man
XX expX to 8™
toe and labour needed
to adequately represent the students. _ Nor can we
even ensure that our Rector will appoint an assessor
who will in any way help us. The appointmer1
entirely in his hands, and it is fairly said that it would
be lowering his dignity to give anything approaching a
nledgl thai he will let the students exercise the right
Sough hl. Here, again, we are well off just now;

to the University Court are still in place, the students are
still in the unsettled position in which the Rector may
oossiblv evolve into a useful member of the Court, and he
may consult the S.R.C. in appointing his Assessor
The Commission nominated is alieady so bin that
can scarcely be added to, and so weak that we shall need
another in a few years to consider the really educational
problems of the University. Had the representation of.
students been satisfactorily settled, and the position of the
Assistant Professors, we might have left the political pro
blems behind us now and got ready for real progress
The Lord Advocate forms a much higher estimate of
the interest of graduates in University questions than we
have been able to do. Very rarely indeed would the
students find a fitting Assessor in a graduate who had
left the University for five years.
The Commissioners nominated are :—Lord Kinnear
(chairman), the Dean of Faculty, Earl of Crawford, Lord
Watson, Marquis of Bute, Dr A. B. Macgregor Sir Chas.
Dalrvmnle Mr Craig-Sellar, Mr Donald Crawford, Mr J.
A. Campbell, Mr Vary Campbell, Sir J. Crichton-Browne,
and Mr J. Eric Erichsen.
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It would of course be impossible for any of us to
utilise all the social opportunities which the figures of
the above table indicate. We are here to learn that
T may be said in general that at any given time
work
in life which we have taken in hand, and to do
there are in this University four generations of
this means a considerable amount of daily solitude.
students, and that each generation, as it passes on
Can anything be done, however, to enable us to
through its course, sees three generations disappear in
make fuller use of our social privileges? Are the
front of it, and three generations also appear behind
present isolation and narrow-mindedness in which
it. It is therefore evident that the possibilities of many of us live remediable ? Or are they necessary
evils, perhaps really blessings in disguise ?
intercourse with our fellow-students are__
Io these questions we confess we are unable to
1.
At any given time, with four generations.
give any definite answer. Amicitia nascitur, non fit:
2.
During our whole course, with seven generations. intercourse between men must be spontaneous to
be worth having. The work that each of us has
to do demands the main part of his time and energies.
To the above must be added this most important
Still it is true that external arrangements foster if they
consideration,—viz., that there are five Faculties in
this University, each with three or four generations of do not create friendship; and notably we shall be
its own, and each with sympathies and ways of think unsocial and blameworthy if we do not to a man join
the Students' Union, which is the greatest attempt yet
ing different from those of its neighbours. A refer made to enable us to see more of each other.
ence to the following table will, with what has been
already said, reveal the somewhat astonishing fact
that at any time it is possible for us to associate with
seventeen different sets of men ; and that during a
college course of four years we shall have had the
University Hall.—The residents, who are now at
chance of mingling with twenty-nine different sets of their full complement, are at present settling those ques
men :—
tions of constitution which are necessary for discipline

ceupse o'

J

Faculty.

Y ears of Study.

Medical...............
Arts ..................
Divinity ...........
Law ..................
Science..............
Total ...........

No. of Sets of
Students each man
may see in his Course.

4
4
3
3
3

7
7
5
5
5

17

29

If it be recognised that every year brings under the
fostering care of our Alma Mater much of what is
best in the youth of this country and of other lands it
will be seen that these possibilities, besides being
airly large in extent, are intrinsically important, and
worth the consideration of each of us. Turning from
the possible to the actual we find a state of things
which may be summarised as follows :__
&

1. I he great majority of us do not associate with
men out of our own faculty.
2. the great majority of us do not associate with
men out of our own year.
3.
Final men and juniors are utter strangers.
It is of course true of some few that their praise or
dispraise resounds through all the years and even all
the faculties, but for most of us the above three
statements express the sum of our intercourse.
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there is now no doubt of the success of the institution,
borne of the residents go down this term, and those who
wish to fill their places will have to make early applica-

GLrjcrcil ^ledical ©oupcil.
Proceedings at the recent session of the General
Medical Council were of considerable importance to stu
dents. It was agreed to raise the necessary qualification
m practical midwifery to twelve cases ; to require, as far
as local circumstances will permit, three months’ instruc
tion in fevers ; and to draw attention to the need of
studying insanity. The Council entered a protest against
extreme subdivision of the examinations, though some
what strict criticism was passed at the short interval
which we have between the Examination in Anatomy and
Physiology and the Final Examination. To secure some
alleviation of the present burden on students, it was
agreed—‘ That m order to afford due time for clinical
work, it is desirable that the number of systematic lec
tures be restricted, and that it be referred to the Educa
tion Committee to consider in what cases, and to what
extent, this restriction should be applied, and to report to
a subsequent meeting of the Council.” Coming on the
kij
°Ur Commissi°n °n Clinical Instruction, this
should somewhat expedite progress here. In prescribing
curtailment two points should be kept in view—(1.) It is
absurd to repeat in lecture work done in the practical
class, as m Materia Medica and Physiology. (2.) Sys
tematic lectures are most useful in introductory courses.
Details may be found in books.
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Cricket.—’Varsity cricket has been most successful
this season, but it would have been even more so had the ;
captain been able to command the weather even to a 1
Many of the best matches were not
। modified extent.
.
■ played owing to the rain.
The University card is rather a small one this year,
and for some reason or another that of the Corstorphme
Wanderersris ridiculously full.
,
Looking over the matches played, we see that Thornton s
table to
absence at the beginning of the season was a great loss—for instance, the first match of the season, u. High School
(F P) was lost by a few runs due chiefly to a lack ot
eous to
bowling, and also, of course, to a great want of practice,
us has
which manifested itself in the batting of the whole Eleven
:nergies.
except H. T. Thompson and J. L. Reed, who batted
r if they
exceedingly well for 28 and 15, not out, respectively.
shall be
The Clydesdale match was played, so far as it went, in
nan join
a thunderstorm, which materially interfered with the play
of the Clydesdale bats, who quickly fell to the bowling of
mpt yet
Ramsay, Lowson, and Mapleton. Ram then stopped the
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'The Drumpellier match did not come off on account of

Grange and Hawick. The defeat sustained at the hands
of the Grange C.C. was the first defeat since Dalkeith
proved victorious in 1887, since which twenty-five matches
were played up to the date of the Grange match without
a reverse. The Hawick match was lost by 3 runs only,
the bad wicket accounting for the small scores on each
side. Rain prevented the annual matches with the Royal
Hirrh School and Poloc, and the first match with Lasswade. In batting the team has not been quite so con
sistent as last year, though W. H. H. Bennett, A. W.
Campbell. T. Adams, A. O. Wilson, and R. J. Pope nave
shown good form with the bat. Though an excellent
bowler in A. W. Marwood is absent this year, his place
has been ably filled by F. W. Wingrove (lately arrived
from Melbourne), who is undoubtedly the best bowler the
Australasians have yet had. With the aid of Messrs
Bennett and Adams, he has again placed the Club in the .
front rank in this department of the game. The combined
1 fielding of the team is again a leading feature. Following
are scores and results of matches :—
.
May '¡th.—Academicals (Edin.), 205 ; Australasians,
57, 1 wicket down. A. W. Campbell, 22 ; R. J. Pope, 26
(not out). Drawn.
Mavz^.—Watsonians, 445 Australasians, 155. W. H
H. Bennett, 83 (not out) ; R. J. Pope, 32 ; J. Fitzgerald,
iq. Won by in runs.
May 16th. — Merchiston, 51 ; Australasians, 76, 6
wickets down. R. J. Pope, 18; A. W. Campbell, 17.
Won by 4 wickets and 25 runs.
.
May igth.—Loretto, 46 and 89 for 8 wickets ; Austral
asian^ 56. A. W. Campbell, 18 ; W. H. H. Bennett, 14 ;

In very nasty weather the Carlton suffered defeat at the
hands of the ’Varsity, Thornton’s bowling being very
deadly. For the ’Varsity, Mapleton, Robertson, rernandez, and Thornton made most of the runs.
,
The North of Ireland came over and played a two days
match on the nth and 12th of June, but having been dis
appointed in many of their best bats rather a poor Eleven
was put into the field. Owing chiefly to Thorntons
bowling they were got rid of for 50 odd. The University
then went in and put on a lot of runs. Pope was top
scorer with 86 ; Campbell made 50 ; Mapleton, Car
ruthers, and Bearne also made runs.
The match with the Academicals ended m a draw
areatly in favour of the ’Varsity, who put on some 120
runs while the Academicals had six wickets down foi 30
On 23rd June Greenock journeyed to Corstorphme, and
met with a somewhat unexpected defeat by four wickets.
The whole credit of this performance belongs to 1.
Johnston, who made 49, and to T. A. Lowson, who made

^The” Corstorphine Wanderers’ matches have all been
won, with the exception of the Selkirk match which was
the first match of the season. The most brilliant victory
was that over Craigmount, who possess two most
successful bowlers in Robinson and Le Messuner. As
regards the matches which have yet to come, the
University will have some difficulty in beating the
and West of Scotland, but if Thornton’s bowling is only
backed up by some respectable batting on the part not
only of one or two men, but of the majority of the team
there ought not to be much doubt as regards the res .
Among the new men in the Eleven this year^aPlet
seems to be as high a scorer as any of the older caps.
Bearne, Thompson, and Fernandez have a soscored
pretty consistently.
Edinburgh Australasian C.C -Season 1888—The
Australasians are now well into their fourth season, the
Club having been formed in 1885. Beginning this year
on Sth May, they have played nine matches, five of which
were won, two lost, and two drawn; T1je Ave matches
won were against the Watsomans, Merchiston, Loietto,
Uddingston, and Lasswade—the two lost against the

G. H. Monro, 15. Won by 10 runs.
May 24th.—Uddingston, 46 and 51 ; Australasians, 102.
A. W. Campbell, 35 5 W. H. H. Bennett, 34- Won by
an innings and 5 runs.
June 6th.—Academy (Edin.), did not bat; Australasians,
23, no wicket down. H. L. M Culloch, 16 (not out).

Tune 16th.—Grange,223,4 wickets down; Australasians,
1-8 R T Pope, 24; A. O. Wilson, 27; W. H. H.
Bennett, 19 ; A. W Campbell, 15 ; J. C. Palmer, 14.
Lost by 6 wickets and 85 runs
June 2oth.—^‘a^x^, 49 5 Australasians, 46. R. J.
Pope, 16 ; A. W. Campbell, 14 ; A. O. Wilson, 10 (not
out). ’ Lost by 3 runs.
,
June 23rd. — Lasswade, 125 ; Australasians, 159, 6
wickets down. R. J. Pope, 95 ; H. L. M Culloch, 27 , J.
Adams, 13 (not out). Won by 4 wickets and 34 luns.

heifer fo ftje EJifor,
Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons,
Edinburgh, 29V May 1888.

Dear Sir,—Will you allow me to point out that the
Demonstrations given in the Museum of the Royal College
of Surgeons, during this summer, are only novel so
far as I am concerned.
, ,
•
,
Demonstrations have been regularly given by previous
Conservators of the Museum for many yeais.
I shall be much obliged if, in justice to my prede
cessors, you will kindly let this be known.—I am, &c„

Charles W. Cathcart.
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Introduction

to the

British Pharmacopoeia. By

Professor Rawdön Macnamara.
H. K. Lewis.

1888.

London :

The B. P. is not the most intelligible document which
the student can face, and Professor Macnamara’s notes
may in a very compact form supply them with informa
tion for which they are curious on first beginning the
practical study of Pharmacy. In this respect the useful

ness of the little volume might be extended by more
information as to the practical laboratory work with ]
drugs, even though the chemical notes on the constitution 1
of gums and resins were curtailed. For the purposes of 1
students, too, a further adoption of the method of tabula
tion would be an economy,—eg., the four pages on the t
preparation of alkaloids, which might be compressed *
somewhat as follows, as in the table from which the =
general process is more easily seen than it is even of h
I reading a verbal description.

Preparation of Alkaloids.
Exhaustion.

Alkaloid.

Source.
Aconitina.

Morphina.

Solvent.

Salt in Solution.

Aconite Root.

Sp. rect.

Aconitate.

Opium.

Water.

Meconate.

Separation.

Concentration

Precipitant.

Distil, Redis Liq. Ammon.
solvein Water,
and Filter.

Strychnina.

Nux Vomica.

Sp. rect. and
W ater.

Igasurate.

Distil.

then

Purification.

Precipitate.
Aconitina.

Calc. Chlorid.
Concentrate to
Solidity,
Squeeze, Re
then
dissolve in
Liq. Ammon.
Boiling Water,
and Filter.

1

Filtrate.
Ammon. Aconi
tate.

Calc. Meconate. Morph. Muriate

Morphina.

Ammon. Chlorid

Pb. Acet.

Igasurate of
Lead.

Strychnin, et
Brucin. Acetas.

Liq. Ammon.

Strychnina and Ammon. Acet.
Brucina.

Redissolve in
Boiling Sp.
rect., and
Crystallise out
Strychnina by
Evaporation.
________________

______

A Book of Verses. By W. E. Henley. 1888. London:
David Nutt. 2s. 6d.

With singular appropriateness this book has come into
our hands just when we can recommend it to medical *
students as a memorial of the life from which they are
now to graduate. The writer was a patient in the old
Royal Infirmary in 1872-73, and in rhythm of singular
sweetness and force he renders vivid many pictures we
shall not care to forget. Of pathos there is plenty in the
doctor s life, but not every one has the skill to portray it
so forcibly as is done in such verses as “ The Ploughman ”
and “ Casualty ; ” and of the happier moments we shall
gladly remember such pictures as ' “ Clinical ” “ The
Chief,” and “ Scrubber.” Faults it is easy to find, and we
A
mOre easily rec°gnise the
“Staff-Nurse: Old Style” than “New Style’’but the
merits are excellent, and most readers will thank us for
calling their attention to the book. “ In Hospital ” forms
nearly a third of the volume, and the rest consists of very
pretty and well-managed verses in the forms of ballade
rondeau, and rondel, which by themselves would be worthy
of recommendation. The hearts of students who are sad
will find in the volume an appropriate echo ; and when
as we hope, they will soon be happy, they will join his
song of ‘ Fates a Fiddler, Life’s a Dance,” or trip it to
his musical—
r
“ The ways are green with the gladdening sheen
Of the young year’s fairest daughter.
O the shadows that fleet o’er the springing wheat 1
O the magic of running water !
The spirit of spring is in everything,
The banners of spring are streaming,
We march to a tune from the fifes of June,
And life’s a dream worth dreaming.

—

“ It’s all very well to sit and spell
-A.
At the lesson there’s no gainsaying ;
But what the deuce are wont and use
When the whole mad world’s a-maying ?
When the meadow glows, and the orchard snows,
And the air’s with love-motes teeming,
When fancies break, and the senses wake,
O life’s a dream worth dreaming !
“ What nature has writ with her lusty wit
Is worded so wisely arid kindly,
That whoever has dipped in her manuscript
Must up and follow her blindly.
Now the summer prime is her blithest rhyme,
In the being and the seeming,
And they that have heard the overword
Know life’s a dream worth dreaming.”
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For deeds heroic there are songs sublime,
And for vast enterprises vast renown,
Yet many a humble bard for whom no crown
Of laurel e’er was wreathed for his rhyme
Has sung in sweet content ; deem it not crime
If, closing our first volume, then, we claim
A right to modest joy, that modest aim
Thus far stands honoured and approved of Time.
Not in such simple page for every mood
Could we at bidding, sink, at bidding, soar ;
Young sages may have thought our matter crude,
Young harum-scarums voted it a bore ;
Yet, if by one small mite, earth’s sum of good
Has been through us increased, we ask no more.
EXIT VOLUME FIRST.
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Libentissime, o Sodales, oblatam occasionem amplectimur, cuius compotes

nos tam benigne fecistis, ut feriis vestris saecularibus interesse possimus et
gratias iam diu per saecula Bononiae debitas nostro nomine agamus.

Nos

qui exinde a pueris Italiae in familiariate et amore vivimus, qui disciplmas

a vobis aut susceptas aut traditas adsidue, nonnunquam et laboriose, cohmus,
nostros

quasi

Penates

repetere videmur ;

Bononiam agnoscimus

inns

Romani fontem, artium et litterarum non asperam nutricem, libertatis arcem

et propugnaculum.
Ncque illud exiguum est quod vostro potissimum exemplo, alumni
Bononienses, debemus.

Nam apud vos initium factum est ut qui nondum

Magistri sunt aliquid tamen in Universitate administranda valeant.
quoque eodem lure utimur;

indies valemus.

stiruendum

valemus aliquid in Universitate el maps

Vestra porro vestigia insecuti Concilium nuper con-

curavimus,

declaret, consular

Nos

quod

utilitatibus.

universorum

opiniones

eliciat,

voluntates

multum nobts et mcund.tatis

Unde

et

commodi iam accessit.
Legatum denique nostrum, cui has epistolas mandamus, unanimorum

studia ac vota secum ferentem, Universitari vestrae, antiqultate et laude

praecellenti, fausta omnia precari iubemus ; nos domi interea, ferns simul
indictis,

novam vobiscum sodalitatem

tionem magnis poculis instaurabimus.
Kal. Jun. mdccclxxxviii.

fraternamque ammonito comune-

Valete.

